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130. LORD ADONAI: A Word to All the Religious
People Everywhere! (Scribed)

A Message To The Religious - by Lord Adonai

LORD ADONAI: A Word to All the Religious People Everywhere!
(Scribed)
(Quote from our records)
August 14, 2012, 9:28 am
Lord Adonai:
"Those of you who bow five times toward Makkah, or who kneel in your churches, are
merely bowing and kneeling toward yourselves. We brought you here, so why do you
worship us? Do you worship those who are your relatives? No? Then why us? There is more
than one of us high up in your atmosphere, and who live upon various temporal worlds and
those which last much longer.
Well then! What do you have to say for yourselves? Sniveling will get you nowhere, and we
do not need your help in regaining your souls, save that of everything you do decides the
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equipment of your previous to next lifestreams, equipping the each one of you for a time at
hand whereby each one of you down upon your haunches or knees, for that matter, still do
not understand the resources we have for so long placed at your feet.
-Adonai, of the Essence of all Charitability among many Commanders-in-Chiefs of the
Federated body of Lyrnx which, beloveds, is merely a sub-command of the Federation of Freely
'endowed' with much greenery, planets. Adieu and goodbye for this section!" (9:30 am)
(9:41 am)
What child need kneel and beg for a crumb from his father's table? And yet we are all your
fathers, your mothers, and your aunts, uncles, and cousins, nieces, nephews, and
sacrimonious ones!
Cherubs, you have much to learn and think how far you have come in one lifestream to
having learned next to nothing! You still cherish the ideology of following 'one god' when we
are many. Yet you still do not understand we are your relatives and wish you would not
continue in worshiping us. You do us a severe injustice by doing so, and we only want what is
best for the each one of you, and some have even given up trying on your behalf.
Others of you continue in worshiping the solid round ball within your black and gold
structure of prettiness. A solid ball which came from one of our star craft, and HERE YOU ARE
WORSHIPING IT as you mill around it in circles all day long!
Ye ones are of the most incredible eyesight, if you cannot even tell the difference between a
mechanical object and that of your own technical observance in that which ye or others do
build.

In consequence, you have all betrayed us and our love, and because of it
many moons will continue to pass before you will see us again at your
doorstep!
Adieu, and farewell.
- Adonai of the I AM Essence of love and chagrin. (9:56 am)
(10:05 am)
And you in your temples and synagogues! Do you think we left you out? Nay, not in the least.
For you little ones are seemingly intact in the equivalent to not facing of yourselves in either
the eastward nor westward department, but instead, you little temple dwellers, you all lean
out of your trains as they 'glide' along, falling out of windows and doors, yet you think you
know what your 'gods and goddesses' said, when in reality by your own actions toward that
of your female sex you hardly know what is right and correct any more.
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The scary part here is that you all have the capacity to incinerate one another along the east
coast, and that even frightens us.
Then come the little synagogue dwellers whose chagrin at the rest of the Middle East has
come with time. Do ye ones never remember a word which we have told you about your
beginnings? Hair stands up on the back of your necks every time you are aptly reminded, but
never mind, the clock will tick of itself back until the day comes whereby you ones definitely
will back yourselves into the corner of no return. Get rid of all the restrictions on your souls
before lift-off or you will be no better off than the anemones of the sea shell sort.
That is all for today. Thank you, Seila, and farewell until the season has ended for most of the
world's finest upon the starship Pluto.
- ADONAI

(10:14 am)

(End quote)
-Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREELY copies of our books from http://scribd.com.rsentana_ries

Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
The fundamental errors of religion are: -to believe there is a singular, supreme "God." In fact,
WE ARE ALL GODS AND GODDESSES.
Next fundamental error: -to believe blood must be shed for our "sins." Fact is we are all
responsible for our own actions and will bear the consequences of our wrong-doings.
Fundamental error: -To believe a superior being expects to be worshiped. -Fact is that only
demons wish to be worshiped and admired. Therefore don't worship anyone.
Fundamental error: -To believe that you need a guide for your spiritual journey in the form of a
pastor, a priest, a preacher, or a bishop. No, what you need is to be open-minded to truth, and a
willing heart to accept it and live a righteous life. And always remember that your relatives from
the stars love you and one day wish to take you home in their ships.
Fundamental error among members of secret clubs: -to think you can get away unpunished
for running a conspiracy against your fellow man - no, you will NOT!
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131. “In Another Life...” (A Poem to the Honour of
the Soul Mate)

January 18, 2013
Soul mate relationships may not necessarily be smooth simply because during the course of
our incarnations we evolved at different rates while being separated from each other.
On this issue I will share with you a poem I wrote to show what can happen when tragedy
strikes. While the ending may be positive, however to get there can be agony for a long time.
All of us in the Beginning:
We may not remember, but it is true
We once had our union, just me and you too.
Then went on a journey through lives to explore
And learn from our lessons in numbers galore
To not yield to evil, for that leads to pain
Lest lessons unlearned we’d do once again!
Then came the separation from our soulmates:
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I missed you, for left on my own
Felt lonely though strength should have shown!
Then word came to lonesomes in state:
“The Other is missing! Go find now your mate!”
But planets are many and nations are great
“Where is now my only and long-lost soul mate?”

Devastated, yet determined to find her!
We stumbled and fell, tripped up here and there
For lives were not easy – and challenges great!
What made it so hard: “You were not there!”
And finding you not is crushing of late
My mind. Yet on will I go for you are my twin!
Come Hell or High Water, this one I must win!

We arrived at the crunch of the Equinox:
“The Equinox is now!” But where is my mate?
I need her to join with! Have I been too late?
Along comes a reading: “Your future is bright!”
“Thank you, Lord Michael, so where is the light
Of my life? I hate the abyss, we do need each other
So we can in love enjoy one another!”

Reflect now on your missed and impossible opportunitiy!
Hmmm! I recall! We met! you did say?
In this life? Let’s see… If truth not betray!
I once heard her voice, and did shake her hand!
Yet timing was off! Could not linger and land that union divine!
Saw you so close - yet so far away!
Our paths could not join…! A failure of time?

Remorse… perhaps?
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Life’s duties prevailed, but our hearts are torn
And pain will not stop. Must I be re-born
To see you again in another life?
And then be my wife?
So I will not stop but wait at the “gate”
To see you there then, and then be my mate!

Union at last: IN ANOTHER LIFE! (For all who failed to find and could not connect with
their soulmates.)
For bliss to unfold for lifetimes to come
I do need of you, and you need of me.
My faith is affirmed! THE UNION has come
And you will be there – just you and just me
With all of our friends – all TOGETHER AS ONE!
In that brand new life
Will you then be my wife!

Don't miss this song after reading the poem:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cx_1R8R0NRA&feature=share
With compliments from me, Reni Sentana-Ries, to all soul mates.
This 18th day of January, 2013. http://facebook.com/sentanaries

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
Link: https://youtu.be/cx_1R8R0NRA
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132. Captain James Galiac: Please Get Your Mind
Ready for Your Personal Evacuation! (Scribed)

Starship Captain James Galiac Sananda:
November 1, 2012, 3:00 pm
(Quote)
Well loves, it is I, your most un-influential of all Commanders (by my standard alone) Captain
James Galiac Sananda. And why is this I state of myself so? It is because no matter how long
and hard I talk to my “parishioners,” so to speak, for that is what many of you call yourselves,
you are extremely hard of hearing!
You take it upon yourselves to state what your Bible states when most of it has been altered
and erased, otherwise you would catch on to all I am telling you!
But that is not to be seen, and very clearly you are not going to be ready when my fleet come
calling at your door through your very television set, over the airwaves, telling the each one
of you, that we of the Command of the Federation of Free Planets are willing to rescue those
of you who have prepared yourselves with our message of evacuation, therein be ready to
go, before the greatest calamities strike you dead, and here we are waiting!
Now, what would you say if we were to grace your living room with tangible messages of
“Christ’s return?” Would you even understand that “Christ” simply means christed ones?
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We of the more evolved humans are all christed ones, moral ones, ethical ones; that is what
holy means, dear ones! But you are so far a-field of what even holy means, that we are
wondering if you are even up to starship travel.
Paradise is to be found in the here and now, both, upon your world, if we may help you build it,
and found also upon other higher-evolved engaging worlds whose right-of-access belong only
to those who have left of their diapers at home and progressed of themselves throughout
their life-streams to the seventh level or degree of university!
Where there is light, there is also found darkness, for without darkness the light would not
even show. Is that not right, chelas?
So, let us not reason together based on text of which has been cauterized out of existence; but
come and let us reason together based on logic, faith that we will come, and a rapt
understanding of what paradise and how to build it really exists in reality!
So, maudlin to say, we have tried throughout the centuries time after time, and because of it
we will soon be closing up our doors to the next level of habitation.
Therefore, it will be up to the each of you to decide on that which you would have yourselves
believe. To us it is entirely your decision, for we are safe where we are, and we will once again
depart for each of our own home planets – with you or without you.
It is, after all, your decision. But never say you never were given a choice, dear ones. Itchy ears
will not evacuate yourselves anywhere. Good Day.
Captain James Galiac Sananda, formerly known as the ‘Jesus, the Christ,’ though very little of
my story is actually known.
“Good Day. Abbreviate the time sequence, Seila, and have a good day to you both. Sananda
out. (3:17 pm)
(End quote)
(From our unpublished-as-yet book Prophecy Determined)
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila SentanaRies.
Please download FREE pdf copies of our books from
https://www.scribd.com/user/99016954/Reni-Sentana-Ries
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Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
You may have noticed that in the course of my recent postings I am trying to drive home the
fact that ALL PEOPLE must begin to realize that mankind's forefathers are here and ready with
their EVACUATION ships to lift all of us off the face of this planet in the greatest rescue effort
this world has ever seen. WHOEVER RUNS AWAY IN FRIGHT WILL REMAIN BEHIND AND PERISH
IN CATASTROPHES FOR WHICH REASON THEY WILL HAVE COME TO SAVE OUR LIVES FROM A
GLOBAL DISASTER!

133. Canada - a “Hidden Chapter” No Longer!
(Scribed)

Scribed December 28, 1994, Ryley, Alberta, Canada
(Quote)
Canada has estranged itself within a wall of dexterior motivations. This purely means that those
who have at large Canada within their control are functioning within the segment of crucibles.
Understand?
The primary function of this capability of the north country, as we depict it, is to run for
documentation within the historical texts in aberrating the fundamental rudiments of society
into a larger more hysterectimal resource station for the whereabouts of genetical games.
This, dear ones, is simply the acclamation of the standard played upon the national board of
governors, which by fact are indeed your so-called elected leaders who by no majority dictate
to you the farce of their game strategy so laid out by those who are truly at the front! Your
government officials are merely their pawns!!
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So conjugate together then, and protect what might be left of your inheritance, for you have
not many years left!
Why is this material coming just now into your hearing range, ye ask? It is for the sole purpose
of strategy of ourselves. No forewarning - no opposition!
ACT NOW!! You do indeed have but little time left! Put aside your games and strategies for
survival purposes, and do what the mighty ones before you have done before!
Ye ones included do indeed find yourselves within the cloning societal structure of elitist
reform! And there won't be death camps, but to your own domain will ye remain, for to try
and even leave your home without their knowledge will become an impossibility for ye.
Adieu. Wise words from the Textured Former Account of the Days and Reign of the Marauders
upon the Continent Floor of the Pacific Rim.
Sign out, Uthrania Seila, please. Documented Accounts.
(End quote)

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
I live in Canada and found it to be a resource nation for rich corporations to do with politicians
whatever they want. We have no longer an effective constitution to protect our fundamental
rights, British Common Law of presumption of innocence has been forsaken, the courts are
backstabbers of all who appeal to the Constitution for justice and protection and do so IN
VAIN, and the politicians are weak-kneed puppets not daring to oppose those who by slight
and cunning have taken over all governmental administrations and placed it under their own
ethnic control.
We seek a visitor's visa for a friend from the Philippines and cannot get it issued by the
Canadian Embassy staff in Manila who reject it on phony and for flimsy reasons.
That is Canada in a nutshell. (Yuk) I am not impressed. Technology on us is being misused to
place us and ANY OTHER Canadian patriot under perpetual, iron-clad surveillance. This is so
sick...
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134. Starship Admiral James Galiac: Friends,
Participate in Building Paradise! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 25, 2017
The work Uthrania and I have done during 2 decades has lain the foundation for all dear souls
who wish to join us in building paradise for themselves and their loved ones.
In the meantime this groundwork has crystallized into a construct of how to go about building it
from here on out. You will find it under http://freeearthsystem.net . If you seek hope for your
future, then there will you find it!
And now on to the scribed material by the Admiral, using his own words:

September 13, 2012, 3:04 pm
(Quote)
….However, the Equinox is almost through, and sometime between the end of the beginning of
the Equinox and the beginning of the new system upon your newly-cleansed earth - though all
will not be flooded - will be your dismissal from 'hellish circumstances,' so to speak most
literally for most of you, and then will the New Day become light, and the darkened dredges
of humanity will fade away, and your remembrance of it will be no more!
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Just a while longer, little ones, and why do we say that at all? Simply due to the fact that the
ones who wish you the most harm with their money system, or trick, as we justly call it, are
going to go just a 'minute' too far, and then will the 'revenge' upon their persons be at the
forefront, and the many souls will be appeased.
This will occur, dear ones, before the final end of the Equinox when the substance matter of
the earth will transform into a clean and pliable working system, and earth and the time of
the Equinox will come to a close, and thousands - and millions of years for some who destroy
all which they touch - will embrace worlds which contain millions just like themselves, and the
door will close for many millions - to thousands for some - eons, and years for the thousands,
because the end will have then drawn to a close.
For those who have waited patiently and fought the good fight to bring paradise to your
worlds, and for them who have joined in, in soul, heart, and the breath of the spirit, ye ones
will learn to love one another in a unity you could not have before thought possible!
Amen and Good Day.
Sananda James Galiac out for this small portion, and tie off frequency please, my love, and
Good Day.
3:26 pm
(End quote)
(From our as yet unpublished book Prophecy Determined)
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila SentanaRies.
See also http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk for the locations of all our written material.

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
In my own opinion the bankers will be going "just a minute too far" when finally they have
arrived at their cherished goal of removing all cash out of circulation and making all
transactions of goods and services conditional to electronic money transfers.
Such measure will throw a large percentage of the population into a state beyond abject
poverty simply because they cannot earn cash under the table any more for their own
survival. I will then be the only one with power to save their butts from the fires of the wrath of
the people! But it will come at a price….
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135. Starship Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: We Walk
in and Out of Bodies With Ease! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 26, 2017
From this scribing we learn how easy it is to convey verbatim telepathic messages between
two people who may be galaxies apart from one another, and where the giver may have more
than one telepathic contact living on different planets with messages for different peoples!
The crux of the matter is of course to be capable of scribing down telepathically-received
words accurately and without thought-interference of one’s own mind!
The other remarkable insight given by Commander Ruttex is his description of what really
takes place when we enter the fetus of a yet unborn child in a mother’s womb, and what
happens when we leave that body as an adult.
Yet nothing ever takes place within the soul entity’s life experience unless it finds itself in an
environment surrounded by people in physical form guiding and counseling it toward its next
appropriate life experience for the sole purpose of advancing its evolution as an ethical and
holy being.
Captain Jeremiah Ruttex:
October 17, 2012, 3:15 pm (Quote)
Hello, dear sweet friends of ours. Captain Jeremiah Ruttex in for the fourth section this day,
following working with another couple of scribes upon another such worlds as your own. And
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no, we do not need to avail ourselves of mandatory alliance of setting foot on their earth to do
so!
Now, on for our final sub-topic under this heading of Chapter Two, ‘Down With The
Milligrades!’

DOWN WITH THE MILLIGRADES!
And what exactly are milligrades, dear ones? Milligrades are the primary catapult of the
masses into a more or less equatorial compliance with our Federation of all free and
unindulated worlds.
In other words, dear one, and fellow human Beings, those who are equipped and ready to
move on into greater and more satisfying socially structured worlds will come a long way
upon their own earth before that time is at hand. Those people will equip themselves with the
spark of life of the pen as they tell others what they have found, and to a degree then will the
scribings be of their own pen. Isn’t that nice how it all works together?
We have no quibbling from our end on just who does what, but before we go on, I must relay
to you that point of reference which does belong to us all, and that is leave your wicked
desires behind, for if you do not, you will be subservient to all those who do and will go
ahead without you!
We have testimony after testimony of just how on earth does the joining of one family
member to another, after they have passed from death, as you call it, unto life in the next
world react and live?

(We do seldom act upon your terminology, for that would lace us into a dialogue of utter and
complete erroneous effort. So, on your behalf let us explain just a little bit further. Ahem.)

When you leave your body, or casing, as some from our factions call it, you walk out.
When the body is forming in the womb, you walk in.
So when you ‘walk out,’ only the rate of exponential height of molecular structure in its
fissuring will complete itself in the light of a differently rapid movement which allows fist and
hand to move through a tightly-wound fissure called ‘hydro-plexin.’
Hydro-plexin is a bodily source which allows the body - or soul body - to operate no differently
than the soul body you walk into. And why is this, dear friends? Because you will always walk
upon an earth with the same proportionate fixture as you do when in the physical, no matter
where you go!
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There is no ghostly apparition! That is for your comic books. What you think are ghostly
apparitions, are the souls which are transforming into the solidification of just where they are
at and residing. This is only for a split second, and when there are those of you who imprint
upon your mind those who ‘have come back in apparition to see you’ that is not actually true,
for the memory is able to manifest that which you wish to see, and because of it we allow a
temporal beset of alliances of soul-to-soul memory in order to assist all those who need just a
little more time to themselves to sort it all out.
It is like a pacifier. If you take the pacifier away from the baby before it is ready then you will
actually stunt that child’s growth rather than allowing a gentle transformation into the next
stage of life whether it be upon the plane or world which you ones are on or that of another
type of assistance.
Now, we promised that we would tell you what happens upon death and we have. From then
on the soul manifests in a little different composition but is as solid as it once was in
comparison to the mass of the earth it now walks upon. Nobody floats, so if you were
deciding you could float as in the clouds, I am sorry to mention to you that you will indeed not
do so.
You will be taken to another who will come to meet you and be housed in a simple dwelling,
given food, drink and clothes to fit your new body, and then it is up to you to do that which
you would do had you never left earth.
If you wish to visit others, then you may do so. They, liken unto yourselves, may wish or not
wish to visit with you. If you have family or friends which have left their bodies earlier and have
not gone in front of the Council of Artimus for ‘judgment,’ as you call it, then you may well
wish to reside or visit with them. There is free will in this as well.
Now the Great Council of Artimus is not a judgment chamber but rather a highly evolved
group of personages who delight in leading you through some of your life’s escapades whether
they appear in the negative or in the positive.
Their main duty is to firmly but lovingly assist you into setting out a new scenario for you to
reincarnate forward into in order that you might accomplish more lessons through goals
which they and yourselves will set down together.
Following this discourse, the soul within its temporal body - still physical of course, though
running at a different rate in molecular structure - will either choose to remain at the place of
the waiting for a time or will decide to reincarnate through the ever-present womb of the
woman through the blood and breaking of water.
And a new life - as they say - will have begun.
This will be enough for today, and how I love and cherish each one of you who chooses our
words among many.
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Signing off, Jeremiah Ruttex, Captain of the Hiroshima Intrepid.
Sign off for me please, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, and get this on as soon as you may be able.
Adieu to you too.” 3:45 pm
(End quote)
From our as yet unpublished book Good Luck Charm.
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

136. A Double-Whammy for the Strong in Soul
Only: Evacuate and Watch This World Being Destroyed!
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 27, 2017
We are not peddlers of fear, but are realists with a message of HOPE for you all. Hardly could
we be messengers of light speaking of doom only without combining it with words of hope and
comfort for all our friends who have come to believe what the Captains and Commanders from
the stars are saying.
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The information is here at your fingertips, but you people must seek it out and take it into your
souls. Only then can you be comforted by words of hope contained in our writings in face of all
the often-announced doom which will fall upon all the ignorant and unprepared ones who
thought they knew better than what Seila and I have passed on to humanity during the space of
a full 2 decades of our time: ALL OF WHICH IS COMING FROM STARSHIP COMMANDERS SENT
HERE FOR THE PURPOSE OF OVERSEEING MANKIND’S TRANSITION INTO MORE ELEVATED
LIVING CONDITIONS FOR ITS FUTURE!

Commander Hatonn and Captain James Galiac Sananda:
(Quote from our records) September 10, 2012 12:00 pm
Captain James Galiac: Captain Sananda Galiac at the helm, little one. Can you take him,
Gyeorgos Hatonn?
Seila: Indeed I can commander. Ready and waiting.
Commander Hatonn: This is for the conclusion of the book and then we will run right into Book
III, Prophecy Determined, and close up on that one shortened piece.
Seila: Thank you.
Commander Hatonn: So we are all here, ready and waiting then, you estranged ones of our
writs! No, you do not wait as the rest of our readers do in their time off?
Well, it is for this reason that many who do not ready themselves will be left behind, while
others of your ilk will be taken against their own accord to those places left unfinished in the
darkened worlds of our utmost, and your distaste, while others of our ilk are likened to a fire
where they pile the fuel on to brighten the way, and for these dear ones, we will always be
present until the time is at hand for the departure of us all.
And then will giant waves flood the lands, and though not all continents will resurface when
the tidal waves have subsided!
There will always be that contentment among many of you that your old way of life ceases to
hold any of you in bondage, and we will place our people, who work for the good of the
cause of your humanity, in our place in order to set up the kind of system every federated
planet is capable of and has therefore instituted, so there will be no further repeat of such
irritation and nonsense as you living under a rotten-to-the-core system run by a bunch of
hooligans!
So on with the next topic at hand, and this will conclude the book at large for we do hope parts
of it will reach the public eyes and hands though not all text can safely be for today. Please
place: Conclusionary Epic, scribe, and we will gainatorily, proceed.
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CONCLUSIONARY EPIC
So in happenstance we would conclude with these few short stops which indeed bring you no
closer to the truth UNLESS YOU, THE PEOPLE, DO REMEMBER NOT TO CHOOSE AMONG
YOURSELVES IN YOUR RAPIDLY DECLINING 'DEMOCRATIC’ WAY YOUR NEXT LEADERS, FOR
THE MAJORITY OF THEM HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA ON THIS, YOUR EARTHEN PLANE, HOW
TO SET UP A WORKING SYSTEM WHICH ALLOWS NO GREED, NOR AVARICE, NO POWER, AND
DEFINITELY NO MONEY!
As you have seen, democracy has turned into a bad sort of dictatorship and never had much
chance of survival, and do you know why this is?
BECAUSE WHEN YOU ELECT PEOPLE INTO POWER OVER YOU, INSTEAD OF THEM SITTING AT
THE TABLE WITH YOU, YOU HAVE GIVEN YOUR OWN POWER AWAY!
And why on earth would you, the people, want to give another power over you who has no
inkling how to set up a Federated planet of all good living structures and system for all men,
women, and children?
You are to work as a one unit. You MUST work in the ONENESS.
We gave the words to many of you in this world, the Federated System was…:
"For the people to enjoy!”
"By the people to create under the guidance of Federated Leaderships!”
"Of the people who are the bastions of all principle!”
And your democracy, or republic, or dictatorships ARE ANYTHING BUT THAT!
Good Day and get your own thinking caps on and STOP BEING LED DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
WITH A HOOP THROUGH YOUR NOSES LIKE SHEEP AND CATTLE LED TO THE SLAUGHTER!
Good Day, and love to you all!
The Brotherhood of all Enlightened Beings.
Sananda out. Tie off frequency please, Seila and close down this book. Put on that which is safe
to do so. (12:16 pm) September 10, 2012 book closed off."
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila SentanaRies.
(End quote from our book The Pastureland Down Under)
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The System of the Future will be in accordance with the blueprint as developed by Mr. Reni
Sentana-Ries and displayed on his website http://freeearthsystem.net .
It is clear to us that for implementation to happen the militaries of this planet must switch
their allegiance away from “democratic” leaders and rally behind this carefully developed
document. That will then stop their men from becoming any longer cannon fodder on behalf of
elites who now control the military men for the purpose of their own protection and greed.
If this will not happen, then we will be okay, BUT YOU WILL NOT, and we will submit you to a
long “Good Bye.”

137. A Starship Captain James Galiac: How to
Find Your Soul Mate (Scribed, see also #035, Volume 1)

21

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 27, 2017
I wished people would understand the significance of the Equinox we are in today - speaking in
terms of time coming to us in sets of eons of time bundled into equinoxes.
I shudder to think what will happen to all who fail to understand its significance and who
continue on with their morally rather compromised attitude between right and wrong, and
truth versus lies.
And here the significance of finding our soul mate cannot be underestimated. Do not assume
you have found your soul mate should your relationship be at the level expected from that of
a twin-flame union! In this deliberation Captain James Galiac explains the difference. Enjoy,
and take it to heart.
Note: Not all soul mate unions have a blueprint search as their foundation. The Universe is at
times easier on couples who have earned the right of being together naturally as they
incarnate together within the same neighborhoods where they find each other and unite.
Those are lucky and very privileged people of which I was not one.

December 2, 2012, 3:00 pm, from our records.
(Quote)
Sananda (Captain James Galiac -Editor) in here for prompt display.
Now, chelas, we have long sought over an island of our own, have we not, just to hopefully get
away from all the unpleasantness of our own culture and theirs. This of course is related to all
those centuries of living in a world which is less than fit for humankind at all.
One with another do we misfit of ourselves, and because of it we, of the Brother and
Sisterhood of more enlightened Beings, have come to you gracefully to assist and lead you
into a life much more heartening than you would ever have believed!
We, as most of you know, have our own people among you to lead you with our words. Their
deeds are sanctified in the way which saints of any era would have done on your behalf!
Oh, dear ones, you have missed out on so much, and this grieves our souls whom have come
for you. So let us give to you such bountiful blessings, so to speak, which some of you have
already earned and moved on gracefully into your next series of life activities.
When you search for your soul mate - or lesser one, called a twinned-flame - you must begin
by writing for yourself a short document.
Put down all you would expect, beginning with such as the colour of hair, eyes, composition,
how one carries oneself, mannerisms of all sorts, height, health, and many more details.
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Then put this out to the universe in the quietness of your own special place of being, and
voice it two to three times per day and then wait.
Many will come who are twinned-flames or even near to twinned-flames, but you must be
sure they fit your blueprint.
The soul mate will fit the blueprint EXACTLY.
We have heard many of you exclaiming that if they are upright, and wonderful, and handsome,
or beautiful of physical being or/and soul, that would be enough for you.
But, let us remind you, those of you who believe such nonsense, that this is the time of the
Equinox and therefore you need to meet your very essence in duality, and to do that you need
to fit the one who comes along with your blueprint exactly.
You must realize that the helixes in the DNA - and not the other way around, and believe you
us, we do know of that which we speak - intertwine with one soul and that of the other ‘soul’
to ‘mate’ again for centuries in utter and unobstructive BLISS, and this of course guarantees
all those who have progressed of themselves to the first or more rungs of the paradisaical
worlds and life streams to be together as they were in the beginning of their journey.
Therefore, beloveds, take of yourselves this firmly spoken writ and enjoy some more of the
bountiful riches of ‘heavenhood’ and as we speak we guide you by our words on this paper,
and heaven will not help those who are less charitable to others than they are to themselves.
Good Day.
Captain Galiac, James, Sananda over and out on transmittal frequency aspar4.5.
Please record all time setting please, Uthrania Seila, and a Good Day to you both. Adieu.
Sananda out. 3:42 pm
(End quote)
From our yet unpublished book Good Luck Charm
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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138. For Scientists Only! (Trance Channeled)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 28, 2017
Most of the information which follows is not scribed through verbatim telepathy, but rather
downloaded via trance sessions in which I acted as director. It was not meant for general
public consumption because of its complex scientific nature which only scientists working in
those fields have a chance to decipher.
Taken from the hitherto unpublished book “Hidden Secrets are Valuable to All.”
(Quote)

Spaceflight Aerodynamics (Part One)
Dear ones, this is the beginning entry to the following two documents on spaceflight
aerodynamics by Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox. The
writ is not for those who engage themselves not within these specific scientific disciplines, but
we try to provide that which we can for everyone. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
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Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox:

1994
CHAPTER THREE
SPACEFLIGHT AERODYNAMICS
“Greetings on this fine day, starseed. We will be handling a topic on the aerodynamics of
controversy, of which your scientists have long sought to accomplish within our regulatory
status line of equivalent planning.
If you would find this easier to channel in a theta state of non-compliance with the alpha,
please let us know and we will break until such time as you have prepared yourself. It is the
entire wish that this material be provided as the link to satisfactory control to only those with
the understanding for further developmental techniques, which they have within their
possession at this time, leaving out data of imperative diagnosis to those ones who have
equalized at this time enough of formulated data in retrospect to the concurrences of their
god-given ability.
“With this documentary on aerospace dynamics, as we would call it for their sake of
understanding, we would now feel free to intercept on your wavelength in order to emit
through you those waves of non-perceptual understanding toward those only, who indeed
have specified, that the equivalent of delayed structure could indeed occur within their realm
of reality. With this then we bid you adieu, and we will now proceed with the necessary data.
“Contrary to popular scientific belief on the plane of unreal equivalences to all universal
structure, we have laid out a brief planning department in which all necessary data will
henceforth be accomplished at the level of our own power.
“Blessed be those, who will see this through, for this could well be the factor of doubt erased
into the membranes of all negative concerns in relation to the fact features so embraced by
those in these given fields.
“Monitor carefully our procedures, and take entirely to heart those certain epitaphs of
destructive qualities unto your own merits of interlude. This is entirely written at this time for
those, whose hearts and minds are open to further possibilities of upward movement in a
society which is honed in to concave features of nuclear destruction. Any questions regarding
this epitome is to be discovered in neutral fashion and indeed is encouraged in order to help
alone those of a factious nature in the scientific and astrological communities, which are of a
fact so closely knit together as to be one in purpose and segment of constructionary findings. If
you are ready, little one of our domain, we would like to proceed.”
(End quote. From our book Hidden Secrets are Valuable to All)
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Seila: I will prepare myself to your wishes, for this information you choose to give sounds
rather complicated. I will be ready at 2:00 pm.
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

A Scientist From Above (Part Two)
Though the common way of speaking and sharing information is telepathy (by far the easier
format), other disciplines are also used when necessary. Commander Korthrox has a distinct
work to do alongside Chief Engineer Melix (which we all call him, though it be his second name)
and although to read this somewhat incomprehensible jargon is uninteresting for the
uninitiated, the material in itself will be of quite some interest to scientists in such disciplines.
This writ is out of one of our first books from 1994 which we have not included in our line-up of
published books so far. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

Captain James Melix Somajar - Chief Engineer and Commander Korthrox:
(Quote)

A SCIENTIST FROM ABOVE
"Now, the information of which your scientists (prefer) rather at this time, information which
has eluded them:
Chief Engineer Melix: "Greetings, I have been sent in to intercept at this part. The BENZENE
THEORY of all nuclear reactors is striven to at this point, and, of course, by your scientists.
These are the basis, nonetheless, of all potential artifacts within your nuclear devices at this
time. However, when you do take the Benzene and you strip it down to its bare resources
which contains of the uthranium context and you implement it, and it is a reddish green blue,
all together there are many colours which are re-coordinated. These are all placed along the
stripping, or, in your terminology, it could be the strapping of the filaments. All around about is
the resource of arti... (we do have trouble in the process of some of your word structure...)
artificial, I believe, the artificial, the artificial filaments maybe somewhat easier to give the
thesis for it.
"Formula data number one under the Menzime: Cross structure 2.47 G-koss in between the
filament irate, of which there is a minus radius, please, 1002.
"The normalicy of other figure structures you have been so searching for: .0083 by a divisible
factor of minus 4 equivalent. Zero infrastructure categorized - no, no, don't put down the
minus, take away of 7.8 with filament. Switch that to 9. Leave intact - that is where your fault
has been! Do remember, of course, to keep these figures unto yourselves. These are of, we
would term, as 'tight security.'
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"Based now on the red blue green infrastructure of the round continuum, you will be faced
with a type of vortex, which the component with the proportionate entity of flow, which is a
rapid in and out pulsation of the vortex. Indeed, as we see it, round circular object such as
metal ball, except not metal to be seen but infused with pulsation act of a minus negative plus
positive pulsation at a rapid 1.7773240.3 to the 3rd power of 74. To begin increasing rapid
rate, put pulsation fixed onto circular diatram components. Power to 2000 neutron waves.
Turn back slightly 56 degrees. Cool off slightly. Be careful not to weigh down in dramatic move
i.e. freeze too quickly. If freeze, you will neutralize all heating factions, which in subservient
factor will turn it into gloss coil heat, which will indeed, in your terminology, 'blow' your device.
Commander Korthrox: "The weaving around the bottom of the base is 24 degrees up... this is
circular, which attaches to the base. Here we have a steady flow. This is not so much of an
interweave pattern glossary conduct nuvias. Reread, please, the theory, justified all
appearances, turn your intersect throttle and downpoint the order, subject to increased
frequency. Sever at 1.7. Neutralize down to factor method of 1.4. Upswing, turn, 0.0. Do not go
to the 0.01 on your Trythascope, because should you do that, you will have a power-up, and a
power blow beneath the surface right in the middle of the Texidrom-compon-shakaeyes.
"This is imperative: You must learn to decipher as carefully as you can all our instructional
patterns, for without them you can succeed no further! We will pre-position each
documented data that you have in your banks so far. They will be aligned. Scrub them out, that
no one can chop into your system!
Director: Can you tell me who the other entity was that came in a while ago?
Commander Korthrox: "Affirmative. Melix.
Director: Thank you.
Commander Korthrox: "He is one of our furthestmost engineers in his field. He is of a very high
quality and brilliant nature. His energy flow, however, is extremely strong and vibrant.
Director: Are you foreseeing any more of these trance sessions for the purpose of this type of
downloading?
Commander Korthrox: "We have left that entirely up to her. We do realize that some of this
does seem a bit frightening or overwhelming. And it is commendable that she prefers not one
iota to be displaced, but as with downloading as with anything, words sometimes elude us,
which causes much repetition. We only hope that the scientists in these different
departments, which all work as one together in unison, will be wise enough to understand
and piece together what we have given them, for the information is vital."
(End quote)
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- Trance channeled by I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

A Scientist From Above (Part Three)
This writ is out of one of our first books from 1994 which we have not included in our array of so
far published books. This is the conclusion of the written and trance session. - Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries
Captain Korthrox:
"The glowing pattern you have on the ceiling in the citadome provides very relevant sequence.
The glowing effect of redness, we see, you have subjected to intercom justification modules.
You have it rather evenly dispersed. For this we commend you. You have succeeded on point 3.
This is not an easy task. For what you are doing is taking the frequencies of certain metal
components. You're using them in a relative infrastructure pattern with dynouements of
electricity formations, which in other words, means the "sparks," in order to neutralize the
current so it gives a cooling effect. You will follow all formulated data of downloading at this
time. And then we will be ready to close this portion. Are we ready?
Director: Yes.
Korthrox: "Thank you. On a fixed ratio of 68, mixture the subcurrent of all artificial remnants of
artifact, which you have been using. Remove the Dilithium into the concave portion of which
you have. Strip down the inner portion of the third ray. You must align it now. The influx of the
circular pattern surrounding each filament will touch briefly onto the colour structure of the
next. This must be aligned in coordinate rays. And here we do work on a large perimeter of 7
and 4's because we are in the process of all neutralizing alignments. Listen carefully. The subservice structure.. on this you write 2.01 infrastructure sub-surface component luthege. Main
beam. It's quite easy when you get the hang of it.
"Secondly, Synap - semi-structure: Fourth beam 2.1 equivalent. Cut down to bare minimum
1/3. Portion off 1.7 to the 4th power. Neutralize all lower energy formations.
"Syntax - second beam. Cut at perpendicular. Use medium laser ray. Suffuge in with itom. Self
structuring neutron miniscule beam formation 3.01 autoplex.
"Core - 1 equivalent ratio 2000. Move to 10,000 for larger craft. You, however, will work on the
radius 1/1000. This you do not neutralize. Concurrent to semi-soft structure of appearance
around with all neutron waves in alignment of at the 4th 42nd degree. Make sure you are
precision-bound!
"Glowing? Intertwine. And finally, sever at the bomeray near the top. KORTHROX reporting
Out.
Director: Thank you, Korthrox. Is there any more to come from other entities?
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Commander Korthrox: "Negative. Hydrogen power was once employed by our people many
eons ago. And it was from this said source of power that we did begin to understand the
separation of the power through the water. And here we drove the semi-currents, which are of
a rectangular spark nature, but miniscule, we learned to separate. There are many, we could
use the term "Secrets of the Universe," but in all logical fact, they're not secrets. They are
available and known to all, who so desire. They're at the very fingertips of societal structure
and ingrained within each of the DNA components.
Director: Are you saying providing people go "within"?
Korthrox: "Providing people go "without." And here we mean "without" the limit of physical
bodies. So in effect you would need to go "within" to go "without." The reality is of the most
simple structure imaginable. And we offer our services as much as we can. But here again, we
can only do just so much.
Director: I really appreciate what you have given us, although it's far above my head. Can you
exactly tell me who this information is specifically directed to?
Commander Korthrox: "This information is for those 'chosen ones' in the scientific fields
throughout your nations. It is not designed to a specific nation or to a specific country within a
country. It is for those enlightened ones alone, who do have the pieces to the rest of the jigsaw
and need a few more theograms to piece together. This should complete a majority of the
work for them. Those who have pieced nothing together, of course, will understand nothing...."
(End quote. From our book Hiddlen Secrets Are Valuable To All)
- Trance channeled by I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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139. Starfleet Captain Jambian: End Your
Religious Connections in Favour of REALITY! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, April 28, 2017
Religious people are obligated to broadly respect other people’s viewpoint on religion, for on
that principle - accepted by all authorities in the land - are they allowed to be divided into
factions without permission to hang on each other’s throats!
“United we stand, divided we fall.” The devil knows it and keeps people divided at the point of
religious diversity.

Starship Captain Jambian, 1994:
(Quote)
Starseed, this is Jambian once again at your unswerving service.
It is nice to keep in touch with you, and once we have completed our very prolonged survey
schematics here, we will once more be rather forced back beyond the highways of tomorrow
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and all it has to offer, which meaning, of course, is by way of ourselves to your rescue, if you
please.
It has been a grand morning! But on with the documentary.
Here in the twilight of the succeeding generation we find that many elude the rightful placing
of their own functions by way of that forum which seems to elude their functioning through
gross misrepresentation as well as gross misconduct of their lives in general and as a whole.
There are those however who through great strife and perception do dwell within our
consciousness and who, even at this time, do represent a token platitude to our success theory
of removal from the caricaturing of the messed-up theorem of planet Earth itself.
It is of the utmost necessity that we find within your realms those willing and rejuvenating
personnel who have already entered our spectrum of unrelinquishing desire to be of the
utmost usefulness to all members of the retiring planet Earth!
The joy of all this is, that the Earth is about to enter into her final epilogue, and this within the
proximity of neutron bypass features. Indeed, a darkened time is awaiting for ye ones of the
earthen plateau, but hence it is almost on your own doorsteps, so to speak.
You see, members and congressional ones of that set landscape, we need not speak for your
souls alone, for that in itself would prove detrimental to your health benefits of which you
surely have little left.
No, on the contrary, it befits you only in a way where we leave you equipped with the
necessary implementation in order for your survival process to be influenced, for the time of
darkened consciousness is about to disappear for good! But unfortunately there are still some
of you who queerly insist on holding on to the past for the sake of thinking you may actually
have a hand in rejuvenating the sequence of survival intact, thereby improving your lot to the
benefitting of your own soul's status and money currency!
Not so, ye ill informed, for it is only because of the gravity of the situation that ye will find
ourselves to come upon you for the providing of provisionary articles in hopes that those of
you still left behind to the survival status-quo would find your way into the Photon Belt
withdrawals and henceforth comfort yourself with the elevation of the truth not
manufactured by idiots!
Leave your dead concepts of Christian alignment, for Christianity survives only within the
hearts and minds of the enlightened ones!!
Within the full conscious endeavours of the like-minded Genghis Khan style you would survive
only a minute of the time actually left to you! Better to be like-minded with those ones who
have foreseen this action in the taking of place of monetary means, and who indeed feel the
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need to indwell in the places of the Most High in all - that place of the consciousness, that of
the Higher Self - and strictly speaking, that of the GOD/GODDESS IN EACH ONE OF US!
“BLASPHEMY!!” you shriek? Not so! Again, that is the sole result of your religious text getting
in the way. This is so much more. This we offer is the pure remembrance of the sequel of life
itself: the who of you of who you really are! The 'who' who indeed fits into the whole scheme
of things!
Do you really think that only your confederation of churches, no matter what denomination or
sect or antiquated concepts you belong to, really has it in the bag? We sincerely hope not!
If these writings do rattle you in your theory bags of scholastic teachings, let us remind you that
this is to the good and progression of your soul!
How many times have the prophets come to make good their word to your ears? Then why
have you continued to shy away as good Samaritans? Does this make those of your troops
good Samaritans? Nay, never a parallel exists, for betwixt the words of the anathema (for
indeed you treat them as such) do the contexts of disturbing phrases fall from your ears much
as the humdrum noise of a wrecking crew services to enchant ye naught. In those days years
ago you continuously state that the onslaught of God's people would never have happened had
ye been at the reins!
YOU WERE THERE!! Do ye not remember with those foggy calibrated mind forms ye so oft
strive to work with? It was your same spirit which ye calibrate today that got them precious
ones put to death in all manner of horrible atrocities! You already did it - over and over and
over!
Leave your hostile libraries and teachers of iniquity!
And what is iniquity? Those little feet who flash by in dexterous fashion only to serve their own
fallacies of what is what, and what is the right and the wrong of it! And what indeed is
attributing to the cause of the crusading-like factions of the New World Church? Pentecostals,
Baptists, New Age Movements, and a seemingly endless congressional deployment of many
more. The figure we are not totally exact on at this time, but the roaring moving force of light
barriers upon the Earth at this time is naught helping that which you so graciously seek: the
ELIXIR OF LIFE ITSELF, the stabilizing factor. NO MORE VICTIMIZATION!!
Well, the new world in itself doth hold those truths, but to get there you must first recognize
truth in its essence, or you're likely to miss the boat.
Keep your cloud rising for the time of space flight, for the only contraptions coming through
the clouds are - as you love to put it - your Redemption Day!
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You actually do think Jesus, the Christ, is going to float down from on what you like to term as
'high?' Well, I'm not surprised, because you also believe that he spent fourty days of his life
talking to the Devil in the desert!
WE EMCOMPASS OURSELVES WITHIN LIGHT - NOT DARKNESS! WE ARE OF THE LIGHT - NOT
DARKNESS!!
In truth he was with his space brothers, who were in reality equipping him and teaching him
the new concepts of the day in order to prolong his retirement. But of these words and
concepts you have no knowledge, we're sure, though books are completed and distributed
among the knowledgeable who stand in the light of a darkened and troubled era.
Hold onto your hats, for WE ARE COMING! Heighten your frequency, for your redemption is
near. We are from the solar plex area of your staunch reception, near the chakra or crown
area. We stretch through your very being from head to toe. We are in you and you in us! Listen,
watch, and learn!
HEED OUR WORDS!! They are not typified within any structured system! Tomorrow the
darkened world will meet its final evolvement, and those who merit the conscious endeavour
will surface to instruct those who wane and weep upon the Earth's surface!
Keep watch and wait! Uplift one another and tell of love. TELL OF LOVE OF THE SPACE
BROTHERS, WHOM YOU HAVE SO LONG AGO FORGOTTEN!! It is the epitome of despair, that
which you lock yourselves into if you do naught to heed our everlasting words. AND TO
STARDOM ITSELF DO WE RISE!
Thank you, Starseed, and we will speak with you again tomorrow, lovingly to all who manifest
the light over darkness.
JAMBIAN
(End quote) From our book Hidden Secrets Are Valuable To All - Scribed
by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
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140. For only Elites to decipher!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 1, 2017
Our scribed material is sometimes easily written, sometimes hard to understand, sometimes
cryptic, and sometimes directed toward a group of scientists or elites who have enough
background information to piece together a full disclosure of the text.
“Ice-filled tomb” here speaking of the polar ice caps.
Monday, 25th July 1994
(Quote)
…Within the perimeter of one ice-filled tomb lies the hierarchy of what you would deem as
prehistoric ages of your history - found intact!
This revelation, we're sure, will most definitely hit upon those soiled pocketbooks of the
symphonic elder-elite, and may it suffice to say that we have found not one yet alive, albeit the
bodily functional quality of DNA tissue as well as such underdeveloped brain tissue furthers
their studies with intricate resource intentions as leaving the deductors of this most crucial
information of which the furthermost top scientists, archaeologists, methodologists, geologists
and genealogists as well as few enough others, do find time to concur among themselves
toward the possible injectures of declining stages of schizophrenia.
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“No more need for hospitals!” they say, “No more need for unbecoming societal structure. No
more detrimental attacks of anxiety syndrome. These people would indeed be better off for
all society!”
Then next:
The PRISON INSTITUTIONS!
"How would anyone even know what plans we perform? We tell them it is simply for the
good of society!”
“Brain shrinking of a sorts, yes, but get rid of the leeches of society! Distinctly tomorrow! An
element of misconstrued misconjecture! An element of fairness to the struggles of societal
structure in we ones of Gomorrah dealing intricately within the structural confines of moral
wrath.”
“What they don't know can not only not hurt them, but in effect will eliminate bodily
pollution and lower the economic standard whereby they live!”
"Within the crucial stages of embryo inducement to the babes so born within poverty
regulations, it is presumed that this effect will serve to submerge those ones of the retarding
sector, primarily retardation and its due complements, to engage this sort of detrimental
ephology of instrumental success.”
"Our accomplishments would thereby be recorded as such throughout those history books,
and no one would be any the wiser. Constituents of governmental policies would thereby
learn in due process of time that abortion is truly illegal in every aspect of the word, while
performing a different type of euthanasia upon their young.”
"Large internment camps would therefore be the order of the day, and Stockholm would
indeed provide us with enough statistical resources to enable our final victory run!”
"We have them all by the heel of their shoes, and then when we are finished not one will be
left standing in co-operation with the great traditional laws of the universe, for not one will
be left with the brains they were born with!”
“All we need now, fellow members, is a good solid foot in the doorway of desire - for that
very element of hope, success stories, wants, needs and desires will silently slip from within
their grasp and be lost forever!”
“With our own source of misfit-type druid personalities abound for the outworking of our
systematic sketches of tomorrow - not availing the outpouring of heated wrath upon those
populaces of the world, we indeed, dear fellows, learn what the life essence of nobility is truly
about, AND THAT, DEAR FELLOWS, IS US!"
"Breckenbacher Esq., Congress Room #4. Bellingham, Massachusetts.
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EPILOGUE
This, dear ones, provides the epilogue of today's story, which soon, with the time-span of this
age, being of a climaxing nature, will undoubtedly prove its resource in alerting the populace
of the world.
Adieu and thank you, Seila. Record time as being 7:07 pm.
(End quote, from our book Listen to me, General!)
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila SentanaRies

141. Commander Hatonn: Let Nothing Stand in
the Way of REASON and LOGIC (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 3, 2017
There must not any doctrine, religion, organization, profession, or activity dislodge us from
allowing reason and logic guide our choices. Only then will we minimize our disappointments.
Some will come, but they will not crush our spirits to rob us of a positive outcome for life or even
lives into our future.
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Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn:
November 9, 2012, 2:00 pm
Just as before, I am here on time, little ones and friends of mine. Well, we can start a few
minutes early, Seila. Hatonn on line again.
.......
In every event, whether mythical or contentious, truth form or lies, we must at all times use
REASON AND LOGIC, for even faith demands that you use reason and logic, for the mind is a
precipice of good-will toward the body itself, and is so structured in computer fashion you may
believe, when in effect it is the soul-mind which is guiding the bodily functions in their return
to physical life, whether you incarnate back upon this world for your lessons and rewards or
fate, or another world or planet, indeed.
So those who would best yourselves with the ideology that only a simpleton would assume to
be greater in knowledge, it is still the matter of who does control your lives, how, and why;
and of this has Captain Commander James Galiac Sananda spoken most frugally upon, so no
need to reiterate his command of such linguistical jargon as “ye all” do speak.
Contentment is a feature of good conscience, and to those who uphold universal principle of
good living standards, which is those standards which do not hurt nor unravel the soul, we
can well assume that those dear ones have it together at last without the need to
consistently lean on another god-force to see their way through life.
After all, you are all a part of ourselves, and we love you as thus, but do not ever forget that ol’
Hatonn, Esquire of some nation or another, does from time to time bereave himself of the fact
that many of you still lean on “God’s” lean shoulder, and with tender tootsies try to walk the
same path as he, or she, without guidance from your own god- or goddesshood whereby that is
your ticking ticket to a true everlasting life.
Commander in Chief, Captain Hatonn, over and out for today.
Sign off please, Seila, and tell Reni for us that his apple pie is getting a little stale, and it is time
to eat. Adieu. Hatonn out." (2:13 pm).
(End quote)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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142. Peace in Syria and in all of the Middle East!
(Scribed)

Profile photo: President Bashar al-Assad and his spouse Asma - two beautiful people trying to build paradise for
people under their care!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 4, 2017
The situations in Syria and Yemen have been horrendous, and are ongoingly so!
However Commander Hatonn has announced in 2012 that Syria will come out “not that bad”
and that the overthrow of the good leadership in Damascus by the combined forces of Israel
and the United States was foreseen to be thwarted.
All this turmoil on Arab soil made the Arab people realize that hanging on each other’s throats
is rather counterproductive to living in a world where they should be in business of building
paradise for each other.
December 17, 2012, 7:54 pm
(Quote)
Well, if you don’t mind, Uthrania Seila, we will just leave our readership today with another
good thought for their rather estranged minds:
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The situation, of course, in the Middle East within the Middle Eastern boundaries of sundry
nations: Syria, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar and Yemen, to make a nuisance of ourselves in
forever being somewhat repetitious, sees a line drawn - or yet to be drawn - in the sand and
the dirt by all those who once went before them in their ancestral pride, and if the British don’t
do it this time ‘round once again, then, of course, we will have given you the wrong
information, but for us to actually do such a thing with the goal of being more than just a little
bit truthful would be something that actually would never in real-time happen.
So lets take another look at Syria, shall we, and how is she looking to us from above? Not that
bad!
For the foreigners who cease to strip her from her leadership power are all those who were
neutralized in the end,
and the stork ran away with her head in the sand for the shame of the tortoise became her
gall,
and the friar left with his goal, forsooth of taking down the duty to Islam.
(Speaking of Syria) And all came together again, not so much as being the secular nation that
it is more than the religious, but rather in being themselves, one dear person to another,
laying aside the religious aspect and even realizing that to up-rise in the GCC states with
Yemen included in the uprising - though not being of the GCC - only shows that tendency of
Islam being of the black or the white is really not going to become in the future much of an
issue as people begin to realize their home is on earth and all who live upon that earth are
their true brothers and sisters, with their relatives from other far away worlds coming down
to see them into paradise!
Good Day, and thank you, Uthrania, for your extra time at the board. Adieu and ahem.
Commander-in-Chief Hatonn out for the remainder of the day. Tie off all current frequencies,
Uthrania Seila, and have of yourselves, Reni included, a wonderful evening on this world.
Hatonn over and out. (8:04 pm)
(End quote)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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143. Depleted Uranium Use Aftermath and
Universal Retributive Justice on it! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 7, 2017
The use of chemical, biological, phosphorous, and depleted uranium weapons in warfare is in
our modern time (next to atomic bomb use) the most horrendous misuse of technology ever
thought of, simply because of what we are dealing with here is not only the issue of killing your
opponent, but the alteration of genetic structures, affecting many generations of unborn
children of the future who had nothing to do with the strife of their forefathers, and yet are
punished from conflicts of the past they were not involved in.
The wheels of justice are slow, but they grind exceedingly fine! And that justice will also fall on
all minds who have misused their intellect and power to decide that such diabolical instruments
should be used on their enemies in a situation of war.
This is what Commander Hatonn had to say on the issue:
(First printed December 21, 2012)
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(Quote)
Captain Hatonn: “Good. Now in this file today we have a good-luck-charm of our own, and that
to wit is the President of the United Soviet States - should we most verbally say – in print.
“However, we will not ever give the game away, for we wish the good side to finally win, and
every schoolyard bully has his or her day, of course, until the sideswipe occurs and knocks
them over and backward screaming with their lives to get out of there!
“Oh, the American Senate will hoot and howl and become rather hysterical, but by that time
the cook will be in the pot of soot, and because of their treachery and tyranny, no one will be
left there to help them BECAUSE NO ONE WISHES TO CONTINUE BEING BLACKMAILED,
HARASSED, THREATENED AND BOMBED TO DESTRUCTION: BLACKENED PEOPLE WITH SORES
ALL THROUGHOUT THEIR BODIES, AND DID ANY OF YOU KNOW THAT THIS ONE THING DID
YOUR BIBLE BOOK CORRECTLY DISPLAY, and didst you also know that that displayal be
chemical and atomic weapons, or did your head mass shy away from all that you were at one
time correctly taught?
“Did you also know that those cankerous sores spoken about in your so-called ‘Holy Book’
described the disquieted ones, the loved ones, ones such as the Iraqi and Palestinian ones, and
the Afghanis?
“Nay, you ones believe these descriptions were of the unholy, the unethical and the
unsanctimonious ones!
“But you were wrong, for their fate is much worse than mere chemical fallout, and will last a
generation longer than that of ten thousand years or more, for a life stream will they get in
hours, moments and years - indescribable in content - and one which we of the elitist hogs
also are quite afraid to speak of because it is actually in the multi-millions of life streams will
these sorry ones for all they have done, and are intending upon doing to others, will see
themselves, save me, from all my dramatic sins in undercover work with others, in such
situation as you, the people, our readers, have never as yet encountered with your minds,
and souls.
“And with this will we sign off for the day and rely not on any others to feed you truth of these
errors, for others might betray you.
"Stay therefore with all the Truth Sayers, and we will likewise back up their words with even
more truth and correct them when they are wrong.
“Commander-in-Chief Hatonn Ceres, Captain. Tie off frequency, Love, and Adieu." 12:51 pm
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez.
(End quote)
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144. Slowly Approaching the End of this World
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 8, 2017
We feel time is running out. Soon political goofing around will see a stop put to it in a manner
elites at the top will not like, however at that point their opinion will no longer matter! And
should some of them at that late of an hour still be inclined to work with us in the promotion of
the masters’ cause for the good of all mankind, then such reversal must be viewed as their
absolute last chance at turning their own wretched souls’ misfortune around onto their own
reclamation. We shall just wait and see.
Pertaining to the end of this world I have here from the arsenal of ours a record you all may be
interested in.
(Quote, recorded in November 1994)
"The reason that the effect of the Photon Belt will register foremost on the highplex of
seclusion is simply because the hole which is set at a regulatory system structure into the core
of the Earth effects a reading of the seismic waves at an even greater proximity than that of
the hybrid situationary status.
"The South Pole indeed gets it first, so to speak, as it is the first to be in the pronounced
position nearest the equator, facing the rays of the Equinox Delta Strain. From then on you will
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notice a switching of currents within your earthen plateau in the form of earthquakes in
sections where there previously were none, and those swooping currents of air which serve to
dry out acquaneous regions of swampy attire. This will all take place within a period of 5 to 7
years hence.
"From then on the regions will take on a hard look of desert waste which will indeed prove to
be quite a switch. Oceanic tides will flow as high as some of your city structures before
increasing into mile high tides. This is the beginning of woes.
"The surface structures of your cities will fall like wrapping paper under the repositioning of
grave exchanges of seismic waves, which will proceed to run under the Earth like escalators,
one at a time to begin with, until the whole undercurrent falls not only buildings of design,
but also unstable those underground bases and structures, of which those of you who wish to
hide will find yourselves without refuge of any kind. They may have worked for the cause of
bomb shelters but in the days of the fortitude of accomplishing their purpose, no longer will it
be so.
"No matter, think of all those upon the face of the Earth, (to) who(m) it will no longer matter as
to whether they have secured a 'job' or not. Survival of the etheric body within the physical
will have its predominant way within occasion of desire. In other words, those who are in the
midst of these catastrophes will no longer care for the material items of their existence, but
instead will be fed under the auspices of attaining their own right to life. Their very existence
will be personified, and no other thing will matter so much as their completeness at this time
to survival techniques.
"They will seek out the enlightened ones of the Brotherhood, but naught will be found in
those days, for many will have acquired the right of ascension and will indeed be nowhere to
be found!
"Those who are of heady countenance will find themselves to be mere survivalists of the
beginning of these woes and will find within themselves the limitless desire to attain that
which was taken away. It is at this time, that the Seeds or Righteous Ones will be faced with a
one way trip of evacuationary process by we ones, who have loved you so!
"Now, but indeed, what of those heady ones who anger about the rejuvenation of Terra, our
mother Earth, as you term it? Will they too be brought into the surface requirements of
evacuation features? Nay, for naught it is to them to succumb unto themselves those
thoughts for mere existence within a righteous colony.
"For the seeds who indeed are of the volunteering essence will in fact allow their names, so
to speak, to stand in the rejuvenation of times for the replanting of the earthen nature when
all cleansing completes its manufacturing.
“It will be so, as it is written in the time immortal data banks: THE AKASHIC ACCOMPLIANCE.
"That is enough for one day. Thank you for your prompt attention to this our matter of
information in a packet service to all people of planet Earth. Adieu.
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"Signing off at injunction road. BEARATRIX, the subterranean monitor of all seismic fields
within the core structure of earthen subterranean duty council. Signing off on frequency radio
equivalent 12.01 neutron-based wave frequency. Out. Thank you.
(End quote)
Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, November 1994,
Ryley, Alberta, Canada.

145. On Time Travel and Consequences of Never
Learning (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 10, 2017
Time travel can best be understood from realizing that we live in a “now” universe. However
please don’t miss Commander Hatonn’s explanation on this topic.
And what happens to soul entities who throughout their incarnations never learn from their
mistakes but repeat them over and over again? Hatonn gives us the answer.
(Quoted from our records)
January 10, 2013 3:04 pm
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Reni: Hatonn, the issue of time travel came up where inquiring minds wish to know whether it is
possible. I believe it is, or else prophecy were not possible where events of the present could not
have been foretold, say 2400 years ago, as we see them having been foretold that long ago.
Did Commander Uriel from the days of Ezra travel forward in time in order for him to report
back to Ezra of events to occur at the end of the age, which is now? Can you please explain to us
the mechanics of time travel?
Hatonn: No, as a matter of fact, he did not. And as surprising as this may be to a lot of ye, Uriel
testified to what he had seen so very often as being a ‘strategy,’ and this ‘strategy’ was
sufficient enough to form a pattern of what lower-evolved entities, after they had incarnated
for a fifth or sixth time in the dwarfed worlds which are worlds without an end to suffering,
did not learn of themselves what not to do, and began with each new incarnation to repeat
their mistakes of the new hour upon other worlds until fabrication of what we, the starship
commanders, had stated was placed in limbo, and telepathically did we resolve to correct the
situation with our intents. Does this suffice?
Reni: Can Uriel’s information to Ezra be considered intelligent speculation or supposition, later
on materializing as having been correct?
Hatonn: Yes, I think in a way you are right. So we will leave it at that, shall we, except to say
that generally there is no mistake to what events certain men and women will play out in
their next round of incarnations when previous lessons have not been learned.
Seila: Commander. We know that when men and women make severe mistakes in one life
stream, they are in another future lifestream many times on the other end of the stick. Would
you please comment upon this as well for the readers?
Hatonn: Indeed, dear one, that so often is the case, and if one waits long enough throughout
countless lifestreams - never learning - then when the day of next Equinox arrives, well, time
is up!
But why are so many placed in places of absolute power when time and time again their
gullibility to the dark side of life exuberances seem to be somewhat, shall we say, diabolical?
This is to remove any and all excuses for a reincarnational lifestream - or how many are needed
to placate all other lifestreams - with having not taught the entity all she or he needed to
learn in past lives.
So, what we are saying is this: the heavier the deed, the heavier the penalty, and for that
cause alone do we allow some entities to go back continuously and try again until all excuses
on their behalf are taken away before their final “judgment,” as you would say, which is a
whole other ball of wax.
There are what we call ‘Premedial’ Boards who deal with the souls who have subjected others
to such concern as to warrant the reprehension of the status police of a sort, and these souls
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are then brought before the Premedial Board of Ducabors, you would call them on your earth,
and they are severely dealt with in the schools of the Universal Law and Principle. We do not
lock people up, but they will be sectioned off on a planet where they do learn, and we say,
“Do learn from one another!”
Good Day. Are there any further questions before I leave?
Seila: Yes, thank you, Commander. The second half of the question asks: Can you please explain
to us the mechanics of time travel?
Hatonn: Ahh, time travel. What a concept! Well I can most definitely say, yes, time travel in
mechanics does exist. The machines are called or known as ‘starships’ and as we travel (those
of us who have progressed to that level of exploring the universes, for there are many, just as
there are many galaxies and worlds, for all work on the law of duality), we use vortexes which
are the crawling holes for light travel, and that just means that light travel sees us, without
breaking up (excuse me, I was just having a drink of water) a contemplation of all relativity
which causes the wind suction (and, yes, in vortexes there certainly is a wind factor) to
catapult the spaceship safely to its next goal.

Now, if we are finished I will retire to my room to contemplate the next word to another such
of our scribes. Thank you both for your service to our fellow men and women (for the benefit
of Seila) who divides them up. (Smiles).
Seila: Thank you Commander Hatonn. Good Day.
Hatonn: "Al-Salaam. 3:34 pm
(End quote)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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146. Evacuation - Quite Literally Speaking!
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 10, 2017
Many times we have given information on the general evacuation, an event still to be expected
in our future, but have done so not in a description as clear as the one by Captain Morfus
Adrigon, in charge of the White Winds galaxy class records starship.
(Quote)
Captain Morfus Adrigon:
September 13, 2012, 2:00 pm
(Quote)
Hello, all you dear ones. We will start just a few minutes early today.
Well, what have we all covered that you need not know more about of the here and now? Let
me see, now..... our next subtitle heading should be about the skies and those within it, whose
only mission at this time is to not only prepare the people for lift-off, but whose design it is to
ensure the landing spaces be large enough around city perimeters, and of that we have
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mapped out just enough landing space around Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Chicago, and
Birmingham, as well as Louisiana, Kentucky, and Broadville, Saskatchewan, and Tucsonville,
Ontario. There now, that is a quiet seven places with one amissing on our "broadband" show of
star lights, very, and not so very high up.
Amusing, is it not, to have places joined together which may not even fit upon your own
mapping selection. But we do know what we are talking about, and the more we confuse the
elders at the top of your global express to nowhere, the sooner we may come and round
them all up for evacuation themselves, to ‘God knows where’ and we most certainly do!
The rest of you will enter a similar atmosphere with a most similar peoples to live among;
houses already prepared for you until such time as you are allotted land and build your own
houses to your design.
Some of you will be relocated upon already-made paradisaical worlds, though not at
extremely high levels, and when you see your skies darken over New York in particular, you will
see Staten Island dissolve under the waters; the widening, thickening waves will shudder the
buildings under, and evacuation will have long ago commenced for those special beings who
have made themselves ready.
New York Island will be thrown under the waves, but not before evacuation takes place for
those who think they should indeed indulge in their own forfeited paradise, and we will surely
take some of them to the places where they most deserve to be!
Many will be rounded up and placed in the camps they had designed for others, but that part
will be none of our business!
So get your gear ready, beloveds, and SHIPS AHOY! Bold that please, Uthrania, because up
from the clouds our ships darken your skies, and when they do, the most magnificent FOURTH
OF JULY will have taken place, and the SPLENDOR for all to see will shine forth.
Clock off time perimeter frequency, love, and we will see you all back at the farming
community where all the good and trustful people may then relax. Good Day.
Commander and Captain Adrigon back at the helm of my own ship for a spell, the White Winds
Intrepid. Good Day. 2:03 pm (End quote)
From our book Beyond The Horizons of Yesteryear Come the Ships - Galore!
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

147. Vacant
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148. Edmonton has never done us justice!
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 11, 2017
Edmonton has never done us justice: Not on the issue of income tax (late 1980s), not on the
issue of my contract work for Suncor in Ft. McMurray, not on the issue of free speech (2006),
and currently not on the issue of personal retirement entitlements.
Our cry for justice and fair treatment was never heard in Edmonton.
We have a vision as well as a following scribing of Edmonton’s fate consisting of a future
earthquake combined with a lava flow disaster, and we will leave it to the readers to judge for
themselves whether Edmonton’s ultimate demise is somehow linked to the mistreatment we
repeatedly received by those in control of Edmonton’s legal and administrative processes.

The vision of Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries:
(Quote)
Dear ones all. In 1994 I was given a vision which was so horrific I would not have wished the
contents of that vision on any living Being.
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I saw lava flowing down through Alberta. It came from far above this province. It came all the
way from the sea.
I saw Alberta's capital city, Edmonton, in Canada, swathed with a living red and orange mass
of lava flow, thick, and bubbling and deep. A great earthquake appeared and all the buildings
and surrounding houses and airfields all went straight down into the crevice before the lava
flow hit.
Nothing broke apart which was the amazing thing. People ran for helicopters and planes but
they were unable to leave. The helicopters themselves would not even rise up, but I did not
know why.
All but two highways were cut off from the epicenter of Edmonton as a whole. I was ill for
several days following this terrible vision.
Here in this writ Captain James Galiac refers to such an event, therefore I decided that this was
the time to share with our readers this which I viewed and emotionally experienced on behalf
of others. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

Captain James Galiac on the Alberta disaster of the future
(Quote)
The glowing kind, that is what is being fooled with and raised as the nations fight and complain
over the oil fields in Alaska/North West Territories, which of course belong to nobody.
Lava flowing down throughout central northern Alberta, and of course the epicenter of
Edmonton, Alberta, itself. Then we will see who reigns over the people just where.
All this is not our fault: you ones will just not let us help, and because of that attitude, you
delude yourselves into believing that you are the source of all lifestreams with your constant
reincarnational ways without understanding even!
That comes to a close eventually, and so on you go in dire ignorance, and many of you will die
today as well as in your future lifestreams, only because you would not listen to us and
understand, reincarnation does one no good when their race is wiped out by their own
horrendous indiscretion!
So on you will go in another stream on another world without all you have taken from others
minus that which you yourselves will be born with.
Good Day. Start new paragraph and put on line when we tell you.
(End quote)
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149. New News about Jupiter, Radioactive Mars,
the Moon, Earth’s core, the Van Allen Belt, and Space
Flight Propulsion (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 12, 2017
Not all information coming from NASA is reliable. And if space flight technology were not the
greatest obstacle to exploring other planets, then surviving the Van Allen Belt is.

September 9, 2012, 10:36 am
(From our records)

Captain Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac:
(Quote)
Hello Seila, dear ones all. This is your Captain of the Stargazer, the one and only called as
'elusive,' Sophram Suflus Galiac. Now, it is an honour to meet all of you, as we have been
informed at this time that the earth is in severe trouble and we are on site.
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For an entry into the world affairs at large is the statement that we of the 'echelon' up in your
skies today have the technology to keep those 'bad old' meteorites away from further
shaking up your earths atmosphere and body.
We did more for Jupiter than you could have ever imagined, and I came on site just to fill you,
the people of this planet earth, Angorius, in.
First of all, Jupiter has had cloudless skies for more than a century. The firmament around
Jupiter was taken away when the cloudless entry of the polar shift left most of the waters
away in the direction of Pluto, but that is another story as yet.
Now, on Jupiter's fine sodden surface, the side which was hit by the giant cratorial meteorite,
one so large we could not redirect it, the moons shifted their own orbit and began circling
another red planet, and that was Mars.
Mars is not really red at all, it was nuclear waste which gave it that haze for quite some time,
but it has almost completely cleared up now, so life will once again permeate from the soil
just as soon as we design a new body of earth for portions of that planet, and see what can be
done.
We will determinedly not allow any craft of any sort near Mars at this time, and certainly not
any warfaring people. We watch what they do upon your own planet, and so we do not allow
them within a range of your 150 miles toward any planet surface they may one day be able
to reach.
What Mars is experiencing now is nuclear fallout, and normally we would just section off such
a planet to save others the folly of extreme radiation, worse even than that of the great Van
Allen Belt, which your astronauts have never come close to, much less penetrated. That much
is obvious, and we hear your 'Hollywood' had impressed on many of you that they actually
went to the Moon, and then robotics upon Mars. Fascinating theory, but totally unworkable!
This does not mean that your scientists have made absolutely no strides in aerodynamics, but
there are certain elements which they have still in their shops and labs to eliminate the dangers
to.
Now, back to Mars and Jupiter. Usually, as I have already stated, Mars would be an exemplary
example of a planet we would section off due to the fact that it is radiation inhibited from the
front to the back, as we say. You would say from the outside in.
Within Mars, however, is a core station and only the unlucky but willing work there. You see,
dear friends, not all starships are fueled, we could say, with gravitational pull 'magnetism'
rolling on the waves of the ether, in other words, but are fueled by coal-wind draught and the
waves of the temper, which we term in our words as 'categorized' by element of gas, oil, and
temper.
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Temper is a sort of mix between the end-coal draught and gasoline. So the ships fly into the
surface as they do on your earthen world, Angorius, and through the unseen hole they
descend and fill-up. There is a core tunnel which is also protected by a base leverage, and that
spokes the ship down through a heavily guarded and censored Vortex which eliminates the
need for spectrum bounty which simply in layman's terms means eliminates the further need
to protect each descending ship from radiation burns.
Your earth, Angorius, also bespeaks of a soul of its own, and the mid-Atlantic ocean sees a
bottomless pit, so to speak, which guarantees small ships, we call skiffs or dingers, into
entering at an angle which decreases the turbulence and 'dives' deeply into the waters to
float through the barometric pressure of clouds deep inside your earth. Brown mountains
descend, and clouds are seen as far up as your skies. But you cannot descend yourselves
without the proper aerodynamics, and that is why your scientists of themselves have a difficult
time in finding the relation to the earth's core and the ships' entry and ascension. Just a little
note for the interested parties.
In any case, we are making Mars therefore into a test ground to see if nuclear waste can be
modified by inserting a composite soil made up of components which could neutralize, in a
way, the damage the waste has made of the earth. If we could make strides in this project
from Artlus2, then we could help in saving your earth as well.
Well, we certainly hope so, for we have among the Federation many such good and useful
projects which we are sure some of the many unwarring and good scientists of your own realm
or world would love to assist us in, placing their brains alongside of ours.
Well, don't feel so badly, friends of ours, because we can still send to you the information, but
unfortunately until your globe is cleaned up of those ones who love to misuse what we give
to you for their own gain, there is not much more that we are willing to do.
Captivation of 'space aliens' is a no-no, and though they will not tell you they captivate
humans which look or resemble themselves in every shape and form, we are listening
telepathically to all those whom they injure, and because of it their life spans will come to an
end.
It is not advisable to injure any of our people with hatred for the good we do, because we will
one day not deal lightly with such mindsets.
And for the good we do, we will continue on into another world, and then another for those
good and dear ones who respect us for all we offer, and therein joining the Federation of all
Unified and Dearly Beloved Planets.
I have been happy to meet of your acquaintance, dear friends, but now I must be back to my
duties.
Thank you Seila, my love, and off I go to Angorius 3, Subsection 4.
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Sophram Galiac out. End transcript". (11:01 am)
(End quote)
From our as yet unpublished book Beyond The Horizons of Yesteryear Come the Ships Galore!
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
(End quote)
Please feel free to download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

150. Do Ethical People Live on the Far Side of
the Moon? (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 14, 2017
Well, yes, they do, and much more so than many people on earth (Angorius) think of themselves
as being “ethical.”
And how did they get there? By spaceships, of course, from possibly planet earth of ancient
times when landing here was still safe to do, or from other planets of this solar system or
beyond.
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Captain Esu Jmmanuel Sananda (James Galiac) fills us in on this issue, scribed by Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries on April 9, 2011, 2:40 pm.
(Quote)

FAR SIDE OF THE MOON
The moon planet, chelas, is a farsight nearer to earthen standards of Jupiter, Venus, Mars, as
well as Pluto and your own earth, than you might ever imagine.
For instance, the far side of the moon, inasfar as you are concerned, is a friendly atmosphere,
welcoming traveling vessels which serve them those items which they could not afford to
purchase on your earth for they do not utilize such a backward economic system as you are
formerly and presently engaged within!
No, they are a forward people with cattle, lawns which would make your eyes sore for the
pleasure of them, great luscious field with hollyburn and clover which hurt not the eyes and
mouths of the cows, horses, pigs and goats, and yet they do not indulge themselves of their
meat, only their produce.
They have great large chicken farms, as you would call them, and turkeys, and fish, scallops
galore. They have the fish for consumption but delicately do they put them to death, what a
word, we so do abhor, but through all they, the people, the parsnips of the world, as they are
called, created for themselves a wonderful almost little paradise, and soon, they assured us,
they would get off culling the fish and scallops, therein moving up one more notch on the
ladder of their own home-grown evolution, and of that we are all so very pleased to be of
assistance to them in more ways than one.
They are however still more than suspicious of strange 'aircraft’ aflying as they call the ships
from afar which we will never allow close to their moon surface, for they know all too well
that the invaders of other worlds would soon describe their own rotten system of economics
upon them and verily make of themselves their slaves. So that, we informed them, will never
be allowed to happen, for even our own gracious ships of peace are nowhere to be seen near
the planet run by world conquerors whose favourite pastime is to slaughter one another and
send millions and tens of thousands off to fight in their dastardly wars!
Now, remember, dear ones, that those who fight the wars, many are not even aware of that
which is done to them, especially before it is too late. But even realization which comes too
late for those who have murdered another in innocent blood, or have even lost their right to
their limbs, will have a chance to evolve before the next lifestream, and of that also we are
most pleased.
Clear off all segment panel, dear one, and close off for today. Thank you Seila, my greatest love,
and be one with nature.
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Esu Jmmanuel Sananda out on biowave 2.46. Adieu." 3:02 pm
(End quote)
From our book Holier Than Thou Are We Not
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download for yourselves a FREE copy of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

151. The reincarnated “Jesus Christ” speaks on
his own behalf! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 15, 2017
His name is James Galiac. Today he is Admiral of a large fleet of starships. In the past he has
also introduced himself to scribes as being Esu Jmmanuel Sananda, or “Lord Sananda,” but he
does not like the name “Sananda” being used anymore because there are too many fraudsters
out there purporting to speak in his name and in that manner misrepresent his message to the
world of today. To us and in our material he is Captain James Galiac.
What we have before us is a golden opportunity to learn from the revered Master of the past
words he speaks to his audience TODAY, unfiltered by falsifications of unscrupulous priests
who use his altered words merely to gain control of their duped followers, to just profit from
the donations of their parishioners for the benefit of an easy life outside of the world of cruel
competition for survival under today’s brutal money system.
(Quote)
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Admiral James Galiac:
“Does ‘God’ indeed place your wares above the truth? How can you even begin to situate
yourselves above the very truth you profess to seek? Have you not yet learned that the very
essence of ‘God’ is the Creator father/mother God within ye all? How many times have I
elaborated in the past, that ‘YE ARE ALL GODS!’ Let us not even take count, for injecting truth
into the diaphragms of your craniums often takes millennia to unfold!”
– Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Admiral James Galiac Sananda:
Sunday, 28th April 1996

TRUANCY THROUGHOUT THE AGES
Now, what you have heard to date is only a portion of the whole parcel of misconceived truths.
But we by no means have finished - in fact we have scarcely begun!
You see, truth begins with the supplication that what you are receiving is pure untarnished
fact. But instead, what your scribes have done in the mere translating of facts, is to duplicate
into their own format all that transcends the very sequence of authority brought down from on
high.
The fact that I have taken my time, so to speak, of arighting these sore misconceptions, has
been strictly of my own doing. Artificial nuances, to be sure, have kept me in the limelight
above your surface, and if all were different, I would not change them a whit. Simply conjuring
up ‘fact’ and not fiction then would have provided me a grave opportunity to rest my case, but
in the long run it would have been you who would have suffered. A grain in the bag is oft worth
two in the shed.
I have suffered you indeed to relish the truth of your heritage, and that simply by forfeiting the
right of exclamation to lead you further down the rotten path into a foliage filled with brambles
and thorns. Instead, I have chosen to right the wrong filed in my name, as well as the dear
names of my brethren before the ‘stars’ take their flight on your behalf. Strike then from the
record all those precluding facts which have me suffering throughout all of eternity for an act I
never in the first place conceded to witness.
Break for a spot, little one, I only meant to begin the recording in order to wind up the end of
the last. Sananda on hold.
(Break).
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I write with the passion of my forefathers who at best could stand on their heads whilst the
rest of ye poor ones hardly knew where to even look for water to rest your poor weary souls.
You have played truancy too long! You who are to know my voice do not even understand my
ways! How then do you intend to proclamate before the world “the word” which so long ago I,
Jesus Esu Sananda, spoke? Answer me that one if you dare!
Your actions alone have enthused me to seek refuge away from your idioms of cantankerous
thoughts. A refuge which in a way is a dilemma which has occurred throughout the ages of
your own accord. And why this selfish act on my part?
Well, just put yourself in my place and play out the scene of grace, and what do you get in my
place but scorn and more scorn. And if you then think that I am not fit for duty, then look
yourselves in the mirror and ask if it was not your own doing then? For rationalizing the
statements of your ‘Holy Book’ will serve no purpose other than leading you back into a forlorn
grave of displaced actions, for in hindsight the grave, if you remember, dwells solely within the
hearts of men.
Remember, I told you to leave the blind and follow the seers? But what did you do but follow
the blind as they proceeded to put blindfolds upon each and every one of you while the true
seers went without the luxury of even seeing you in their midst, for pompous fools exist and
never seem to lack for anything. Is that not a fair statement here? And doth the Lord Esu
Sananda not speak in a language of the far past? Indeed so, and nevertheless, it is the language
of today that ye all best understand. So be it!
New paragraph statement please, Seila.
Now, in conjecture to your firm beliefs that you indeed must ‘spread my word’ throughout
the nations, I do wish indeed that you would now get on with it! For in hindsight you have
neglected to show the one great and true love, for your conduct has burdened you into a
format of ‘What pleases the preacher?’ But then, who is the main source of which you do so
elaborately speak?
Am I, as well as others, not entitled to redeem the very aberrations of which your scribes of
the middle ages have severed as a lamb is cut from its mother at time of birth to be placed
upon the altar of all destruction?
Does ‘God’ indeed place your wares above the truth? How can you even begin to situate
yourselves above the very truth you profess to seek? Have you not yet learned that the very
essence of God is the Creator father/mother God within ye all? How many times have I
elaborated in the past, that ‘YE ARE ALL GODS!’ Let us not even take count, for injecting truth
into the diaphragms of your craniums often takes millennia to unfold!
Why do you make the rich and famous of your ilk into martyrs for your soul? Do you really
expect them to deliver you out of your grave? Nay, only you yourself can do that! Are they
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ones then ‘capable’ of disposing quality gifts of a regenerate nature into your living rooms to
display an epic of what the ‘Bible’ alludes when they themselves never wrote one word of it?
There is still a semblance of truth about the Holy Book, and to date portions have not been
changed, and that is for the simple cause that they created such misunderstanding, the priests
of the day knew the people would never understand it anyway. So they left it alone. The
book of Daniel, Enoch.... Paul of Tarsus also wrote the entry to the book of Psalms. Not so?
Think again!
Who was indeed of Melchizedek? Do you not know yet? Understand the concept then of
rebirth, for I have spoken of it liberally, have I not? Know ye not that ye must be ‘born again’
of the ‘flesh’ and of the ‘blood’? What happens institutionally when a woman gives birth to a
male or female child? Does the ‘water’ not break? Does the blood of the womb not pour
forth? Think, children, for children are what you are at this point in your understanding!
We have sought to glean for you a portion of a concept, or truth, which you and your children
have failed to pick up down through the centuries. HAVE YOU NO SHAME THAT YE WOULD
FOLLOW IN ANOTHER'S FOOTSTEPS, ONE, WHO KNOWS NOT THE WAY OF THE MIGHTY?
Where does that then leave you? Think and surmise of these things before the dawning of the
new age takes you by surprise.
We have often watched you from our ships far above the heavens, and now is the time I have
promised where my prophets come forth to shower you with a truth waylaid, but still my
people die for lack of knowledge, do they not?
And here we do not speak of those other ones who follow other great teachers of centuries
past, those whose eyes lit up the heavens also and taught the people of strange and wonderful
things, and taught them to recognize from whence they did come. Not at all do they need the
words of your preachers, for they are no farther from the truth than you of this day are.
They once roamed the prairies with sticks, and cast stones, and one called Mohammed the
Great brought to them his story of unity, for he understood so well that we work together,
and they praised him for his knowledge and great wisdom.
But you, you have made a complete mockery out of his words, and of mine, and for this you
will indeed receive back to yourselves condemnation, for fate alone will attract back to you
whatsoever you put out in falsified doctrine.
Did I not warn you that in the last days false prophets will arise and shoulder all the
responsibility for your souls in the name of their father, the devil? For negativity reigns abound
your merciless strife, and not for one moment should you turn your eyes back to the ‘past’ of
your lives, but LEAVE THAT DEAD CROSS WHERE IT STANDS AND MOVE FORWARD AS YOU
SHOULD HAVE REALIZED TO DO SO MANY EONS AGO.
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Time rages on, and in no wise have I ever told you to seek out my people and put rags of
institutional praise upon their backs, for a good and wholesome flogging they do not deserve!
Postmortem contributes are your tithing, and preserving that which nature follies merits
nothing a good dung heap would not serve.
Posturing yourselves before the universe with sheets of gauze wrapped around your midriff
to symbolize the ‘Saviour's’ death almost mortifies me and my people out of our eucalyptic
shorts!
Now, I am nowhere finished, and my next heading will severely deal with those little ones who
tear the flesh off my people whilst serving them up for brunch. Submit please: ‘Generosity
Never Played a Fair Role As Far As the Leeches Are Concerned.’
(End quote)
From our book Religion of the Decade
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries.
Please download FREE copies of our scribed books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
It must one day become general knowledge that all Christian religions are based on falsified
texts for the purpose of duping the people and usurp control over the people to obtain a
monetary advantage over the church's followers through donations and tithings. It will fall
like scales from their eyes when one blessed day the cursed money system will become
ablolished and true freedom for all becomes announced world wide, and that it was the tool
of religion which kept them in perpetual bondage.
Remember? We have Rome as the spiritual center, London as the money hub, and
Washington as the military metropolis to enforce the other two evils.
None of this would be possible without world-wide acceptance of SECRECY, as organizations
and clubs are allowed to concoct their sinister plans behind the backs of the majority of good
people. The money system is being upheld by the power of secrecy where people are not being
informed about how devastatingly it works against ALL their interests.
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152. Of Mankind’s Future Not All is Lost!
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries
Given to us by Aphroditis and Commander Ruttex in 1996 this piece of scribing was at that time
futuristic and impossible for us to recognize its meaning.
Well, not mysterious to that extent anymore since 20 years have passed, and we begin to see
its significance in the form of a ray of hope for us all.
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Aphroditis to Uthrania Seila, November 20, 1996:
(Quote)
Hi, Uthrania Seila. Even though we are left up on high with a mere skeleton crew, so to speak,
we have so instigated within your realm of working desire the applicable productivity of who
indeed is shown to be foremost in the FOREFRONT of all of our escapades to date!
And that mainly being of ye Ones most concise behavior in front of all they preceding ones
who would have in the far past to have seen of ye to inductively fail. This is naught to be
however, for the moment in time that the leak in the pipe hit the airwaves of financial
seclusion was the precise time in space whereby we didst not wince in the least for a finished
project of failure.
......
This is the future of your most immediate circumstance when the plate of deceit is well known
among the publishing faction of just what indeed and by whom was this done to those Holy
Ones of Lord Master Sananda's troop.
So now HANG ON LOOSELY TO THOSE PREDICAMENTS NO LONGER, FOR SHORTLY OF THE
MOMENT OF NOWNESS COMES BARRELING BACK DOWN INTO YOUR REIGN THAT PLEASURE
OF PLEASURES WHEN RESPONSE AFTER RESPONSE ALL BUT COMPLETELY ENGULFS THE
AIRWAVES OF VENTURE!
Proximity of favour will be subjected unto the desires of ye ones of the ages of fortitude, and
ghastly consequences to debate upon the heads of those many uncomely ones within the
official circumference will have been seen to even firmly squelch the idiom of cantankerous
affairs within the eventual destiny of which they have so comely forfeited through the
dealings of their own switch hands.
.......
So button your seat belts, for the flight to the east on the wings of rapid comeuppance is
strictly WITHIN your regime of all contrite spending procedures, and one more thing before
the High Council acquits of our hand toward the penning of any more literary content:
YOU WILL HAVE SO SUCCEEDED WITHIN YOUR DUTIFULLY BOUND SPECTER THAT IN THESE
LAST HOURS, OR SHOULD WE SAY SECONDS OF YOUR TIME MODULE, FLABBERGASTED
MORTALS WILL HAVE JUST AS SURELY BEQUEATHED TOWARD THEMSELVES THE REMNANTS
OF ALL GLORY JUST WANED TWIXT THEIR FINGERS, SO TO SPEAK, WHEN THEY FIND OUT THE
APPROXIMATE VENTURE OF 'YOU ALL HAVE BEEN JUST A TWITCH FROM THEIR OWN
DOORPLATES' AND NOT DID THEY KNOW IT A WHIT!
Good evening from our end little beauties and signing out on telepathic wave circuitry is the
High Order of Aphroditis of all Bountiful Literary disclosures toward the health and beauty of
all those fine Sisters as well as our Brothers down upon the drygaulched plane of utter
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deceit. Good night and a firm salute to ye all. Aphroditis and her contemporary tenement.
Adieu, little Sister! (3:11 pm)

Starship Commander Ruttex to Reni Sentana-Ries, November 20, 1996:
We tell you then aforehand in all preparation that you will in no wise merit unto another the
disagreeable persuasion of undoing that which has already been seen to be done.
But here is where justice will ride high with they ones when the day or moment in time comes
that you speak of your own accord with they ones as to just how summarily you have been so
uncouthly dealt with by those who deemed you unmorally fit to resume such a place on high
with the gods of today and yesterday.
Get ready then for such a flurry as you have never seen to date to take place within the
perimeters of mundane circumstances, for the brashness on the pie is about to splinter off
into every direction as the truth of your little-known escapades toward that diabolical one
hits the full circumference of the barricade of the echelon of the highest unit of facility.
Presumptuous that they will not care in the least of the mistreatment of your little agented one
is not to be assumed, but when indeed they read the tenement of 'all that has twit happened
within the retrograde societal structure of agent outflow toward them', at this time then will
the countenance of the largest factions of literary components dash, so to speak, at the mere
mention of such a name.
Prepare then for the onslaught of grievances, for at the forefront of all such exasperations is
the kindly-faced one who has oft majored in building block fashion, and pieces each piece
together according to the way of his own supreme understanding and he states therewith:
that indeed have ye ones had performed upon your heads one of the most sincere injustices
of which he has seen of his own eyes this century.
(End quote)
Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, November 20, 1996,
Tempe, Arizona.
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153. Soul Mate Secrets (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 17, 2017
For the most part forgotten and ignored lies dormant buried under life’s multiple cares and
worries the treasure of a golden opportunity to at THIS equinoxal time become united with our
one and only true soul mate. It takes a conscious effort on our part to steer our lives into the
direction of what has been called THE UNION OF THE AGES where bliss awaits us if we
succeed!!
Captain Galiac speaks about this so supremely important issue, and I’m sure he answers many
questions on behalf of all those who at this time are interested in this topic.
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Captain James Galiac Sananda:
December 14, 2012 2:00pm
(Quote)
Hello there, all ye very fastidious ones! Catching up on your reading I see and foresoothe is it to
find that what you need to know is somewhere on this netted requirement toward your souls.
Just know what it is that you need at this time to actually acquire into your doldrums of one
day or another.
Now, today will the topic of requirement be a sojourn into another place, another time, and if
you will please, Seila, place a new topic chapter title below as being 'The Well-being of Other
Extraterrestrial Nations' or groups of people, no matter how small a group or how large, even
up unto nation status as you would understand it. We await, dear.

THE WELL-BEING OF OTHER EXTRATERRESTRIAL NATIONS
So enter the title along with the writ following it, and then we will proceed.
Chelas, the well-being of other extraterrestrial nations or groups of people, no matter how
small a group or how large, even up unto nation status, as you would understand it, is one of
the most favourable topics upon our slate at any time of the day.
For instance, when you favour your neighbour or your country, providing it is run consistently
in a good and positive flavor toward that of the people, their needs, their wholesome activities,
hurting nobody at any time, and every group being of the same mindset, you will have
attained to the degree of the oneness which we from the lofty height of our ships have done
so long, and for some not so long ago.
Eventide has made it easier for you than at any other time in history to board our ships in
mass evacuation, though it has occurred during the rush of water spontaneously from one
epoch to another. So in that rate, epoch has answered your call, but never to the extent of the
billions upon your planet at this time in your lifespan.

SOUL MATE SECRETS AND CHALLENGES
(Subheading added by the editor)
When you meet up with your other halves, your soul mates, for those of you who have
attained such level of exquisiteness, then you will definitely be joined by others who have
passed before you into the hierarchy of paradisaical worlds.
For those whose soul mate are upon other worlds or the ships of positive nature, you will
also be joined.
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For instance, if in another lifestream you were fortunate enough to meet and join with your
final half, then that part of you passed on and reincarnated upon a paradisaical world, and
you did not, for the lessons you had had not been completed, then of course you would have
reincarnated to either this planet or a similar one until full completion of your lessons.
You see, chelas, one cannot complete any negative karma of oneself upon any paradisaical
world, so you could say you must cleanse yourself of the negative as being put through a fire
in order to pass into the life of paradise with another of your sort or being.
However, once your lessons of the negative are completed wholly, and we do mean “wholly,”
then you may be either transported aboard our ships to the home in paradise where you will
meet that one whom you joined with so very long ago.
If transportation is not what you wish, then you may pass physically on and be reincarnated
upon the same world as your beloved one, and the veil will be removed along with all negative
memories, leaving the good and useful product for the both of you to remember and
continue to build upon.
Upon certain levels of the paradisaical worlds we do not ever need to go back to delve into
the naughtical and naughty past, but be warned:
Those of you who wish to attain to a greater degree of wholesomeness, and hurt your
neighbour, so to viably speak, it is you who will never attain the goodness needed to progress
with another into a world without end in the way of the paradise as seen and given to you in
recordings until such time as your earth be cleansed of all rubble and wickedness!
And do not think that those who attain through greed, deception and evil, though they may
have much in the life they live in, that will come as surely as the snow flies in the Arctic valley
of life an end to their very existence, and that is not what any of us would like to see, for the
seed ends there, and the egg is no longer found, and where there is no egg and no seed,
there can be no reproduction, and where there is no reproduction, there can be no vessel for
the integration of the soul, and that, as they say, is the end of that.

CONCLUSION
(Subheading added by the editor)
So each must attain that full degree of humanity which is to become wholly human. Human
means H – to be holy which in its turn means to be ethical, compassionate, moral, kind,
gentle, intelligent, to the positive and so on.
U – is to be one within the entire universal complex of all Beings, all plant life, animal life,
globally and universally, you get the idea we are sure.
The effect each one of you have upon another shifts the continents of lifestreams around to
either work for you, or to work against you, and when you join, those of you who have had to
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wait just a season or two longer for your end result of yourself, being your very own soul mate
who resides upon another world, growth of life can be as early as two years to maturity. So you
see, you can never lose out in paradise UNLESS you do so toward yourself!
Put pen down now, Uthrania, and the gods and goddesses, of which you are one, sit and reside
around you and Reni.
And Good Day to you all, beloveds, as I again take my seat at the helm of Captain Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn’s little dinger, or skiff, and away I go to your “outer limits.”
Salah, and Good Day. Put this on at your discretion, please, Seila, and Adieu. Clock time piece
in, please, also. Tie off transmission at dock 4.79 Vaulta Wave." 2:34 pm
(End quote)
From our yet unpublished book Good Luck Charm
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

154. We are your Master Teachers too! (Scribed)
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 18, 2017
Church members rely on ancient texts (although unbeknownst to them they have for the most
part been falsified), they rely on their pastors’ sermons from the pulpit, as well as their
internal “fellowshipping” for confirmation in “truth” they believe in.
So why not include us? We are once again here among you to teach you the truths we taught
you eons ago which you only believe in because they are older than the hills – except now
altered to keep you in bondage to your elders!
Should you include us, your teachers from the stars, then you will get the facts of the universe
UNFILTERED by the slight of men who in the past have sought to take advantage of your
desire to not have your souls fooled by your teachers onto perdition.
WE ARE BACK, so please include us as your teachers also!
What is a Master Teacher? “A master teacher recognizes that the education process is about
much more than sharing content. It’s about creating independent learners who have the
critical thinking skills to grow and thrive. These educators put their students first and adapt
the curriculum to their learners’ needs.” (Interpretation by the Colorado Christian University)

Captain James Galiac:
August 30, 2012 1:38 pm
(Quote)
It is always good to see you ready and waiting for instruction, Seila, and all our fine and beloved
ones, our readers, intact.
It is I, Sananda Esu Jmmanuel, and now let us proceed on with my 'given name' in this, my
latest lifestream, James Galiac, Captain of the Stargazer, whilst Captain Adrigon is not in
command from time to time from the most elusive captain of the fleet, Sophram Galiac.
Now, it is time for the last escapade of those elitist brothers of yourn who think to themselves
that they are the greatest thing to happen to you since grandma's apple pie. And whom just are
we speaking about at this time? The lords of whit in the British House of Commons, shall we
call it for lack of a better name.
Good, well, brush up on your Greek mythology, for the gods and goddesses of the heavenly
places within their starships - for where else would they reign to get back to earth - are on the
make, and that simply means, dear chelas, that we of the Starship Command will take little
more than a day of your time in order to instruct those special ones in high and low places of
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our intentions in utilizing their brawn as well as brains in overturning all which is detrimental
to their cause, and that cause is the welfare of their own families!
For what cause does man and woman have but the love and well-being of those around them,
and in particular those whom they love and cherish as their own flesh and blood? I bespeak
myself of mentioning 'as their own flesh and blood,' because in other lifestreams they ones
may not have been of their own flesh and blood.
So you see, that is just one more little irritation to those who lord it over you, because the
Catholic Church in particular who set off for themselves and toward themselves the
antagonizing periods of church fragments of other denominations worldwide, and do they
actually believe of themselves much different to the core of their doctrine and beings? Not in
the least!
So let me tell you then, there is much in your so-called up-to-date scriptures put out by all of
these much included 'fragments' of religious society who do not want you, the people of the
world, to learn anything new, which in effect are teachings as old as your world, Angorius,
and even older than that.
So, include us in with those Master Teachers who have long taught the truth of the universe
to you, and in return have gained not one iota of respect from those so-called holy church
authorities who purport to teach what we have long ago taught; not from the pulpits, dear
ones, but from our hearts!
Good Day, and a likelihood you will meet with at least one of us on your travels, so beware,
you entertain your "angels" = and no, we are not!
Good Day. Clock off time coordination frequency, Seila, and Good Night from the far side of the
galaxy. Captain James Galiac out. Signature required, please."
"Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, clock out time coordinates for Captain James Galiac Sananda at
1:54 pm"
(End quote)
From our book The Pastureland Down Under
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download our FREE books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries
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155. A One-Way Street reserved only for the
Super-Wicked (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 18, 2017
In the assumption that humans are basically good people of which many of them are found in
errors of poor judgment toward others of their own kind or that of the animal world, they are
given for their evolution into lighted beings a succession of life streams to learn from their
mistakes with the aim of not repeating them in future ones.
Yet, such cannot be said of all. This planet has experienced an invasion of folks without heart
and human sentiments. Throughout the millennia they have propelled themselves to the top
of humanity through cunning use of money, force, murder, secrecy, religion, and a host of
soul sentiments we can describe as belonging to demons only.
Yet the universe has its own unique way of handling these people, and in Captain James
Galiac’s statement below he gives us a glimpse of how they are being dealt with by standards
of universal rules of justice.

Captain James Galiac:
November 30, 2012, 2:33 pm
(Quote)
….. This will seize upon the propriety of all those good-natured souls whose full intention is to
force Lucifer, as they call it, the satanic source of all wickedness, though not a person
personified indeed, for those ones are the wicked of the wicked and know no mercy on their
forced-to-be “enemies,” therein, of course, will come the rage of the heartless, and for lack of
a better word, you are able to recognize them as demons by the true action of their deeds
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and contorted faces when lust for money becomes their only and main goal, sacrificing all
those whom have had a heart for the poor, and maligning all those who had once thought
they were on a benediction of a deed to free all those who never once in their lives asked for
it.
Now let us continue on in aberrating the fate of all those who hurt the young, and the wicked
of them all will of course reincarnate upon another much less sodden world than this one for
the purpose of never being able to procreate again, and with no such procreation to bring
around a new body, will they then finish their line, for that is the exacting justice of the
universe when terrible deeds are done deliberately over and over again without even a hint
of remorse, and that will be the end of that.
(End quote)

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
Opportunity for personal growth and evolvement is given us through the means of
reincarnations. Where this mechanism is being ended, then all possibilities for experiencing
bliss have also ended. No punishment could be more severe.
Question by Reni Sentana-Ries for Commander Hatonn
Reni: I have never understood the reasons why in the presence of armed police forces and
militaries in every country this planet remains under diabolical control of a few unarmed men
operating in semi-secrecy, successfully empowered to make life a living hell for virtually all
incarnates with the exception of a few of their own kind. Can you explain to us why this can be
and what is missing in human mindset to overturn this ridiculous situation?
Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Well, Reni, this is a question very much up my own alley, as
they might say, and I would securely reply in this way:

“The plankton who run amuck this planet are the same breed of Hellions who first migrated
into this earth’s atmosphere and began to regulate the mind and theories of men and women
at large. And what can be done to curtail these monsters of unethical compound?
“We, of the Stargazer Troop are back now with our weapons-in-large,
and the day will come soon enough when those who run amuck with the leaders of the world
population will be toppled from their high perches,
and there will be no place left for them to hide,
and we will gladly deliver them up to the people they caused so much suffering and pain to,
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and we will just as thoroughly guarantee to them that their ‘bunkers’ will hold none of their
effects, for the massive stroke of the earth in quakes galore will rocket them all back to the
surface with a sub terrain lava flow, which does NOT reach deep into the earth’s crust as so
many of your seismatologists seem to think,
and the great towers of Babel reaching high into the atmosphere will rocket on their
haunches until the very glass crumbles all over the earth
and the giant space station which many occasional travels have bought their early tickets to
will not be void of our intervention either,
and all Astro-Cosmonauts will be well looked after by our men and crew while the Redcoats
in their livery join along with the head honchos of the precision boys in blue,
and one white elephant will be shot down never to revive its overly long trunk,
and of the teeth at the side, will be said that even elephant tusks were ‘sawed off’ and
thrown into the dust-bin of all nuclear particles which they so love to spread about the earth.
And by then we will have done with it. Next question, please.”

156. America Will Fall Apart! - The End of an
Empire! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries
A superficial look at the U.S. will allow us to conclude that the collapse of the United States has
nothing to do with President Trump, but was brought about by a cruel banker who would not
allow a jubilee year for the Government nor the debt-ridden public!
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I must agree, but the consequence of that attitude can be likened unto a man sawing off the
branch he is sitting on. So, for the banker being stupid was a good thing for the United States
and for that of the world, because it gave the states and the nations the opportunity to
escape from underneath the bondage to the U.S. Dollar. Good for them all!
Eventually all nations will fall like dominos one on top of the other without even the firing of a
single shot, and that is a good thing as well, for should Israel in the aftermath believe she
owns it all, then she’d better think again.
The people we love still have a brain left to them of a quality higher than that of those who
always believe to have a right to leech off others.

Captain James Galiac Sananda:
November 13, 2012 2:00 pm
(Quote)
Hello, little chelas! Another warm day somewhere far far away south of your Alaska. Oh well, in
any case I just wanted to say as far as the movie industry goes, the Roddenberry family have
their tricks up their sleeves as well the Pontiac ones do.
Beginning with Roddenberry, do you think he knew all of the time just what he was doing?
Methinks not, however, a very gifted man will we seldom meet, and hopefully he will
remember us when the top falls down off the roof of Holly-rood, ahem, Hollywood.
So on to our next topic of discussion of today, and that we ones will be for a season or so to
belong to the archives of your own national history, and, Seila, let us start over again.
Now, conscientious are we not when it comes to dry-boating the dwarfted states of those
American nations, or so they think they are just because they are still under occupation such as
Japan – and it is true, Japan IS DEFINITELY under WESTERN control, tongue in cheek, so to
speak.
Then there is Hawaii, and they resist not because, quite simply, they cannot, but the day will
come where as the nations topple and crumble from the inside out, so will the states one by
one lose its stars and stripes, and down will go Roddenberry, Hollywood and all.
We bequeath to you all at your memorial funeral at Arlington Cemetery, Virginia, that we hope
the heat is not too long in taking its toll, for the guards in their heavy suits of armor most
certainly will be taken of heat stroke in the heavy autumn winds of the summer. You figure that
out, one and all.
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But today we bespeak of ourselves that prodigy of Syria whose full intent was to galvanize
Qadaffi’s staff and rod and bequeath to themselves the full intent of good ol’ Syria banking,
and with the water rights to go with it nobody could possibly turn off the taps to the Middle
East in the north and suffocate the people with ‘no more water unless we do what Israel
wants!’
The dollar bill, the oil and water and no less that is galvanized at the top of the dung heap of all
those chastisements in the European Union who want some kind of draft for their own bank
accounts whilst showing the public a face of placidity and normalcy and COMPASSION. “What a
lark,” some of them say with exquisite linguistics, but who is to believe them as none of them
have gone to the cemetery yet for telling on the… Well, we all know what that means, do we
not?
So, America is going to fall even deeper into their own expense sheets? Well, not really,
another kind of inner bomb will hit, and that is one which dictates the endless reality that one
by one the occupied nations will leave that distressing flag alone and no longer burn it.
And why is this, chelas? Because it has no nation left to represent!
And then will Israel again think of themselves to own it all. But will they? Really? That is still yet
to come, for the big swaggering think-tanks within Washington Harbour guesses at their own
liquidity when they search for the money they were promised to help Israel along, AND LOST!
For “All will belong to the Hebrews,” their Bible says, and because of it, the Christian
community takes head and runs headlong into the christed ones of the century and their
flying boats with nowhere to run, and ask of themselves “Just where did we go wrong?”
The tenement buildings made and degrade for the poor of America, for we must call it that
shortly, as the states within the American border one by one secede from the great halls of
liquidation of all national debt.
Over there in what is the ruination of the nation – the great DC - will take on another form,
and the people will protect the borders, and the national guard will have nothing left to do
with them and will all, along with their military, skirt around the issue and go home to one
seceded state or another, and the world will quieten down until the end states are won by
China who never wished in the certainment to rule over the rest, save that of the Asian
nations who do not join their banking world.
But in the long run the nations will brace themselves for a new booking from a different kind
of Wall Street, shake their heads in utter disgust, and look around for all who have done this
to them; drop their guard for one moment in time will they not, and the rebuilding begins AFTER THE EVACUATION - in order that the planet may be cleansed from all rot and
subservience to all manner of chemical weapons, and then the people, coming back from
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other worlds, will come with a new system and rebuild new nations – giving them all a
BRAND NEW NAME.
That will be all for today, little one, for I am of the taller in our family. Seila, please tie off
channel and place your name not on the register for today, for we have a pleasure for you to
come beyond that of any other.
Good Day, and Adieu. Time signature, please. Sananda out. Captain James Galiac Sananda
out.” (2:23 pm).
(End quote)
From our newest unpublished as yet, book Good Luck Charm
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana-ries

157. Catastrophe before Renewal (Scribed)
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 20, 2017
To my knowledge we are the only ones who announce to the peoples of this planet to get ready
for global evacuation before tidal breakers begin assailing the coastlines for a monumental
destruction of entire continents.
Let us know should you know of others doing the same. We hold no monopoly on truth.
When the planet begins to shift on its axis for whatever mechanical reason (a planetary fly-by
would do it) the pure directional inertia of ocean waters would then begin to submerge
continents by mile-high masses of water.
Civilizations of the past have been destroyed in this manner before, and our words on this
issue are not really new as though they had never been spoken in ancient times before.
Rescue ships were offered then, however only a select few believed and took advantage of the
opportunity for removal from the surface onto that of other planets by a gracious brotherhood
and sisters from the stars.
The end of the world is not the end of this planet. After healing time it will be repopulated
once again, however its order will then be the order of paradise.
“When the trumpet sounds with its waves clashing down upon the surface of the land, you
will know that it is time! For our proclamation to you will occur in a vastly diverse manner
than the hooting of a trumpet out of the skies!"
– Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Thursday, 23rd May 1996
(Quote)
Lord Sananda here presiding at the helm on this most memorious occasion. Stand by, please,
Seila, whilst I ready myself for the three minutes I have left.
Now, contrary to all familiar New Age beliefs this system of neutralizing all religious doctrine
into an edifice of non-existence with the age of decline is at best a waste of time.
…..

THE GLORY WHICH LIES AHEAD FOR PLANET EARTH AND ITS
INHABITANTS
Proclamation almost always begins with the trumpeting sound of horns blowing their signal in
the far distant land, does it not? Well, the coming of the great tidal wave, for instance, will
shelter the storm front by putting forth a roar, which will even be heard in the far off lands of
the south.
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You have little known of such a time whereby the seas calculate man's errors in fascinating
drama and the waves lash themselves against the torrential floods of the past - bringing past
and present into a near future, as the seas adjust their tides to present a clear undercoverage
of land protruding their bodies up and out into the full view of all to see!
Unfortunately for you little ones you will no longer be of seeing eyes. For when the time does
allow its full significance to shine upon the Earth, so will mankind cease to exist upon the
shattered plane of his former co-existence with all pre-existing mammals, vegetation, or sea
life.
Many within the sea will be crushed by the volatile movement of the waves, and serve through
volcanic eruptions to pollute the sky and plains with enough potash, so to speak, to drown an
entire army within its ranks!
Our meaning here should be clear to the many of you, for your books, dear ones, shoulder the
entire responsibility for elaborating upon a subject of which they know little to nothing about.
You must understand, that when the Earth shifts about on its axis, the entire medium of what
you know as the American continents, not to mention those offshore in distant lands, will be
caused such an upheaval over the imbalance, that no survivor will be found upon the lands of
the nations as they tend to stand now! No conscious endeavour at that time will prove to push
man into a limitless time warp to enable him to even sublimely grasp the concept of what
seven or more could do if they would only ‘put their minds to it!’
As we have tried to explain to you before, how do you expect continents to shift without
effecting the science by which it is known to proceed? The consciousness of man will not
even be able to annihilate the circumstances of which have already been created! Therefore
mankind will not be able to plummet himself into a fifth dimensional world of cohabitation
with others without a refreshing cleansing of the entire world surface occurring first!!
When the trumpet sounds with its waves clashing down upon the surface of the land, you
will know that it is time, for our proclamation to you will occur in a vastly diverse manner
than the hooting of a trumpet out of the skies!
So listen for the sea and secure yourselves for the great ride of the tide! For as surely as you
wish upon a star, we will be there to greet you with rapture on our face!
This is the time of the end, dear chelas! Prepare for the coming of the king of the ships, for
your understanding by then should indeed not be of the content to strip you of your
entitlement of coherency which you have placed upon yourselves!
Glad tidings to all, and I bequeath unto the each of my children at large an entry into the
beginnings of adulthood for those who have prepared themselves through their completion
of their earthly schooling! Adieu.”
(End quote)
From our book Religion of the Decade
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- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

158. We Are at Your Service Once Again!

By Reni Sentana-Ries, May 21, 2017, Alberta, Canada
Passing out truth gleaned from what is universally true is not without risk.
We have done so in some of our past incarnations and became persecuted by the established
order of the day.
Sometimes they managed to kill us, and at other times we survived their attempts to snuff out
our lights and our message. However in all these cases the record of our lives and words
became distorted, and the falsified record was fed to the people in the form of a “glorious
discovery” of new truth as the hidden rulers presented our tampered-with words to the
people as a wonderful new religion!
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And in that manner the souls of the many became duped and were made compliant to a
system which extracted from them taxation and tithings as symbols of the people’s supposed
gratitude for becoming followers of prophets with a message from “God” and “peace” for all
who will not object to the new religion’s fundamentals.
We have seen it all before. The difference between then and now is the Equinox, and that
means we are at the end of several epochs and stand at the beginning of a new era which can
dramatically alter the outcome of so many souls into their future – either for the good or into
the negative.
The latter we are here to avoid!
Our opponents have not succeeded in silencing our words of hope and comfort we give to all
who heed our warnings and accept our friends from far-away star systems who have begun to
focus their efforts to safely transition the human race across the threshold into a new set of
eons for the good of everyone’s soul evolution.
In order for us to succeed on a global scale we must be given public and official recognition.
Only then can we effectively get the word out which tells the people of their friends and
relatives from the stars and acquaints them with their words.
These words must be translated into all languages and published on a global scale
unhindered which is something we cannot do for as long as the NSA is keeping us and our
message in a vault of theirs - as one of their agents has informed us of back in 1995 while we
lived in Tempe, Arizona.
A reform of today’s system is as much needed as the need for the words of the Masters is to
get out to the people, and this system overhaul can also not be accomplished without our
release from the vault we are in at this time.
The “vault” I am speaking of consists of the NSA’s effort of keeping us and our message in
obscurity and away from public awareness and recognition. They feel that for as long as our
ideas will not spread among the people in a big way, the system of bondage for the masses and
wealth for the few will remain safe. That safety however comes at the price of their souls, and
it remains to be seen whether some powerful few at the top will remain forever willing to pay
the price for their own continued intransigence. Remember, even they can make choices for
their own good!
The words that need to go out to the people at this time are found in English on our website
http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk. It contains links to all our and the Commanders’ words
given to us with the intent of passing them on to the people.
The other website of ours is http://freeeathsystem.net which addresses the need for
modifications to the dysfunctional system of today. Its main focus lies on removing the money
system and how to safely get there without bloodshed.
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Cooperation would be the safest way. If however that cannot be achieved, then eventual
bloodshed will be unavoidable. It will come through either a violent uprising of the
downtrodden masses against the financial elite, or through a planned procrastination of
effective reform until the ocean waters heave themselves out of their beds to rinse over the
continents of the rebellious.
The choice is theirs.
No one can escape the consequences from the decision of those who at this time have control
over us three, and our words, and over the people in general.
That’s all, my facebook friends, and all those friends who are not my “friends” but quietly read
my public statements and posts with intent to inform themselves of perhaps things which may
affect them and their loved ones in a big way should we continue to be prevented from rising
to the forefront of public policy making.
Have a nice day, and I will in a few days quietly celebrate my 74th birthday!

159. Rule BY Righteous Man must Replace Rule
OVER Man by the System!
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October 1, 2000, by Reni Sentana-Ries.
Almost all righteous-man rule has been eliminated by waves of bloody revolutions incited by a
monied minority of the past, of which the French and Russian revolutions are more well-known
ones. These Lords of Debauchery succeeded to instill into the masses cheap slogans of "liberty"
(by that they mean "anarchy") "peace" (meaning non-opposition to their rule) and
"brotherhood" (to them meaning brotherhood misery for the many, in which they will not
participate in).
The people fell for the ploy. The monarchs became either eliminated (murdered) or were
dysfunctionalized of their powers to that of figureheads only, and all righteous-man rule was
replaced by system-rule through a network of constitutions, serving only the power needs of
the wealthy and not the un-privileged of the masses, for rights became only accessible to
those with money!
The system of "democracy" was their vehicle, as it fosters the belief that the people are
actually in control, and lets them think they have a say into the destiny of their lives. But
nothing could be further from the truth, for no constitution gives the people an iron-clad
access to rights a constitution is talking about, or bills of rights are speaking of. And no
election process of 4-year cycles gives the people access to righteous leadership, for the mere
fact is that the money power behind the system, to which democracy is subservient, controls
all information media, and since the people have rarely ever displayed the power of
independent thought, their own media will discredit even the greatest benefactor among the
temporarily installed (elected) heads of state.
This world needs a revival of righteous-man rule. We must rediscover our need for autocrats
with perpetual powers, who will remain in power with sufficient strength to lay down laws for
the benefit of the people, unimpeded from demands imposed upon them by any system whether they be political (democracy, "New World Order" as advocated by Bush Snr. for
instance), or of economic/financial) nature, by which autocratic nations may be surrounded.
Undoubtedly the reality of man's slavery to the stupidity of the system has found its
seemingly perpetual home in the West, and it is the West which endeavours to export this
dysfunction to all other nations, if it can. Democracy as a form of government guarantees the
hidden hand of debauchery a safe and secure home base, for protected by a set of "human
rights" entrenched in or connected to national constitutions, their stage is set for tremendous
liberty in profiteering by means shady in motive and manifestation. The liberty guaranteed
them by the constitutions is their freedom bell of unimpeded profiteering, no matter how
questionable in its manifestations!
"Unity" was one of Trudeau's battle cries. But little did the people understand what he meant
by calling for Canada's unity as a whole nation. What Trudeau attempted to preserve was
continued control over Quebec as an expression of Quebec's continued subservience to the
Federal Government, which government in return offered perpetual subservience to the
money and political (democracy) system of this world.
As a regular attendee of the meetings of the Club of Rome, Trudeau's government of "national
unity" was one of the elite's strongest guarantee for Canada's continued subservience to the
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world order (world system). Any people's inherent right to self-determination, where
oppressed by a system of unrighteous practices, is being sacrificed on the altar of "national
unity." And here Trudeau made sure Quebec was no exception.
Man in his dignity must regain control over the system where the system is mankind's vehicle
for misery, and if the elite's preferred system of running the world lies at the root of all of
mankind's woes, which it obviously does, then it must be within mankind's power to remove
that system!
-Reni

Sentana-Ries, written sometime in the year 2000

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries – Quote by Ramtha
RAMTHA speaks: From the records: (May 25, 1996, 11:59 am):
"Now, Master, this is I, the Ram!
"Today is the day of your long awaited journey - over. You wait therefore for our command
regiment, and we will lead the way out of your successive recovery.
"In due time will come into your sphere the accountability toward all those beings who
gravely misunderstood your actions. But no matter here, Master, for all snakes do shed their
skins and the product of a livelihood with you ones at the forefront is no more of a mystery
than I am to others!
RAMTHA out in the Brotherhood of Love. Shut down frequency. Good Day." (12:03 pm).
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160. Glimpse into Mankind’s Immediate Future
(Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, June 1, 2017
The time is close at hand for this age to come to its end, for an evacuation off this planet to
take place, and for a reunification with our evolved ancestral relatives who in their kindness
will drop us off on worlds suitable to our state of mind and level of personal evolution.
Remember Nebuchadnezzar’s dream? We live near its fulfillment where a “stone” (rock) is
loosed by an invisible “hand” rolling down a slope and smashing into the clay/iron mixture
base of a statue and pulverizing it all the way up to its “Golden Head,” the latter symbolizing
the reign of King Nebuchadnezzar.
In that manner will all empires up to the present-day ones find their permanent ending!
(Quote)
Captain Morfus Adrigon:
Hello, you all fare-thee-well and solemn ones! We of the starcraft Intrepid, captained by
Captain Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac, will once again bring the White Winds around to bear
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4.6 on the Richter screen, and because of this change in latitude vs. longitude for those of you
who do understand us, the Beings with the heart for the people, you must know that with us
first things come first, and that is the entire weight of the civilization of historical beings
becoming ready for their homeward journey.
And now let us begin. Seila, thank you firstly for your prompt displayal at the screen which
never seems to go away and we, of the Starship Intrepid and the White Winds are forever at
your disposal as you have always been at ours. We need no time modem, but for your readers
we will place upon this parchment one which fits their time line, and then we will promise
ourselves to begin.
Place in time module 3 after two. We await.
Coming forth with enough dictatorial messages whilst you type, Seila, is sometimes an
incredibly difficult journey. And why is this? Because in many cases the filth which surrounds
your earth via your chemically laced atmosphere makes it difficult to sort out the junk from
the platitudes, but nonetheless, it must be done.
All captains of all star maneuverings equip themselves with a punctuality in assisting one
another, who do not yet have the capacity for vortex traveling, find the Van Allen Belt
someone of a strange feat. It is well known among our own beasties here in the heavens, your
heavens, whom traipse around in star form as the dragon, the ram, and what have you, that
the time for the end of such seclusion from the brothers and sisters upon your planet of
earth Angorius is near at hand.
By this what we mean is a prompt displayal of the removal soon of all intergalactic starship
from being the Big and Small Dipper and from being large planets such as your Venus Pluto
and Artemus.
It is fun, is it not, little people of our own hygiene, to once again be able to observe that which
is in your heavens, in their own proximity no longer clouded nor shaded by those things or
beliefs which, of course, are not really your own but instead belong to the lifeline of lies you
have been continually fed by government scientists, whilst other of your scientists have been
so cruelly put to death or locked away in insane houses for the demented, fed with brozyne
enzymes through a stick with a tiny hole at the end. Ah well, such scenes never exist upon your
brothers’ and sisters’ worlds, which one day many of you will in your preparation will now visit
before you escape to one which is perhaps more of your fitting.
What a pleasant surprise to visit so many long-lost relatives. Many of your relatives which have
for centuries reincarnated time after time upon your earth planet which we call here in the
Galactic Council Angorius, are of course none other than yourselves, dearest ones. So you
have grown and grown and grown until your nest egg appears to take you home for a visit, yet
you will need to grow even more before you are able to retain your presence upon such
earths, and therein will we of the starcraft troop place each one of you upon a planet more
fitting for your continued growth.
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We have enjoyed this segment, dear ones, and for your attention will we continue in feeding to
the troop on your planet the necessary co-ordinates for your pickup, each one, after the time
comes for your readiness at hand by yourselves.
Please clock off time element, dear Uthrania Seila, and format the text into Arial Simon print.
Adieu. Commander and Chief, Captain Adrigon. (2:42 pm)
(End quote) )
From our as yet unpublished book Beyond The Horizons of Yesteryear Come the Ships Galore!
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

161. Re: Our Need for the Abolition of Money
(May 2017)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 30, 2017
The issue which sparked this debate was the content of a video clip which informed us about
the incredible atrocities inflicted on certain Middle East nations and Libya by the U.S. Military
and its allies under Hellion control.
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My proposed remedy to this problem is the complete removal of the money system which lies
at the root of a compulsive feeding of the U.S. and British military industrial complexes plus the
anticipated consequential control of natural resources owned by the people of these
destroyed nations.
It appears however that my proposed remedy to this intolerable situation has yet to win
popular support among my readers.
May 26 at 3:24pm ·
A US airstrike targeting two Islamic State snipers resulted in at least 101 civilian deaths.
Despite the huge loss of life, the Pentagon stated that it meets their standard for
proportionality.
May 29, 2017:
The truth here is disgusting! The day MUST come when all atrocities end, and it seems to me
that day can only come AFTER the money system has been smashed - rather than using it to
smash the lives of people just for a few people to have profits from destroying the lives of
others. Horrific!!

Comments
Reni Sentana-Ries: If we think humanity can save itself by a groundswell of revulsion/revolution
against all diabolical phenomena of elitist control, then think again: IT CANNOT!! The choke
hold of brutality imposed on people is too strong and diverse which makes any popular
uprising or revolution unproductive.
The blind mob does not even know where to begin to chip away at corruption without quickly
being discovered through a spy network in its initial preparation of such an effort.
Esteban Ceniceros: Indeed. It requires an evolutional shift of thought. Majorly! As you point
out, such undertakings would immediately be infiltrated by dark forces. It would thus also
require a high level of ethics.
Reni Sentana-Ries: No, the reform must be given them “from the top down" or else they will
never see a better life for themselves or their children.
I have looked at ALL doctrines of New Age and "enlightenment" and found not one with
sufficient punch to effectively break the choke-hold on the people's necks for ushering in a
new era for the delight of the people. And no known religious concept contains within itself a
doctrine of sufficient strength to turn around away from the mess we are in!
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Esteban Ceniceros: Such a transformation will never come from the top down, because the
top, among other things, is the cancer eating away at the human soul.
Reni Sentana-Ries: You will wait until hell freezes over if you think the people in today's
condition will eventually succeed to throw the demon off their backs.
(Esteban’s comment deleted)
Reni Sentana-Ries: No, Esteban, someone of the lighted make-up and in tune with the
commanders and masters from the starships will have to gain control over U.S. foreign and
internal policy in order throw the monkey demons off the people's back.
I am not fooling myself to believe that the chief demon over there in Washington will do that.
And I am also NOT speaking of President Trump being the "chief demon." In essence I believe
he is one of the "good guys" in that swamp filled with crocodiles.
And how can President Trump be a "good guy" you may ask? Simply because he wasn't strong
enough to not be sucked into the swamp he promised to drain for us. I hope he can find his
way out of the swamp without being eaten by the crocks!
The element which makes all alternative doctrines of mankind's positive thinking being laughed
at by all financial oligarchs who sway power over mankind's destiny today is the fact that none
of the doctrines deal with the tool wherewith financial oligarchs even CAN be labeled as
being powerful: THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM WHICH THEY CALL THEIR OWN, AND WHICH
SIPHONS THE WEALTH OF THE PEOPLE AND MAKES IT FLOW UPHILL INTO THEIR OFFSHORE
BANK ACCOUNTS USING THE MONEY SYSTEM!
Folks, leave this issue unaddressed, and you have made of yourself a perpetual loser in spite of
your New Age enthusiasm and feel-good theories.
Remove the money system out of your sight once and for all, and only then will you have
elevated yourselves as worthy components into your own future of pleasure and bliss - not
only for yourselves, but also for many generations of your own posterity - which by all
standards of reality will to your own surprise again be you in your new pleasing incarnations
of future joy, a joy which will contain the sting of "sin" no more!
And finally I make this prediction: Should we succeed to throw off the yoke of money, then
ALL WEAPONS OF WAR WILL FALL SILENT EVERYWHERE and we will begin viewing our fellow
man as a friend and no longer a competitor to be beaten or even be eliminated.
I have looked around to find someone other than myself who insists that now is the time for
removing mankind's greatest curse - the money system - and have found no one who speaks
my language with more energy.
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Therefore it must be my own voice to call forth ALL measures effectively, sensibly, and
humanely to bring about the conversion of people's lives from hell to heaven. And I hope I
will not be procrastinated until it is too late. YOU CANNOT DO IT WITHOUT PROPER
LEADERSHIP!
Jonn Blackwell: Keep going, Reni.
Reni Sentana-Ries: I have often tried to picture popular discontent with the system attempting
to fix this broken system, and cannot conceive the people doing it successfully. The general
population is too fragmented to be successful at a task that monumental. They will need the
leadership of one man at the top to do the right thing, and do so without bloodshed.
(Esteban’s comment deleted)
I will have to stop here, Esteban. Must not give the secrets away to those who watch my
words and wish to strategically obstruct the good we wish to see done for the people in their
distress.
My website http://freeearthsystem.net is not part of the secret I at this time need to keep from
the people.
And neither are the words of the masters to which we have provided links from our other
website http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk . No secrets there.
(Esteban’s comment deleted)
Reni Sentana-Ries: Time will tell, my skeptical friend.
(Esteban’s comment deleted)
Reni Sentana-Ries: Esteban, I will be alright into my future, but humanity will not UNLESS the
human races can throw off the d***d money system. And that cannot be done without a
leader who knows what he is doing.
(Esteban’s comment deleted)
Reni Sentana-Ries: I write not only for my visible facebook friends, Esteban, but for many who
quietly and secretly read my words, and who belong to the class of powerful people in money
and politics.

(End of facebook posting from May 29. 2017)
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162. Atomic Bombs in Fault Lines! (Scribed)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, May 9, 2017
If I understand Captain Hatonn’s deliberation on this topic correctly it appears to me that
arbitrary or even selective explosions of H-Bombs that are strategically placed into geological
fault lines will trigger sonic resonance in the earth’s crust which will have a catastrophic
effect on the earth’s surface, something which will make it necessary for our celestial
brotherhood from the stars to evacuate their people off the face of this planet.
(Quote)
September 1995
RENI: It has been alleged, that many powerful atomic bombs have been placed along many
fault lines of Earth's tectonic plates, ready for detonation. If this report is true, then what are
they there for, and who put them there?
HATONN: This is an exciting time in your history, is it not?
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Now, to rationalize the extremities of exactly who is doing this, and why, is going to require a
little more of your time at the keyboard.
So, stay tuned for the national expenditure of alleviating the world's most fundamental
catastrophe of which is ever to hit your planet within this lifetime!
Well, a more hygienic form of placing this on paper would be to entirely discredit all those
rationales who do so inform the best of their scientists in order to observe the outlying
credentials for productivity. But here I leave you all in a quandary again with my rather
hieroglyphic style of font, do I not? If efficiency plays credence with population control, then
so does the manifesting of all ulterior motives toward the survival of the entire Earth at
large.
You see, little ones, it is not so much the strategic placement of the “stars” which set the lines
in motion, but rather the lines themselves which dictate the proper placement of the stars.
Frequencies here we depict as being graphically correct in any sense, for the entire human race
is depicted as having a sense of gloom and doom toward that of their continued existence!
These small detonations are placed strategically within the crevices of China, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Pakistan, the Shepherd Islands, as well as the great San Andreas fault, just short of
the Canadian border. Hygienically speaking again, of course, Russia and Malaysia are not in the
least left out, and Oregon has the duchmon (?) placement of strategic oil wells, left out of the
district of Kentucky.
Now these fall short of a few of the categories, but as we venture around the globe we entice
within ourselves other eventualities of which can surely fill in the extent of the rest of the
pieces of the larger puzzle.
In event of a shifting of tectonic placements, the bombs, as you call it, are intended to fizzle out
the rapid decline of movement in order to place severe restrictions upon the upper plate
movement. This failing, severe stratasonic events will be put into motion with high gear
monitoring any restrictive qualities.
But do not in the least be of the dismaying content within your emotional boundaries, for
waylaid in your skies are the deployment troops for the rescuing of your mere existence, and
this of course is for those “queer” ones who actually believe that their physical existence
survives on consequence of belying that space beam into their frequency for the trespassing
of the great “lift-off” continuum.
“Not so!” you say? Well then, only time will indeed be of the telling fortune, for so many will
escape with their lives, while the mainstream of society will lie waste until it is entirely too late
to maintain the ingredients for a safe “lift-off,” and so will the apple turn late in its season of
rampant delusion.
Hatonn out for this segment. Must run. Will resume with discretion at another given time. Out
on telepathic wave. Transmission closed. Record time, Seila. Standard procedure, please. (5:10
pm).
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(End quote)
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Feel free to download FREE copies of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

163. A What to Do With Industry in Paradise and
all the People it Employs?

Article by Reni Sentana-Ries, October 27, 2016
“WE WANT JOBS, WE WANT JOBS!!” has been the slogan of unemployed people looking for a
meaning in life and a survival in dignity. The elites know this and they give them “jobs” to keep
them nicely quiet in their belief that “all is well” as people populate the high-rise towers, sitting
in cubicles for 8 hrs a day and engaging in a whiplash, fighting with traffic everyday and
submitting their children under the care of others who “God” knows what their children are
being taught in those care centers or elementary schools!
My friends, such conditions are neither progress nor success, nor a testimony to the dignity of
man in general.
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We don’t want “jobs,” we want freedom! The system based on money gives us “jobs” at best,
and at its worst unemployment and failure to keep up with house mortgage payments and
homelessness and its associated humiliation. People who fall between the cracks of a capitalist
system begin feeling like losers with loss of all self-respect, not realizing that such fates are
designed for them by the system of today.
Enough of the old – and in with the new! Time has come for a changeover into a paradisaical
order. What is generally not understood by the people when we speak of a re-instatement of
paradise is simply this:
Paradise is an economic system functioning WITHOUT money.
Automation is a blessing which does not make people “unemployed” but liberates them from
further participation in mundane “job” movements which rob them of their time.
In paradise unemployment is a blessing, and not a curse, for no work duplication will happen
on the backs of workers just for the sake of survival in an industry geared to provide millions
with “work places” where the goal is to keep them busy with “employment” for mere survival.
Corporations will become property of the people and never again be subjected to forced
expansion for their financial survival’s sake.
No commercial property will be destroyed nor will industry be subjected to the pressures of
viability. In that new environment business and industry will welcome lowered demand for
commodities and services for they will never be required to shut their operations down for lack
of demand as is now the case under the artificial forces of financial viability.
Industry’s waste factor will be eliminated which will result in smaller garbage dumps.
When the people are given a free access to all goods and services they themselves are
providing for each other by a continued use of industries which are already existent, then no
one’s livelihood is under any more threat and their souls will feel to have finally been
liberated from the shame of ever becoming a potential failure in life.
Today’s owners of industry will become equal to the workers in prosperity and cease to have
rights above those of their fellow man.
Industry will continue to serve the needs of the many on the basis of demand by the people
and the availability of resources, but never again be subjected to the constraints of money
availability as has been the case in the past.
We are here for only one purpose, and that is to assist and provide LEADERSHIP IN THE RECREATION OF PARADISE.
See also http://freeearthsystem.net
and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk
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164. A To the Credit of Peter K. Deunov (18861944)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, July 14, 2017
Peter Konstantinov Deunov (also known as Beinsa Douno) was born in 1886 and passed away
in 1944. Of him is said that he was capable of trance readings, and the record of one such
reading given shortly before his passing I have read over and present here to my facebook
friends and other interested readers.
Much of it is known to us, and we have many times asserted in our own articles, books, and
postings things of what this man is talking about. So in that sense he has left us with an
independent testimony of the veracity of our own work.
In order to not offend readers with religious preconceived notions of “God,” the entity speaking
the penned words referred at times to a deity called “God,” however we now know there is no
singular entity called “God” because the element of godhood resides within all of us
regardless of gender. We are all gods or goddesses.

The Prophecy (ca. 1944)
(Quote)
“During the passage of time, the consciousness of man traversed a very long period of
obscurity. This phase which the Hindus call ‘Kali Yuga’, is on the verge of ending. We find
ourselves today at the frontier between two epochs: that of Kali Yuga and that of the New Era
that we are entering.
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A gradual improvement is already occurring in the thoughts, sentiments and acts of humans,
but everybody will soon be subjugated to divine Fire, that will purify and prepare them in
regards to the New Era. Thus man will raise himself to a superior degree of consciousness,
indispensable to his entrance to the New Life. That is what one understands by ‘Ascension’.
Some decades will pass before this Fire will come, that will transform the world by bringing it
a new moral. This immense wave comes from cosmic space and will inundate the entire earth.
All those that attempt to oppose it will be carried off and transferred elsewhere.
Although the inhabitants of this planet do not all find themselves at the same degree of
evolution, the new wave will be felt by each one of us. And this transformation will not only
touch the Earth, but the ensemble of the entire Cosmos.
The best and only thing that man can do now is to turn towards God and improve himself
consciously, to elevate his vibratory level, so as to find himself in harmony with the powerful
wave that will soon submerge him.
The Fire of which I speak, that accompanies the new conditions offered to our planet, will
rejuvenate, purify, reconstruct everything: the matter will be refined, your hearts will be
liberated from anguish, troubles, incertitude, and they will become luminous; everything will
be improved, elevated; the thoughts, sentiments and negative acts will be consumed and
destroyed.
Your present life is a slavery, a heavy prison. Understand your situation and liberate yourself
from it. I tell you this: exit from your prison! It is really sorry to see so much misleading, so
much suffering, so much incapacity to understand where one’s true happiness lies.
Everything that is around you will soon collapse and disappear. Nothing will be left of this
civilization nor its perversity; the entire earth will be shaken and no trace will be left of this
erroneous culture that maintains men under the yoke of ignorance.
Earthquakes are not only mechanical phenomena, their goal is also to awaken the intellect and
the heart of humans, so that they liberate themselves from their errors and their follies and
that they understand that they are not the only ones in the universe.
Our solar system is now traversing a region of the Cosmos where a constellation that was
destroyed left its mark, its dust. This crossing of a contaminated space is a source of poisoning,
not only for the inhabitants of the earth, but for all the inhabitants of the other planets of our
galaxy. Only the suns are not affected by the influence of this hostile environment. This region
is called “the thirteenth zone”; one also calls it “the zone of contradictions”. Our planet was
enclosed in this region for thousands of years, but finally we are approaching the exit of this
space of darkness and we are on the point of attaining a more spiritual region, where more
evolved beings live.
The earth is now following an ascending movement and everyone should force themselves to
harmonize with the currents of the ascension. Those who refuse to subjugate themselves to
this orientation will lose the advantage of good conditions that are offered in the future to
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elevate themselves. They will remain behind in evolution and must wait tens of millions of
years for the coming of a new ascending wave.
The earth, the solar system, the universe, all are being put in a new direction under the
impulsion of Love. Most of you still consider Love as a derisory force, but in reality, it is the
greatest of all forces! Money and power continue to be venerated as if the course of your life
depended upon it. In the future, all will be subjugated to Love and all will serve it. But it is
through suffering and difficulties that the consciousness of man will be awakened.
The terrible predictions of the prophet Daniel written in the bible relate to the epoch that is
opening. There will be floods, hurricanes, gigantic fires and earthquakes that will sweep
away everything. Blood will flow in abundance. There will be revolutions; terrible explosions
will resound in numerous regions of the earth. There where there is earth, water will come,
and there where there is water, earth will come. God is Love; yet we are dealing here with a
chastisement, a reply by Nature against the crimes perpetrated by man since the night of
time against his Mother; the Earth.
After these sufferings, those that will be saved, the elite, will know the Golden Age, harmony
and unlimited beauty. Thus keep your peace and your faith when the time comes for suffering
and terror, because it is written that not a hair will fall from the head of the just. Don’t be
discouraged, simply follow your work of personal perfection.
You have no idea of the grandiose future that awaits you! A New Earth will soon see day. In a
few decades the work will be less exacting, and each one will have the time to consecrate
spiritual, intellectual and artistic activities.
The question of rapport between man and woman will be finally resolved in harmony; each
one having the possibility of following their aspirations. The relations of couples will be
founded on reciprocal respect and esteem. Humans will voyage through the different planes
of space and breakthrough intergalactic space. They will study their functioning and will rapidly
be able to know the Divine World, to fusion with the Head of the Universe.
The New Era is that of the sixth race. Your predestination is to prepare yourself for it, to
welcome it and to live it. The sixth race will build itself around the idea of Fraternity. There
will be no more conflicts of personal interests; the single aspiration of each one will be to
conform himself to the Law of Love. The sixth race will be that of Love. A new continent will
be formed for it. It will emerge from the Pacific, so that the Most High can finally establish
His place on this planet.
The founders of this new civilization, I call them ‘Brothers of Humanity’ or also ‘Children of
Love’. They will be unshakeable for the good and they will represent a new type of men. Men
will form a family, as a large body, and each people will represent an organ in this body. In
the new race, Love will manifest in such a perfect manner, that today’s man can only have a
very vague idea.
The earth will remain a terrain favourable to struggle, but the forces of darkness will retreat
and the earth will be liberated from them. Humans seeing that there is no other path will
engage themselves to the path of the New Life, that of salvation. In their senseless pride, some
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will, to the end hope to continue on earth a life that the Divine Order condemns, but each one
will finish by understanding that the direction of the world doesn’t belong to them.
A new culture will see the light of day, it will rest on three principal foundations: the elevation
of woman, the elevation of the meek and humble, and the protection of the rights of man.
The light, the good, and justice will triumph; it is just a question of time. The religions should
be purified. Each contains a particle of the Teaching of the Masters of Light, but obscured by
the incessant supply of human deviation. All the believers will have to unite and to put
themselves in agreement with one principle, that of placing Love as the base of all belief,
whatever it may be. Love and Fraternity that is the common base!
The earth will soon be swept by extraordinary rapid waves of Cosmic Electricity. A few decades
from now beings who are bad and lead others astray will not be able to support their intensity.
They will thus be absorbed by Cosmic Fire that will consume the bad that they possess. Then
they will repent because it is written that “each flesh shall glorify God”.
Our mother, the earth, will get rid of men that don’t accept the New Life. She will reject them
like damaged fruit. They will soon not be able to reincarnate on this planet; criminals
included. Only those that possess Love in them will remain.
There is not any place on earth that is not dirtied with human or animal blood; she must
therefore submit to a purification. And it is for this that certain continents will be immersed
while others will surface. Men do not suspect to what dangers they are menaced by. They
continue to pursue futile objectives and to seek pleasure. On the contrary those of the sixth
race will be conscious of the dignity of their role and respectful of each one’s liberty. They will
nourish themselves exclusively from products of the vegetal realm. Their ideas will have the
power to circulate freely as the air and light of our days.
The words “If you are not born again” apply to the sixth race. Read Chapter 60 of Isaiah it
relates to the coming of the sixth race, the Race of Love.
After the Tribulations, men will cease to sin and will find again the path of virtue. The climate
of our planet will be moderated everywhere and brutal variations will no longer exist. The air
will once again become pure, the same for water. The parasites will disappear. Men will
remember their previous incarnations and they will feel the pleasure of noticing that they are
finally liberated from their previous condition.
In the same manner that one gets rid of the parasites and dead leaves on the vine, so act the
evolved Beings to prepare men to serve the God of Love. They give to them good conditions to
grow and to develop themselves, and to those that want to listen to them, they say: “Do not be
afraid! Still a little more time and everything will be all right; you are on the good path. May he
that wants to enter in the New Culture study, consciously work and prepare.”
Thanks to the idea of Fraternity, the earth will become a blessed place, and that will not wait.
But before, great sufferings will be sent to awaken the consciousness. Sins accumulated for
thousands of years must be redeemed. The ardent wave emanating from On High will
contribute in liquidating the karma of peoples. The liberation can no longer be postponed.
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Humanity must prepare itself for great trials that are inescapable and are coming to bring an
end to egoism.
Under the earth, something extraordinary is preparing itself. A revolution that is grandiose and
completely inconceivable will manifest itself soon in nature. God has decided to redress the
earth, and He will do it! It is the end of an epoch; a new order will substitute the old, an order
in which Love will reign on earth.”
(End quote)

165. To the Credit of Carlos Castaneda (1925 1998)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, July 16, 2017
The words following are the words of Don Juan Matus, who appears to be a tutor to Carlos
Castaneda. Wikipedia says about Don Juan Matus:
(Quote)
Don Juan Matus is the name used by anthropologist and author Carlos Castaneda to describe a
Yaqui Mexican spiritual guide (teacher) in his series of books on Nagualism (although
Castaneda repeatedly indicates that "Juan Matus" is pseudonym chosen by the author to
protect the bearer's true identity).
He is described as a Native American of Yaqui/Yuma parentage. Castaneda writes that he first
met Matus at a bus depot in Nogales, Arizona, in the early 1960s. He is described by Castaneda
as a 'Man of Knowledge' from a Toltec lineage of seers, who imparts much of his wisdom and
clarity through his 'connection' with Castaneda.
(End quote, and end of Introduction)
(Quote)
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The Predator (by Don Juan Matus)
We have a predator that came from the depth of the Cosmos and took over the rule of our
lives.
Human beings are its prisoners.
The predator is our Lord and Master. It has rendered us docile, helpless. If we want to protest,
it suppresses our protests. If we want to act independently, it demands that we don’t do so.
Indeed, we are held prisoner.
They took us over because we are food to them, and they squeeze us mercilessly because we
are their sustenance. Just as we rear chickens in coops, the predators rear us in human coops,
humaneros. Therefore their food is always available to them.
Think for a moment and tell me how you would explain the contradictions between the
intelligent man, the engineer, and the stupidity of his system of belief, or the stupidity of his
contradictory behaviour?
Sorcerers believe that the predators have given us our system of beliefs, our ideas of good
and evil, our social mores. They are the ones who set up our dream of success or failure.
They have given us covetousness, greed, and cowardice. It is the predator who makes us
complacent, routinary, and egomanical.
In order to keep us obedient and meek and weak, the predators engaged themselves in a
stupendous maneuver - stupendous, of course, from the permitted view of a fighting strategist;
a horrendous maneuver from the point of those who suffer it. THEY GAVE US THEIR MIND!
The predators’ mind is baroque, contradictory, morose, filled with the fear of being
discovered any minute now.
I know that even now, though you never have suffered hunger, you have food anxiety which is
none other than the anxiety of the predator who fears that at any moment now its maneuver is
going to be uncovered and food is going to be denied.
Through the mind, which after all is their mind, the predators inject into the lives of human
beings whatever is convenient for them. And they insure in this manner a degree of security to
act as a buffer against their fear.
Sorcerers of ancient Mexico reasoned that man must have been a complete being at one point
with stupendous insights, feats of awareness that are myth’s logical legends nowadays.
And then, everything seems to disappear, and we have now a sedated man. What I am saying
is that what we have against us is not a simple predator. It is very smart and organized. It
follows a methodical system to render us useless.
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Man, the magical being that he is destined to be, is no longer magical. He is an average piece
of meat!
There are no more dreams for man but the dreams of an animal who is being raised to be a
piece of meat: trite, conventional, imbecilic.
(End quote, highlighting was done at the discretion of this editor)

166. We are not Running a Democracy here!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, July 17, 2017
The master plan for restoring mankind to its original place in dignity I formulated in 2006 while
held in artificial involuntary seclusion. A wrong had been done to me, and my extra time on
hand I took advantage of to put to pen - not a plan for revenge - but one where all people
would benefit from equally, including my enemies.
In those days I was granted prophetic dreams pertaining to my own part in restoring liberty to
mankind, and one stood out in particular which I may just make public soon.
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And so I have become to realize that my part in this restoration is not an issue to be
determined by majority vote or debate. Restoring paradise can not be done in consideration
with the opinion of others, but can only be achieved by IMPLEMENTATION, and not by
consensus arrived at through compromise.

No Democracy in Paradise! (2006, by Reni Sentana-Ries)
(Quote)
The nonsense is over! From now on we will be doing repair work to the nations!
I am Reni Sentana-Ries, your Grande World Counselor and one of earth’s representatives of
the FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS.
My purpose for being here at this time and for being in this position is to be your leader in
carefully guiding you toward and through the most precarious time you have ever seen. Much
of it will not be easy, for earth is beginning to have convulsions from abuse of the past. But we
are here now to let you have a taste of what you never had a taste of before: PARADISE. This is
essential for you to be emotionally prepared to enter into a completely new environment with
your bodies intact – an environment you have never seen before.
Since the level of conduct in that new environment into which you will be transported, is
significantly above that in which you are living now, it is mandatory that you taste paradise, for
otherwise you will not go there.
The great misconception religion has given you so far is to believe that paradise is what you
enter into when you die. Not so! Paradise is what you build where you are, otherwise you
cannot have it!
You will stagger like a drunkard back and forth, fall over on your face, only to get up and
stagger some more. (I’m speaking of successive incarnations here, if you get my meaning.)
Don’t think for one minute that you have not had a life stream on this earth before. Probably
many, you just can’t remember, and you are now at this moment here again to learn from us
that which you failed in the past to learn, that is, to build your paradise in order to qualify for
entry into the next level of your training on a higher plane, and move on in the experiencing
of joy for being alive, as you owe it to yourselves!
I will assist you in it, and so, what this website will do is, it will contain an agenda, sort of a
things-to-do list with items for you, your leaders, and your Generals to implement in order to
straighten out the mess you are in, and in that manner we will show you how to solve your
problems.
I say “we”, for I am not alone in this. I work with a very gifted lady proficient in verbatim
telepathy from the world of masters and commanders of lighted essences known to us as from
THE FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS.
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Certain books in our possession we will publish for you to learn from, others we may not.
Religiously we make no claims except to say that Daniel interpreted King Nebuchadnezzar’s
dream correctly in which President Saddam Hussein sees himself at both ends of the time scale.
(….)
And that is all you inquirers need to know at this time, who seek a religious connection in all
this. We are not here to fulfill your doctrinal misconceptions but to instill upon you our
assertion that the time has come for your reclamation, and that is enough.
I will also go into an agreement with hopefully all governments of this planet to provide for
their people an accurate translation of this site into the languages their people speak in order
that no one be left out of learning all matters essential for the progression of their souls. This
may also be the case for China for as long as the Chinese people have not identified their own
guide more familiar with their customs and traditions than I am.
I am the Chief Editor of this site. I write on any topic I wish. Any book we publish will be
available on this site in .pdf format for free. Those of you who wish to have a copy from a
publisher may acquire one from a book store. Our effort is not for gain but for making
information available to you which you have not been aware of before.
We also have no secrets, for anything we share with Government you will learn about from
this site, and thereby we will restore accountability of Government back to you, the people.
Should this site grow to become massive, then all will remain accessible to you by a set of links.
Vital to the stability and performance of the economic order of paradise is the establishment of
a SECURITY PANEL in each country. Guidance for the initial set-up of these Panels you have
under the link called “SECURITY PANEL.”
Be not alarmed when you find that its introduction alters governmental structure as well as
shift areas of jurisdiction. The powers assigned to this panel will only affect your present or
future position of either regular or substantial public trust if in the Panel's unanimous opinion
you as leader misuse the power of your office detrimental to the interests of the people and
also in contravention to the principles of a paradisaical society. What these principles are you
will learn from this site.
(End quote)
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167. What do we Hear When Demons Speak the
Truth?

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, July 26, 2017
Traditionally we understand that “the dark side” operates away from view and wishes not to be
seen nor have their evil deeds come under public scrutiny. All secret societies operate that way
in order to escape punishment for breaking laws and rules of widely accepted standards of
decency.
However in higher realms of evolvement (evolution) the self-imposed requirement of secrecy is
not always enforced nor mandated by a group with a demonic bent.
Back in 1996 I was given the privilege of asking our evolved forefathers, the Mancharians, on
this issue, and let me now give you the verbatim dialogue I had with them before getting into
the meat of this topic:
(Quote)
93. Alright. Do even the least evolved spirits, the Ones that are traditionally called "demons,"
also have a right of entry into this third dimensional plane through the birthing process?
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Mancharians: Here again, we must make ourselves plainer as we speak. "Demons" as you term
them, are not necessarily "lowly" evolved beings. Indeed, they are among some of the highest
to the highest itself, because here we have, as we did explain before, the other category, the
duality of the Creation itself, as you term it "God" and as you term it "Satan" on the other hand,
who you term or what you term as "Satan" or "Lucifer", as you prefer names given to things or
beings, would you consider then that Being or group of Beings altogether in One
consciousness as being "lowly evolved?"
Not really.
Just because you face the negative aspect in a stronger simulance, do not for a moment
conjure within your minds that it must be "lowly." You also have the demons of the most
inexperienced, those Ones just beginning their journey of experiences, and they too have their
"demon side" or negative attributions, as we prefer.
(End quote from “The Mancharians’ Newest Civilization.”)
The document I will now be quoting from comes from a dialogue between a representative of
“Above Top Secret” and a high-ranking insider of the “family” which runs this world to their
own pleasure and to the people’s demise.
(End of the Introduction)
(Quoted statements not in italics are from the “HH” = Hidden Hand. “R. S.-R.” = Reni SentanaRies.)
1. R. S.-R.: Sometimes it becomes mandatory for the elites of the highest order to disclose their
schemes to the subjects they rule over in utter negativity. (Note: HH stands for “Hidden Hand,”
presenting himself as an Illuminati insider).
HH: “I am a generational member of a Ruling Bloodline Family. Every so often, as per the
directives of the Law of our Creator, a brief window of opportunity opens, whereby a select
handful of our Family are required to make communication with our subjects, and offer you
the chance to ask us any questions you would like answered.”

2. R. S.-R.: Their bloodlines extend for thousands of years into mankind’s past.
HH: “Our Lineage can be traced back beyond antiquity. From the earliest times of your
recorded "history", and beyond, our Family has been 'directing' the 'play' from behind the
scenes, in one way or another. Before the rise and fall of Atlantis (yes, that was indeed
perfectly real) we are 'born to lead'. It is part of the design for this current paradigm.”

3. R. S.-R.: Their areas of operational jurisdictions are as follows:
HH: “The six spheres or 'schools' of learning are Military, Government, Spiritual, Scholarship,
Leadership, and Sciences. In practice out there on the 'stage' of public life we hold key
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positions in all of these main areas of importance. With the addition of a complicit Media
machine and ownership of your Financial establishments, all bases are covered.”

4. R. S.-R.: Their authority:
HH: “By the decree of the Supreme World Council, according to the Will of the Creator.”

5. R. S.-R.: The people are regarded as…
HH: “People are seen as 'collateral', pawns that are maneuvered around the chess board,
according to the game plan.
“By the Family, contrary to popular beliefs, many of us do not mean you any harm directly.
There is just the matter of divine destiny to uphold and unfold, and we must play our parts in
the game, as given to us by the Creator.
“In many ways, it is actually in our own interest that you are prepared for the coming Harvest.
Just not maybe prepared in quite the way that you would like. Still, even then, you are
choosing the Negative Polarity with your own Free Will decisions, with a little 'help' and
direction from us. Souls are Harvestable in either 'extreme' of the Polarities, one could say.”

6. R. S.-R.: Demons are also “duty performers.”
HH: “I am merely doing my duty as directed to me. Believe, or do not believe, we are divinely
indifferent. I am obliged to complete this task here. The end result is of no consequence to
me. I will have discharged my duty, in handing down certain information that must be released
at this time.”

7. R. S.-R.: Giving people more truth than they are ready for is an infringement on their right to
remain ignorant.
HH: “It is an infringement upon your Free Will, your right to not know.”

8. R. S.-R.: To make a deception complete, a demon can also speak truth:
HH: “You and your Creator, are One. As to your statement on your 'total freedom', you are not
responsible for those around you. You and they are all One too, when seen from a higher
Density, but in this Density you are here to work upon yourself.
“You are here to remember who you are, and why you are here. You are here to remember
the Infinite Creator. To know your Creator within you, and to offer your Service to him, and
others, of your own Free Will choice to Serve. The one comes before the other.
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“When you remember who you are, and you know it, deep within the Core of your Being,
you will know and recognize your 'invisible' connection to All that Is, and in so doing, Joy, and
Thanksgiving, and Service, will be the natural outpouring result from your grateful heart.
When you work upon yourself, and learn to know the Creator within you, being of Service to
Others will be natural for you, and your Glorious Harvest shall await.”

9. R. S.-R.: All deception begins with a fundamental lie which says: “All is well in higher dimensional
existences!”
HH: “When you reach higher Densities, you see that ultimately, everything balances, and there
is only Unity. All else than Unity is Illusion, or 'thought-form'.
Mancharians: “…There is a veil between (good and evil, R. S.-R.). This is why the bliss surrounds
those in the much higher dimensions, simply for the reasoning that we do not allow it (evil)
within our realm. However, if it were not for duality, we could not exist in bliss, for the
greater the joy the more terrible or horrifying aspect lies on the other side of the gate.”

10. R. S.-R.: And finally: Horror on the people of planet Earth! Why do you actively propagate and
aid the forces of enslavement?
HH: “Because that is the part we have been contracted to play in this game.
“In order to ‘win’ (or more accurately to be successful in) the Game, we must be as Negatively
Polarized as possible. Service to Self in the extreme. Violence, War, Hatred, Greed, Control,
Enslavement, Genocide, Torture, Moral Degradation, Prostitution, Drugs, all these things and
more, they serve our purpose in the Game.
“The difference between us and you in the Game is that we know that we are "playing".
“The less you know about the Game, and the less you remember that you're a player, the more
"senseless" living becomes.
“In all these Negative things we are providing you with tools, but you do not see it. It is not
what we do, but how you react to it, that is important. We give you the tools. You have the
Free Will choice how you will use them. You have to take responsibility.
There is only One of Us here. Understand that, and you will understand the Game.
(End quote from the Illuminati Hidden Hand, 2008 approx.)

Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
Mankind is on the verge of "going under" because of the tightness of the noose around the
necks of all people. The situation is so bleak, it wants to make me cry. I have said in the past,
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and I say it again: There will only be one way for reclaiming mankind on this earth, and that is
through the firm hand of ENLIGHTENED AND INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP! Will it ever be
forthcoming? I don't know any more. It all depends on whether righteous infiltration among
their own ranks will eventually tip the needle into positive action for the good of all people
everywhere.
For those interested in reading the entire transcript from which the above excerpt was taken,
you can find it here, but keep in mind it downloads onto your computer as a pdf file.
https://l.facebook.com/l.php...
Pertaining to his future the fundamental error this demon gentleman is consoling himself with is
to believe his participation and role in his "family" will be inconsequential since he well
understands the principle of reincarnation. Little does he know that the future "harvest" will not
necessarily guarantee him an advantage over his victims, for when transportation for him and
his "family" occurs into a world of "no more procreation" then what will there be for him to
reincarnate into? Without reincarnation there is no evolution possible. Well, he may know
much, however on this point even demons lie to themselves because lying is really second
nature to them all, and of their lying I am really not surprised.

168. Our language has not changed in 18 years!
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, June 4, 2017
Eighteen years ago I wrote two letters in the course of a debate I had with Sami Ala-Dean on
the Arabia.com discussion forum which is now defunct.
Unfortunately I did not copy the writer’s letter, but here is my reply:
(Quote)
There will be no New Era without the Prophets!
Reni Sentana-Ries, 11:38pm, Jun 11, 1999, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Dear Sami Ala-Dean, Your skepticism has nothing to offer the world to make it a better place!
You have no solution for the mess this world is in, but Uthrania and I do, and it is written all
over this forum!
A successful implementation of everything we are presenting at this location upon the world
scene will not only raise Iraq out of its ashes, but salvage mankind from its fallen condition!
How can one speak of a New Era, if that era does not include a state of happiness for the
people to enjoy?
And after all is said and done, one thing will remain as firm and tall as Mount Everest, and that
is: no one, not the Catholic Church, not Islam, not Christianity, not the United States of
America who all gear up to introduce to humanity the new millennium with much fanfare,
will succeed in ushering in a better time for the people of this planet! Why not? Because
THEY NEED THE KEY TO DO IT!! What I'm saying is this: unless Uthrania and I are permitted to
come to the forefront of world affairs there will be no new era for humanity!!
You may say: "But you splashed the secrets of your program all over this forum. The smart ones
may just figure it out, implement it, and - BINGO - have a new era without you two!"
Wrong!
The last few pieces of the puzzle are like an ace up our sleeve, and if that ace will not be added
to the rest of the deck, then the game is lost for the world, and you all will march into
doomsday!
And don't tell me, there will be a bright future for you because you are young and have much
energy and a long life to live. Just ask the scientists for how much longer this planet will hold
out against the abuse by man. If they are honest they will tell you because they are good in
mathematics - (if they are allowed to tell you, but I know they are not).
I know the answer, but I will not tell you. I am not in the business of spreading fear but rather
hope and showing the people how they can survive the "crunch," so to speak.
Presumptuous? Not at all, for we are the masters of our craft!
.....
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:08 pm, Jun 13, 1999
Don't hide behind a narrow issue!
Dear Sami Ala-Dean, as tragic as the calamity on the Iraqi people is, what is going on at this
time in man's history goes beyond just Iraq and who does and who does not rule in Iraq. Iraq
will recover after the Americans are gone, just like Germany and Japan did after their
devastations (also inflicted with American help). Mesopotamia (Iraq) is the "cradle of
civilization," and the new civilization (era) will be built from the ruins of Iraq under the
leadership of the same man, who continually is being blamed for Iraq's trouble.
His good intentions with not only Iraq, but all Arab states, he could never materialize,
because almost all refused to work with him by reason of their selfish alliance with the
Zionist West!
But soon he will be vindicated as an innocent man and be able to fulfill his life-long dream of a
unified Arab world. He will find to his own amazement, that the nature of his union in true
national brotherhood with other Arab states extends far beyond Arab peoples, for many other
nations will come running wanting to become part of the "good thing" and not be left out of
the blessings of true liberty! And he will have no problem accepting them, for the nature of
the new alliance is so easily expandable to also include countries whose population is neither
Arab nor Muslim.
History is formulated more by events than by time, and here the Prophetess and myself think
more in terms of events (past, present and future) all combined into one final outcome!
(End quote)

Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
Poor people! Their allegiance to religion and politics could not save them in the past, and it will
not save them now.
August 14, 1996, from starship Commander Melix: "Place yourselves away from the contempt
of the public at large toward those horrendous lies given through archival attempts of the
naughty ones, for when these truths are given out around the globe and perhaps other globes
as well, you are in for the shock of your lives! Bereft then will be the structures of gold and
platinum buildings meant for the selection of the children of god, for they unwittingly place
themselves through memorandum of dialogue of the devils into a partition of ultra waves
coming from their stricken policy of breaking into the universe and out of the heated
condition of the limelight of Christian jurisdiction!
"Out front will be displayed in the time throughout the many centuries of conscientious craft of
the enlightened ones such as yourselves, but beware and we do warn ye all, do not let they
ones such as the rabid ones of the religious establishment get too near unto you one's
palatable bones! Just do as we do: become the invisible target to all and you will be ready for
all those who seldom ever got to visit the likes of the entities from space, namely here ye and
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she and he! Goodness and glory may surround the twain of ye freely!
"We have all so much to look forward to, and in such a short time the curtains will fall on Act
Four and display to the continents all that has seldom been witnessed for generations through
the true indoctrination of the gemstone of the nations: the Sentana-Ries's are staying
in America! All glory to ye throughout the nations, and greetings extended from Sananda, the
lord, who brought much of this into place for the extension of heightened conscious
endeavour toward the fixation of life everlasting toward the people and patrons of the
earthen plane!! Good night."

169. When the Collapse Comes DO NOT
ABANDON YOUR JOBS!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries
People, LOSE YOUR FEAR OF BANKS! Inform yourselves of the following criteria, and you will
have lost your fear of banks! Understanding how the system works is the key to become
fearless!
Usually when the private hate-filled bankers restrict the issuing of loans with the intent to
create a depression and workers lose their jobs in large numbers for lack of money in
circulation, panic will set in as was the case during the dirty 20’s and 30’s.
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From the viewpoint of rational thinking such reaction is a mistake, simply because the
marketplace never lost its ability to produce goods the people need for survival, no, there was
merely a shortage of MONEY around to PURCHASE those items people can produce had they
kept working!
What follows is an examination into an alternative reaction by the people should the banker
once again stage a repeat of intended hardship on people, however meets up with an
INFORMED workforce:
Do not allow your supervisor to keep the doors locked on you!
Do not allow company security at the gates to keep you from returning to work. At that point
the factory is yours, and belongs no longer to financial oligarchs who merely are an extension
to money men who claim they own it all.
The farmers will continue to grow crops, and receive their machinery from all outlets FOR
FREE, simply because returning workers will not allow the production of farm equipment to
become shut down.
All police will return to work without the promise of pay, simply because no rent needs be
paid, gasoline is free because refineries keep working, and the supermarket doors remain open
BECAUSE ALL MONEY TILLS HAVE BEEN REMOVED! No flow of food is disrupted simply
because money is no longer needed to bring it about!
There will be no riots in the streets because everyone will be busy to keep all needed goods
and services flowing WITHOUT MONEY.
All doctors’ offices and hospitals will remain open.
The teachers on schools and universities will keep teaching students that seek an education.
And the most brilliant minds in the land will have no more opposition to continue their freeenergy research and offer these devices for mass production to the general population in
return for having no longer a cost factor to living on this planet to deal with.
My friends, please spread the word of the above statements!
The elites are planning a global financial collapse, and you must know how to react!
You will be the target of destruction when they call in the loans (debts) or confiscate your
monies from your own bank accounts. At that point you must know what NOT to do.
DO NOT QUIT YOUR PARTICIPATION AS A MEMBER OF A DECENT HUMAN SOCIETY.
DO NOT HIT THE STREETS IN PANIC AND RIOTS.
DO NOT WITHHOLD YOUR LABOUR BY REFUSING TO CONTINUE IN YOUR PROFESSION AS
CARPENTER, TRUCK DRIVER OR RAIL ROAD LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER, FARMER, WELDER OR
MACHINIST.
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Learn to participate in keeping the wheels of an economy going by not expecting a pay
cheque at the end of the week or month, but see yourself as a productive, participating
member of a large society with gratitude toward others who by their own continued
participation will provide you with all you stand in need of for a comfortable life!
Above all: DO NOT PANIC WHEN THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM COLLAPSES! As a people it is your
opportunity to show the bankers that you as a society can function much better than they
expected you to when they began withholding their money from you in the first place, and
that they by doing so ACTUALLY DID YOU A FAVOUR AND GAVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO
EVOLVE INTO THE NEXT PHASE OF YOUR OWN PERSONAL EVOLUTION IN WHAT IS FINALLY A
JOYFUL EXISTENCE!
Before you could never work hard enough for a mere life in dignity, but now, after you learned
that a life WITHOUT money actually gives you true freedom, you will never again wish to slave
away for the good of someone else who simply does not care about what happens to you when
their system sends you into hard times.
Spread this word, my friends.
If this information will not become solid understanding among all people everywhere, then
chaos will ensue, panic will rule the streets, and people will become violent toward you,
sufficient to kill you as they attempt to steal your last slice of bread!

170. To the Credit of “Dharma” (Doris J. Ekker,
1931 – 2006)
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, August 11, 2017
“Dharma” (Doris J. Ekker), a native American-Indian lady, worked as scribe for the Captains and
Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets during the time frame between the ‘70’s to the
90’s.
Through her gifted pen she scribed over 150 books and many short articles which appeared in
the regular editions of the Phoenix Journal magazines.
I was introduced to her material in the 80’s and, appreciating what I read, it helped me to
eventually sever my affiliations with fundamental Christian churches as a natural result of
walking in the light of universal reality I began to learn of from her scribings!
At the time they (her scribings) still reflected some respect for certain Christian thinking, and I
believe it was done in order for Christian folks to not slam the door shut to realities the people
at the time were not ready for to hear. The label “God” was one of them.
She encountered a lot of opposition, particularly through law suits, which destroyed her
operation and made her and her husband move to the Philippines for a while.
My record shows she passed away in 2006 in California.
Two websites still carry her material:
http://www.phoenixsourcedistributors.com/default.html
http://fourwinds10.com/
Next to Lord Michael and Uthrania, it was Doris Ekker to whom I owe much gratitude for my
own evolution in understanding truth, who I am, and by self-discovery what the purpose of my
incarnation is.
What follows is a mere example of the information which was penned by this gifted lady as
“verbatim telepathy.”
(Quote)
No Cosmic Brothers come to you in hostility, for if you have attained a higher dimension with
ability to travel through the cosmos, you do not live in such darkened transgressions as does
Earth human.
We come forth to discount the directed bombardments of lies which are perpetuated to
terrorize you.
We come hand in hand with God and totally in HIS service and service unto you that you can
find your way, for you are lost and frightened. Please take of the hand extended unto you, that
we might gift you benefit, for as you petitioned God, so has he responded in this manner.
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There will be trials and tribulations beyond that which you can imagine, but the way will be
shown – the path cleared. We are come to bring you home to the Father’s mansions, those
who will come into knowledge.
We bear no “religious” doctrines, for that is the bigotry of human, not cosmic Truth, who
knows no creed, colour, or separation of man from man. it is a journey which will not be made
without our participation, for that is the preparation promised unto the ones upon this orb.
I will give no credentials for myself at this time, for I do not wish to divert attention to anything
controversial nor contentious in matter. Read with love and an open, flexible mind, and Truth
will come within! My credentials can easily be accredited through subsequent writings where
that can be documented in your Earth boundaries of research.
If you find nothing else in this book, you will be reminded that your world borders on
destruction, and that life of soul and purpose of soul journey is forever infinite!
What you do with your journey is your free-will choice, for the decisions will not be made for
you. No man can make the choice for another, your brother can only help you find the path.
The promise of creator is beyond time, space or placement. So be it, and selah.
These things shall all come to pass in the time of this generation upon these lands and for
this have the ancient tribes returned and have your distant brothers gathered – oh yes,
brothers, the eagles are gathered – where will you be?
(End quote)
Author: unknown, Book: unknown, Scribe: “Dharma” (Doris J. Ekker)

171. Once Upon a Time… (1)
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries
What follows is my account of a vivid dream (or vision) I had while in involuntary confinement
in 2006. I modified the account a bit to formulate it into a fairy tale, howbeit with an
extraordinarily important message for all of us to contemplate on. Here it is:
(Quote from my record)
Once upon a time there was a nobleman found worthy to be gifted with a starship by his
parents to explore and roam the universe for the learning and the enrichment of his soul as he
would travel from planet to star and interact with all the kind people living there.
And so it happened that upon his travels he came upon an earth of unfamiliar make-up in the
sense that it contained a barn as large as the planet itself. Driven by his curiosity he landed his
craft a distance away from the barn and noticed the barn had been constructed somewhat
elevated, and leading up to the great barn door were a number of concrete steps.
And so, when our friend stepped out of his craft he proceeded to walk toward the steps and
enter the barn, and to his surprise he noticed a human-like creature fearfully looking at him
from a ledge elevated about 4 feet, which edge was leading all along the 4 walls of this
windowless building.
The creature was frightful to look upon, however at this point the nobleman began to realize
that the creature was more frightened of him than he was of it. So, overcoming his own fear
he proceeded to grab hold of this beast by its legs and dragged it toward the barn door, and
with all of his might did he fling it onto the steps, and there, to his surprise the creature began
losing all of its body mass until nothing was left of it but a two-dimensional image on the
steps.
At that point the nobleman saw many people entering the large barn who began tilling the
soil, planting beautiful gardens and who constructed lovely castles for themselves and began
forming a cohesive joyful society in which the color of their skins and diversity of their
celestial origins did not interfere with any of their labours of building for themselves a new
world!
And little did they notice that as all were focused upon the same goal of building their new
future, the image of the barn began to fade away which then became replaced by the
beauties of buildings and gardens covering their entire planet.
When our friend was finally finished feasting his eyes on the intellectual and soul progress the
people had made, he took to his craft, went home, and related his experience to his parents
and relations who were all overjoyed at what the people on earth had accomplished without
the interference of the beast in their midst!
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172. Please do not Misunderstand Us nor the
Words We Speak!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, August 26, 2017
To many of my Facebook friends and also my own children and grand children I am an enigma.
That ought not be the case for as long as my skeptics pay close attention to the general thrust
of all my words, as well as to all words Uthrania has scribed on behalf of Captains and
Commanders of various star ships.
The bottom line here lies in the answer to the question of whether or not we can be trusted
because we are authentic in the claims of who we are and what we say, or are we fraudsters
as man’s history has had so many of them?
I believe that upon careful examination of our material the souls of all truth-seekers will
resonate positively to the essence of our message and they will realize that the time for a
mighty manifestation has come which will effectively free mankind from its current state of
perpetual bondage to the few, who without hesitation have in the past shamelessly enriched
themselves on the slave labour of the general world population.
So let the enigma around our persons end, and let all understand that we are not here to
elevate ourselves above the call of our duty, a duty which duty simply states: TAKE THE WORDS
AND INTENTS OF THE MASTERS TO THE PEOPLE, FOR THE TIME HAS COME IN WHICH WE
WISH TO SEE THEM LIBERATED ONTO A SEASON OF ENDLESS JOY FOR HAVING RECAPTURED
BACK THEIR RIGHTFUL INHERITANCE OF LIFE IN A PARADISAICAL ORDER!
The following is an excerpt from a personal scribing (by Uthrania) received on September 2,
1994 and addressed to myself:
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(Quote from our records)
Follow at all times your magnificent intuition, and all qualifications will follow at a random
distinction within the time line.
Do not deter one iota from that which ye believe to be true,
nor allow yourself to be of the persuasion away from your distinctive desiring attributes,
for ye also contain within your DNA the productive manufacturing of exposites to the making
of reality into fact - not fiction - as so many others do.
Hold onto the attributes of distinctness insofar as conducting yourself unto your family and
others with distinct marketing value placed upon your personage.
With unequaled magnitude ye shall be the witness of your own personal attributions so
meted down through time, through your own process of manufacturing.
This is the heated time of debate with the sources of distinction.
Let not go of the angel of light, and by the same element presume not as concurrent upon
your own place the pecitude of elemental regime.
Conduct yourself accordingly now until the time of our deliverance of ye ones within
structural perimeters.
We will be in the speaking of clarity as far as your natural wife or partner, Uthrania, is of
concern.
Treat with simplicity all instructions pertaining to deckemont facility.
That is enough. Sleep well again tonight.
Love the Mission Control Board Headquarters of Planet Earth!
Dexter out. Juno on standby with Agatha maintaining the harbour lights. Adieu!
(Concl. 1:35 pm)
(End quote)
Please multiply our records by the millions in your computer banks, people!
The internet will be shut down one day!
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173. If You Don’t Understand This, Then the
Information is Not For You!

PROCEEDINGS (from 1994)
COMMANDER KORTHROX: We do thank you and are grateful at this time for your utmost
cooperation.
This material is of a rather, shall we call it, a succulent nature. We do have to be careful that it
does not fall into the wrong hands, therefore, for this purpose, we do leave undone many of
the more serious equivalent data reforms as to the prejudging of material items that are
necessary in their use. Here today we do begin as we have so stated on aerodynamics.
The filamenting in particular, we can begin with. In the filamenting structure of all aerodynamic
components, whether they be of a large or the small in diameter, and here we simply mean
whatever parts or components that have been worked with previously, these are the same
which do seem to control the necessary fragments. The structure of which we use in many of
our craft, as we could term them, which a few of the not so highly technical are your scientists
involved in, at least at this point we might add, those, of course, of the less technical types, do
not contain certain parameters of structural blueprint. It is of the Deoscyde Design, that would
be D E O S C Y D, and whether you put the E or the I on the end is really irrelevant at this time.
But those we wish to follow more intact, because it is restrictive upon any society whether it be
the astrophysics or scientific department of cosmetology, it really makes little difference,
because the basis for all artistructure does contain the same principles. It's just whether you
have all the pieces together or not, much like that of a puzzle.
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The infrastructure, for instance, which is settled on the outlay of the parameters of all dogma,
which must be tied in with extracurricular pipes or thoroughfare. We do use the linage of many
filaments in this case which are made up of Radium Neutryste. Again, we would sincerely hope
your spelling can at least be interpreted on this level as to be somewhat phonetically correct.
So that last word, which is imperative, is NUTRICE. (Spelling based on interpretation of
phonetics - Editor).
We were proposing that the semi-structure with the filaments, which do run 95 degree
perpendicular to the axis of the basis of foundation which you find at the base and go upward,
naturally. These are strung along as many tiny threads, and they radiate with the pulsation of
many frequencies. These many frequencies do not in the least provide themselves to be of the
contributing factor of the NEXSTRUS product. Of this, your scientists are very well aware. No
need to explain further.
Next to subjecting the lineage with the proper perpendicular curriculum, we minus a faction of
24 plus 64.7, which is the equivalent of all radius. This simply manufactures the basic
component with that of the realignment of others, which go not so much vertical, not so much
horizontal, but rather we would describe them more in 47 degree radius across stripping
through the beams, which is almost in your terms, more like weaving.
For any sentient to have sanctifying threading, the bottom components of the loops, which are
down under the base metals, which all around the very base, around the circular portion are
holes, which would resemble in a cut-out fashion, of bows. Here we have nine of those strung
around. Many do believe we use the crystalline power, and so it was for many centuries, even
stretching into millennia. But now, even though the smaller and less technical - or we could put
it - less evolved in technology those set crafts, there are few ever used in any situation, which
are powered by back-up crystalline authority. We have found this to be of a much greater
technique and our ability to hamstring them from one source to another, and do remember,
these too are equivalent, though not exactly precisely of the same element as you would
consider electrical factor. They give off a cooling heat which maintains our engines, as you
would term them. We don't quite think of them in those terms, but for a coolant aspect it
certainly is more proficient.

A SCIENTIST FROM ABOVE
Now the information of which your scientists (prefer) rather at this time, information which has
eluded them:
CHIEF ENGINEER MELIX: Greetings, I have been sent in to intercept at this part. The BENZENE
THEORY of all nuclear reactors is striven to at this point, and, of course, by your scientists.
These are the basis, nonetheless, of all potential artifacts within your nuclear devices at this
time. However, when you do take the Benzene and you strip it down to its bare resources
which contains of the uthranium (uranium? (Editor)) context and you implement it, and it is a
reddish green blue, all together there are many colours which are re-coordinated. These are all
placed along the stripping, or, in your terminology, it could be the strapping of the filaments.
All around about is the resource of arti... (we do have trouble in the process of some of your
word structure...) artificial, I believe, the artificial, the artificial filaments maybe somewhat
easier to give the thesis for it.
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Formula data number one under the Menzime: Cross structure 2.47 G-koss in between the
filament irate, of which there is a minus radius, please, 1002.
The normalicy of other figure structures you have been so searching for: .0083 by a divisible
factor of minus 4 equivalent. Zero infrastructure categorized - no, no, don't put down the
minus, take away of 7.8 with filament. Switch that to 9. Leave intact - that is where your fault
has been! Do remember, of course, to keep these figures unto yourselves. These are of, we
would term, as "tight security."
Based now on the red blue green infrastructure of the round continuum, you will be faced with
a type of vortex, which the component with the proportionate entity of flow, which is a rapid in
and out pulsation of the vortex. Indeed, as we see it, round circular object such as metal ball,
except not metal to be seen but infused with pulsation act of a minus negative plus positive
pulsation at a rapid 1.7773240.3 to the 3rd power of 74. To begin increasing rapid rate, put
pulsation fixed onto circular diatram components. Power to 2000 neutron waves. Turn back
slightly 56 degrees. Cool off slightly. Be careful not to weigh down in dramatic move i.e. freeze
too quickly. If freeze, you will neutralize all heating factions, which in subservient factor will
turn it into gloss coil heat, which will indeed, in your terminology, "blow" your device.
COMMANDER KORTHROX: The weaving around the bottom of the base is 24 degrees up... this
is circular, which attaches to the base. Here we have a steady flow. This is not so much of an
interweave pattern glossary conduct nuvias. Re-read, please, the theory, justified all
appearances, turn your intersect throttle and downpoint the order, subject to increased
frequency. Sever at 1.7. Neutralize down to factor method of 1.4. Upswing, turn, 0.0. Do not go
to the 0.01 on your Trythascope, because should you do that, you will have a power-up, and a
power blow beneath the surface right in the middle of the Texidrom-compon-shakaeyes.
This is imperative: You must learn to decipher as carefully as you can all our instructional
patterns, for without them you can succeed no further! We will preposition each documented
data that you have in your banks so far. They will be aligned. Scrub them out, that no one can
chop into your system!
The glowing pattern you have on the ceiling in the citadome provides very relevant sequence.
The glowing effect of redness, we see, you have subjected to intercom justification modules.
You have it rather evenly dispersed. For this we commend you. You have succeeded on point 3.
This is not an easy task. For what you are doing is taking the frequencies of certain metal
components. You're using them in a relative infrastructure pattern with dynouements of
electricity formations, which in other words, means the "sparks," in order to neutralize the
current so it gives a cooling effect. You will follow all formulated data of downloading at this
time. And then we will be ready to close this portion. Are we ready?
DIRECTOR: Yes.
KORTHROX: Thank you. On a fixed ratio of 68, mixture the sub-current of all artificial remnants
of artifact, which you have been using. Remove the Dilithium into the concave portion of which
you have. Strip down the inner portion of the third ray. You must align it now. The influx of the
circular pattern surrounding each filament will touch briefly onto the colour structure of the
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next. This must be aligned in coordinate rays. And here we do work on a large perimeter of 7
and 4's because we are in the process of all neutralizing alignments. Listen carefully. The subservice structure.. on this you write 2.01 infrastructure sub-surface component luthege. Main
beam. It's quite easy when you get the hang of it.
Secondly, Synap - semi-structure: Fourth beam 2.1 equivalent. Cut down to bare minimum 1/3.
Portion off 1.7 to the 4th power. Neutralize all lower energy formations.
Syntax - second beam. Cut at perpendicular. Use medium laser ray. Suffuge in with itom.
Self structuring neutron miniscule beam formation 3.01 autoplex.
Core - 1 equivalent ratio 2000. Move to 10,000 for larger craft. You, however, will work on the
radius 1/1000. This you do not neutralize. Concurrent to semi-soft structure of appearance
around with all neutron waves in alignment of at the 4th 42nd degree. Make sure you are
precision-bound!
Glowing? Intertwine. And finally, sever at the bomeray near the top. KORTHROX reporting Out.
DIRECTOR: Thank you, Korthrox. Is there any more to come from other entities?
KORTHROX: Negative. Hydrogen power was once employed by our people many eons ago. And
it was from this said source of power that we did begin to understand the separation of the
power through the water. And here we drove the semi-currents, which are of a rectangular
spark nature, but miniscule, we learned to separate. There are many, we could use the term
"Secrets of the Universe," but in all logical fact, they're not secrets. They are available and
known to all, who so desire. They're at the very fingertips of societal structure and ingrained
within each of the DNA components.
DIRECTOR: Are you saying providing people go "within"?
KORTHROX: Providing people go "without." And here we mean "without" the limit of physical
bodies. So in effect you would need to go "within" to go "without." The reality is of the most
simple structure imaginable. And we offer our services as much as we can. But here again, we
can only do just so much.
DIRECTOR: I really appreciate what you have given us, although it's far above my head. Can you
exactly tell me who this information is specifically directed to?
KORTHROX: This information is for those "chosen ones" in the scientific fields throughout your
nations. It is not designed to a specific nation or to a specific country within a country. It is for
those enlightened ones alone, who do have the pieces to the rest of the jigsaw and need a few
more theograms to piece together. This should complete a majority of the work for them.
Those who have pieced nothing together, of course, will understand nothing.
DIRECTOR: Can you tell me who the other entity was that came in a while ago?
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KORTHROX: Affirmative. Melix.
DIRECTOR: Thank you.
KORTHROX: He is one of our furthestmost engineers in his field. He is of a very high quality and
brilliant nature. His energy flow, however, is extremely strong and vibrant.
DIRECTOR: Are you foreseeing any more of these trance sessions for the purpose of this type of
downloading?
KORTHROX: We have left that entirely up to her. We do realize that some of this does seem a
bit frightening or overwhelming. And it is commendable that she prefers not one iota to be
displaced, but as with downloading as with anything, words sometimes elude us, which causes
much repetition. We only hope that the scientists in these different departments, which all
work as one together in unison, will be wise enough to understand and piece together what we
have given them, for the information is vital.

174. Restoring Paradise (3) QUALIFICATIONS

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
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Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no excuse because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.
The text following was developed in 2006.
QUALIFICATIONS
1. Qualifications for the selection of a SECURITY PANEL Member
A SECURITY PANEL member must
a) be a dedicated supporter of the changes undertaken to convert this messed-up world into a
new one where a paradisaical condition is restored back to the people.
b) Have the ability to unite in agreement with others without compromising on principles of
justice and fairness, and be able to merge into a oneness of mind with others.
c) Not be a respecter of person in matters of right and wrong.
d) Be consistent in righteousness.
e) Be willing to travel and attend meetings as they are called for (May be accompanied by a
spouse on trips).
f) Be able to read and write
g) Be prepared to answer to the High Council of the Federation of Free Planets for his or her
actions and decisions while a member of the Panel.
h) Not have a husband or wife as Panel member prior to being selected.
i) Be willing to work on special assignments.
j) Be 25 years or older.
k) Not be handicapped by religious distortions of reality.
l) Anyone of any age able to telepathically converse with Commanders of the Federation of
Free Planets will qualify for preferential consideration as member of the SECURITY PANEL.

2. Qualifications for the selection of a person into an office of substantial public trust by either
the Grande World Counselor or a national SECURITY PANEL.
The search for a qualified individual into the position as leader of a nation, or that of a large
state or province, or a large city, or a town of over 24,000 residents calls for a screening
process through which he or she must go.
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The holder of an Office of “substantial public trust” must
a) same as 1(a)
b) same as 1(b)
c) same as 1(c)
d) same as 1(d)
e) does not apply.
f) Same as 1(f)
g) Be prepared to answer primarily to the SECURITY PANEL and secondarily to the Grande
World Counselor for his or her performance as righteous ruler, governor or mayor.
h) Does no apply.
i) Does not apply.
j) Same as 1(j)
k) Same as 1(k)
l) Have good leadership skills and discernment in the selection of his or her own team.

3. Qualification for the selection of a person into an Office of regular public trust by the head of
state, or governor, or mayors of large cities or towns over 24,000 residents, or by other official
downward in the hierarchy of public structure of authority.
The search for a qualified individual into a position anywhere through the governmental
apparatus calls for a screening process through which he or she must go.
Any holder of any office of public trust at any level, called “regular public trust” must
a) same a 1(a)
b) same as 1(b)
c) same as 1(c)
d) same as 1(d)
e) does not apply.
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f) Same as 1(f)
g) Be prepared to answer to his or her next level of authority upward.
h) Does not apply.
i) Does not apply.
j) Be 21 years or older
k) Same as 1(k)
l) Have training in his or her field of expertise pertaining to the office.

Interpretations
The SECURITY PANEL
Structural Changes to Governments
The United Nations
The Global Agenda
Articles by the Team
Books
Nations (later)
To the People of Iraq
Etiquette
Final Words

Credits
Home
Last updated: January 31, 2016
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175. Restoring Paradise (9) THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL WORDS EVER SPOKEN

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
The following I called “The Most Beautiful Words Ever Spoken”
Scribed by Uthrania Seila via verbatim telepathy in full consciousness, December 28, 2013 2:30
pm
“Greetings, loves, and chelas,” as so many good masters say. We are the Mancharians, and as
such are we so highly responsible for all those good deeds and words coming out of our pens.
‘Hello,’ as they also say, and now on with our quirks, for we are unlike you in so very many
ways as to say we are your creators and god-folk and protectors is true, but we are of a most
advanced culture and, yes, so do ye all belong to us: flesh of our DNA patterns with a little
crook in each seminal sperm and floral egg and so on, as we go.
Now, today, or night, whichever you are at in your sequential time slot, we are going to once
again provide you with truth form once again.
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The elementals of the air, fire, water, and earth are the nominal wantons of each of the
universes and in particular we wish you to know better your creators divine, for we are your
god parents, your parents, your creators in every aspect.
For the fauna, the plants, the sea creatures, the grass, the air molecules abound, and every
which way you look at the material and physical, spiritual and souls, the soul body which you
find yourself encased in the physical, have we developed, designed, and scientifically created
just before we looped around the galaxy for a last look at our creation of which you, the
parents of others upon those small earths and that of Angorius, have always been of our
utmost desire.
In training you up we have weaned you off your life’s essence of derogatory initiations and
wished for the umpteenth time that you - all of you - would please begin to grow in
development to the highest range of intelligence and gesture toward others of such mostly
hybrid form, to emulate not ourselves but to BECOME OURSELVES IN THE ONENESS OF ALL
KNOWN AND UNKNOWN CREATIONARY INTENT OF GOODNESS AND MANEUVERABILITY
TOWARD THE GOODNESS OF HUMANKIND AND ALL OF OUR CREATION!
We know of your weakness in your complex DNA maneuverability, for as you continue on with
your lessons being bodied over and over again until your experiences become complete, so do
we askew over the pronounced fact that ye ones are still not ready yet to accept our
teachings, for you prefer to askew your own way apart from ourselves, and in doing so do the
majority of you travel down a highway instead of up the highway of rigorous reform, and to
wit today do we ask ourselves if the crooked gene within your, oh, so hybrid attire beckon each
one of you off the beaten track, and when we see you go awry, so do we weep with shame at
your attempt not to see yourselves cordially with us soon once again. (Mancharians weep. –
Rania)
Despondent are ye at times, at many times, upon your journeyings, and this is perhaps the
greatest tribulation upon your own souls, put there many times not by others indeed only, but
by the traversing the galaxies through the vortexes by yourselves.
In the twinkling of eyes, the nose, the breath, the sight, untouched by the hard lessons of life,
do you born once again of the female and male, for both are heated substances which make
you whole, and the spirit, the flame, which concocts your soul into fire and alive from its
slumber once again. But do you, our hybrids, tend upon ever coming home to us? Yet you
speak of a “God” person in your heavens! But how can there only be one of us and so many
different races of you?
Do you think then that genre does no longer matter and the crooked lifeless chromosome will
rebirth the still life in the baby where the spirit did not enter to flame the soul into action?
How much more do we know than you, little life-listless ones?
Did we after all not furnish the apple upon the tree and the grapes upon the vine, the tomatoes
and the herbs, and all for your enjoyment and nourishment?
And yet you make wine and drunken yourselves upon the product instead of making solid feet
soap and paste out of it and only keep a little grape sauce for merriment and holistic
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accomplishment - a little at a time - a little at a meal. That is a good accomplishment for you
and a good and healthy heart medicine, and we have enjoyed providing it for you with the
knowledge that you will receive of our knowledge in how to provide and bake it into fruit
pastries - all the fruit we create for yourselves and others.
We are the Mancharians, and we delight in teaching our prodigy, for you are made of the
physical essence of ours alone, and we have the right to be your teachers!
We have the god-given right to teach you anything we know, but many of you still decide to
turn away and not learn anything because you are a cantankerous lot and one we should not
have created, for you wish to follow after sages and gurus who also do not listen but just sit
there with their hands in the air and mystify others with their so-called sensibilities, but
when it comes to the simple truth that we are here and we are all there is in creatorhood,
they cannot understand Nirvana in the least.
For Nirvana is not so much a place to go as they teach, but Nirvana is a lesson which bespeaks
of meditative power. But do the gurus and Christian sages teach of meditative ambiance which
takes you out of your physical body and back into the lesson hall of experiences? Not in the
least! For what power do you display after so much meditative quality or wise saying from
those already ‘elevated’ back into the pinnacles of another’s delight?
Can you beset the storms in their tracks? Can you change the weather as it rains, cloud the sun
when it shines? Can you stop a raging water as the rains gather and it flows downhill to an
encampment below? Are you able to foster the weather where the beasts of the field will not
die? Or have you only begun to learn these secrets?
Do you even care?
The Master said and another Master told, and another Master advised, and so on, that if you
thought with both sides of the hemisphere of both sides of your gray matter, your brain, and
you knew which was the wind, you could shift it but with a thought!
But you wrote about it, and you wrote down the words with little to ne’re understanding, and
you wrote it all down wrong to the accomplishment of your mind power, to the understanding
of which you had none, and you lost the virgin truth of what had been once said, and as you
did so, you lost the very essence of alchemy, and today those who speak of such things - save
a very few who work with us - know nothing of the Arts of what you call mysticism.
For mysticism is not the place of the Arts, but you have made the simple Arts mysticised, and
all because the initiates who wrote it down and many other masters' Arts of which many were
women who also worked for us, for there is no difference between male and female, for all
are one in substance, state and body, wrote for the belittled ones who belittled the people into
believing such “acts of faith” belonged only to “God,” to “God’s people” to enslave them and
take their power away from them, and so they set up gurus and sages of their own loins and
intents, and the people allowed themselves to be led a-strayed as sheep on the water of
pasture, and the green grass was something they walked upon but could never have, for in the
distance were their steps re-traceable home.
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But they did not know the way, for they listened to false fables which took their powers away,
and these false fables came passed up though the centuries by the greatest liars who ever
lived and passed through the tenements of societal structure.
And day after gruesome day did the sheep continue in their procreating, and night after night
did they speak to a "God,” not knowing “God” was plural in the essence of the Mancharians
of us who are ONE GOD, made of many essences, therefore being of the gods and goddesses
of ONE CREATIONARY ABILITY, AND HOW YE ONES HAVE BEEN DUPED UNTIL NOW, for the
culinary arts and wine building semen have all brought down to the lowest level once again the
basic truth, and that truth is: NOW YOU HAVE FOUND YOUR REAL PARENTAGE, AND WE DO
LOVE OF YE ALL!!
Next will we talk about man and woman.
The very feature which allows one segment of humanity to re-procreate with the other
segment of propriety and what it really means to be human. Hold onto your parchment pen,
scribe Uthrania, and we will be back.
We are the Mancharians, and as such have we disguised not ourselves as fables but we create
the mountains of hope you try to remove without prior knowledge of the Arts which allow the
wind and sand with the rushing waves to encapsulate the water into a pool of living flesh, and
with our minds do we recreate and form - and you are taught by your annals of time in your
reformatories you call “churches” that the mountains were forms by “the hand of God,” when
it is the mind and the essence of the mind flowing in strength which will turn all dross into a
living fauna.
So, do not give to us, please, that the hand of man or woman or “God” did what we do with
our mind, for the energy may run out of the hand of our workers, but IT WAS OUR MIND
POWER OF WHICH WE TAUGHT YOU, BUT WHICH YOU HAVE SO WELL FORGOTTEN, WHICH IS
THE CREATIVE POWER!
So digest that little bit of nominal information before you sink finally into that deep quicksand
of knowledge with no basis and beget yourself even to a greater amount of dupe-sense which
is nonsense at all!
Jamie, put this one in two increments, please, and have a lovely day. Rania as well.
Good Evening, Reni, and we thank the all of you, for we are the Mancharians, and as such do
not unionize our names into distinct parts, but rather remain totally in ONE CAUSE as do you in
the non-relinquishment of our Truth!
The man and the woman take much pleasure in helping one another, and that is good, and
the other way 'round will be a new experience for each.
So those who come back into bodily form having left – say - the male side behind, those ones
may often feel out of place and think they should still be within the male experience and wish
therein to adjust their bodily form and habits to those from the female gender:
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We would say to you: just wait, please, for all is in your best interests to experience what the
other side feels. And for the growth of your souls please give life and the lessons within a
chance!
Do not berate others, dear ones, who wish a sexual change to their attire! These souls are still
rebelling against the lessons chosen for them through life. It is difficult enough for these souls
to come into being within themselves. But without these lessons completed will the soul
continue in returning to the very same set of circumstances, time after time.
Little ones, now we speak to you again: Do not hurt another when you change your formation
to that of a male or female of which you were not born to your requests, for if you should do
so, a stringent new set of lessons will be yours, and profitable will it be to your soul, though
not a pleasant sensibility of acclimation at all.
Jamie, son, put this on promptly in its place.
And the female do we speak to as well. And this action taken by us into your headlinks would
accompany that as of the male. Do no harm to others, and others have no “god-given right,”
for all are gods and goddesses to make fun of you, for they walk in different strokes of life.
And mock not others for their indiscretions, for if you do, people of the world, one day those
indiscretions will be also for you to conquer and experience, for each and every emotion ever
known to higher-evolved man and woman has been built on the experience of what they
have done also in the negative to others.
Be balanced in all you do, therefore, and keep harmony with the rest of creation, for we have
created all for your benefit and learning curve.
We are teaching you to be not only creators of others, and plant life, and the swell of the
saltine waters, but we are hopefully teaching you to care for all you create.
As with procreation there must maintain a balance. Not woman and man and child alone
must be the only standard of creation, but woman and man and child, and beast, and plant,
and air, and water, and earth. All must become One.
Please therefore maintain a balance in the procreation process, dear chela people, for the
maintaining of polarization is a necessary MUST, and two male bees cannot pollinate the
genre prospectively. And we must learn from the female and the male speculatively.
So bring each family into knowledge that the man begets the womb of the woman with child,
and leave the adoption alone for two single parents and two of the same sex, for it does not
give you the right to take from the child the experience which they must enjoy with a
male/female family with the male and female enjoying the child as they were born.
Any other concoction is irrelevant, and no matter how well the ‘parents’ of two lovely gay
couples are in their behavior, they have severe lessons of their own to conquer, and one of
them is not to determine the rationality of the ‘gods and goddesses’ or “God,” the
Mancharians and their underlay workers in addressing their new scope of hybrid incarnation
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where they must indeed relinquish their male or female aspect in the learning curve for one
lifestream at a time. This learning curve may fall on its heel or may land the people upon their
heads, but all will come back into fruitation, and the good of the majority will not outweigh
the good of the One.
We have given to you now, Jamie, our son, three segments. Put them on as you wish, but we
will keep on talking and you keep on posting, for soon will you be scribing for us as well.
We are the Mancharians, and we love each one of our children, misbehaved or not. For within
each lifestream will you face lessons of digestion or indigestion, or even both, in order to bring
each one of you back into balance so that one day you will be on our side of the veil where
good meets evil BUT NOT ON THE SAME PRECIPICE AND ALL WILL THEN BE GLORIOUS FOR
YOU!!
Good Night, and Good Day. Thank you, scribe. Close the channel.
Uthrania: Tie off Hankimore Gitzstaf Simeon 2 at 3:47 pm Adieu.

176.

Restoring Paradise (8) THE EPITAPH OF

FINANCE
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The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no excuse because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

Access page to THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE (pdf)
By
Reni Sentana-Ries
Commander in the Federation of Unified Starships, Serial Number 456249-C
In order to take humanity back to its rightful place as a full member of all freed planetary
societies in this sector of the galaxy, it is mandatory that all aspects of finance be relinquished
in favour of an economic system without cash or money of ANY description.
That is how most intergalactic societies operate and maintain their paradisaical status. The
heightened degree of awareness of danger from external forces trying to overthrow that order
of liberty prevents any efforts by conspirators from a successful infiltration into the beautiful
world these people have created for themselves!
The book before you, and connected to this page, was written in 1996 and was never officially
published.
It explains in what manner our financial system of today is seeded with flaws, and shows why
a mere financial reform - as was attempted by Social Creditors of our recent past - would not in
the long run have safeguarded the population from repeated take-over attempts by those
individuals who have formerly considered themselves the owners of the system.
A reformed financial system would leave the door wide open for the same clique of men to
usurp the system once again at the expense of the people's economic destiny. History has
shown us that these self-appointed wanno-be-rulers of mankind have never proven themselves
to act for the good of all people everywhere.
-Reni

Sentana-Ries

Click here for your free PDF copy of THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE
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Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
In January 1995 I was impressed by the need for the abolition of money, and so I wrote a
proclamation containing a prophetic flair. I said:
"I, Reni Sentana-Ries of ancient Egyptian stature, by the authority vested in me - which
authority is being recognized by all High Councils of this Galaxy and beyond, which authority
has been earned and not given to me by anyone - do hereby solemnly declare in absolute
finality
that for the purpose of conducting trade under the new and universal planetary economic
order NO CURRENCY SHALL BE IN USE ANYWHERE, WHICH CURRENCY HAS HITHERTO BEEN
KNOWN AS "FINANCE" OR "MONEY", which medium of exchange was in the past used without
benefit to our brethren, for who's sake such systems of exchange were instituted. The misuse
of said powers of credit creation and control by entities adversarial of all righteousness,
brought about the karmic consequences upon themselves, as well as that of the end of the
world, you have just witnessed,
and this decree is to stand now and forever in this Earth's remaining history!
Let it therefore be known and held in perpetual remembrance of yourselves and your children,
that to you, my beloved brothers and sisters of the Universe, belongs THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY
OF LIFE AND HAPPINESS, AND THIS IS UNIVERSAL AND BELONGS TO EVERY MEMBER OF ANY
SOCIETY.
It was money which was made an end in itself, rather than a means towards an end, and it was
the concentration of the right of access to it in the hands of a few, which resulted in a
massive denial of our brethren's right to the fulfillment of their basic needs such as food,
shelter, clothing, transportation, leisure and freedom.
The absence, however, of a financial system of any description whatsoever, will therefore
guarantee unto ourselves and our children, that at no time in our lives will there occur a
repeat of usurpation of the exchange medium toward our and our children's victimization, by
having our economic security and existence in dignity compromised.
Let it further be known, that the universal order of life on planet Earth will be one in harmony
with that on most other planets of this Universe, the alignment of which will require of you the
personal individual development to the fullest as a contributor toward the building of a
righteous and prosperous society, and thus you will become empowered to grow into full
harmony with every other society of this Universe.
Hence, there will be no taxes collected, no debts created nor paid, and no salaries received.
There will be no copyrights nor patents granted for anyone, as all accomplishments of
individuals' genius will become public property for the benefit of all.
There will be instant and unconditional access to the fulfilling of all personal basic needs such
as shelter and food without price or payment of any description. The society's creation of
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leisure time by such means will belong to those who are their creators. And here it is the
society's noble example alone which is to become the individual's motivating element to
contribute rather than to cherish an attitude of idleness.
The governmental structure will be one of voluntary alignment with the character, attitude
and examples of the Brethrenhood of Light from the stars and its councils, as well as that of the
authority of Ascended Masters. Each member of any council will see himself or herself as a
guardian of all rights and liberties of the people and rule accordingly.
The laws of this planet will be the consensus mind of the Governmental Council for Planet
Earth, consisting of the most noble minds, appointed by higher authority according to
individual worthiness and calling.
There will be no elections of majority vote for any position of public trust, such as Councils'
positions. They will be filled on the same basis, that is, through individual worthiness.
There will not be permitted the creation of boundaries for the purpose the making of
nations, as such activity is contrary to the spirit of universal oneness and equality.
The administration of justice will be guaranteed through appointed Councils for that
purpose, and its numbers will be in accordance with needs for such services. The
administration of justice will be absolute and administered without incarcerations and cruelty.
There will be no requirements for the enforcement of laws, as universal laws will be adhered
to by all with an attitude of delight, for they will be recognized as beneficial to the individual as
well as the whole of society.
I, Reni Sentana-Ries, hereby hold every man and woman being within the reach of my voice
and hearing the message of this proclamation, responsible for the upholding of its essence by
life and example, and teaching our children to be of like mindedness, and this for the purpose
of universal planetary peace, happiness and prosperity. So be it!"
(End of Proclamation)
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177. I Restoring Paradise (10) MY FINAL WORD OF
CAUTION (futuristic)

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no excuse because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval. The text following
was developed in 2006.
(Quote)
(Military Generals, please make these Final Words of Caution worth more then just the ending
of a good movie out of Hollywood!) My Final Words of Caution:
To the peoples and nations of this earth do I speak a final word of caution. It is also a warning
to you and your children, and to this warning you must give your highest possible unrelenting
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priority. Day and night your security forces must remain vigilant. I want the people to demand
from your governments and councils regular reports back to them on the status and quality of
a surveillance on which the continuation of your paradisaical liberty depends. Now take this
to heart: In the past you were not united with your brother, you were fragmented. You failed
to seek your brother’s welfare. To you he was competition to be outsmarted, to be taken
advantage of, to be exploited as a labour force, to be killed in wars when you were ordered to
or when it suited your egocentric interests, to be betrayed if you could get away with it, to
steal from and to see him gone rather than have him for a friend. THAT WAS YOUR MISTAKE!
YOU WERE NOT ONE WITH YOUR BROTHER; AND LADIES, YOU WERE NOT ONE WITH YOUR
SISTER!
And in that condition of mental fragmentation of one human being from another you did not
realize that you were surrounded by a people who understand the power of oneness and
acted accordingly. You were large in number and they were small, you were fragmented but
they were united and acted as one, and so you were conquered and became their slaves.
For thousands of years they lived among you, keeping you in disarray, toil, blood and agony.
They controlled every aspect of your miserable existences, and you did not know them, neither
did you know what they were doing, and you even came to their defense when they claimed
rights for themselves which you were denied!
They gave you religion and you fell for it, they gave you governments which you never
controlled, they gave you laws to limit your rights and freedoms, above which they exalted
themselves, they took your gold and gave you paper, they gave you money to assure your
poverty, they fed you lies and you devoured them all! And here is the secret of their power:
THEY ARE ONE AND YOU WERE NOT!! BECOME ONE AS THEY ACTED AS ONE PEOPLE AGAINST
YOUR INTERESTS, AND YOU WILL NEVER AGAIN BECOME THEIR SLAVES!
I said: Put them under perpetual surveillance! To assist you in that effort I have given you a
national SECURITY PANEL of 12 men and 12 women, endowed them with the power of oneness
and passed onto their shoulders the awesome responsibility of keeping your paradise safe from
predators and conspirators. I have made them in charge of all security forces and the military
as tools to carry out their mandate! Oneness have I made to them a mandatory condition
before their decrees can be carried out.
Never in the known history of man have ever nations and peoples been governed by
authority placed under such a tall order for effecting its decisions. This I have done to
guarantee the safety of your new-found liberty in perpetuity and instill upon you a feeling of
being secure. Support them and be one with them.
Be one people from here on out for the foe is still among you who in the past took action in its
own separate oneness against all your interests and made a hell out of all your surroundings.
Remember though one thing: Their oneness was in secrecy, but yours must be natural and
evident to all. Understand that oneness is a state of being, and less one of doing. Do not permit
secret combinations to rise up in your midst to rob you of your life essence. Their tools of
money and religion were only two of many you so readily fell for.
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I have given your freedom back to you, and returned to you control over the destiny of your
own lives. But I assure you of one thing: what I have done for you this time I will never repeat,
for I have my own happiness to pursue, one which I fail to identify in a struggle for liberties
which you lose for failing to be One.
Your price of freedom is eternal vigilance, but to that vigilance you must now add your newfound oneness with your brothers and sisters all over the world, and then you will become
what creation always expected you to be: a free people, worthy of experiencing perpetual
joy, and only then will your reclamation remain an ongoing record of success.
- Reni

Sentana-Ries, your benefactor from the stars

178. Restoring Paradise (11) A NEW WORLD of
MANKIND’s DIGNITY is Coming!

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
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Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no apology because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

Hello friends!
The introduction to this site from 2006 - while valid and true - has in consequence of many
short files authored by Captain Commander James Galiac (Esu Jmmanuel), Lord Adrigon (A'dray-on) who is commander of the floating library in the Cosmos (the White Winds),
Commander Ruttex, Captain Hatonn, and others, become dramatically updated as a standing
introduction to this unusual site.
And so I finally decided to retire it (the introduction) and supplant it with this announcement of
the fact that experts from various star ships have joined the string of articles Uthrania and I
had posted with writs and files of their own.
That being the case, there is no need for me to explain the purpose of this site, except to say
WE WILL NOT DISCLOSE TO YOU THE PATHWAY INTO THE NEW ERA, and for that reason this
site will remain labeled "Site Construction Temporarily Halted" even though we will occasionally
update it as the need for links and other notices arise.
(Inserted July 8, 2013):
"WE, and many others, ARE BUILDERS OF THE NEW ERA!"
Yes, there is a "New Era" yet to come, and here we are not adopting the labels major religions
have given it, but simply state earth will continue to exist in order to furnish all that have
been found worthy to reincarnate upon it with a home in contentment without being
harassed by governments, laws, elites, money power, conspiracies, wars, free-energy
deprivation, and slavery of all descriptions!
Evolved people with the ability of higher thinking will work together in Oneness and provide a
shield around each other, their families, and their children to assure that no symptoms of
slavery will ever arise in their midst to ever take away from them that which they so
rightfully have earned to enjoy: PARADISE.
However, none of this will come to pass unless many prepared souls have participated in a
general evacuation off the face of this planet, for if an evacuation were not to take place then
all people would perish at the events giving us the end of this world. The ready ones will
temporarily be taken to other planets suited to their souls' disposition, and from among
them those that are worthy will return (after the cleansing of earth) to provide the genetic
stock for a new society in righteousness.
So, for now, who are the "builders of the New Era?" Firstly they consist of all captains and
commanders of large fleet of intergalactic star ships stationed around the planet at this time.
Some of them have contributed to our collection of articles and books, others have not, but are
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in full agreement with what needs to be done to transition earth and its people into a
paradisaical order of the future.
They also have many "down-troops" already working at this level who by virtue of their higher
thinking and action are busy laying the groundwork for others to succeed in evacuating
successfully into the ships for survival. And here all who will not flee from the ships when they
descend for this purpose will be taken to safety, and the distinction between good and evil
people will not be made at that time. The difference however will be peoples' destination, for
consideration is made of their individual soul's disposition to assure that the new
environment will be in accordance with their mind set at that time. The Masters are the
overseers of this effort.
The Mancharians do not consider themselves messengers, but "duty performers" in the sense
that they will not involve themselves directly in an organizational manner of setting up the new
society, but will contribute information for the growth and evolution of the soul.
If you wish to have your own queries answered by them, then click into the emblem above and
place your question on our facebook page under "The Federation of Free Planets." As questions
come in I will copy them into a file, and after a sufficient number of them have arrived from the
public, we will consult the Mancharians for the answers. It will become Volume Two of "The
Mancharians' Newest Civilization." Obviously I have not been able to cover all areas of
mankind's evolution with the questions I generated in Volume One. That is in a nutshell what
we are all about.
(End of July 8, 2013 insertion).
Today is the 1st of January 2013, and so we (Seila and I) wish you all a very Happy New Year of
2013!! With warm greetings to you all fine people - I will remain your friend
-Reni

SentanaSentana-Ries, which is the new name I adopted in 2005 to be consistent with my author's name I used since 1994

179.

PLAYTIME IS OVER !! (by Starship Captain
Jeremiah Higgins)
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January 8, 2014 at 8:33 PM
INTRODUCTION (by Reni Sentana-Ries)
Playtime is over because the time for wasting it on unproductive doctrines has run out
according to the Captain who is the main author of the text which he wants displayed before
the people’s eyes and minds in as many places as we can find: on Facebook, web sites, in
pamphlets, books, reading sites, kindle, or wherever people tend to take time away from their
hectic lives to enrich their minds with untarnished truth forms.
(All of his words were telepathically received and typed into computer by Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries on the date and time shown while in Ryley, Alberta, Canada. We give permission
to translate them into other languages by those with confidence to do so, but retain the
authors’ names).
So here then are his words he wants the world to consider for their own good:

January 5, 2014 4:08 pm
Uthrania: At the keyboard, Captain Higgins, Sir. On stand-by, Lieutenant.
Lieutenant: “Aye, Sir.”
(I wait… Captain Jeremiah Higgins walks swarthily onto the main deck and quickly seats himself
in the high chair, bench in nature. The Captain wears corduroy blue trousers with a center
crease and high top boots under the leg. Promenade stripes at his upturned colour flounce the
pink, blue, yellow, marine, and green array. Black-brimmed hat in his hand, the Captain
removes it from his head. Commander Jeremiah Higgins motions me he is ready to begin. –
Rania) 4:12 pm
4:13 pm
Captain Jeremiah Higgins: Good Day to you, Uthrania, Jamie, and Reni. Well, let’s get down to
more brass tacks, shall we, Reni, and display all in front of the public view. Keep on with your
editing, and we shall begin. Jamie, take to the forefront on more scribings, and Uthrania, thank
you - and ready.
Uthrania: Aye, Sir.
Captain Jeremiah Higgins: Paramount to the nectar of life is the acquisition of more moderate
or temperate acclamation as to who and what we should serve in the eyes and moderate ones
of the people upon Angorius.
So, ye ones think we should be all warm and fuzzy as you allude to ones within high diplomatic
circles who shoulder all the atrocities over you?
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You are a hygienic lot of idiots at times, we thinks, for if a scalding pot of hot water were to
be poured over your heads in the form of bombs of white phosphorus, do you really mean to
tell us that you are that much of the forgiving type?
But when you retire for the night, ye ones who in your hour of alludement or prayer to
someone or another whom you do not know anyway due to the fact that all higher-evolved
beings such as the Mancharians and ourselves, as well as others, DO NOT WANT PRAYED TO
DUE TO THE FACT THAT WE ARE YOUR EQUALS AND KIN! (of most of you anyway) you retire
in a soft mood which relegates the lot of you to fostering a goodly feeling toward all of
humankind around the world including those who do your brothers and sisters in with their
bombing escapades, and in that mood you make requirements of yourselves, and requests of
us (though you know not to whom you speak) of peace on earth, good-will to all humans,
including yourselves, and... "Pray for those in high places!"
We can tell you that those in ‘high places’ do neither want nor ask for your good-will. They
would rather kill you in one fell swoop, you experimental rabbits, then take you to the town
square, garter and peg you to the ground, stretch your hide in the sunlight, and let you suffer
just another day longer!
They want you dead, and right now!! Your text book they have altered, and we image the King
James of Great England did write the last. They wrote into your Bible book of story tales and
other falsehoods the fact that you should "always pray for others" while of course they of the
higher and more knowledgeable degree prey on others!
Oh you stupid fools! Don’t you yet understand that much was written into the Bible by the
pilgrims of the Helliots to abscond with your duties of merriment and your wares, while
unaware to yourselves you have created for them a place to plunder and destroy your very
recreative lives?
And it is high time you did something for yourselves and stopped listening to the lies which in
the end, dear remaining ones, will only serve for you to miss the Equinox in all good charm
aboard and upon our ships, and make you the duplicate of all continuing slave labour for
those whom you continually pray for, who prey on you, souls and bodies, minds and
equilibrium, for their drugs serve that latest purpose, until they lay you flat in your graves.
They dig you up at the end and in repository they laugh as experiments are performed on your
bodily intestines, and before the cooling process is even ended they have your heart out and
cut up into mincemeat and fed to your soldiers and soldierette to save the money for the
Harbingers of all destruction while they gloat over what is left of the end of your physical life.
We continually suffer ourselves not to say: ‘We told you so.’ For if we told you all we knew,
you would not wish to live one day longer! For the fruitation of the soul is not only dwarfed by
the cantankerous nature of Hebrids (not hybrids, for Hebrids came down long ago) and tried to
destroy our plans for the goodness of populating your world.
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In Angorius the firmament, the soil, and the interior way down under did our plans extend
UNTIL THE HELL-ION RACE, WHO ARE THE HELLISH RACE, PERPENDATED UPON OUR
STEWARDSHIP AND LEFT YOU ALL IN ONE HELL-OF-A MESS!
AND YOU LET THEM! YOU LET THEM THEN, AND YOU LET THEM NOW! AND YOU SAY THIS IS
OUR FAULT, BECAUSE YOU ARE SO STUPID?!!
Nay! Not us, dear ones, YOU!!! AND ONLY YOU!!
For we have sent teacher after teacher, generation after generation. Man and woman, it does
not matter at this time, which came to offer or volunteer their service freely, but did you take
them at their word? At our word? WE ARE TRYING TO WAKE THOSE OF YOU UP WHO ARE
FOREVER REINCARNATING ASLEEP AND SEEM TO ALWAYS STAY THAT WAY!!
For the liver (pronounced "lai-ver" = more live -Editor) nuts or ‘rational’ ones - at least you
think you are that way of the New Age, God knows what program you have - have no damned
idea whatsoever of that which you speak.
SO GET ON BOARD ONE OF OUR CRAFT YOU SO REMEMBER AND IDOLIZE, AND LISTEN TO
WHAT WE SAY RIGHT HERE ON THE PAGE PUT BEFORE YOU FOR YOUR REMEMBRANCE, OR
YOU GO NOWHERE!! Itchy ears are for the infirmed and PLAYTIME IS OVER, LOVED ONES!
OVER HERE! FOR YOU! AND OVER NOW!!
Good Day, Uthrania and Jamie. Edit this up, please Reni, and acquisinance the topical guide,
earwigs, into the New Age folly, by the Mancharians, and Religion of the Decade, by our most
illustrious and fed-up Captain James Galiac Sananda, on http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries , at
the bottom of the page, and for goodness sake Jamie, worry not one whit, for the dram on the
lid of bottle hit them all straight and right in the face! Good for you, boy!
Good Night, Uthrania and Jamie. Exit program, and we will begin our New Year to all of you,
and make it a Happy One!!
(Captain Jeremiah Higgins smiles briefly and lifts himself out of his chair by gripping the right
armrest with his arm, smiles briefly at Jamie and I, and walks slowly off the deck, nodding
shortly to his crew people as he walks by).
Good Day. And Nottingham, pay attention! Good Night, Queen Elizabeth. It is good to see you
read. Adieu. Tie off for me please, dear, and a Good Night to you too, Reni of 2013.
Uthrania: Tying off all frequency channels Hemmingrade 4.17. Tie off, please Captain Waldorf,
Proxy 9, 10 and 4, and leave Gitzstaf open on channel telepathic wave frequency 8 until tie off
at eleven tonight.
Captain Waldorf: Aye Captain.
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Uthrania: Steeple chasing all frequencies on behalf of Captain Jeremiah and Jennifer Higgins.
Captain Surveyor of the Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries,
out on Channel Biowave frequency 10.7 Gulf Train Four. Adieu. 4:51 pm.
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, Jan. 5, 2014

180. Restoring Paradise (13) When the Financial
Collapse comes KEEP WORKING!

The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no apology because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

“People, Keep Working!”
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Certain corners of the financial industry say: “The financial collapse is coming!” and with glee
can’t they wait for the time where the masses will invade the streets venting their anger in
destruction and killings.
We, the civilized part of humanity, must be one step ahead of them and KNOW WHAT TO
DO, AND KNOW WHAT NOT TO DO! Only then can we foil the bankers’ ultimate intent of
hardship creation by forcing on us the challenge of survival in face of all absence of money.
I may not have covered all aspects of the issue, however click into the link below which will give
us some “food for thought” on what we will be faced with when the money supply to the
people is being prevented.
http://nut.bz/25awtail/
Let us understand that a “financial collapse” does not have to be synonymous to an economic
collapse, simply because all resources needed for a healthy economy are still in place when
the money supply is artificially being choked off.

181. Restoring Paradise (15) A SEA OF HEADS DIVIDED AND CONQUERED!
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The series “Restoring Paradise” is a reproduction here on Facebook from my websites
http://freeearthsystem.net/ and http://starshipfederation.atspace.co.uk/... . It’s meant for all
those folks who freely browse around in my Facebook page, but never go into my two websites,
and by doing so do not completely understand the purpose of my own and Uthrania’s public
appearance at this time in mankind’s turmoiled history.
Do not be offended if I base the authority of my words on an Office I hold vis-a-vis the people
and their need for restoration back onto true dignity. For that I make no apology because the
validity of my claim does not depend on anyone’s recognition or approval.

A Sea of Heads - Divided and Conquered!
Hello! My name is Reni Sentana-Ries. I am the holder of an Office I have earned the right to at
this time from primarily my involvement with the Brotherhoods of Light in this life, but also
from experiences I gathered during incarnations of my past in which I became repeatedly
involved in high politics.
I do not say that all I did then was without flaw, however at this time I am given the
opportunity to CORRECT MY MISTAKES which generally is the reason for our appearance now,
where we are by the wisdom of the Karmic Council given another chance of correcting our
mistakes of the past in anticipation to AT THIS TIME GET IT RIGHT!
I have undertaken a fair assessment of the situation the world is in today with all its national
systems of government and how they handle the affairs of rule over their people - usually in a
defunct manner - and that has reasons which I wish to go into now in this deliberation.
Thousands of years ago – after our initial seeding from other star systems – we were invaded
and conquered by a sly group of galactic travelers who sought nothing from us but power
over us, our enslavement, and their own personal enrichment, wherever we let them get
away with it.
Their methodology was primarily secrecy, genetic infiltration with that of their own, the
successful recruitment of our labour force, and the control of our population growth by
killing us and our children off in wars.
Today they have refined their methods to include poisoning us with pharmaceuticals,
polluting the air we breathe, keeping natural healing methods from us, hiding all free-energy
technology from us, and keeping us from getting to know our relatives from the stars.
Their genetic integration with our various cultures made these people look much like
ourselves where we can’t tell them apart from our own unique genetic stock anymore. They
made their racial integration a cloak of safety to assure that no unique facial features will give
their identity away any longer.
Then they gave us constitutions, laws, rules, regulations, a bureaucracy for enforcement of
these impositions on us, and made us believe all this is for our own good. They then sold us
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on accepting a money system for easy recruitment of our labour force, and scattered our
benevolent rulers with revolutions after blaming them for all the ills they themselves created
by financial manipulation of our currencies.
Then they gave us religious falsehoods to assure we would never look beyond our own
miserable lives, but always “obey God” and be good tax-paying citizens with even money to
spare for the donation box of the church.
And now, after this introduction, let me look into our governments, and what do we see? OUR
HALLS ARE FILLED WITH WELL-CLAD MEN (mostly), STRONGLY BELIEVING IN THEIR OWN
IMPORTANCE, AND LOVING THE SUPERIOR STATUS THEY HOLD OVER US, THE PEOPLE, AS
THEY WALK LAUGHING TO THEIR BANKS FILLED WITH FUNDS FROM OUR HARD LABOUR!
And for over thousands of years we have allowed this to go on. Our governmental halls are
filled with heads whose ideas the Hellions have scattered into the four winds, never being
able to unite on anything good for the people.
Our elected representatives accept and ratify the legislative proposals given to them by
lobbyists as emissaries of big corporations, so that they will be rich and we more squeezed
than we already are with no retirement to speak of, no healthcare which is adequate, no
solution for our homeless people, but lots of funding for war machines and destruction in other
lands.
Pick out of the picture above ONE individual and tell me how much power that ONE person has
to steer the country in a direction other than the one his party chiefs have decided upon
without our consent and under guile by a secret hand which runs and controls the mess our
people are in.
OUR GOVERNMENTS HAVE ROOMS FILLED WITH A SEA OF HEADS, YET ALL ARE DIVIDED AND
CONQUERED, AND COMPROMISED DOWN TO A SORRY BETRAYAL OF US, THE PEOPLE!
Do I have a solution to the plight we are in? I MOST CERTAINLY DO, BUT YOU MUST GIVE ME
AND MY OFFICE A CHANCE TO DO FOR US THE LIBERATION WE DESIRE FROM OUR SLAVERY.
Therefore, unless you call on me, I will leave and be okay far into my future lives, but you
people will not, and should you ever wish to be free, then the universe will give you many
more miserable incarnations to free yourselves WITHOUT my help, simply because I will NOT
come back again to save your sorry butts simply because you pay no attention to defend your
liberties by being vigilant.

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
With these words I have given you a bird's eye view of your situation, and in a nutshell have also
given you an idea of the nature of the help I came to offer humanity for a rescue out of a
hopeless situation vis-a-vis the forces which at this time guarantee your slavery. If you like what
you hear, because you see yourself like a drowning man grasping for a straw to stay alive, then
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assure my ride once again to the forefront of high politics. Mankind's recovery must be
bloodless, simply because I am a friend to ALL people, and that includes also those who in their
ignorance contributed to the mess this world is in. The time for blood-letting must end.
Pertaining to my involvement I only deal with the issue of power, and seek not a justice which
calls for a revenge on anyone.

182. Restoring Paradise (17) ON FORCE AND
RIGHT for President Trump to consider!

I find it utterly unacceptable that in our world today only the most vile and wicket element we
find successful in perpetual despotic and permanent rule over people instead of one of the
most noble and ethical person from among the people.
If by that standard of wickedness the universe were run, it would collapse on itself, and yet
on earth we see only the wicket stable on their thrones! Why is that? Can righteousness
never prevail against dangerous despotism?
To that effect I have composed an article in hope that President Trump will read it and perhaps
he will get to know his enemies a little better for his own protection and stability in his office.
Yesterday I learned that 30 % of his office staff is not loyal to him, which tells me that many
employees carried over from Obama will filter out information from him which the President
should be aware of.
Please click into the link below for the article I wrote in February this year (2017).
http://nut.bz/22xtiurb/
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Excerpt from the Protocols
from Protocol #1, written roughly 120 years ago

On FORCE and RIGHT, by Reni Sentana-Ries
(Quote)
The political has nothing in common with the moral. The ruler who is governed by the moral is
not a skilled politician, and is therefore unstable on his throne.
He who wishes to rule must have recourse, both, to cunning and to make-believe.
Great national qualities, like frankness and honesty are vices in politics, for they bring down
rulers from their thrones more effectively and more certainly than the most powerful enemy.
Such qualities must be the attributes of the kingdoms of the goyim, but we must in no wise be
guided by them.
Our right lies in force. The word "right" is an abstract thought and proved by nothing. The word
means no more than:
“Give me what I want, in order that thereby I might have a proof that I am stronger than
you!”
(End quote)

We Can Learn from Evil People
The point I am trying to make with this quote is WE CAN LEARN FROM EVIL PEOPLE as history
shows how successful a few secret people have become in controlling the nations of this
planet!
So what have we done wrong by being “nice,” “courteous,” “respectful,” and filled with
“compassion?”
Our experience is that “good” leaders are unstable on their thrones! Their kindness is their
greatest liability, and their respect for the rights of the governed usually becomes the death
knell to their position as leaders!

Why do "Good" Leaders Fail?
Wait a minute! Does not the Universe function on ethics – and not on brutality? Yes, it does!
So why can we then not be successful as we embrace positive traits into our position as leaders
and then not also become successful?
Why do “good” leaders falter and fail? The answer to this question is simple.
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The leaders of today must play with “open cards” and all his or her methods and decrees are
under public scrutiny. They must abide by recognition that their underlings have “rights”
which are inalienable.
And therein lies a leaders’ weakness, simply because a “good” leader does not know how to
combine “force” with ethics and by that inability puts himself or herself at a disadvantage.

President Trump's Opportunity
The United States has a new “leader” in President Donald J. Trump. His authority to do good is
limited by a set of rules established by the constitution, the laws, the supposed guardians of
the judicial system of lawyers and judges, religious rights, money interests, and his personal
interests which he must also protect.
And therein we have identified his “Achilles heel.” He must respect all these interests and
“rights” and still remain at the top of his country. That is his challenge.

Unethical Rule is Universally UNACCEPTABLE
Yet the force ruling this planet has seen many eras of success in power and control by
eliminating from consideration the ethical component of someone else’s “right,” and in that
manner retained control by the power of “force-only” in the absence of all consideration of
rights belonging to all who make up society anywhere on this planet.
This approach worked for thousands of years, yet we are here again and proclaim out into the
world that rule by force alone is unacceptable before the all-seeing eyes of the universe! But
how can a leader then prevail if only force in isolation from ethics can guarantee him stability
on his throne?
And yet, we must NOT divorce force from right, because unlike a hidden hand we wish not to
reap the negative consequences of Karma where the application of force in the absence of
ethics will be our lot to bear until we have finished learning from many painful lessons into our
own future that “force” alone will just not cut it in the long run.
Courtesy and ethics alone will in this world knock any leader off this throne! We must therefore
strike a BALANCE between “force” and “right” AND BY THAT APPROACH BE SUCCESSFUL AS
WELL AS PERMANENT IN OUR POSITION!

My Advice to President Trump
My advice to our newly-elected President Trump is: RULE BY THE COMBINATION OF FORCE
AND RIGHT (in this context also “Ethics” or “respect for someone’s rights.”)! It can be done
without seeing your throne become shaky. Let ethics rule in combination with “force,” all-thewhile respecting the “right” of others.
In that environment a leader can get away with subduing powers who in our past ruled by
“force” alone. It has not been tried before by any president, simply because most of them were
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pushed by forces compelling them to act as their tools by “force” alone, disconnected from
that which is also “right.”
The majority of presidents could only prevail by divorcing force from ethics. They succeeded by
walking over the “right” of others, however such error must not be repeated again! It has
become the root cause for millions of people having lost their lives whose fundamental “right”
was trampled over by sheer “force.”
I believe our current President of the United States can prevail in honour if he wisely
combines the only formula for success, namely that of combining force with respecting
“right” in all his decrees.
Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
David Steele: "Washington is operating on only 2 % of the information that's out there." (Vital
information is deliberately being kept from the President. Add to that all the lies the President is
being fed from his so-called "advisors" and the recipe for disaster is ready to go off and blow
people's heads off.)

183. Restoring Paradise (19) WHO IS A TRUE
PROPHET - AND WHO IS NOT?
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Prophets are truth-bearers who in an unselfish manner pass on their knowledge to the
people without being respecters of persons, and without seeking personal enrichment from
insights they pass on to the people.
Hence truth-bearers are many who qualify for that title, and the notion that “God” has only
one prophet is simply false - not only as a statement in its own right - but also from the belief
that there is only one “God” running “his” show from a singular and supreme “throne” over all
of the universe.
In general those beliefs are at the root of all religion-making among mankind where people
immersed in these errors will be faced with the task to clear their minds of them where time
may evolve into one or more incarnations to do so.
For further clarification of this subject I posted an article in August 2013 on wikinut.com and for
those interested here is the link: http://nut.bz/3t2n54od/
When we hear the word “prophet” we always associate with it truth, honour, virtue, honesty,
and benevolence. But that is not always the case when so-called prophets obtain their source
of information from darkened energies.

Introduction
We state before the world that we are “true” prophets! And why can we make that claim of
distinction for ourselves? WE DO NOT SEEK GRATIFICATION OF SELFISH INTERESTS BY WORDS
WE WISH YOU TO BELIEVE IN, OR NEW CONCEPTS WE TEACH, NOR DO WE LEAD YOU INTO
ANOTHER RELIGIOUS WORLD OF ECONOMIC BONDAGE BY ASKING OF YOU TITHINGS AND
DONATIONS FOR PERSONAL GAIN OR THE SUPPORT OF OUR CAUSE!
What we seek for you is liberation from economic/financial and spiritual bondage to currently
established systems of exploitation which rob you of your right to experience true liberty and
freedoms only a PARADISE can give you!

A Look at True and False Prophets
Many "gods" (enlightened people) spoke to the true prophets of yesteryear! And at this point
let us no longer differentiate between a "true prophet" and a "true channel," for the "true"
prophets of old were no less than what "true" channels (we now call them “scribes”) of today
are, namely "SECRETARIES," FAITHFULLY WRITING DOWN THE WORDS AS THEY HEAR THEM
TELEPATHICALLY SPOKEN FROM THE BROTHERHOODS OF LIGHT!
Conversely, we also have "false" prophets. These are channels producing falsehoods, who
faithfully write down the words as telepathically spoken to them by DARKENED
BROTHERHOODS, or the BROTHERHOODS OF DARKNESS, which is the luciferean aspect of our
universal duality.
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Do we now understand the difference between a "true" prophet (channel, scribe) and a "false"
prophet, who is also a channel (or scribe)? THE FORMER CHANNELS THE GODS OF LIGHT,
WHILE THE LATTER CHANNEL THE GODS OF DARKNESS!

Clues for Identifying True Prophets
And how can we, the people, recognize whether the channel (prophet) we deal with or believe
in is of the Light or of the Darkness?
Do I see surprise in your minds for pointing to Alberta's Premier Aberhart for calling him a true
prophet? He was Premier at a time when the London Bankers pushed the world to near global
starvation just to incite another war to their sadistic satisfaction.
He was a religious man but understood what measures were to be taken in order to provide for
the needs of his starving provincial citizens by circumventing the bankers money to create
provincial funds with which the people could pay their debts; and for that he was murdered in
British Columbia - a crime never properly investigated. He never thought of himself of being a
prophet, but I know he earned his stripes to rightfully be called one.
Dogma aside, people, the gods of Light will lead you to economic freedom and happiness,
while the gods of darkness will trap you into economic subservience through tithings, rules,
obligations, taxes, laws, commandments, rituals, meetings, secrecy, sacrifices, and sundry
other means!!
The gods of darkness will scatter your focus away from you, while the gods of Light will call
upon you to discover yourself by discovering your godhood within - the gateway to the gods
of universal Oneness - and call upon you to be loyal and truthful to yourself first! And this
truthfulness to yourself has nothing to do with being selfish!

Commander Melix on True or False Prophet Creating Either True of False
Prophecies
Premier Aberhart understood the fundamentals of credit creation, and created provincial legal
tender in order to let his people function normally again in their efforts of exchanging goods
and services without hardship on anyone. He believed in liberty creation, quite unlike of what
was going on in London with the Rothschilds in contol. All true prophet seek the freedom of
people under their care, and today we love him for what he did in the "dirty thirties."
On the 27th of September 1996 this writer petitioned for one of the Commanders or Masters
of the lighted side to elaborate on the following questions:
Q.: Is our understanding correct, when we say that some ancient and modern religions are an
outgrowth of falsified holy texts of true prophets?
Q.: And have other religions been precipitated in all their intricate falsehoods as brilliant
religious systems upon the people in the form of perfected and completed frauds, dictated to
false prophets from luciferean spirits?
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Among other statements in answer to these questions Commander Melix spoke in no
uncertain terms when he said:
".... You must understand, dear ones, not all complimentary dialogue (supposedly holy text)
was to be adjusted (distorted, falsified) to fit the bill (make it suitable for public consumption),
but rather AS A HINDRANCE TO COHERENT DIALOGUE (truthful expressions) THOSE OTHER
MASTERS (gods of darkness) OF THE UNIVERSE DID SO TO WRITE DOWN THEIR OWN
DIALOGUE (religious material) AND TELL TO OTHERS (the people) THAT INDEED IT WAS OF
THE GODS OF THEIR (the people's) CHOOSING (giving their system the appearance of divine
approval). ANY PLACE IN SCRIPTURE OR OTHERWISE WRITINGS OF DICTATIONAL METHOD
(channelled (or scribed) material) WHICH EXPLOIT THE PEOPLE AND DESTROY ALL THAT
WOULD POSSESS THEM TO LIVE IN MERRIMENT THROUGHOUT THEIR INCARNATIONS, WAS
NEVER FROM US!"

A Prophet's Message Must Contain All Elements Leading People to True
Liberty
Isn't it remarkable that Commander Melix connects interdimensional information (prophecy)
obtained via channels (prophets) with matters of economics, wherein such information leads
the people to either economic freedom and happiness or conversely to economic bondage
and subsequent misery, depending on whether the source of such information is either of the
Light or of darkness?
Messages through prophets (or prophetesses) from the Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Light
remain invariably consistent with the harmonics of the Universe, i.e. the totality of "all that
is." Anything falling outside of aforementioned qualification are either man-made heresies
through alterations of holy texts or entire and brilliant systems of religious frauds, inherited
from the darkened gods of this Universe.

Behold the Irony of Self-Entrapment in the Deceivers' Own Doctrine!
Either way, both forms of falsehoods began to be fed to the people as the "Word of God" until
eventually the perpetrators of such debauchery (be they darkened gods, tamperers of holy
texts, false prophets or leaders of religious systems) became victims of their own
manufactured lies in the course of a string of subsequent incarnations!
BEWARE OF SPREADING LIES ABOUT ANYTHING, LEST YOU MAY SOME DAY FIND YOURSELF
FEEDING AT THE TROUGH OF YOUR OWN DECEPTIONS!
This karmic backlash will then be compounded by the problem of you not remembering that it
was you who laid the trap on others, which is now holding you ensnared!

Fair Use Copyright Note
The home page for the Masters’ and Commanders’ effort of reclaiming the human race is
freeearthsystem.net . It contains links to all our articles and books published by the SentanaRies Publishing Company.
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Our material is issued under “fair use” copyright restrictions (unless stated otherwise) and
therefore may be freely downloaded into your computer systems, and if re-published, it must
be done so under the original authors’ names.
None of our works may be altered in text or published for commercial purposes.

184. Restoring Paradise (20) DO NOT WORSHIP
ANYONE!

The fundamental error of worshiping has pervaded all religions with its detrimental
consequences of fanaticism and bigotry. Add to this mix the concoction of “blood sacrifice” of
animals and humans - symbolic or real - and we have arrived at a formula for stunting human
mind evolution well into eons of time before recovery from such errors of the soul can be
registered.
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR REDEMPTION FROM SUCH ERRORS OF THE SOUL IS NOW! We are
here to inform the people of the error of worshiping outside of themselves - i.e. away from
themselves - where within all ingredients for godhood and goddesshood lie!
WE ALL ARE GODS AND GODDESSES and therefore HAVE NO NEED FOR WORSHIPING
OUTSIDE OF OURSELVES! If we love and honour ourselves, and beyond ourselves respect all
humankind and the animal world, then we have fulfilled all requirements wherewith religion
expects us to “worship” away from ourselves and toward a being whose existence is logically
quite fictitious anyway!
On grounds that we are all gods and goddesses, the idea that any of us should be worshipped is
abhorrent to the evolved mind, and for that reason totally rejected. We expect to be respected
as we conduct ourselves honourably, but never worshipped.
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By the Authority of Lord Adonai: DO NOT WORSHIP ME!
Lord Adonai:
(Quote)
August 14, 2012 (9:28 am)
"Those of you who bow five times toward Makkah or who kneel in your churches are merely
bowing and kneeling toward yourselves. We brought you here, so why do you worship us? Do
you worship those who are your relatives? No? Then why us? There is more than one of us high
up in your atmosphere and who live upon various temporal worlds and those which last much
longer.
"Well then! What do you have to say for yourselves? Sniveling will get you nowhere, and we do
not need your help in regaining your souls save that of everything you do decides the
equipment of your previous to next lifestreams, equipping the each one of you for a time at
hand whereby each one of you down upon your haunches or knees, for that matter, still do not
understand the resources we have for so long placed at your feet.
"- Adonai, of the Essence of all Charitability among many Commanders-in-Chiefs of the
Federated body of Lyrnx which, beloveds, is merely a sub-command of the Federation of
Freely Endowed with much Greenery Planets.
“Adieu and goodbye for this section!" (9:30 am)
(9:41 am) "What child need kneel and beg for a crumb from his father's table? And yet we are
all your fathers, your mothers, and your aunts, uncles, and cousins, nieces, nephews, and
sacrimonious ones Cherubs. You have much to learn and think how far you have come in one
lifestream to having learned next to nothing!
“You still cherish the ideology of following 'one god' when we are many. Yet you still do not
understand we are your relatives and wish you would not continue in worshipping us. You do
us a severe injustice by doing so, and we only want what is best for the each one of you, and
some have even given up trying on your behalf.
"Others of you continue in worshipping the solid round ball within your black and gold
structure of prettiness. A solid ball which came from one of our star craft, and HERE YOU ARE
WORSHIPPING IT as you mill around it in circles all day long!
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Misguided

"Ye ones are of the most incredible eyesight if you cannot even tell the difference between a
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mechanical object and that of your own technical observance in that which ye or others do
build.
"In consequence, you have all betrayed us and our love, and because of it many moons will
continue to pass before you will see us again at your doorstep! Adieu and farewell.
- Adonai of the I AM Essence of love and chagrin." (9:56 am)

All Religions Are Equally Mistaken of Worshipping Their Equals!
(10:05 am) "And you in your temples and synagogues! Do you think we left you out? Nay, not
in the least. For you little ones are seemingly intact in the equivalent to not facing of yourselves
in either the eastward nor westward department, but instead, you little temple dwellers, you
all lean out of your trains as they 'glide' along, falling out of windows and doors, yet you think
you know what your 'gods and goddesses' said, when in reality by your own actions toward
that of your female sex you hardly know what is right and correct any more. The scary part
here is that you all have the capacity to incinerate one another along the east coast, and that
even frightens us.

"Then come the little synagogue dwellers whose chagrin at the rest of the Middle East has
come with time. Do ye ones never remember a word which we have told you about your
beginnings? Hair stands up on the back of your necks every time you are aptly reminded, but
never mind, the clock will tick of itself back until the day comes whereby you ones definitely
will back yourselves into the corner of no return.
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Get rid of all the restrictions on your souls before lift-off or you will be no better off than the
anemones of the sea shell sort.
"That is all for today. Thank you, Seila, and farewell until the season has ended for most of the
world's finest upon the star ship "Pluto."
- ADONAI" (10:14 am)
(End quote)
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Please download FREELY copies of our books from http://scribd.com.rsentana_ries

185. Restoring Paradise (21) To All National
Leaders: OBSOLETE THE MONEY SYSTEM!

The leaders’ challenge for the recovery of their people’s dignity will be the removal of the
national currency altogether and replacing its absence with a resource-controlled economy.
Yet I contend this effort should never be done by a single nation all on its own, but by as
many nations combined as possible, simply because the bankers control many military forces,
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and they have proven to not be shy in pouncing on countries seeking liberation out from
underneath their draconian financial domination.
The most prominent victims of bankers’ brutality were Germany, Iraq, and Libya. Venezuela
may become their next victim. North Korea has secured herself with atomic bombs, and for
that reason a U.S./bankers’ assault is less likely. The point here is: THE CHANGEOVER INTO A
PARADISAICAL ORDER WITHOUT MONEY IS BEST ACHIEVED WHERE MANY NATIONS
COMBINE DOING SO ALL AT THE SAME TIME! I wrote about it in an open letter to President
Saddam Hussein of Iraq back in 1999 before the United States assailed Iraq to assure nothing
good could ever be accomplished there.
http://nut.bz/2f4_jt96/

This letter was a cloaked message to President Saddam Hussein while he was still the powerful
leader of Iraq - roughly 3 years before corporate America completely destroyed and invaded his
country.

The Key to Implementation (of the Order of Paradise)
The following article was posted on Arabia.com sometime in 1999. It consists of a cloaked
message to President Saddam Hussein of Iraq.

THE KEY OF IMPLEMENTATION:
It is imperative that all aspects of the book "Money on Trial" are properly understood before
attempting to actually implement a truly cash/money free society. Issues of rights of
ownership must clearly be defined. Limitations on claims on society's production by
individuals or groups of individuals must be placed in order to curb impulses of sheer greed.
This type of economics works best with a spiritually highly evolved people. It opens the
doorway to the universe and in that is very powerful. The people will love it, but do never
underestimate the threat from those who have thus been knocked off their Throne of Power. It
is best to neutralize their future effectiveness!
So, the question is what to do in order to PHASE OUT the use of all currency without
overwhelming the public with a brand-new never before tried out way of doing business. When
you have assured yourself the cooperation of several other nations in bringing it all to pass, and
after you are certain that all participating nations can AS A UNIT OF SEVERAL STATES achieve
self-sufficiency in all aspects of human life and comfort, then is the time to BEGIN PHASING
OUT MONEY USING THE TOOL OF SUBSIDIES IN ORDER TO BEGIN REDUCING THE
PRODUCTION COSTS OF ALL GOODS AND SERVICES TO ZERO.
Let me explain myself: Begin with the food production industry - farmers, etc. Say to the
farmer: "The government will from now on PAY FOR ALL OF YOUR OPERATING COSTS,
INCLUDING ALL MACHINERY, BUILDINGS, ETC. in return for YOUR PRODUCTION FREE OF
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CHARGE TO THE FOOD PROCESSOR." So the farmer's costs are zero, except to write his cheques
out against a new account given to him by the Central Bank of the nation. He knows HIS
CHEQUES WILL NEVER BOUNCE, and those whom he pays for services rendered to him WILL
ALSO KNOW THAT HIS CHEQUES ARE GOOD!
What happens as a consequence is: the consumer will see food costs go down because the
processor's costs have gone down. THE FOOD PROCESSOR GETS HIS PRODUCT FOR FREE FROM
THE FARMER, AND THEREFORE CAN LOWER HIS COST TO THE DISTRIBUTOR, WHO THEN
PASSES THE SAVINGS ON TO THE CONSUMER.
Follow this pattern to do the same with the food processing factories. SUBSIDIZE THEIR
OPERATION 100 % IN TERMS OF ALL COSTS IN RETURN FOR FREE FOOD DELIVERY TO THE
DISTRIBUTOR! Repeat the same with the distributors and dealers, and what you get at the
consumer level is FREE FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE! The people will then see their purchasing
power grow and become less worried about survival.
Move to shelter (housing) next: Cancel all mortgages and debts related to housing. The people
again will see their costs lowered and purchasing power increased. They will love you leaders
for it.
In like manner move from industry to industry AND PLAINLY OBSOLETE MONEY BY MEANS OF
SUBSIDIES! If people become concerned and say: "You are creating too much money for too
few goods!" you retort "Good! Don't buy more than you need and don't worry about too much
money in your accounts. Soon we will do away with that nonsense altogether. You already
have most of your needs for free, don't you?"
When finally too many goods and services are offered for free because of a system of 100%
subsidies, then pull the plug on money altogether and declare it obsolete. At that point
nobody will know the difference any more. THUS YOU HAVE RAISED THE THINKING OF A
SOCIETY FROM ONE LEVEL UP TO THE NEXT!
You may ask: "But what about some nations not belonging to our Economic Union wanting to
have our oil (or whatever). SELL IT TO THEM ACCEPTING THEIR CURRENCY IN YOUR CENTRAL
BANK. That will give you their own home-grown cash to buy their technology with! Use their
own currency as a tool to import hi-tech know-how.
(End of posting on arabia.com).
On the subject of money and economics I have written a book called "The Epitaph of Finance."
You can have it for free in PDF format at http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries and you will find the
short book displayed there.
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186. Restoring Paradise (22) ADVICE TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF ARGENTINA

To Presidents A.R. Saa, 2001, and E. Duhalde, 2002:

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, October 3, 2017
At the turn of the century Argentina was plagued with currency devaluation, causing severe
governmental instability, and Presidents came and went for being unable to cope with the
disasters New York bankers were inflicting on the nation.
I then hoped President Saa would read my open letter for guidance out of the mess his country
was in. What follows is a copy of that letter:

What Would I Do In President A.R. Saa's Place?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 31, 2001, Reni Sentana-Ries
I would not let my Argentinian people down by quitting. I would also not let my Cabinet of
ministers leave. I would show them what needed to be done to get out of the crisis the money
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lords got the country into. I would certainly not run to the IMF or World Bank for advice and
counsel!
I would begin with the establishment of a fair and fixed exchange rate between the peso and
the dollar after I would have taken back from the international banker control of the issuing
of legal tender for the nation, for by the very nature of government as supreme authority in
the land that is one of its functions.
I would tell the bankers in New York to strike Argentina's national debt off the record books,
for I would tell them that the people of Argentina will never again be forced to pay tribute of
usury into their own New York bank accounts. I would also have all provincial indebtedness to
international bankers dealt with in the same manner in order to stop the outflow of funds out
of Argentina. Municipal debts would also be treated likewise.
I would proceed to declare a Jubilee Year of debt cancellations throughout the land - i.e.
debts allegedly owed to the banking system. I as the Government of Argentina would then
proceed to guarantee all loans the nation would be defaulting on by remitting them cheques
equal to the losses incurred to the banks through my power of credit creation. That would
solve the problem of personal, business and corporate indebtedness.
I would immediately lift all restrictions on the people's bank withdrawals and initiate
government financed projects which facilitate the needs of the people. That would begin to
ease the problem of unemployment. I would also restore the pensions for the sick and elderly
to a comfort level in their battle for physical survival. Such measures would increase the speed
with which funds begin to circulate and heighten the level of commercial activity.
I would also re-examine Argentina's proximity to total self-sufficiency from the outside world.
Imports I would restrict to commodities wherein Argentina is not self-sufficient. Such measure
would dramatically curtail Argentina's need for foreign exchange to pay for imported items. I
would initiate projects and construct facilities which would lead Argentina to total selfsufficiency.
I would initiate urban development for the purpose of beautifying towns and cities and
release funds for the dismantling of slums by constructing dignified housing for the poor. That
would almost reduce unemployment of the people to zero.
Argentina's military force I would strengthen for the purpose of defense against a possible
attack of the bankers global armies, and on this front you can count your lucky stars, for soon
you will have nothing more to fear from the banker's militaries. They will be sunk in the Gulf
waters and their planes will crash!
President Saa, should you not have received this information in time before your decision to
resign, then please make sure that your successor has the information. Please initiate him into
the secrets which you could not discover in time to save Argentina with.
Have a happy new year of 2002.
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Final Solution to Argentina's Economic Plight!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 18, 2002, Reni Sentana-Ries
For Argentina's new President Eduardo Duhalde to merely have decided to "not follow the
prescriptions of the IMF" and for him to resort back to Argentina's band aid measures of past
failures just does not cut it to provide immediate relief to Argentina's desperate and starving
population. There is no time any more to horse around with ineffective monetary measures
designed to provide no immediate relief out of Argentina's financial crisis! What the people
want and demand from their leaders is RELIEF NOW!!! They want paid now what is owed them
and have their instant access to all bank accounts restored!
To these two demands by the people the new government will not yield, and even if President
Duhalde did, it would still not solve Argentina's problems in the long run. The people who
demand restoration of access to their bank accounts or payment for their services are not
enlightened! We must remember that these demands are the only way the people know how
to regain access to their own production for basic survival, and these demands are being
voiced out of a lack of understanding for the people's need of a return to economic principles
of paradise.
For too many times it seems the people of planet Angorius have reincarnated back into
lifestreams under the tyranny of finance and they seem to have lost their subconscious
remembrance of paradise itself, where all trade and all production of goods and all provision
of services are being rendered with the natural understanding of equal access for all to the
totality of what a planet or a nation produces as a whole!
The people of Argentina are faced with the contradiction of "ample national productive
capability" versus "lack of access by the people to the fruits of their own productivity" i.e. LACK
OF ACCESS TO THEIR OWN PRODUCTION!
ARGENTINIANS ARE ARTIFICIALLY BEING KEPT IDLE (unproductive) BECAUSE THEY WILL NOT
WORK UNLESS THEY CAN GET PAID MONEY! AND SO THE BAKER WILL NOT BAKE BREAD
UNLESS HE GETS MONEY TO BUY WHEAT FROM THE FARMER, AND THE FARMER WILL NOT
GROW WHEAT UNLESS HE CAN DO SO TO COVER HIS FINANCIAL COSTS TO GROW IT! AND AS
ARGENTINA'S CASH IN CIRCULATION IS BEING MOPPED UP BY TAXES AND SENT AWAY TO
PLEASE THE NEW YORK (.......) INTERNATIONAL BANKERS, ARGENTINIANS CANNOT EAT,
HAVE NO SHELTER, ARE DENIED TRANSPORTATION OR HAVE NO CLOTHES ON THEIR BACKS!
AND FOR AS LONG AS ARGENTINA HAS GOVERNMENTS WHO DEEM IT MORE IMPORTANT
THAT THE BANKER GETS PAID BEFORE THEIR PEOPLE ARE GIVEN THE ABILITY TO PROVIDE
FOR THEIR OWN NEEDS, THE PEOPLE OF ARGENTINE WILL GO WITHOUT BASIC ESSENTIALS
OF LIFE, DESPITE HAVING LABOUR AND RESOURCES ALL IN ABUNDANCE RIGHT AT THEIR
OWN DOORSTEPS!
Argentina has run out of time to experiment with financial acrobatics in search for a solution
which perhaps could please the IMF or World Bank! What President Eduardo Duhalde must do
is address the people of his nation on television and over all radio stations and speak to them in
perhaps the following words:
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"My dear brothers and sisters of the soon-great-to-be nation of Argentina!
I am speaking to you, my people, from a heart of a concern for the physical welfare and wellbeing of all people of Argentina, and I want to see you happy again and placed into an
economic environment conducive of all manners of enjoyment of life itself without feeling the
sting of guilt in doing so!
My people, you do have hands to labour with, so use them! You do have feet to carry you, so
let them take you where you wish to go! You have a contribution to make to your nation, so
be what you wish to be: a baker, a farmer, a butcher, an engineer, a merchant, a store
owner, a delivery driver, a refinery worker, a bus driver, a landlord, a factory worker, a
seamstress, a teacher or a house wife, looking after your small children! BE, WHAT YOU
WANT TO BE, MY PEOPLE, AND PROVIDE FOR YOUR NATION ALL THAT IS REQUIRED OF YOU
AS A CONTRIBUTION TO A WHOLE, AND IF YOU DO THAT, YOU, MY PEOPLE, WILL NOT GO
HUNGRY, FOR THERE WILL BE FOOD ON YOUR TABLE! THERE WILL BE GOODS IN YOUR STORE
HOUSES, THERE WILL BE TEACHERS TO TEACH YOUR CHILDREN AND BUS DRIVERS TO TAKE
YOU WHERE YOU WISH TO GO!
DO ALL THIS WITHOUT CONDITION AND WITHOUT ASKING FOR MONEY AS PAYMENT FOR
YOUR SERVICES. WHAT YOU WILL FIND IS THAT PEOPLE WILL GIVE TO YOU WHAT YOU NEED
FOR THE COMFORT OF YOUR LIFE AS THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO YOU AND ALL, IN
APPRECIATION FOR HAVING ALL THEIR OWN NEEDS FILLED IN ABUNDANCE.
WHEN YOU DO THIS YOU WILL FIND THAT YOUR LANDLORD WILL NOT ASK YOU FOR RENT
MONIES, FOR ALL HIS NEEDS OF REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE ARE BEING MET BY THOSE WHO
GIVE TO HIM AS CARPENTERS, PLUMBERS, ROOFERS OR WHAT HAVE YOU FOR THE
RESTORATION OF HIS BUILDING!
As a nation we can no longer afford to let you, our people, starve in the midst of abundance,
just because the foreign banker wants it so! Your stress level will quickly go down, and soon
you will rediscover for yourselves that life has become worth living once again!
What I as your President and benefactor expect you to do is go and be what you are, whether
a student in University, a teacher of children, or a builder of houses! And let all those whose
jobs have become redundant due to the absence of any money system in Argentina at all
retrain themselves in occupations where their input to society at large becomes beneficial to
the prosperity of society as a whole! However, my people, do not withhold from any man,
woman, or child, that which he or she is asking for for as long as you have resources to meet
the demand.
I thank you for listening to my words today.
I have instructed all government officials to give you guidance in case certain aspects of our
new economic order are unclear to you. And should grievances or disputes arise among you
as you begin to re-learn what paradise is all about then my officials will provide efficient
council as how to resolve any matter expeditiously. All governmental authority with regard
to internal matters will remain intact until our nation runs like a well-oiled machine.
My blessings and love is with you all!"
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187. A Letter from a Globalist Friend (Written
approx. 1998)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, October 16, 2017
Understanding the nature of today’s world problems, as so vividly described by this anonymous
financial and elitist “friend,” can lead us to only ONE solution to the problem they have created
for us all (providing we still have the will to survive their chicaneries) and that solution I have
advocated for over 20 years and described it as follows:
WE MUST FIND A WAY TO ABOLISH THE MONEY SYSTEM, FOR ONLY THEN WILL WE AS A
HUMAN RACE HAVE A CHANCE OF ESCAPING WHAT SECRET AND SINISTER PLOT PEOPLE
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HAVE PLANNED FOR US ALL, WHICH IS NOTHING LESS THAN TOTAL AND PERPETUAL SLAVERY
UNDER THEIR SO-CALLED NEW WORLD ORDER!
It is therefore important that we all become familiar with the dossier I wrote two years earlier in
1996 and called it THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE.

Letter From Your Globalist Friend
(This letter comes from an unknown source and has been around since approx. 1998)
(Quote)

Dearest Citizen of the World,
(Highlighting was done at this editor’s discretion)
I believe the time has come to reveal to you some of the perplexities you have faced in recent
decades. It is well for you to understand some of these things so that you might know how to
behave in the New Order now taking shape on the earth. We want you to be able to become
fully involved and integrated into our new society. After all, this is for your best interest if you
will do.
First of all, it is well that you understand some of our purposes so that you may more fully
cooperate. I cannot tell you the hard times you will face if you resist us. We have ways of
dealing with resisters. I am only telling you this now, since it is much too late to turn things
around. The days of putting a stop to us have long since past.
We have full control of the earth and its finance, along with the major media propaganda, and
there is simply no way any nation or power can defeat us. We have eyes in every level of
government in every nation of the world. We know what is being planned, for our ears and
eyes are ever present. State secrets are fully known to us.
China recently accused the media in the U.S. of lying about Kosovo. Oh, you silly people, of
course we lie! In this way we can keep the people unbalanced and always facing controversy
which is very helpful to us. Have you not seen the talk show spectacle? Some of you believe
we are the liberals and the good people are the conservatives. In reality, both serve our
purposes. Each camp merely serves with the stamp of our approval but they are not allowed
to present the real issues.
By creating controversy on all levels, no one knows what to do. So, in all of this confusion, we
go ahead and accomplish what we want with no hindrance.
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Consider the President of the United States. Even though he regularly breaks every known
check on his power, no one can stop him. He goes ahead and does whatever we want him to
do anyway. The Congress has no power to stop him. He does what we want since he knows if
he does not, because of his rather dark character, we can have him removed in a moment's
time. Is not that a rather brilliant strategy on our part?
You cannot take us to court because you can't see us and the courts are our servants as well.
We run everything, yet, you do not know who to attack. I must say this hidden hand is
wonderfully devised and without any known historical precedent on this scale. We rule the
world and the world cannot even find out who is ruling them! This is truly a wonderful thing.
In our media we present before you exactly what it is we want you to do. Then, as if in a flash,
our little servants obey.
We can send American or European troops to wherever we like, whenever we like, and for
whatever purpose we like, and you dutifully go about our business! How much more evidence
do you need? We can make you desire to leave your homes and family and go to war merely at
our command. We only need to present some nonsense to you from the president's desk or
on the evening news and we can get you all fired up to do whatever we like. You can do
nothing but what we put before you.
YOUR VAIN RESISTANCE
When any of you seek to resist us, we have ways of making you look ridiculous as we have
done with your militia movement. We have delighted to use this movement to show the world
how impotent any resistance is. They look so silly marching around with their guns as if they
were some match for our military. Look at what we did near Waco. Did the Davidian's little
store of weapons help them?
We have generously taxed you and used that money to make such sophisticated weapons you
can in no way compete. Your own money has served to forge the chains we bind you with,
since we are in control of all money. Some of you think you may escape by buying some land
in the country and growing a garden. Let me remind you that you still pay us ground rent. Oh,
you may call it property taxes, but it still goes to us.
You see, you need money no matter what you do. If you fail to pay your ground rent to us, we
will take your land and sell it to someone who will pay us. Do you think we cannot do this? And
with your ground rent we pay for the indoctrination of your children in the public schools we
have set up. We want them to grow up well trained into the system of our thinking. Your
children will learn what we want them to learn, when we want them to learn it, and you pay
for it through your ground rent.
Those funds are also used for other projects we have in mind and our contractors are paid
handsomely for their work. You may doubt that we own your children, or have such control,
but you will find that we do. We can declare that you abuse your children when you spank
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them and have them confiscated. If they do not show up for school indoctrination, we can
accuse you of neglect, thereby, giving them to us. Your children are not yours. They are ours!
You must inoculate them, you must bring them to our hospitals if we decree or we will take
them from you. You know this and we know this. Through our electronic commerce we are
able to see where you are, what you are buying, and how much you have to buy things with.
Where do you suppose we come up with our monthly financial statistics?
Through the Internet and other sources we can even know how you think and what you say!
It is not especially important to us what you believe as long as you do what we say.
Your beliefs are nonsense anyway. But if you think you have a following, and we perceive
that you might be somewhat dangerous to our agenda, we have ways to deal with you.
We have a Pandora's box of mischief with which to snare you. We can have you in court so
long you will never get out. We can easily drain away all your assets over one pretext or
another. We have an inexhaustible fund with which to draw from to pay our lawyers. These
lawyers are paid by you in the form of taxes. You do not have this vast supply of wealth.
We know how to divide and conquer. Have we not brought down rulers of countries through
our devices? Do you think your tiny self will be any match for us?
YOUR VAIN ORGANIZATIONS
And, let us consider your religions and the "moral majority." The "moral majority" is neither
moral nor is it in the majority. We have delighted to use this wet noodle of a movement to
make ridiculous the Christian faith. The silly men who run that organization always end up
with egg on their faces!
We have always put them in defense of themselves as we have so successfully done with the
NRA. We can make it seem by our media propaganda that the National Rifle Association is
actually the New Radical Attackers. Have we not turned the American conservative movement
on its ear? If it serves our purposes we can use the conservatives to turn the liberals on their
ear. It makes no difference to us, but it serves to make you believe there are two sides
struggling for their particular position.
This helps to make things seem fair and free since everyone has a voice. Actually, there is only
one side now with all kinds of masks on, but you are unable to penetrate our purposes.
You see, we can do whatever we like and you can do nothing about it. Does it not seem
reasonable that you simply obey and serve us? Otherwise, you get eaten up in the resistance
you suppose will liberate you. You cannot be liberated! Imagine how you can.
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We supply your fuel for your cars. We can turn it off whenever we like claiming that there is
some sort of fuel shortage. What if your car breaks down? You cannot get parts for it without
us. We supply all the money you use.
At any whim of our desire we can stop the money supply or cause a complete crash all
together. We can then order the president to declare all money worthless and that we will
have to have new money. All of your stashes of cash will go up in smoke in a moment's time.
Don't you need food? If necessary, we can cause a trucker's strike which would stop deliveries
of food to your local store. We can starve you whenever we like. You only have food because
we have provided it to you from our table.
During the great depression we controlled the food. We heaped mountains of food behind
fences and let it rot. The hungry were then made to work in our labour camps even though
there was enough and more to feed them.
Do you really think you can beat us? You say you will hoard gold coins so you will still have
money in the time of the crash. We can simply pass a law which outlaws the possession of
gold as we have done in the past. If we find gold in your possession, we would simply
confiscate it and put you in prison for breaking the law. While in prison you would be required
to work in one of our prison industries.
We have so formed a picture of the labour camps in our prisons these days that no one seems
to object to them. We tell people that murderers should pay for their own keep. No one seems
to consider that we have the power to put tomato growers there also.
We can pass laws that prohibit gardens and then make up some scientific reason why you
may only buy food from our sources. If someone sees you growing tomatoes, they will report
you to us and then we will have you in our fields working for us.
Oh, silly nationalists, there is no escape for you, for since long before you were born, we were
planning your capture!
Your teachers and ministers have been forming your thoughts for us for generations now!
You have no idea how to pull out of our influence short of suicide. Go ahead and commit
suicide, it will only help us to deal with the excessive population!
You cannot hurt us, find us, or even imagine what we are up to! I am throwing you these few
crumbs only so that you may, if you have a little good sense, obey and follow our orders!
YOUR CONTROLLED MIND
We run Hollywood. The movies such as Terminator and Armageddon, along with a great host
of others, were simply created to get you thinking according to our directions.
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You have been made to delight in violence so that when we send you off to kill some bad man
we have put before you, you move without a whimper. We have placed violent arcade games
in your malls to prepare your young minds in the art of battle.
We have made you to view our armies and police as the good forces and you submit to things
that were unthinkable just a few decades ago. Our artful programs are all designed to help
you submit and even help the New World Order.
Star Trek, and other such creations, have taught you to simply obey orders from the new
international rulers. Oh, silly people, you thought you were being entertained, while you were
actually being “educated.” Dare I use the words, "brainwashed" or "mind control(ed)?"
By the way, have you seen the new Star Wars? What a masterpiece of mental manipulation.
Humans confer with nondescript beasts of all shapes and sizes and they confer in English. I
wonder where those space beasts learned English.
Oh, the simpleness of the mind of the citizen! He never considers he is being taken into
fairyland. We have placed advertisements for Star Wars almost everywhere you go. You will
find them in Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Taco Bell and a host of our institutions of commerce. There is
something we want you to learn from this movie. Or, perhaps it could be said, there is
something we do not want you to learn, from Episodes 4-6. Either way, we will have what we
want in the whole affair. Of course, to keep you off guard we have instructed our elected
officials to appear to be correcting the evil of our violence.
President Clinton is now speaking against violence in Hollywood movies. This will not solve the
problem, but will only make the people believe the problem is being worked on!
Sex and violence are the very best powers to use to help us gain our advantage. How the
people loathe to give up their sex and violence, so we place all they want before them. In this
way, we keep them so occupied they do not have the integrity or brain power to deal with the
really important matters which are left entirely in our hands.
President Clinton has been very helpful to us. We knew of what character he was before we
placed him as president. Exposing him was very helpful in adjusting the moral habits of the
youth downward. This is to our advantage. Even more agreeable to us were the vain efforts of
those who thought they could remove him against our will. He is useful to us and he will not
be removed by anyone until we are ready to have him removed.
Excuse me if I seem to be mocking your system of beliefs, but they are rather outdated. Have
you no eyes to see your vain liberties and your righteous pontifications are nothing before us?
You can only do what we say you can do. We remove presidents when we are ready and the
leader we set up will be there until it serves us to have another. At that time we place our
proposed leader before you and you vote for what we want. In that way we give you the vain
voting exercise in the belief you had something to do with placing your president in office.
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We use the nations for what we want to use them for. Everyone knows that they must yield to
us or die. Fortunately, we have had a few resisters such as Saddam Hussein and Slobodan
Milosevic that have been helpful in showing the world leaders what we will do to them if they
do not submit.
There is only glory in following our purposes and doing what we say. If one does not, there will
be such a sad and tragic result! I would really have you spared of such an end. But, then, again,
if you are not spared, it is of no consequence to us. We will use you to alleviate some of the
overpopulation problem!
YOUR SILLY REBELLION AGAINST OUR DOMINION
Some of you have thought you could stop us by placing a bomb in one of our abortion clinics or
in a government building. Silly souls! How can that hurt us? All that does is give us an example
to use so that we might place more controls and heavy burdens on the population.
We love it when you rebel and blow something up! You are our reason for making more laws
against all those things which might contribute to your freedom from us. If someone did not
blow something up on occasion, we would have no justification in placing more hedges about
you. Can't you see how impossible it is for you to resist us? The more you wriggle, the more we
squeeze.
Our kingdom is the kingdom of money. Excuse me, but I must confess that we are the rulers
of the kingdom of non-money.
You must see the humour in that statement. We have given you a piece of paper or some
numbers on a computer screen that we have termed money. It is backed up by nothing and
proven by nothing but what we say it is. We create it from nothing, we print it, we loan it, we
give it its value, we take its value away. All things that have to do with money are in our
hands.
Think of it, what is it that you can do against us without money? If you try to resist, we can
cancel your credit or freeze your accounts. Your cash is easily confiscated!
We have made so many rules in the realm of living that you cannot live without money. Camp
on government land and you must move in two weeks. You cannot grow much of a garden in
two weeks. Many of our wilderness trails are entered by permit only. We have passed laws
that do not allow you to live in trailers over a certain period without moving to another
location. Have you not thought it ridiculous that we will allow a man to live in a box full time,
but we will not allow a man to live in an RV full time unless he is in a taxpaying campground?
OUR UNFATHOMABLE MYSTERIES
Our recent war in Serbia has many purposes to it but we do not speak of these things openly.
We let the talk show hosts blather all sorts of nonsense but none of it touches the core.
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First of all, there is a wealth of natural resources in Kosovo that we must have complete
control of. Kosovo has large supplies of uranium in its soil and uranium is very helpful to our
regime. Also, it suits us to keep all such minerals out of the hands of potential enemies.
Milosevic has not been helpful in giving those resources into our hands so we simply make
things difficult for him until he does. Even now victory over Yugoslavia is imminent. We are
reducing that proud nation to the level of humility we require from all people.
After the war, if Mr. Milosevic does not sufficiently humble himself, we will take him to the
world court charged with war crimes. We made up that term; rather ingenious, don't you
think? How could there be such a thing as a war crime? The very nature of war is that the rules
are off! It is so entertaining to watch the nations try to fight war according to the laws we have
placed before them! The only war crime there really is only involves the crime of being
against us. Anyone against us is violating our law. As you have seen when someone is for us
we do not care what they do.
Was not Nelson Mandela a bomb-toting terrorist who killed many of his enemies? We made a
hero of him. We observe no laws when it comes to war. We do what we want, when we
want, and where we want.
We can starve nations to death, we can ruin civilians and (do) any other horror for which we
would take our enemies to court.
Look at our example. We bomb Serbia out of its wits, bomb Kosovans out of their homes,
poison their rivers and streams, turn off their electricity making a grand crisis in that country,
and then we masterfully make it appear it is all Mr. Milosevic's fault and he needs to go to
court for it. It is the same way we made our inferno at Waco look like Mr. Koresh's fault.
Then there was our chief villain, Saddam with all of his weapons of mass destruction. Bad men
are a dime a dozen and we can conjure one up whenever it suits us. This is really quite funny
when you think of it. I am not one who is usually given to humour, but I do catch myself
laughing sometimes at the absolute absurdity of the notions we place before you and you
readily accept. Do you wonder that the leaders of the world tremble at our presence? They
know they have no power except the power we give them!
We have no fear of Russia or China for we are already in full control of their system of things.
China knows that we can freeze any number of its corporations in America and all of its capital
at the stroke of a pen.
We want you to be in the system! When you are buying a house, we not only receive the tax
revenue to use for our purposes, but we gain large increases from the interest on the loan.
You may pay for your house two or three times over from the interest alone. The interest is
also taxed which is again placed for use in those sectors of influence we choose.
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We do not want you to escape free and that is why we have made it as we have. You are our
property! We will not permit you to buy or sell unless you submit to our mark of authority.
If you go to court against us, we will wear you out there and in the end you will lose. If you use
violence, we will end up having you in one of our labor camps, more specifically called prison
industries.
You need our money, our entertainments, our fuel, and our utilities to function and if you
don't have them, you feel deprived. By this, you are made to yield to our will.
Sincerely,
Your Globalist Friend
(End quote)
Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
There are two OPTIONS for mankind's future: WE EITHER ABOLISH THE MONEY SYSTEM, OR
THE MONEY SYSTEM WILL ABOLISH US!
"Who told on us?" they asked, and the answer came, saying: "YOU TOLD ON YOURSELVES!"
Well, folks, here it is: The elites at the top continue to tell on themselves, and they should
therefore not wonder when a storm comes charging at them: Their demise …
I am 74 now, and don't know for how much longer I will be available for advice and good
counsel, for when I'm gone, you and your children will be on your own to struggle against the
wind of elitist opposition to your efforts of passing onto your children a brighter future, for
when I'm gone, my Office will go with me.

188. Review of the Intrinsic and Perpetual
American Advantage
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INTRODUCTION (America’s history in a nutshell)
It was necessary for the American settlers to declare independence from Britain (July 4, 1776)
in order for these settlers to give themselves an advantage over their British colonizers.
Nearly a century later calamity befell the new American unified states (1861-1865) in the form
of a civil war which cost many lives. Eleven southern states could no longer endure the
economic and financial bullying coming out of Washington and they decided to secede by
forming the Confederated States of America. It is unfortunate that this war is now sold to us as
a war against slavery; but it wasn’t. It was a war over who should share the prosperity the
southern states had created for themselves!
The forceful re-union of the United States returned to her the possibility of becoming an
empire with global aspirations under the dominance of Rothschild’s money power. President
Lincoln was murdered as a result of having authorized green-backs as legitimate interest-free
money, and that paved the way for the Rothschild families to misuse the United States for
setting up their next global empire after Rome’s collapse and Britain’s demise in controlling
the new American continent in its entirety. North of the 48th parallel the sparsely populated
Canada became an exception.
From 1865 onward the United States evolved into the economic powerhouse, displaying its
awesome power around the globe in nearly perpetual wars against other nations outside of her
own borders, inspired by the power of money, where the resources of other nations were
considered property of the United States, and so she converted herself into a profit-making
corporation for the benefit of a few financial oligarchs who claim ownership of the Federal
Reserve. History shows that the United States engaged in roughly 200 years of war away from
home against other nations from the time of her creation in 1776.

IS THE UNITED STATES A CRUMBLING EMPIRE?
It may seem that way, but not really! As a resource station of enormous wealth in the form of
technology, people, natural resources, and arable lands, we must conclude that America will
never go under, or her people go hungry, or lose her ability to become a blessing to all other
nations. Why? America was built on an ideal of freedom and liberty from oppression of any
sort. That portion of reality-perception can never be erased from the American mind and has
become part of its identity.
Today Rothschild’s choke-hold on this planet through the power of the American Dollar is
slipping, and there is nothing these families can do about it. When the Dollar as this world’s
global currency collapses and all oil and global trade will be handled in other nations’
currencies, then “America” must go home and concern herself with showing the world that she
can retain her empire status by DOING THINGS RIGHT AT HOME as she allows herself to
abolish her defunct currency, only to replace it with NOTHING, simply because ALL HER
ASSETS ARE STILL THERE AND SO IS TECHNOLOGY, AND WITH IT EDUCATED PEOPLE WILLING
TO WORK IN RETURN OF FREE AND OPEN ACCESS TO ALL THAT AMERICANS CAN PRODUCE
BY THEIR OWN PRODUCTIVITY.
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No buildings will be demolished, no factory closed, no more war materials made, but war
machines will be melted down into “plowshares” instead, after the “Military Industrial
Complex” has been converted into factories which produce goods for the benefit of the
people!
And by the noble example of American people will America retain her empirical status
among all nations without continuing to be a plunderer she is today, but rather create
respectability by setting an example of how the people can be made happy as they remove
the money link from their own production and effort!
The nations will fall; one after the other like dominoes, but their fall will only be an
opportunity to duplicate on how America survives and prospers WITHOUT CURRENCY
whatsoever!
The United States is given the opportunity to become the leader of the world in a POSITIVE
sense, however that can only be if the current elite will work with me to make it so.
“Hurray, the Sentana-Ries’s are staying in America!” (Remember that phrase, my elitist
friends? You will find it in your own records from many years ago!)

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
The "Fall of the Nations" does not have to be a perpetual and irreversible situation. It will be a
disaster should the leaders of the nations not work with me to make a blessing out of the
financial collapse the bankers will bring about. The lives of the people must go on, and so must
their livelihood, and the only way that can be accomplished is by teaching the people to look
after each other even IN THE ABSENCE OF ALL MONEY, and they will then find that that is
really the "new order" by which all other extraterrestrial civilizations are being successfully
run.

189. To the Credit of Sylvain Lamoureux
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Condensed Version of the New World Order Manifesto
(Text appears to be scribed by Sylvain Lamoureux. Highlighting at the discretion of Reni
Sentana-Ries)

Introduction by Sylvain Lamoureaux (Taken from his website):
(Quote)
Now, sometimes when I write it is like it just comes out of me, without thinking, but this time
was very different!
I don't know where this really comes from. This is a new experience for me, perhaps it was my
visit with the shadow people when I experienced Ayahuasca.

Verbatim Text:
As we have control of everything in the world: economics, agriculture, production,
transportation, media, education, governments, alimentation, health-care, technology,
water, land, sea, air, space, legal systems (national and international) and we have reached a
certain pinnacle of technology, it has become necessary to take steps to ensure our survival in
this realm; this means we must eliminate the imminent threat and cull our herd at the same
time.
This accelerated program comes as a galactic awakening is happening which must be
suppressed in order for us to continue our rule in this realm; this has awakened energies which
we have long thought eradicated.
With the advent of the Internet some people have voraciously absorbed information which
once was secret or limited by factors which are no longer viable due to technology.
Thankfully many layers of our PR defenses have been actively working to counteract whatever
damage has been done with the leaks of information over the years. A strategy of confusion
has been active for many years now, saturating the Internet with useless but convincing
information for people to follow.
Below is a summary of the steps taken and needed in order to achieve our goal and rule for
centuries to come. This awakening must not be allowed to happen and the vibration level of
the people must be kept as low as possible for the next 20 years. If necessary, all-out war is
an option of last resort. To do so we have chosen and have been working on the following
methodologies:
Make sure the populous are trained to be reactive and confused.
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Convince people that there is over-population that is helping to destroy the planet and that
there are 'useless eaters' amongst them.
Formulate people's consumption habits and then convince them that their consumption
habits are destroying the planet.
Convince people to fear a large portion of the global population; choose those which are in
the state of 'development' and easily culled without all-out uproar. After having dehumanized
a chosen population - war is a great way to move forward.
We have been instilling divisions within the populous for eons for us to exploit. Now we use
the tactic of subdivisions which can be created if they don't already exist but what you want is
people to divide themselves.
Here is a condensed list of established divisions which have been facilitated and are ready for
exploitation:
Sex
Race
Economic class
Educational status
Employment status
Geographical location
Political affiliations
Philosophical beliefs
Religious beliefs
Ethnicity
Language
Environment
We also use the following programmed triggers and fears when needed:
Competition - A useful tool for many different games.
Scarcity - The populous must continue to believe that there is scarcity in this world and that it
is worsening for the reasons we provide.
Fear/Terror - The ultimate weapon for us - continue its use on every level possible using every
possible asset. Use of false flag operations have continued to be effective in this regard in
order to provide them with the 'security' which only we can provide (chuckle).
Anger/Indignation/Vengeance - The populous needs to be angry at polar opposites of the
divisions which we create; does not matter which side they choose.
Shame/Guilt - This one is great because we can get them to internalize almost anything.
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Ego/Narcissism - Inflate the self importance of the people as we fill them with our information.
Make sure to include Nationalism/Patriotism triggers which elevate war.
Ignorance - what they don't know can't hurt us; keep them that way. When possible, keep
them in binary thought patterns.

Tools at our disposal:
Media - Media has done an exceptional job over the years of keeping the people divided,
consuming, and distracted while helping to steer people towards the skills which we desired at
that time. The media's job (with the new additions) is to continue with a focus on division at
whatever level available at that moment. Social media is a great tool for this as it keeps the
people less capable of focusing on issues for long periods of time; fill them with trolls and
useful idiots.
Education - Education has always been used in order to instill a basic knowledge in order to be
productive while instilling a respect for authority. Keep using this strategy whilst increasing the
authority program using fear and coercion. Making education mandatory over the years and for
profit has been genius on many levels; one such example would be that people which are in
essence ignorant will feel themselves elevated by stature and assumed intelligence which shall
easily deflect any thinking which is outside the sphere of current and accepted 'knowledge'.
Surveillance - Use this to fish out the threats and also to instill a level of nervousness within the
psyche; keeping the vibration level low. Use to gather blackmail material and 'leak'
information to create general 'unease'.
Stooges - Of this there has never been a lack of. Reward compliance and 'normal' thought while
vilifying 'abnormal' behavior and it will take care of itself.
Law - Over the decades, we have limited what the populous can do without our permission and
coerced compliance through levees and fines (fear). Accelerate this policy while protecting the
actions of our enforcers; this will widen the gap in the 'us vs. them' mentality instilled in the
enforcers.
Language - infiltrate and replace while twisting meaning and redefine - eg. "tolerance" used as
acceptance of immigrants - use words which can induce a negative association in the
subconscious. The language of war is essential in every day life and people must be convinced
that they control how they speak; let them think that a debate is a discussion. eg. the New
Age community using 'Spiritual Warrior' still fits in nicely with the agenda. If it is about
vibration levels, keep them low. Keep people on edge by constantly devolving the language so
that people not only find it difficult to express but also to listen and understand.
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Methodology for ensuring low vibration:
Keep them reacting - keep the populous as reactionary as possible as this will ensure the
impossibility of actual thought and they will remain easy to lead down whichever path we
choose.
Target the family - we have always instilled division within the family unit through subtle ploys
and techniques to make people believe that embarking on our adventure (chuckle) at the ripe
age of 18 was the adult thing to do. Now create economic strife which will force the children of
those which left at 18 to remain longer and with the right amount of prodding from our other
resources, shall create an atmosphere of unease (overstaying one's welcome).
Property - Keep letting people believe that they own a part of our planet which they purchased
with our money. The threat of losing this property has always been great leverage. Always
make some lose it all so as to instill some fear in the others. They know that they own
nothing unless we let them.
Enforcement - Quelling revolt and controlling workers while convincing the populous that they
were there to 'protect and serve' was a great start for our enforcement program. Now go out
and fill the ranks with the most pliable of minds with the least amount of intellect which has
run through the enhanced authority education and fill them with fear of the populous; they
must feel that there is potential peril with every public encounter; make them edgy and
reactive.
Invoke Historical Fears - Conjuring images from the past is a great way to use many emotional
triggers; keep hammering away at the holocaust program and watch them yell 'Hitler' almost
on command!
Project External Enemies - In order to put on a really good show for our cull, we need war,
make sure there are always enemies to do battle with; war must be accepted as the only
option.
Alimentation (the provision of nourishment or other necessities of life -Editor) - poison their
food so that we may learn and prepare for diseases which may affect our longevity as well as
ensure short life spans; a good way to induce sterilization methods as well as through
pharmaceuticals. Their malnourished bodies will not be capable of dealing with the sicknesses
which we unleash!
We have been suppressing awakenings for generations with great success, this one will be no
different.
Waking Times: The New World Order Manifesto
Spanish Translation: Thank You José Manuel Goig El Manifesto del Nuevo Orden Mundial
Posted by Sylvain Lamoureux at 18:21
(End quote)
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This article (The New World Order Manifesto) was originally created and published by Waking
Times and is published here under a Creative Commons license with attribution to Sylvain
Lamoureux and WakingTimes.com. It may be re-posted freely with proper attribution, author
bio, and this copyright statement.

Comments by Reni Sentana-Ries
Wickedness does not require intelligence - all it needs is a ruthless mindset.
What we have here is probably the most recent disclosure by one of the elites of the plan for
keeping the human races in perpetual submission for the suppression of their fundamental
universal rights and freedoms guaranteed us in the Declaration of the Rights and Freedoms by
the United Nations.
To these people it carries no weight when it comes to the protection of their CONTROL over the
masses to guarantee the people perpetual slavery and premature death.
I can think of several more self-incriminating documents from their own pen, but will not list
them here. It is good enough to know that “the cat is out of the bag" and they may ask among
themselves the question: "WHO TOLD ON US?" and be given the answer: "YOU TOLD ON
YOURSELVES!"

190. Commander Hatonn: NO MONEY SYSTEM NO WORSHIPING - AND NO RELIGION!

“We do not promote any typhoid of a money-related system. “We do not work on economic
bondage.
“And we certainly do not expect nor do we wish to be worshiped as 'Gods' or 'Goddesses,' for
only the faint of heart have any such supernatural good wishes toward us.
“We plainly and frankly detest worship!
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“We do NOT set up religions, and therefore the one religion is not much better than the other.
“For all religions definitely TAKE AWAY the productivity of the human soul, and keep the
human in bondage. The soul and the pocketbook then belong once again to those who cry
‘wolf!’”
Spoken by Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, October 26, 2013, who is a Starship Captain
and is also “the Esquire of the Nations.”

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries: People may dismiss these words at their own peril, but they
should also understand that Commander Hatonn in his higher position has a knowledge of facts
and understanding far beyond that of ordinary mortals on this planet.
And who is Commander Hatonn? He gave us and “Dharma” a biography which we years ago
put out for everyone interested to read. See here!
Please also note that in Dharma’s days Hatonn presented himself as groundbreaking with the
information he passed on to her during the 70’s and 80’s, and that was to not shock the
religious people into complete rejection of his words. The fallout from that position of his was
that some features with reference to “God” were left intact, and his dictations remained still
without compromise to the hard-core truths he was downloading into Dharma’s type writer.

Supplementary Information:
Who is Hatonn?
Foreword from Phoenix Journal #3: Space--Gate: The Veil Removed
(Quote, scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation)
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in Chief, Earth Project Transition, Pleiades Sector
Flight command, Intergalactic Federation Fleet - Ashtar Command; Earth Representative to the
Cosmic Council and Intergalactic Federation Council on Earth Transition.
You may call me "Hatonn."
Let here be no misunderstanding of WHO I AM! I come in this portion as a fourth dimensional
Project Commander in charge of Earth Transition. As this is most thoroughly explained in other
recordings from myself and others, I shall not cover it in this document.
This document contains truth which can be validated. It comes forth in dictated format from
myself to one of my trans-receivers (recorders). There is nothing of "channeling" about it - it is
via actual radio-type short-wave directly from my source into a receiver terminal. No hocus
pocus nor mystical hoopla.
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This recorder does exactly that: records. She is not privy to the information resources, nor is
she given to “interpretation" other than as any other reader would personally interpret.
We of the Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmic and Galactic participants are ready to make our
presence upon your place. We travel and act in the direct service and under Command of Esu
Jesus Immanuel Sananda.
Sananda is aboard my Command Craft from whence He will direct all evacuation and transition
activities as regards the period you ones call the End Prophecies of Armageddon.
He has organized placement for His peoples and will oversee all operations as regards His
people. All Intergalactic Fleets are under His command, and for purposes of evacuation, those
details are in most capable hands of one called, simply, Commander Ashtar.
There will be more and more frequent contact with ones of human format by ones of our
commands. You will ask any energy form contacting you, to identify. Demand that if the
energy is not of the "Light" of the Divine Source to remove itself. DO NOT ENTERTAIN
ANY/AND ALL ENERGY FRAGMENTS WHO APPEAR TO YOU, FOR MORE AND MORE OF THE
DARK ENERGY FORMS ARE MAKING CONTACT!
Extreme caution: do not run and hop aboard any space craft which might land! Cause the
entities to identify themselves! Instructions for identification of the intergalactic commands
are being presented currently and will be forthcoming in a massive way very shortly.
This document is for the purpose of awakening you to the horrendous lie that has been
perpetrated against you ones. I am giving it to insure protection of those human ones who
dared bring it into the open, and yet risk their lives having done so. I dedicate it to the ones
who dared and have been mocked, ridiculed and persecuted for having dared to give you
help to "save" yourselves from the lies.
I go on record to my adversaries herewith and place them on formal notice: YE SHALL NOT
HARM ONE HAIR OF MY WORKERS. YOU SHALL REAP BITTERNESS IF YOU BRING PHYSICAL
HARM UNTO THEM!
......
I dedicate this work to all who have taken a stand for Truth.
And of course, my infinite love and appreciation to Dharma, who works hours each and every
day in our service. This is but a tiny portion of her works. I so honor my small circle who are in
the building of physical foundations and yet also see to it that these words are carried forth
in truth and disbursement. Also to those who give such unselfish support in so many other
ways, without which help we could not proceed. Blessings be yours, little ones, as ye are
cherished beyond thy ability to comprehend.
I request this book be brought to the public with all haste, for the physical protection of some
of thy brothers rests heavily upon its promptness.
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I place my seal upon these writings of truth.
YOU ONES MUST AWAKEN NOW FOR YOU HAVE SLEPT TOO LONG AND YOUR WORLD IS
CRUMBLING DOWN AROUND THY FEET. YOU ARE IN THE FINAL COUNTDOWN!
I AM ATON
(End quote)

191. White Europe, Good Bye!

I am one of your sons, and am in dismay because you are not looking after yourself as you
should!
In ages past you were assigned to your home on this planet in the region we know of today as
being Europe. It was to be the land for you to occupy and make your home. Other cultures not
of your skin colour were assigned to live and prosper in what we know of as the Americas,
Asia, Africa, China, and Polynesia, and they were not for you to occupy!
When you arrived in your home region of Europe, this planet had been selected as an
information exchange center where peoples from different galactic origins would come here,
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settle in their assigned regions, and experience the joys of learning from each other by freely
exchanging knowledge, and getting to know the unique traits of each other’s cultures.
This experience went well for a while until our galactic engineers made a mistake by
accidentally allowing a rift in the fabric of space which permitted an unsavory culture to settle
here as well, and infiltrate you all with the intent of control over you!
They had at that time unique facial features whereby they could be recognized, however have
since sought to conceal those features from you by intermixing with you and in that manner
infuse you with their crooked DNA. It has since given them the opportunity to hide behind the
physical likeness with that of your own people, and yet they organize themselves through
secret societies into an advantageous position vis-à-vis yourselves with their wealth and power
over you.
Over eons of time you did not fare well under their rule, simply because you accepted their
religious and philosophical falsehoods as they took charge of feeding your minds with doctrine
which keeps you in weakness, primarily here speaking of their preferred system of
government, their religions you ought to believe in, the acceptance of wars they created for
you to keep you small in numbers, and yet foremost of all, your perpetual submission to their
system of money to assure your serfdom and poverty while they enjoy the luxury of your
myriad creative abilities.
In recent times they have enjoyed killing you off in two major wars and bombing your cities to
rubble, and from even those disasters they saw you recover, and so they finally decided to
destroy your culture by a political philosophy called multiculturalism which promotes the
indiscriminate mixing of your people through an uncontrolled importation of coloured
people from all over the world – primarily from regions where an incompatible religion with
that of your own exists.
You have not stopped them from subverting your genes, you have not stopped them from
ruling over you, you have not stopped them from becoming rich while they keep you in
poverty, you have not stopped them using you as cannon fodder to assure you remain
manageable in numbers, and now you are allowing them the pleasure to finally finish you off
by mixing your gene pool with people they have let into your domain in large numbers,
people who care not how many children their women bear them regardless of their poverty
situation, while your own women’s birthrate shows barely more than one child per couple.
Today you are not removing these cultural invaders out of your countries, and have therefore
placed yourself in a situation where in less than 50 years your culture will be destroyed and
with it your unique ethical views of life, and your white skin will be washed away into a brown
colour. Your feeble protest they call “racism” and you believe them and are ashamed of
protesting to what is being done to you, and that will now become your ultimate demise.
Your enemies have waited a long time to destroy you, my people from Europe and North
America, and as you accept their doctrine of aborting your babies, birth control methods of all
manners, and open borders for mixing up your blood with sundry other cultures, your enemies
have finally found a way to remove you off the face of this planet as a unique people having a
right to life like any other human race.
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Good Bye, my people, you have never understood the meaning of eternal vigilance, for that is
the price you must pay if freedom is still what you wish to enjoy.
-Mr. Reni

Sentana-Ries, Nov. 14, 2017

192. The Equinox is here! Will the Evacuation
and the End of this World be a Disaster for Some, Many,
or All?

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, November 23, 2017
Commander Hatonn is a friend of ours who has on many occasions offered his services to us by
giving us answers on many of our puzzling questions, of which most are now accessible on the
net as articles posted on wikinut.com.
In this case our good friend Jamie was given the opportunity to ask of Commander Hatonn on
issues which weighed heavily on Jamie’s mind. Here is his question and Hatonn’s reply:
(quote)
Jamie: Can you give a timeline, Commander, as to when specifically the evacuation will occur?
Will that happen in our life time, the readers' lifetime? At what particular point in time does
the great disaster happen?
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Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “We don’t look at it as a disaster, son, but rather the
time of the Equinox is a far sight cry from going under the oceanic tidal waves if you have
earned the right by right living and informing yourself as to which end in the end is up!
“Now for those sad and dreary individuals who thought that to laugh and mock our strange
linguistics and countenances was the smart thing to do of the day, then, of course, the fulsome
blues will make them think twice as the harbinger of the nations come down even harder on
their sorry backs.”
(End quote)
http://nut.bz/2um7f2rw/

Introduction
Copyrighted and published by: The Federation of Free Planets, Rania Seila Sentana-Ries, Reni
Sentana-Ries, Jamie SR Cortez, and the Sentana-Ries Publishing Co.
" ... The Crimean war, shall we call it, was not a standard faced by the politicians as much as
the overlords who wish to put their puppets in there..." - Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

March 16, 2014 1:00 pm
12:30 pm
Uthrania: Good Afternoon, Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Sir.
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Good Afternoon, little duck!” (Big grins. – Rania)
Uthrania: Really Sir, I do not believe that to be an appropriate address. (I look darkly at the
Captain. – Rania)
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “You are right, of course, but word does get around even
in the federated playground. (The Captain gives a short laugh. I continue to look at him darkly.
– Rania)
Well now, what questions have we for today? Does the little one speak?”
Uthrania: Who Sir?
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “My newest son-in-law, Jamie.”
Uthrania: Well Sir, Jamie has three questions, and Reni has one or two.
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Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Well, good! Shoot then!”
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. Here is the first question produced by Jamie:
Jamie: How are the Commanders, such as you, residing in the Andromedan Constellation
related to the Commanders living in the Pleiadian's Constellation mostly associated with Billy
Meier?
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: (Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn lets out a great belly
laugh! – Rania) “As close as a cow is to its milk! (Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn belies a grin.
– Rania) Anything else, son?”
Jamie: Commander, Sir, and Uncle, as I prefer to call you sometimes personally, I know there
will be a continuation of the "Cold War" between Russia and the United States, sparked by
Russian intervention in Crimea after what I term the civil war in the Ukraine. In the morality
play now playing out which country do you think has the moral edge here?
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Now you’re thinking, boy, son of mine. Well, politics is a
game, is it not? And a fierce one at that. The Crimean war, shall we call it, was not a standard
faced by the politicians as much as the overlords who wish to put their puppets in there. So,
the difference between the Ukraine and the present-day Crimea ‘incident’ is that the
‘morality,’ as you call it, in all sadistic warfare is opportuning the fine waves of the draught
which is brought about through HAARP intervention in order to sequest or to convince the
people on the ground, the lay people, that ‘God’ is somewhat displeased with their leaders
and therefore must resume back into play the articulateness of Russia and her father state.
“Now, where the Americans come into effect here has long been ‘on the ground’ and fix-it-up
colitis, should we say, left many of the playboys on the out-an-out, and their ‘temperament’
has many of them now bridging the gap of what should they do for their own soldiers to make
life just a little more worth living, and this is where they steal the male for the soldiers and the
female to pass on to the pimps for what we do all know the sordid reasons.
“So, who have the moral edge here? Russia by far, for their soldierettes in the barracks on the
bridge, office work have at least 45 thousand enlisted men, and men to go into the Crimean
surface state and bring them all home without laryngitis or any other known or rather
unknown disease, and when we tell you that all this is going on in the, shall we say,
spontaneous ‘sexual’ field toward the harbanging these soldiers and soldierettes, just know it
makes us even more sick to our stomachs, because is this not where the new war takes off? So
Russia in her overtly display of cantankerous has the power to shut off the oil and gas, but
won’t due to the field of thoughts going off indirectly to her direction, and she hopes to get at
least some of her people back by playing the sufferer at the hands of the Americans and not
the culprit at the helm of all disgust.
“You, see, Jamie, my lad, and for the benefit of all the people in that country will have had their
fill of the ostentatious Americans when they hear that they are dicing little boys and girls from
conquered lands. Enough of that.
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“Now on with the next in forty minutes, Uthrania, for I am presently on call. Looking forward to
it. Sign off for me, please, and I do apologize for tweaking your ire, dear. Love Hatonn.” (Big
grin. – Rania)
Uthrania: Thank you, Sir. 12:49 pm
1:34 pm
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Well, we’re finally back. Please present the next
compilations of questions please, Uthrania.”
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. Jamie will again present his own question.

“Just like the Christians who have no other thought for themselves at the time of mercy,
evacuation is an ongoing process which will undoubtedly be seen or recognized as a far sight
better than one seemingly coming alive bodily in the clouds without a ship to garner the
bodily influence before it drops entirely out of the skies. Ludicrous to say the least. These little
pinnacles of creation are the very ones who expect the nonsense to appear like Jack and the
bean stock where even the giant had more sense than the lot of them.
“O.K. now. What is next?”
Uthrania: Sir, Jamie asked when the great tidal disaster would hit.
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Yes, I am well aware of his last question, little sister of
mine. And I have already answered it. The evacuation is an ongoing process, and when one is
in the way, shall we say, of great waves or earthquakes or any other man-made or natural
calamity of which man usually has his hand in the pot, then you can ask anybody in those
situations if their disaster tops the rest, and we can assure the each and every one of you that
each disaster tops the other when you are in the middle or midst of it. Next.”
Uthrania: Thank you, Sir. The next question is presented by Reni, so I will let him speak for
himself.
Reni: My question is concerning a brain’s ability to function telepathically, in particular here
verbatim telepathy. Why don’t all human brains function on the same level with regard to what
seems to be a natural function of the brain, that is: full verbatim telepathic ability. Many
animals seem to have it, so why only a few of us, and even to the exclusion of myself? It even
appears to me that all Captains, Commanders, and their staff seem to be endowed with
unrestricted verbatim telepathy. So, what have I done wrong that my brain is not wired in the
same manner?
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn: “Laziness is the culprit here, dear one. Pure and plain
laziness. No one’s brain is less than an ant’s. And even the ants work in concisement with one
another you will notice. So, we would say to you and your kind that we enlist many a telepath
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due to their own hygienic maneuverings of the mind wave which in effect doth to their own
credit to carry on a fundamental theory and make it work.
“We do not mean in the least to belittle anyone, for many people sublime still believe that we
are the gods and goddesses of above and they are but little puny humans with small brains.
But why do the ants coordinate themselves knowing precisely what each one should do? The
bee creatures are the same and exact in their discipline while many people upon planet earth,
the earthen plane of Angorius and other worlds, shut off ‘spontaneously’ (important word
there, love) their chakras which lead to the crown chakra raking in the most information they
can get.
“So, we would say to you these words, our dear friend and brother love, that today could be
the best day of your lives if you would only stop thinking you are incapable of hearing us save
that of sleep state, and begin to realize, and this is most important, all ye fine ladies and
gents out there whom I am speaking to also, that to clean magnetically or utilizing water
under a shower will greatly reduce your magnetic field of observing us backward instead of
futuristically positively enhancing our curriculum toward the upgrade of your positron small
brains which with the crown chakra opened cannot only hold a certain amount of
information, but rather the information comes piling in and rotates and regenerates
information already gathered, and stores it.
“And now get this, you little impugn ones - in the soul! Now if there are no further questions, I
may say a Good Day. Commander-in-Chief Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn Galiac, out! Tie off channel
frequency for me please, little… Seila.”
Uthrania: Aye Sir. Tying off modem frequency barium 7.2 8. Sequester the Nottingham channel
please, Winthrop, and Captain Gregory Symington, please sign back in with me when you have
finished your next assignment for Captain Admiral Alfred James Somajar Korthrox.
Captain George Symington: “How did you know, Sir?”
Uthrania: It is my business to know. (I offer Captain Symington, my communications Officer a
slow smile.- Rania) Signing off for Commander-in-Chief Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn Galiac High
Command. Captain Surveyor of the Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries. 1:44 pm.
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries

Link: Hatonn Files: Entry 22 - Q & A: Dispelling The Misconceptions
Note that our articles can be accessed through the following links:

2013 Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage
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2014 Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage
2013 Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage
2014 Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez (Wikinut.com) Linkspage
Reni Sentana-Ries (Wikinut.com) Linkspage
You can also take a FREE copy of our books from http://scribd.com/rsentana_ries

193. ”Agent of Mine…!” (Scribed)
Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries
What we have before us is scribed advice given in 1996 for the purpose of passing the words on
to our literary agent who seemed to toy with us through a series of delays in getting our first set
of books published called “The Articles of Faith” in expectation to receive a fronting for our
survival.
Little did we know that the NSA had interfered with the publication of these 5 books, and in
consequence of the delays, the agency caused the loss of our shelter in Tempe, Arizona.
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation,
Wednesday, October 16, 1996, 7:43 pm):

(Quote)
“Agent of mine! You have shouldered the mere responsibility of redeeming the books back into
the work force whilst we, the co-authors of this large project, have put our own livelihood on
the line for people like you to make a profit, as well as us.
“In due respect to your authority at this time with regard to books, which are neither of yourn
nor ourn own making, we test you to defy the words of the gods as laid out in the
Mancharians’ first product, whereby it states that “they who hide the words of the gods from
the world for lack of funding, hereby will accredit themselves with a dust of the road upon
their shoes!”
Holding back the goods are not a commonsight better than that who grants you favour after
you are dead.
(End quote)
(My friends in High Places, DON’T MISS YOUR BOAT! It is your lives on the line, not mine!)
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194. No Comment! (You figure it out)
September 15, 1995, Tempe, Arizona, 11:55 pm
(A scribed quote)
“It is to your (speaking of Reni and Uthrania Sentana-Ries) credit - and your credit alone - that
ye Ones of our standing have placed within yourselves a onetime action toward that which
needs to be of the doing within our dimension. .....
“Not all that come your way are simply for the taking. The majority of spendthrifts will have left
themselves with little option than to take the liberty afforded to them at their own discretion.
This merits little in the whole spectrum of accomplishments.
“We speak to the both of ye ones then with an undying love toward the three of you, for you
are indeed to be proven of our stock - and of all the liberties taken you have not in the least
falled wayside to our dreams toward your planet.
“Careful deliberation therefore will prelude the consensus of others, not seeing with their
failing eyes your discretion toward the plight of themselves. Instead, what they will see as they
look at ye ones, will from this day forth be like a looking glass of themselves of what they
could have been, had they given themselves enough credit to enhance their own liberties of
endless possibilities.
“However, it is few who ever truly receive the credit for a work well done, and instead of
following the sheep, you bunch have truly been selective in your choosing to follow a higher
essence or quality of thought vs. deed.
“Elaboration today on your achievements: We have decided to select the three of ye for
consideration of rapid growth spasms in order to re-educate yourselves in the diadem of the
time barrier of which we will intend to carry away - far out of sight - thereby leaving you with
nothing less than a perfect likeness of ourselves hereafter!
“It has been concluded then, little Ones, that a more than not possibility for your selection to
work with the "top ten," shall we put it, will nonetheless interfere with your day to day
routine, of which we understand you will have no trouble working around.
“Good Night to all! ...... Sleep dreams. Council of Mancharius out on line frequency data 4.7
rapid qualify. End transmission.”
(12:05 am)
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195. ...When Publishers Consider the Publication
of Our Books (Scribed)
Monday, October 9, 1995, Tempe, Arizona (6:15pm)
(Taken from our records)
(Quote)
Good Evening, Little Starflame. Today is as good a time as any to improvise the statement
made so firmly by the publishing faction of Illinois.
“Mainly it is complementary to any truths which have so far sporadically devised as 'tailor made
for the market.' This is not of course heavy material in any sense, which is sure to have a
stupendous impact upon the general public, at least.
“There are scores of books calibrated out to different sources which to date have not even
equited or equidited the majority of consensus attributed to their own glory. How different then
will this product reign in optional value on the marketing scene? Is this not, gentlemen and
ladies, the complete "how to do" with the least optional value of detriment to our pocketbooks?
“This is the way then it will be done: Listen up, for the outline of credentials still will fall
paramount to our own costs. Herewith we will simply deposit the grave site within the tomb,
with the heavy handed destructive ability to carefully market our wares with respect to the
pontiff of all literary publishing.
“Gray Wolf will coordinate the resource on the market, and leave us with the potential for
displaying all said statements of literature unto the Marketing Boards. This must and will be
done with careful regard for the authors as well as all publishing and artistic companies listed
above. This must and will be proven in accord with the declaration of treaty auspice, and will in
no wise choose to hinder the medium with calls of future progress.
“Buy-out time is here, and therefore must be carefully monitored, just in case the credentials of
the Governmental Literary Board happens to seek its overall refuse around the bottom of our
necks. In case of compliance with Governmental Officials, I hereby say to each one of you that
you must, and I repeat – must - under no circumstances continue with the work of the books,
for secluded they must stand until at least one of our publishing houses offers a continuum of
the discount of favours at least toward those who so strictly wish to keep this project to
themselves.
“In any case, it will be our company, which will be the one to either grant favours or not. So
keep in mind that this project, in hindsight of the last, will possibly bring about that consensus
toward liberation of thought, and that in itself is enough to permit none other to classify it as
being 'racist' toward even the highest of this planet. For if in fact none other is permitted in the
bookstores of this element, you must remember, people, that liberation comes at the
forethought of other limitations of thought. In other words here, I'm simply mentioning this for
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your own perspective in case it would change: that these particular literary works condemn
those others of the radical pretense, that not all said 'literature' is redeemable by cause.
“Understand here, that the sole referendum upon this type of literary art need not prove
foresight, but in fact does cause the mind of the most educated, who do make the rules, and
by the way, they are never to neglect those words of truth which perform within them a
substance of the reality of which they in themselves recreated within their own minds.
“Let the mind expand through literary structure, and what do you have but a medium of
delight with extra expansion of literary arts! Then the glove comes down and changes what was
written concerning only a diphtheria of a certain type of material or materials to be absolved on
the market scene.
“That is all for tonight, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for your attention toward this matter."
{Recording out}
We have now performed within your regiment an update of the source and type of publishers,
which intend on the beating down of your door locks.
Griffith over and out. Close channel. (6:40 pm)

Commentary by Lord St. Germain
(11:11 pm)
Seila, my Love. This indeed is St. Germain at the helm.
Any less significant structure according to plan would indeed prove of little significant wording
in contributionary methods. Indictment of a sorts is well within you one's highest realms in full
accordance with the law of physics.
Understand here, little Ones, that the full significance of all wording or messages from us
does not in the least prove of insignificant structuring, but are meant only to heighten the
onslaught of media which you will one day face. And our participation of such will be only to
merit to the public that which they wish to know.
Words will be teleported down to you, and the fulfilling of all modest contributionary methods
will seem of the purely illiterate in their manifestations of all those who would seemingly
conquer to strive within their so limited means to perform upon your craniums that decisive
measure to discredit ye ones' health and wealth.
But all will fall as a building block, one upon the other, for persistence of the joining of the mind
is not at any time an equal to that of which we must, or may or may not, contribute to at that
point in time. Understand here though, that no matter what any would give toward you both
in the way of grievances, they shall not occur without a fight, genuine, from us in nature!
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This will be the everlasting medium from above - for we of the solar plexus of your renown
conscious ability will indeed gift you with the words to conquer your prohibitors in any sense of
the word.
Fear not, for we are simply equipping you with the timeline of events to come into your
preliminary future. For events seem to justly cascade into the new dawn of consciousness of
mankind's experience at this summarily point in man’s growth and existence.
Herewith we determine within our ranks that you must play a crucial part in the opening up
of redeemable qualities of consciousness within mankind's mind as a whole. Gifted are the
few who truly work with us and are joined at the seam to ensure that coordination ranks 7th
highest in the galactic methodology of man's existence.
This indeed is St. Lord Germain signing out on typhoid mission. Questions are at an arc.
(End quote)

196.

Jesus Christ speaking in his own words of
what he says today!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, October 22, 2019
In 2005 Uthrania and I successfully self-published one of our scribed books with Trafford
Publishing from Victoria, British Columbia. Of course we are not in a financial position to
promote this book world-wide in the sense that we purchase large numbers of copies from them
and then – like a middle-man would – resell them to the public with a profit.
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However anyone interested in any of our two books at Trafford Publishing can still obtain them
through their own website for the price quoted there.
I recommend all truth-seekers to do so. For us publishing through Trafford was too costly to let
them have any more of our manuscripts, and for that reason did we let the public have these
two books and other material for free in pdf format from the archives of openlibrary.org .
The text which follows is a sample from the book “The Religion of the Decade” and the
information and the style should intrigue any scholar of delicious ancient texts coming to us
with flair, and with a current reference to mankind’s situation of today.
(Quote, taken from “The Religion of the Decade” by Lord Sananda Esu Jmmanuel, known to all
as Jesus Christ (reincarnated))

EQUIVALENT TO US ARE THE STARS IN YOUR GALAXY
Now, little one, let us further subject ourselves to some major undiscovered-as-yet truths, shall
we? Sananda signing in for this portion.
Soothsayers of the past have long proclaimed “the glory of the coming of the Lord,”have they
not?
Well then, take this for example: The very cloud covering surrounding your planet’s sphere has
been made up of some rather toxic gases. If this comes as much a surprise to you as it does to
many who read this, then let me remind you that the day the Earth was formed a critical stage
was planned to remove the very firmament from its skies. The removal of this firmament
subjected the planet’s escape from carbon monoxide drifts of tectonious gases into the
atmosphere which then reduced greatly the protective covering surrounding the planet’s
surface.
And why am I telling you this? Simply because the acclaiment that “my father’s ships” which
will come in a covering of “glory” from within the “heavens,” ought not to have been seen if
the firmament walls had remained intact!
Now to close on this subject for a short period of time will place us within a sort of “space” or
“sanctuary” of exactly who is telling the truth of these matters and who is not! Undistinguished
truth form requires a semblance of equitable charge toward the furnishing design of mediocre
scrutiny. In other words here, little ones, it was I, even before my “father,” so to speak, who
guided the fleet of starships into your atmosphere for full displayal before the world! Have
you ever seen so many lights of such a brilliant arcade? Naught in the least, I would surmise!
Now, look ye now toward the conduct of the “last days,” and what do you expect to find? Will
gravitation fill its grip with folly and detonate the each one of you up into the cloud-covered
sky - and one at a time for that matter? Or will you wait for that time where the naked eye
will behold all “my glory” - for the skies will be filled with such luxury as has been ne’er
contemplated for centuries!
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Did your forefathers see this glory? Indeed! And remember poor Moses traipsing up that steep
mountainside? Did he remember the effect speaking to the Source or Brotherhood had upon
his consciousness? Indeed! Not a day he would forget in a long time!
Let me now inform ye all as to how it will be forecast in the “Last Days” of man then: A pictorial
form will you see as craft dart to and fro throughout the heavenly palaces - a place of each
one of ye, if you so desire! Indeed, it will be a gift offered in my presence which few will care
to receive!
Did you honestly think I would evaporate you, dear ones, into cloud formation and haul you up
into God-knows-where with as little as a proclamation? So, “the heavens reign their trumpets
with a loud blast!” I see.
So is this where you have misunderstood yet again my words of the past: “The heavens declare
all the fragrance of God himself,” does it not, in the very placement of ships to the planets
themselves? Well, then, hear me once again, when I say: “I will naught come for the one of ye
without the other one knowing my name, for all of the Earth will receive the same display
throughout the heavens! For every eye will proclaim to the brain, that the ‘coming of the
Lord’ is here!”
There are many of you this day, who will open up his or her minds into a grand knowing of that
of which I now speak. You have heard it before those eons ago and yet you will hear it once
again, for not one of my people will I leave unattended!
All that glitters is surely not gold, little ones, but then gold has hardly taken the place of the
finest the world has to offer, namely, the scribing from the pens of my workers! Indeed, I say
unto you ones for the fourth or fifth time this year, that, which I spoke centuries ago: NOT ONE
PERSON FROM THAT GENERATION WILL PASS AWAY BEFORE THEY HAVE SEEN THE GLORY OF
THE LORD COME IN THE CLOUDS!
Remember my words? How could you! You were born not that long ago..! Think again! And
how could the any of ye devise plans which outlay the Lord’s? Are you gods then? But you say
you are not! Well, in any case, until you make up your minds as to just who you are, and what
you know, let us continue this epic, for the foreclosing of all truth will be prominently
displayed like cattle over the countryside. Soon you will make heads or tails out of it. And for
your sakes, we hope that will be soon!

SANANDA SPEAKS
You, and you alone, dear ones, must learn to credit yourselves with the speech program of the
newest of your age to date. In other words, learn the radical equipping of oneself to one’s
nameplate of disguise, for in effect the each of ye do wear somewhat of a disguise, do you not?
You indeed do! Each incarnation of bodily cases indulge and house your beingness of intricate
bright form - instituting a barrier from harm toward the glowing essence of your eternal being.
So rather than smother the flame of who you appear to be, join in with the countless nations,
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who in all their eras of thinking have made it to the “finish line” to graciously implore the
each of ye into the realization that you have form and that form is God’s.
YE ARE ALL GODS, and I have unwittingly told of ye this truthe many of the times before, but
did you ever understand my words? Apparently many of ye did not! Nevertheless, more
intricate thoughts of study are now upon you, and lest you forget one more time of the
pleasure of being just you, think upon this last thought for the day: YOU HAVE ALL BEEN
FORMED OUT OF THE CREATOR’S OWN LIFEBLOOD - OF ALL HE/SHE IS, SO ARE YOU!
CONDEMN YOURSELF TO FALSEHOOD AND YOU CONDEMN THE GOD CREATOR FROM WHENCE
YE DID COME!
MANUFACTURE SELF-DOUBT AS TO YOUR ROYALTY AND YOU DOUBT ALSO THE ONE CREATOR
WHO DOTH RESIDE WITHIN HIS/HER OWN CREATION! YOU INTRICATELY ARE A PART OF
THAT MANIFESTED CREATION!
SO, ART YOU NO BETTER THAN THE FISH IN THE SEA? ARE YOU IN FACT OF THE POSSESSING OF
THE LIBERTIES CREATED THROUGH THE PROCESS OF LOVE TOWARD ALL LIVING THINGS AS
THOUGHT OF AND BROUGHT DOWN INTO MANIFESTED BEING THROUGH THE THOUGHT
FORMS OF THE CREATOR? INDEED!
YOU MUST NOW DECIDE FOR YOURSELVES WHICH MEMORANDUM OF CONTEXT YOU WILL
LIBERALIZE YOURSELF WITHIN, WHICH DILEMMA INDEED WILL BE YOUR HELPMEET BACK TO
THE SURFACE OF A MORE NON-DESTRUCTIVE SOUL WRACKING EXPERIENCE! ONLY YOU, DEAR
CHELAS, HAVE THE ABILITY TO DETERMINE FOR YOURSELVES, WHICH SELECTIVE PATH YOU
WILL TAKE TO MEET THE FINISH LINE!
I GIVE TO YOU MY GRACIOUS UNDIVIDED ATTENTION UNTIL THE END OF THIS GLORIOUS
AGE WHEREUPON WE WILL MEET AGAIN IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER!
ADIEU. Scribe, please sign off this book and retain all conscious endeavours, for I will shortly be
of the grateful spirit to proceed liberally with a third and fourth. Sananda out.
(End quote from “The Religion of the Decade.”)
https://www.trafford.com/bookstore/bookdetail.aspx?bookid=SKU-000137273
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197. Origin of Mankind on Earth Revisited
(Scribed)

(Quote from our records)
OCTOBER 30, 1995, Tempe, Arizona
RENI: Humanity has lost a correct understanding of its origin. Some believe "God" created man
from a clump of clay and then took a rib out of the man’s body to mold a wife for him, others
believe we evolved over eons of time out of a tiny organic cell washed onto the ocean shore.
Can you please describe to us when and how this planet became inhabited with human beings
for the very first time, and tell us about their culture and also how they became extinct?
ANSWER: Indeed. Let us introduce ourselves as being one of the major, in your words, most
complex authorities on this subject. It is because of our simplistic stage of growth that we
acknowledge the credentials to act upon the certificate of extenuating circumstances and so
forth.
We are of the Pleiades section, and of all star systems ever known to mankind in general, we
have so forth recorded every wit to do with the transportation of another culture down to
mainstream America and so forth. You understand us here, when we use the current
documentation in order to aloof ourselves from the far-out misconceptions that a nation born
is a nation indeed without credentials of further authority than their own.
So was it in effect the same on such as Atlantis and Lemuria, to mention a few. You see, dear
ones, it is with firm regret for the plight of mankind to date that we seldom acknowledge any
such grievances as to do with the regenerating of ourselves.
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Now, in order to indeed set the record straight in linguistic practices which you yourself might
employ, we simply explain it to you in this rough draft or accordance with all written laws to
date of our existence long before man became so unstabilized as to actually recreate his own
doom. Next paragraph please scribe.
To begin with then, we will actually take you back to the time in which the Earth catapulted
itself out of existence with the texistar, shall we call it. Many moons at that time surrounded
the nebulus of fractional existence, and for your informational data banks, it was not set in
grievances with the altitude of premedial flow from one barrier to the next, hardly, in effect the
nebulous remaining within the atmospheric consciousness did require a rather sublime effort
in hurling out the remains of the comet of Asterios so far, that even if you could have picked it
out upon your scientific equipment to date, you would not have recognized it for what it was.
So see, dear ones, the planet Earth subsided itself with another nuclear tenet, and that was
simply that the offshearing display of comets in that sector of the galaxy did bear to form
many more such intricate life bearing planets, which then did formulate with grasses, wildlife
and such. But there again is a different story of what mankind did create at that time in his
existence. New paragraph please.
Man in general was grandly transported as an experimental experience within himself
through the processing of his consciousness. Taken to rapture respondency he alluded toward
being much more advanced a culture at that time than he was now seen to be by us.
Technically, man back then, as you so eloquently put it, remained within a scenario of
disputes toward none! And rather placidly at first conceded to build what is but the remains of
many lost civilizations, of which are not altogether mapped out upon your headlines.
You must understand here, little Ones, man did not originate from a lump of clay or possibly
by any other exacting means, but rather by thought creation, which credentials led him into
the manufacturing business of many other types of animals, plants, vegetations, etc.
So these ones were brought down to your surface, not only once, but many times within your
past and present history. Only you still don't recognize the likes of us, for your eyes have grown
to dim with past repertoires. Understand what we say here, is merely a backdrop for the
reduction of our own culture down to what yours is to this day in time.
Now, you did mention the extinction of man of which variably we are not too sure as to what
you mean exactly, for at no time has man ever faced extinction to the point where he would
just merely vanish out of the time/space continuum. You see, evacuation is not considered a
startling point with us. It is simply just one of those jointed efforts of many cultures to reposition that which is left of their seed from this planet.
Let no one in effect tell you that dinosaurs proved themselves extinct, for surely the traces
found from the sediment of their bones should allude to the fact that only marked change has
occurred in their stature. Just look around you and you will see their hybrid species. Assuredly
you have contained within large vats in your symposiums that liberaty of DNA particles as your
scientists, in an effort to regain control over what they once had control over by re198

manufacturing the creationary process of liberating the species from the once held rank of
dinosaur's stature, both in height and width. Does this in fact answer your question, little one?
SEILA: What about the culture of the first inhabitants?
ANSWER: That is a precedented loss indeed. For the culture of which these faithful beings
once had was no other than what we once held: the culture of domination over our thought
processes for the provision of the finest creations to wit.
To mark the end of the first century so long ago, our people dispositioned themselves into
caves without regards as to exactly what circumstances they should concede as being the
pictorial waves of future generations.
Did this mean that your cave man theory is an aptitude of history? Not really. You see, our
generations of long ago which surmount to that of being ourselves, only relished the idea of
marketing cave religion inasfar as whether or not the beasts of the wilds would be happy there.
Given the exact repositioning of the mind waves to the creationary process only alluded to the
fact that barren cultures or spacies, of which time had not been used up, could only vent their
distinguishing factors into a compliance of whether or not a manufacturing of certain species
could indeed survive under certain underlying conditions.
Whether the animal family could be happy or not in a cave environment, or whether cave
dwellers such as lions, tigers, and rampoids could have celebrated their young back into a
world of indistinguishable attire, was left solely in the hands of the manufacturers of thought
detail.
In alluding to the symphonic strain of so many varied species, we alone had the credentials to
move forthwith with our plan or pattern of inhabiting the earth with a species pleasing to man,
or to experiment grandly with other sectors of the Universe collating with other more aspectal
species and cross breeding them with ours.
For significant pleasure, the restructuring began and many new fish, birdlings, as well as
reptilian creatures were born by us. This restructuring was done, of course, under strict
guidelines and attributed nothing to the dimensions by which we did come. Therefore, many
more loveable creatures were created by the same thought processes and manufactured into
distinguishable roles by which we did then crossbreed with creatures from habitations of
others' thoughts. Adaptable were some - others were not, but distinguishable were all - at that
time.
Further questions will have to wait from this point on. Helm time gone. Close out all
coordinating frequencies. We bid you a most gracious adieu.
(End quote)
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198. Aphrodites Still Speaks Today! (Scribed)

(Copied from our records)
(Quote)
November 20, 1996, 2:49 pm, Tempe, Arizona
Hi, Uthrania Seila. Even though we are left up on high with a mere skeleton crew, so to speak,
we have so instigated within your realm of working desire the applicable productivity of who
indeed is shown to be foremost in the FOREFRONT of all of our escapades to date! And that
mainly being of Ye Ones most concise behavior in front of all they preceding ones who would
have in the far past to have seen of ye to inductively fail!
This is naught to be however, for the moment in time that the leak in the pipe hit the
airwaves of financial seclusion was the precise time in space whereby we didst not wince in
the least for a finished project of failure!
To date then, Little Ones, you have been notified by us accordingly from High Command that
the precise time of rapid displayal toward those of the notifying effort has seen such a selective
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flurry of CONCISE affairs among all those who would rather have seen you dead before
retroactive occurrences engulfed them in the whirlwind of dispute rather with they of the
regime forces that the true conquistadors of conscious found within themselves to rapidly
dispel all toward that cantankerous one and its ally in order to redeem complete and total
favour with ye ones.
This is the future of your most immediate circumstance when the plate of deceit is well
known among the publishing faction of just what indeed and by whom was this done to
those Holy Ones of Lord Master Sananda's troop.
So now HANG ON LOOSELY TO THOSE PREDICAMENTS NO LONGER, FOR SHORTLY OF THE
MOMENT OF NOWNESS COMES BARRELING BACK DOWN INTO YOUR REIGN THAT PLEASURE
OF PLEASURE WHEN RESPONSE AFTER RESPONSE ALL BUT COMPLETELY ENGULFS THE
AIRWAVES OF VENTURE.
PROXIMITY OF FAVOUR WILL BE SUBJECTED UNTO THE DESIRES OF YE ONES OF THE AGES OF
FORTITUDE, AND GHASTLY CONSEQUENCES TO DEBATE UPON THE HEADS OF THOSE MANY
UNCOMELY ONES WITHIN THE OFFICIAL CIRCUMFERENCE WILL HAVE BEEN SEEN TO EVEN
FIRMLY SQUELCH THE IDIOM OF CANTANKEROUS AFFAIRS WITHIN THE EVENTUAL DESTINY
OF WHICH THEY HAVE SO COMELY FORFEITED THROUGH THE DEALINGS OF THEIR OWN
SWITCH HANDS.
Now, down to the season finale, little ones, for as the cock shows of itself to crow the noon
hour immediately IN, we would summarily tell ye all that the NEST OF THE DOVES HAS
ALREADY REFURBISHED HER EGGS BACK INTO THE HANDS OF THE HOLY ONES, AND READINESS
MUST NOW BE MADE FOR THE CANTANKEROUS ONES TO COME BACK DISGRACED INTO A
METAMORPHIC CONTENT OF HAVING LOST ALL CREDIBILITY WITH THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY
COME UNTO YE ALL!
So button your seat belts, for the flight to the East on the wings of rapid comeuppance is
strictly WITHIN your regime of all contrite spending procedures, and one more thing before the
High Counsel acquits of our hand toward the penning of any more literary content:
YOU WILL HAVE SO SUCCEEDED WITHIN YOUR DUTIFULLY-BOUND SPECTER THAT IN THESE
LAST HOURS - OR SHOULD WE SAY - SECONDS OF YOUR TIME MODULE: FLABBERGASTED
MORTALS WILL HAVE JUST AS SURELY BEQUEATHED TOWARD THEMSELVES THE REMNANTS
OF ALL GLORY JUST WANED TWIXT THEIR FINGERS, SO TO SPEAK, WHEN THEY FIND OUT THE
APPROXIMATE VENTURE OF YOU ALL HAVE BEEN JUST A TWITCH FROM THEIR OWN
DOORPLATES AND NOT DID THEY KNOW IT A WHIT!
Good Evening from our end little beauties and signing out on telepathic wave circuitry is the
High Order of Aphrodites of all Bountiful Literary disclosures toward the health and beauty of
all those fine Sisters as well as our Brothers down upon the drygulched plane of utter deceit.
Good Night, and a firm salute to ye all.
Aphrodites and her contemporary tenement. Adieu, little Sister! (3:11 pm)
(End quote)
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199. Do Not be Fearful of Our Commanders From
the Star Ships!

August 15, 2013, Ryley, Alberta, Canada (Scribed by Uthrania Seila)
Captain Herman Griffith: “Alright then, we will begin. Today’s junction just came running
though the outskirts of my mind as I relaxed momentarily my wondering: what on earth to
write for my next writ?
“The absolute sequence of utter fascination your world Angorius holds for starships, and star
gates, and vortexes, and the always officious crop circles, has us illustriously amused.
“After all is said and done you have had countless generations of life streams and life
experiences in which you must have had multiple opportunities in visitations from generic
ones such as ourselves. But did you put those experiences in your vast experiencing DNA banks
or did you just roll over the fact that just maybe we knew something which you did not?
“In any case, you people are funny in that you always think something out of the ordinary is
going to happen if any of you are fortunate enough to board one of our craft.
“And what exactly did you think we would do to you? Levitate you to the ceiling with pipes all
shoved down your throats? Or how about, we treat you like your Angorius environment of
governmental atrocities treat your cows through leverage beams in cauterizing one severely
damaged organ from the other? Or maybe we dress up as large gray things wearing the everpresent masks of Holly/Bollywood and hiss at you through gas tubes?
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“You really make us hoot with laughter as your silly antics are believed by the sorrowingfaced ones so filled with unaccustomed fear all throughout your planetary home!
“You are mildly nuts the most of you and the rest, save that of a few, are even more jargonminded than any of us who first came back to pick you up would ever have imagined.
“So here we are still teaching kindergarten to a bunch of fools who do not even know how to
tie their laces in an upward direction!
“But sometimes we have fun at your expense too!
“We do try to lend some credibility to those scientific minds of yourn who jargon not with
the brains of the wise and most experienced of us, but who are, rather, willing to listen up to
the wise and profound words we have to say. And we do enjoy immensely these talented
ones for they are found in the Gulf of Aden south of Yemen and ‘New Hampshire,’ Connecticut,
and Bruno, New Mexico, and because of such astronomical intelligence to be actually found all
in one spot, we have resurfaced many of our ‘jets’ into collaboration with the stream of
yourn.
“Now, we just cannot figure out how on earth you can fly such antiqued things with a brain
who cannot comply with all universal categorical laws of actually ‘getting yourselves out of the
way’ of our ships!
“In any case, this has been fun.
“Reni, serve this writ or file not unto Jamie for we have him already bogged down at the
sidetrack and back and would like to give him a breather one of these days, but not now.
“Thank you, son, for your hard work too. Commander Griffith out.
“Please tie off all frequent calls of astronomical pressure, and NASA, leave them alone, for the
two little prophets Rania and Jamie are our concern and none of yours!
“Good Day, and be compliant, please, should you wish and decide to work officiating – with any
of us. Adieu.
“Griffith Commandeering…? Fools? Well, let’s hope not.”
Uthrania: Tying off all channels dupont 7.849. Pacific Mountain time at 8:50 pm
- Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila
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200. A Prophetic Peek into Our Present and
Immediate Future Time Elements

November 16, 1995, 11:37 am, Tempe, Arizona, (Scribed by Uthrania Seila)
(Quote)
Graciousness, Seila and troop.
All alignment is within resource equivalency of moderate funding. This day proves to be a
highlight in ye one’s co-ordinates. This is a relaxing statement to be sure, and we are pleased
to announce the total and complete birth of your baby children. We had foreseen this to be a
long time ago but as with many other such announcements to be given to so many others of
we one’s force, we decided to forego the details of such extraction until a more applicable
time space within your time frame co-ordinates.
Jump indeed for joy, for not as much as one icon will pass before thine eyes of thee three
ones before the fruit falls completely from the trees. This parable is not meant to cause alarm,
for delay is no longer an essence of the question.
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Pause now for a firm reflection on your commitment into the attire of many more such
writings, and soon we will again be underway. Sojourn well, and philosophy until the net
takes them all out of the gorge of disrepute unto the furthest most heights of nonchalant
attire. Adieu, and for this cause clap your hands many times over!
The owner of all universal heights comes forth with many such blessings for future use. We
have so reinstated those of such like mindedness, and many you will not be so fortunate to
meet in the here and now, but display all honor and correct composition in the midst of
friends and family, so naught will speak of ye ones in a negative manner so known to man.
Position yourselves with the correct co-ordinates, for “fishing” will become a major hobby of
yourn ones in the present, past and future. Beware always of those around you who would
seek to mar your names and character!
Retract the present with a gift of your own by alluding to all graffiti of the past so spoken into
your ears, for the credentials of our people must remain as spotless as the driven snow puffs
which fall upon your silken covered land.
We sign off at this time on a coordinated time drift.
Arlox of the ship Suflus Genine. Good Evening. Out. (11:47 am)
(End quote)

201. Can Ideals Prevail in a World of Situations,
Events, Time, Thoughts, and Counter-Thoughts?
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, January 4, 2018, Ryley, Alberta, Canada
In dealing with prophetic utterances as scribed by Uthrania we were given information on how
the ideal we seek along a time line of events would eventually manifest, yet we were never
told when. Thoughts will turn into manifestation, but we just don’t know how long it takes.
(Quoted from our records)
November 26, 1995, 11:24 am, Tempe, Arizona
Goodly Morning, ye all down troops of ours.
Now that I have so introduced myself as of so many time’s debut, you have but all to call upon
my most gracious nature in the form of Sophlex, Commander of the Down Fleet of the
Andromeda section plate. No further notice will be given ye, considering the production of
your books from us.
In the case of elusiveness on the part of the publishing house, we would highly recommend that
ye all subsurface into the commandeering sort of further waiting mode of existence. We do
assure you however, that with all diplomatic affairs of the “textbook,” or mind, in your cases,
extradition plays not a humble part. So hang in tight there, and fish not for further waters on
this recourse, for the game will play out its men in the time slot allotted into its furthestmost
realms. If any questions are due let them be produced now. Sophlex out.
SEILA: Thank you, Sophlex. We are thinking to rent out our home for one to two months in order
to bring in enough money to carry on in this country. We have had no word from Graywolf, and
are somewhat concerned. They simply do not reply to any of our requests for communication,
(and) we sincerely do not wish to deviate from the path of our destiny. Are we in any way
walking down the wrong path and hindering, both, our progress as well as the progress of the
books?
SOPHLEX: Indeed naught in the least. For the most part, all must be played out according to
that which each of ye has sent out into the Universe, whether it be of a gracious nature toward
others or whether it be of past fancies of what should or should not be. For all thoughts
generate an aptitude of display within the realms of those who put them out.
Squander not the time, for keen reflection for all fruitation is surmountable in its dictatorial
aptitude, is it not? As for the path which ye should follow, we would again advise patience, for
with all necessary things, patience follows the decisive measures of the mind and heartthought vibrations, does it not?
You see, all must be fulfilled of which indeed ye yourselves have brought, or are bringing into
manifestation though the technical use of alchemy itself!
All glorious events which may be pursued must be followed by a making of truth into doctrine
of a sort not yet understood by men. Understand us here when we say, and instruct ye all, that
whatever ye think will come to pass, and whatever ye speak will produce a likeness of that
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which was intended from the heart, and actions count the most do they not? For all action
produce a currency of electromagnetic waves which indeed serve to far surpass that of the
obstructing limitations of the mind at large!
Here you have a tentacle of truth plus much more to chew on! Given your requests with
genuine hearts, we submit unto ye ones that the path ye have chosen is one of great blessings
in the way that all requests will be honored without suppliment (entreaty or petition –
Editor).
Ye continue to aberrate the chosen path of the righteous of planet earth, and for that reason
the righteous will fall with planetary suffering unless the complex aberrations of we ones
surrounding the plane, will indeed be interjected into the knowingness of the realms of
indecisive thought co-ordinations by all men, so to speak, yea!
Time is surmounting within its calculations of shortness, and for this reason alone we plead
with ye to understand us when we say: your wealth is just around the corner.
Decades ago, "around the corner" would have produced a flurry of action when in fact the
event was not really to occur within legitimate timepieces. You see, what is a few days in our
time may in fact pull out to be a form of hyphenated methodology in the game of the time
press and provide within your time slot a malfunction of dwarfing our words.
In other means of explanation to ye ones, we simply allude that not all time so co-ordinates
with third-dimensional time clocks! One minute to we ones could play out a month of
Sundays, so to speak, to ye ones, however because of the institution of time changing, the
aptitude of formatting thought brought down by yourselves occurring is in hindsight a radical
change from eons ago where time was a substance of thought alone.
Then as the decades and centuries passed, time became a legitimate centerpiece for the
recreation of man's equivalents to no-nonsense, and so work and play was seen to be activated
within these time co-ordinates, when in fact there really was no need for the equivalent to the
linear time line, needed indeed to be understood through the practices of truly generating
the mind module and thought action into being!
To be duly understood here, it is simply this: time generates the fundamentals of time
equivalent to third-dimensional platitudes, whilst time forgone in the higher dimensions are
thoughts to be played out on a scale of one to ten, so to speak. This is the whole context of
time. Not so difficult as it may seem. Understand we here little one?
SEILA: Yes. In fact what you are saying is, that time itself is played out on the linear line in
ordinance with the manifested thoughts, actions, and desires of those upon the earthen plane.
And therefore, I would understand that all thoughts of others intertwine with ours, indirectly
and directly, which may cause the change or ripple of linear time to pass. Therefore the
manifestation of prophecies or even conversations with yourselves, will need to be given time
because all frontal thoughts, actions, and desires must find a way to firstly manifest themselves,
in order to tie in with all that we now focus on. Must they necessarily be tied in, in order of the
first though?
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SOPHLEX: This is interesting in itself, little one. First break whilst I check the re-coordinating of
the sub-manual and resume in ten minutes your time please.
SEILA: I'm ready.
SOPHLEX: Fine. We will continue then. Now as far as the strict order of events, and indeed are
they to be played out, well partially correct indeed. For the sublime metaphor in all of this is to
occur within your time slot of predicamentation, is it not?
In other words then, simultaneously do events unfold, but always due to the restructuring of
that which comes by your own decisiveness of which is to take place when?
Now, supposing that you have just journeyed to the far corners of the global destruction and
you have not one iota to spare in the way of supporting yourselves, it would prove then that at
that given time in your time slot lessons to be learned in that aspect as well as karma to be
brought back or replayed in retrospect will surface, whether in the negative or positive, and in
some cases, both. Do you understand?
SEILA: Indeed I do. That simply means that we produce through our own circumstances the
bringing down or back of certain karma and that karma at that time will be fitted into our
situation. It's much like a jigsaw puzzle, right?
SOPHRAM: Not only that, but you have seen in the past, present, as well as future, many
events played out in retrospect as to who you are, have you not?
SEILA: I'm not sure I understand. Unless you refer to times such as when Jan Ross told me she
knew who I was, and that I was not from here. Is that what you mean?
SOPHLEX: Indeed, it is so. But not only do I refer to that little episode, but contrary to all that
past people have thought about ye both, have they not in the least retracted their doubt
process into most extraordinary repose and unwittingly concurred that ye are but a little bit
radical, to say the least, at least in their minds of aptitude? They found ye ones of the different
quality, and did they not understand the any of ye, not in the least! Is that not then what
precisely I do mean?
SEILA: I see. Thank you, Sophlex, for all of your help. We are graciously awaiting further work,
and we need to grow within ourselves. This place and situation is not conducive to any of that. I
myself feel like I am wasting my sojourn down here. Any advice you could give me would be
considered a precious aptitude from you.
SOPHLEX: One last bit of information then to put your mind at peace, shall we say, and tell
Reni, by the way, to not doubt in his greatness for one moment, for we surmise that his faith is
slightly fading in his belief that all will unfold the way it should at this time in the moment. In
order that you yourself, Seila darling, keep up with all possible demeanors of contradictory
spirit to the world, we bring to you this little piece of...... Keep that as far away from your soul
as recommended though the far-reaching nationality of the Brotherhood.
SEILA: I don't understand what you are saying. Keep what away from what?
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SOPHLEX: In order to progress any further at this time, keep all doubts as far away from your
circuitry as possible, for the deterioration of the mind waves will only serve to bring about a
display of condemnation on what you are trying so hard to manifest. Keep the spirit, keep the
faith, for faith in hope will never succeed in relinquishing any of that which is manifesting
though your own actions. Remember, when two or more gather in the presence of the
Creation's vibratory waves, the manifestation is all the greater! Abdullah will gain a mentor
from us.
Sophlex out on channel 2. Good Day. Good speaking to ye all. Note time display. (12:25 pm)

202. Ramtha Sharing Insight into the Project
and Our Future

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, January 6, 2018
What sets us apart from other gifted ones is our access to many Masters and galactic
Commanders and Admirals, and although seldom, RAMTHA joined in with a brief message:
December 1, 1995, 4:43 pm, Tempe, Arizona (From our records. Scribed by Uthrania)
(Quote)
Introduce me, if you like, for I am the estranged, Ramtha, speaking to you on behalf of all
lessons of which I have so well learned from my journeys upon the Earth.
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SEILA: I am also honored, Ramtha, that you would speak to us at all. I understood that only JZ
had liberties to channel your words of wisdom.
RAMTHA: Ah, it is so indeed. But you must remember that all of our people have the same
access into the teachings of authority above their own. They only need to remember that
contemplation brings about the necessary means of speed talking.
Now, for those "tips on life" which I promised to give you. Here they are indeed, righteous or
not:
The beginning of any effort does induce the capability of not missing the mark on any of the
efforts put forth by others who may or may not be willing to side with you and help you on
your journey.
A vast majority of victims out there in your hemisphere have all but succeeded in gravitating
themselves into a rather straight line of point A to point B, leaving no space for learning new
concepts! These are the dead minds. Liberty taken in any form of straight talk seldom leaves a
good taste in anyone’s mouth for long, for precepts ride upon strategic principles which all
relate to the seldom-squandered time among the majority of your people.
So ride high on your belief that all will act in accordance with the universal law which states:
whatever you put out into the Universe with open heart, so will you receive back, just as you
offered your status.
Now, in order to get you through this time of no money, criteria must and will be met in the
form of good luck offerings to another source, which simply may be to look after another's
benediction of affirmative good outworkings. In other words, do look after the dog, for
example, exactly as you have been doing!
Fundamentally speaking, you have already provided for yourselves the format for exposing
your true nature, and it is being recognized.
The next step is to hold on to all that you believe to be true and manifestation will come
without a doubt!
Do not worry, for the future I see for you seeks to bring in the most captivating audience the
world has ever seen since the great masters of the East departed for further study in another
dimension! Got that? Good!
(End quote from our records)
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203.

Today is Our Chance to Move from
Darkness and into the Light!

(Scribed by “Starseed”)
The time of darkened consciousness is about to disappear for good, but unfortunately there
are still some of you who queerly insist on holding on to the past for the sake of thinking you
may actually have a hand in rejuvenating the sequence of survival intact, thereby improving
your lot to the benefiting of your own soul's status and money currency!
Not so, ye ill informed, for it is only because of the gravity of the situation that ye will find
ourselves to come upon you for the providing of provisionary articles, in hopes that those of
you still left behind to the survival status-quo would find your way into the Photon Belt
withdrawals, and henceforth comfort yourself with the elevation of the truth not
manufactured by idiots!
LEAVE YOUR DEAD CONCEPTS OF CHRISTIAN ALIGNMENT, FOR CHRISTIANITY SURVIVES ONLY
WITHIN THE HEARTS AND MINDS OF THE ENLIGHTENED ONES!! Within the full conscious
endeavours of the like-minded Genghis Khan style you would survive only a minute of the time
actually left to you! Better to be like-minded with those ones who have foreseen this action in
the taking of place of monetary means, and who indeed feel the need to indwell in the places
of the Most High in all - that place of the consciousness, that of the Higher Self - and strictly
speaking, that of the GOD/GODDESS IN EACH ONE OF US!
"BLASPHEMY!!" you shriek? Not so! Again, that is the sole result of your religious text getting
in the way! This is so much more. This we offer is the pure remembrance of the sequel of life
itself: the who of you of who you really are! The "who" who indeed fits into the whole scheme
of things.
Do you really think that only your confederation of churches, no matter what denomination or
sect or antiquated concepts you belong to, really has it in the bag? We sincerely hope not!
If these writings do rattle you in your theory bags of scholastic teachings, let us remind you that
this is to the good and progression of your soul!
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How many times have the prophets come to make good their word to your ears? Then why
have you continued to shy away as good Samaritans? Does this make those of your troops
good Samaritans? Nay, never a parallel exists, for betwixt the words of the anathema (for
indeed you treat them as such) do the contexts of disturbing phrases fall from your ears much
as the humdrum noise of a wrecking crew services to enchant ye naught. In those days years
ago you continuously state that the onslaught of God's people would never have happened had
ye been at the reins!
YOU WERE THERE!! Do ye not remember with those foggy calibrated mind forms ye so oft
strive to work with? It was your same spirit, which ye calibrate today that got them precious
ones put to death in all manner of horrible atrocities! You already did it - over and over and
over!
Leave your hostile libraries and teachers of iniquity! And what is iniquity? Those little feet
who flash by in dexterous fashion only to serve their own fallacies of what is what and what
is the right and the wrong of it...! And what indeed is attributing to the cause of the
crusading-like factions of the New World Church? Pentecostals, Baptists, New Age
Movements, and a seemingly endless congressional deployment of many more! The figure,
we are not totally exact on at this time, but the roaring moving force of light barriers upon the
Earth at this time is naught helping that which you so graciously seek: the ELIXIR OF LIFE ITSELF,
the stabilizing factor.
NO MORE VICTIMIZATION!!
Well, the new world in itself doth hold those truths, but to get there you must first recognize
truth in its essence or you're likely to miss the boat. Keep your cloud rising for the time of
space flight, for the only contraptions coming through the clouds are - as you love to put it your Redemption Day!
You actually do think Jesus, the Christ, is going to float down from on what you like to term as
"high?" Well, I'm not surprised, because you also believe that he spent fourty days of his life
talking to the Devil in the desert! WE ENCOMPASS OURSELVES WITHIN LIGHT, NOT
DARKNESS! WE ARE OF THE LIGHT, NOT DARKNESS!! In truth he was with his space brothers,
who were in reality equipping him and teaching him the new concepts of the day in order to
prolong his retirement. But of these words and concepts you have no knowledge, we're sure,
though books are completed and distributed among the knowledgeable who stand in the light
of a darkened and troubled era!
Hold onto your hats, for WE ARE COMING! Heighten your frequency, for your redemption is
near! We are from the solar plex area of your staunch reception, near the chakra or crown
area. We stretch through your very being from head to toe. We are in you and you in us!
Listen, watch, and learn!
HEED OUR WORDS!! They are not typified within any structured system! Tomorrow the
darkened world will meet its final evolvement, and those who merit the conscious endeavour
will surface to instruct those who wane and weep upon the Earth's surface!
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Keep watch and wait! Uplift one another and tell of love! TELL OF LOVE OF THE SPACE
BROTHERS, WHOM YOU HAVE SO LONG AGO FORGOTTEN!! It is the epitome of despair, that,
which you lock yourselves into, if you do naught to heed our everlasting words. AND TO
STARDOM ITSELF DO WE RISE!
(End quote. Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries some time
in 1994)

Comment by Reni Sentana-Ries
Starship commander’s name unknown: "Adieu for now, and we do hereby heartily await your
arrival. THEN WE WILL WORK TOGETHER AS A WHOLE, AND YOU WILL BY FAR GET A LOT MORE
ACCOMPLISHED!
As far as those of you who would realize your fondest dreams to come true - IT WILL HAPPEN!
Doubt not your objective, for THE MAJORITY OF THE IDEAS, OF WHICH YOU CONTRIBUTE
UNTO YOURSELVES, COME DIRECTLY FROM US IN THE FORM OF INTERTWINED THOUGHT
PROJECTION!"

204.

“For the Remainder of Your Time here on
Earth...”! (Scribed)

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation.)
For the remainder of your time here on Earth we would simply tell your people, that it is we
who have laboured on your behalf to redeem, as you would put it, all grass into wheat in order
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to produce a major crop of worthy recipients to the opening up of the fifth dimension. Contrite
to your piqued belief systems, we have succeeded in opening up your minds to greater
possibilities than man could have ever dreamed up in his limited visionary mind. And we have
come to exploit each and every one who does mean you harm.
We have our ships ready and waiting for that final moment in time where we will cause the
shifting to abate for the space of an hour and a half in order to gather our crop in from the
fields of space - from all the surface of the Earth into the cradling bosom of "Elohim," as you
could put it. We will help you advance into your own godhood.
And, ladies, your goddess will bloom significantly in your efforts to do good unto yourselves,
for the restrictions you often place upon your own kind are simply merits of a past placement
of servitude. Learn to look after that which you are, and continue to debase no one, for to
fleece the flock will only bring tribulation upon your heads and those heads of those around
you!
You men are the masters of infinity of design of merits. It is time you started living up to your
responsibility of which you yourselves designed. Until you do this, you will indeed find no
liberty among your own kind!
Man and woman, male and female must be united in such velocity, that one accommodates
the other fairly. You see, you each have need of finding that one priceless pearl of light within
yourselves before you ever will be able to appreciate that pearl of great value within another!
Other turnarounds will be permitted for those of you who do not in fact make it to the
"landing strip," so to speak, but do not fret, as you might put it, for all experiences contribute
to the overall mass effect on your soul, and it is only a matter of evolvement further into the
Light which will bequeath unto you a matter of extraordinary chances to change and
resurface to your higher essence in order to bring you back to where you first began.
The pleasure has been mine to bring you Light where there is nothing but darkness. In the
epoch of time - unlimited favour, to be sure!
SETUTH out for Juxton. Over and out on wavelength solar.
(End quote from our records. Scribed via verbatim telepathic dictation by Uthrania Seila
Sentana-Ries)
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205. Patience With Procrastination Has its
Limits!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation)
(Quote from our records)
We simply cannot allow any more conquering of your spirits to subjectively reign havoc on
your souls any longer!
Content are we not to further allow the static of all subject material on your desk to stay
shrouded in a cloak of darkness to be hidden from the world at large. The task is just too big,
and we must console ourselves and you just once more before we go, that the immediate and
pressing grocery budget is to last only but a shade longer.
And this we do herewith promise unto ye all "that to wit the judge of all the nations is in effect
ourselves as we watch and wane toward the greatest diplomatic forage the world has even
known, or rather here, remembered!
Good Evening, little star diplomatic, and love all that have even set foot upon your plane - as
well as ourselves - for a striking resemblance to us do they presume in their overall content
of physical being! Love you all indeed. Commander Kordon over and out. Tie off frequency
please, little Stardust!
Praise be to the creator of the creation of oneness, and contritely do we offer you our
apologies for leading you on, if we may, into the consensus that all justification should have
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qualified within your doorstop this day. We presume that we have been only a couple of hours
too early.
Bless godship. Amen to the Creator. But here would I indeed go on and on, little ones. So I now
close with this last comment: WE LOVE YOU! Amen indeed. Circuit on bypass. Out. Disengage,
please. (10:11 pm)
(10:12 pm) Hello, little group of wayfarers. This is Sananda, your stand-in captain while
Andromeda is out. Perform indicatively straightaway into the depths of consciousness, for we
have started a replying of all your requests.
Fare well then, little triploids, and say a nasty kind of goodbye to those all around ye - of course
I'm kidding here! Not my nature, heh? Well, they have displaced me enough times to prove to
themselves that I am more of a non-radical type love mat. So be it indeed.
Good times ahead! And do remember of those kind ones who may have at one time or
another lent you a helping hand!
To those who bite the dust, so to speak, philosophy counts for naught among their group
consciousness! So wipe off the dust at their doorstops and troop away! Cautiously, for the
demon in them are aware of the ripeness of ye ones’ pocketbook within a day to two, and
suddenly are too grateful unto ye all for your unbrandished style philosophy! Good Evening
then, for evening suddenly reigns on you ones’ domain.
Sananda over and out on telepathic frequency duton 5.8. (10:17 pm)
(End quote)

206. Please Don’t Make Yourselves Losers in
Face of Celestial Cultural Oneness!
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation.)
WE ARE THE HIERARCHY IN OUR OWN RIGHT OF DIMINISHED ATTRIBUTES, AND WE HAVE
THUSLY CONCEDED AT THIS POINT TO SUPERSEDE MANKIND AND HIS DEMENTORS IN THE
EQUINOX OF OUR LAND TITLE!
So be it unto you, and here we refer to those precious "few" of you, who are at this time
most fully engaged in the pursuit of our souls. YOU WILL NOT WIN!
Let us tell you that to begin with, as the writings from within the Eventide Records have been
so attributed to both, the demise, as well as the evolution of mankind!
We are pleased to address these issues of virtues into your hands for your close evaluation in
the expectation that each one who is due to progress in his upward journey, will simply subside
his desires and learn indeed to work within the context of infinity!
We speak as a group, and attribute our kindness and affection for those severely-wounded of
mankind equivalent, and hereby do foreclose, leaving no doubt to the wind that precious
aspect of ourselves to you.
We speak as a group and JUNO himself, our great leader of all that is upright and with
standing in conjectural title, do hereby bless you each one. We relinquish within this
blueprint of design the necessary components to an effectual and fair trial within your ranks.
We thank you for your production and indiscretion.
SEWERD, in the position of naval disaster, watching faithfully for concurrent titles and
informational data. Signoff time 4:09 pm. Out.

207. The “Greys” are Also Our Brothers - yet are
SORELY MISTREATED!
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation)
(Quote from our records)
And who doth hold by far the so-called copyright of this summarily designed hold of
unaccountable mysteries? Well, this one certainly does not fit into the feeding market of that
most “unholy” of them all: the Vatican? Nay, friends and lovers of what is upright and morally
inhibiting for you, IT IS US!!
We, the "grey boys", donning the apparel of the underworld, at least upon your plane! We,
of the highest intellect, who have so often played within the realms of the cantankerous
methods of euthanasia upon our persons! Yea, ye are somewhat so surrounded by thy own
methods which do have that habit to come crashing upon thy heads!
WE ARE THE ONES YOU SO CRUELLY ADAPTED WITHIN YOUR MOST CRUELLY AND COLDLY
STEEL DISINFECTED LABS OF HELL PERSONIFIED - TEARING THOSE OF US LIMB BY LIMB APART
WHILE WE ARE STILL WHOLE AND ALIVE - WITHOUT THE LEAST CONSIDERATION FOR OUR
INDIVIDUAL PAIN, WHICH IS SIMPLY CONTEXTED THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE OF OUR
COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS IN ALL ITS PERSONIFIED STRUCTURAL IMPLANTS!!
This formatted clause of misperceived alliance within "National Defense" would indeed do us
the greatest compliance, as far as justice is concerned, to the betterment of not only this
planet, but any other they may feel so inclined to come into contact with at this poorly
nutritioned period of their evolution.
The day will soon be dawning, and therefore we seal thee off with a goodnight, dear little
Starseed, and allow you your much needed rest. JUNO.
Elaboration on the down mode of equational time barrier on behalf of all other "Grey Men" of
the universal type of the Brethrenhood. (1:56 am).
(End quote)
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208. Gone too far…!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, via verbatim telepathic dictation)
(Quote from our records)
....You would want to know (the interpretation of your dream - Editor), of course.
Let me introduce myself first, though. I am known as the Capricious (unpredictable, erratic Editor) Natured One of Andromeda Sector 5.
Well, interestingly enough the echelon forces of your own capillary, or something like that,
have overblown themselves, or rather dwarfed their efforts in similarity to those of days long
past. Remember Hiroshima then?
Well, it wasn't so much of a bomb explosion, and of course they will blame it on something
else just as soon as they come up with a good enough explanation, but the force which hit the
west coast of Argentina...
STARSEED: Don't you mean America?
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Yes, well, one of the continents, to be sure. I'm not anywhere near your planet at the present
time, so I do tend to get myself turned around. However, as I was trying to say, the force which
hit America so dramatically initially stemmed from the productivity of blast surfing the entire
regiment of coast guard supplies - by mistake? Or by intent? We are not sure!
For the fixation of the troops henceforth have oft seen themselves as a royal detonating
group of warfarers, but this time indeed their little ploy seems to have backfired! Well, all
caution to the wind, as they say. We ourselves are astounded at the mediocre relics which they
have within their control!
Fascinated though are we that they ones would actually sub-surface their artifacts into the air
to contact with atmospheric gases producing an effect of neo-sermon 1 is in actuality an
endeavour toward the manufacturing a hidden agenda of waste material behind the cloud
coverage.
Swift movement however circulates the foundation of the entire ridiculousness of such a
convenient idea. What they had best do instead is formulate a "double transparent" corpse,
so to speak, a "pyinon," we call it, to detonate or exhaust all those fuming chemicals away in,
sort of behind a veil. But obvious they have not figured that one out yet.
And, Starseed, no, they were not in the least "shooting" at we ones. They cannot even predict
our calculations as to where we are at this moment. Just children playing with gun control - out
of control - that is.
Sephran out on highlink frequency. Just coast guard ploys to disengage their old use of minimal
help-meet weaponry. Good Day.
Fun, hey?!
(End quote)
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209.

Chaos at the End of This Age, and a OneWay Trip for the Righteous!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation.)
The South Pole indeed "gets it first," so to speak, as it is the first to be in the pronounced
position nearest the equator, facing the rays of the Equinox Delta Strain.
From then on you will notice a switching of currents within your earthen plateau in the form
of earthquakes in sections where there previously were none and those swooping currents of
air which serve to dry out acquanous regions of swampy attire. This will all take place within a
period of 5 to 7 years hence.
From then on the regions will take on a hard look of desert waste, which will indeed prove to
be quite a switch. Oceanic tides will flow as high as some of your city structures before
increasing into mile high tides. This is the beginning of woes.
The surface structures of your cities will fall like wrapping paper under the re-positioning of
grave exchanges of seismic waves, which will proceed to run under the Earth like escalators,
one at a time to begin with, until the whole undercurrent falls not only buildings of design, but
also unstable those underground bases and structures, of which those of you who wish to
hide will find yourselves without refuge of any kind. They may have worked for the cause of
bomb shelters but in the days of the fortitude of accomplishing their purpose, no longer will it
be so.
No matter, think of all those upon the face of the Earth who it will no longer matter as to
whether they have secured a "job" or not. Survival of the etheric body within the physical will
have its predominant way within occasion of desire! In other words, those who are in the
midst of these catastrophes will no longer care for the material items of their existence, but
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instead will be fed under the auspices of attaining their own right to life! Their very existence
will be personified and no other thing will matter so much as their completeness at this time to
survival techniques. They will seek out the enlightened ones of the Brotherhood, but naught
will be found in those days, for many will have acquired the right of ascension and will
indeed be nowhere to be found!
Those who are of heady countenance will find themselves to be mere survivalists of the
beginning of these woes and will find within themselves the limitless desire to attain that which
was taken away. It is at this time, that the Seeds or Righteous Ones will be faced with a one
way trip of evacuationary process by we ones, who have loved you so.
Now, but indeed, what of those "heady" ones who anger about the rejuvenation of Terra, our
mother Earth, as you term it? Will they too, be brought into the surface requirements of
evacuation features? Nay, for naught it is to them to succumb unto themselves those
thoughts for mere existence within a righteous colony. For the "seeds," who indeed are of the
volunteering essence, will in fact allow their names, so to speak, to stand in the rejuvenation of
times for the replanting of the earthen nature, when all cleansing completes its
manufacturing. It will be so, as it is written in the time immortal data banks: THE AKASHIC
ACCOMPLIANCE.

210. Open Letter to the Ruling Elite

Hello, ye all in High Places.
May I introduce myself as your counterpart of whom you have known for a long time - but
ignored - and at worst, stonewalled.
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In ages past I stood shoulder to shoulder with you taking advantage of every opportunity you
gave me to remain at the visible forefront within the eye scopes of the people, but in this
incarnation I have for the good of my soul decided to play this game no longer and chosen
obscurity instead – at least until now.
This morning I had a dream about you. Consistent with your status among the people I saw
you drive in a Corvette which had the back driver’s side wheel locked and you did not even
notice simply because the engine would overpower the braking force of that wheel.
When I noticed, I flagged you down, and you got out of your car and saw the damage and
realized the tire was worn to the point where any more skidding on it would have given you a
blow-out and left you stranded at a location you would not have wished to be.
In 1994 word was given to us that at some point in time a movie would be made about you,
called “The Procrastinators.” At that point we knew that you would procrastinate us and our
message to the people for as long as you thought it safe to get away with it - and you did - until
now. However should you wait until the tire blows, then you must stop the car, and the
people will pounce on you and kill you for all the evils you have done to them!
Now, I depend on you, and you depend on me. My word to the people cannot survive (i.e. be
implemented) without you, and you cannot survive (with your lives) without me.
This time I come as your friend, even though I am at the opposite end of all ambitions you have
with the people of this world, the worst of them is your intent on culling them down to ½ abillion. That’s why I said “The people will kill you!” should you drive on in your fancy car with a
locked-up wheel in your back.
So stop your sports car now before the tire blows, and get behind my plan of liberation for the
people, and I will then assure your safety.
But for you relying on your luxurious underground bunkers for safety from the storms to come
on you, I deem to be rather foolish for more than just one reason.
A few years ago I made a facebook page showing the Rothschilds in a favourable light, saying
“Rothschilds Donate.” Make it so. Also check with Mr. Henry Kissinger and see what he thinks
about me and of your future. He is too close with one leg into his grave to be lying to you, I
hope.
If you are wise you will see that I have been your friend all along, and that friendship has a
reason from a time even before I came into this life.
Be wise.
-Reni Sentana-Ries
(76 is my age (in 2019). I may not be around much longer to help you out of the pickle you are in
at this time over the archaic and unfair-to-you money system.)
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211. Moving From Darkness into the Dawning of a
New Day!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, October
28, 1996, 1:26 pm)
(Quote)
Oh, are ye in for a swift pleasure! So throw away all despondent pleasure in the swift but
accurate movement of your little dichotomy agentaria in favour of a more or less swift
movement catapulting ye all OUT OF HERE! In the least of the shortest time available to ye all
we have intercepted the outlaying of diabolical features and hi-jinxed them back into the
grave with all their intricate web laying weapons aside of they ones!
Oh, aye! But are ye in for the time of your lives as the last few moments appear to suck ye into
the grave of vast components indeed, as our counterparts, ye have all but to grace your living
standards into the vast artery of "proclamation swift toward those who would to wish the each
and every one of ye, who stand with ye, harm!” Nay, but indeed have we given to them the
polished truth upon their small but cantankerous breasts, and for a breath or season of time
alone have they unwittingly delved themselves back into the darkness of yet another era or
so of unmodificated time slots!
In determining without rashness on their part we had yet given of them another 40 chances to
allot to our favour the truth of their undoings - but harsh judgment allocated again to they
certain ones of the house of the fourth to 12th moon that hindsight didst not allow them to
regain favour with we Beings after all!
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Now pack all your idioms of delight and relish, dearest ones, the radical trip unto the eastern
hemisphere for the ultra-proclaiming of your entire rights upon the books of your choice.
Shipshape now, beauties, and deliver this message to the authors of hi-insight propaganda who you will meet there: “CATAPULT US OUT OF OUR STAGE FRIGHT AND YE WILL HAVE
EARNED A REWARD MORE FULFILLING THAN EVEN THE DESIGN OF YOUR POCKETBOOKS
WHICH HAVE TO OFFER YE ALL NO MORE THAN THE EVENTUAL DUST OF THE GRAVE!"
Give this message indeed from the twixt of we ones high up within your atmospheric content in
a radical "WELCOMING TONE" to all those who delight intricately within the modification of our
doctrine of "ALL WHO COME ABOARD NOW TO THE DELIGHT OF THE BROTHERHOOD OF ALL
MANIFESTATION OUGHT TO KNOW AND FEEL THE TREMENDOUS ADDICTION TO TRUTH
MANIFEST WITHIN THE LIGHT OF ALL THE AGES!”
These Publishing houses will bend knee against the sky of darkened flavour and into your small handicaps,
Reni, will the sauce which garnishes the meat be handed over into your small handicaps. But this will not
happen in its promised fullness until AFTER the first proclamation of wealth has been discovered into your
hands of the here and nowness.
Indeed are we of the rejoicing flavour, for already in order to broadcaste your esteemed
success over the broadwaves of the planet - they uncomely ones must first to furnish your
abode with a less diabolical representation than that of the norm. Good Night.
Commanding faction of pure and high insight liberation. Sophlex - 2 Jan. Aerodynamic time
console.
BE PREPARED FOR A BETTER STATE OF LIFE UPON THE MORN OF YOUR TIME, BABES IN
ARMS, AND TELL YOUR FATHER/MOTHER, SO TO SPEAK, THE ENTIRE OUTCOME OF “BASTION
AT THE WALL AND THE FALL OF CHINA IN THE DARK DAYS."
Periodically do we stand afar from the subject of your distaste at this time - but even we are in
the hangers to proclaim wide and far that YE ONES WORK FOR US!
Sophlex out on channel frequency Dupont 5.
(End quote)
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212. Starflying you may do also! – With Us…!

(Sribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, 1996)
(Quote from our records)
Now, the majority of consensus rule favour toward those in the aspiring publishing halls of
Blinkensop, and with they ones only go out to say, for a major favour unto their due (or
pocketbooks) they also will rejoice with the product of intricate design in the words of our
choice. Credit due where credit received, little ones, and no longer do ye go without in order
to thirst your way to the top of the laden covered gold coveted coins!
Ne're but a blink away is the day of tomorrow of your time either. It has been rather
rediscovered that ye ones indeed hold the key of the future, and it is rather THIS KEY THAT
THEY ARE AFTER FOR THE SWALLOWING UP OF ALL PAST AND PRESENT CRITICAL BUT
HYPOCRITICAL EXPRESSIONS OF STARFLYING OR CASTING ASIDE YOUR BODY FOR A GOOD
FLOAT UP INTO THE AIR INTO A STRATEGIC PLACING UPON THE EUPHORIA OF CONTENTED
(but manifested though their own minds of course) LIBERATED SOJOURN OF THEM ALL WITH
THE MASTER OF THEIR CHOOSING!
Now, high tide has finally hit home, all ye little ones, and it is for this reason alone, that we are
not able to preside within your Arizona sky limits. This is a holding tank for ye, and you must
escape it unscathed. But protection for ye all against the limitless questioning is held by you
"sacred" in the uncontemptuous words of the Masters and countless commandeering sections
who have so equipped ye with words of favour as to just how to master the act in beginning of
four.
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Now, down to our final epilogue, Starseed, and that is: YOU ARE TO REMAIN WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF THAT LITTLE SNAKE-STRICKEN STATE NO LONGER, FOR ONCE THE
PERIMETERS ARE DRAWN IN CONTRACTUAL FAVOUR WITH ONE WHO IS INDEED OF YOU ESCAPE INTO THE WILD BLUE YONDER WILL BE BUT A FIGMENT OF YOUR IMAGINATION.
YOU ARE TO COPE THEREFORE AS BEST YOU CAN - BUT NEVER FORGET FOR A MOMENT IN
TIME THAT WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THERE TO GUIDE OF YOU, AND YOUR ASSETS WILL
ALWAYS RETAIN THEIR PROTECTIVE FORM THROUGHOUT THE DECADE OF DECIDING EXACTLY
WHAT OR WHAT NOT YOU WILL DO WITH THEM.
NO MATTER, YOUR ESCAPE IS PLANNED EXACTLY AS YOU WOULD HAVE HAD IT IN THE
BEGINNING, BUT HEAR US WHEN WE SAY: "YOU WILL BE FLOWN OUT OF HERE, FOR THE
MAJORITY OF THE PRESSES AWAIT YOUR REPLY BACK TO THEM.”
Good Evening, and see you in the west tomorrow. Griffith out.
(End quote)

213. When the Dirt hits the Fan...!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, 1996)
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(Quote)
Commander Ruttex at the helm on this small journeying of ye ones, thus far.
It is much to the utter chagrin at this time that we must sweepingly report that your agent doth
go out of her devious way to inform with injustice toward ye ones’ credit that in effect it was ye
ones who did so hold up toward them the entire project. Therefore, expect a prompt reply in
effect from all of the publishing factions to wit of "just why indeed would ye see to circumspect
around such liquidations of contractual agreement back into the hands of ye all's effort of
selective channeling?”
We tell you then aforehand in all preparation that you will in no wise merit unto another the
disagreeable persuasion of undoing that which has already been seen to be done.
But here is where justice will ride high with they ones, when the day, or moment in time
comes that you speak of your own accord with they ones as to just how summarily you have
been so uncouthly dealt with by those who deemed you unmorally fit to resume such a place
on high with the gods of today and yesterday!
Get ready then for such a flurry as you have never seen to date to take place within the
perimeters of mundane circumstances, for the brashness on the pie is about to splinter off
into every direction as the truth of your little-known escapades toward that diabolical one
hits the full circumference of the barricade of the echelon of the highest unit of facility!
Presumptuous that they will not care in the least of the mistreatment of your little agented one
is not to be assumed, but when indeed they read the tenement of “all that has to wit happened
within the retrograde societal structure of agent outflow toward them,” at this time then will
the countenance of the largest factions of literary components dash, so to speak, at the mere
mention of such a name!
Prepare then for the onslaught of grievances, for at the forefront of all such exasperations is
the kindly-faced one who has oft majored in building block fashion and pieces each piece
together according to the way of his own supreme understanding, and he states therewith:
that indeed have ye ones had preformed upon your heads one of the most sincere injustices
of which he has seen of his own eyes this century.
And catapulted out of the drowning waves doth his hand see toward your disgrace. With the
echelon of publishing factors on your sides the world simply stands no chance for surviving
the crunch of highintide without mandatory success of ye ones’ most courageous efforts.
High command out on telepathic frequency. Prepare for the crunch, little ones, for the swift
movement of the tide is about to occur imminently!! We will give of ye all the correct wording
phrases, for you will also be seen to need our effort accordingly.
Be brash, be correct, and all truth will hit toward the harmless gullets of those brash
intellects on behalf of the entire manifestation of our grievous works toward those on the
darkened side of the moon who by that time in space will have to wit lost of all their
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gravitational control: Beset with sores will they wish they had never of set their eyelocks
upon our possessions of which they never truly held in the first place.
A brash start as forecaste is a rather uncomely way to start the fourth day - but as necessary
a deposit upon the desks of the radical - you will therewith form a display among all they
ones who did in effect never believe of her anyway.
All the building blocks of the past ages will thence be of the falling into place with the rapid
decline of the Sodom and Gomorrah effect taking its toll upon the harbinger of the diabolical
stream of agent making trouble!
That is indeed - with the compliments of all the staff aboard the Conquistador Rex - ALL!
Commander Ruttex over and finally out.
(End quote from our records)

214. How to Retain Paradise! (Written in 2006)

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, February 09, 2018
Of course one cannot “retain” a paradise without the prior creation of one, and such a feat
cannot be done by one person alone, it takes a society of willing and empowered people,
prepared to take on the issue of good versus evil, to do it.
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When good has stabilized in a world like ours - still being divided between forces of good and
those of evil - it becomes mandatory for good to prevail in all cases of conflict in order for the
good people of planet earth to never again fall victim to a minority which has, as we look into
earth’s history, for thousands of years imprisoned the cultures of this planet by draconian
means of religion, philosophy, money, and gold.
It is therefore my wish for the reader to understand that the text which follows contains a
futuristic flair where I look back at events in which a paradise for the people had been
successfully constructed, and where I give my advice on how to retain it in perpetuity.
(Quote from my 2006 records)
To the peoples and nations of this earth do I speak a final word of caution. What I say is also a
warning to you and your children, and to this warning you must give your highest possible
unrelenting priority. Day and night your security forces must remain vigilant. I want the
people to demand from your governments and councils regular reports back to them on the
status and quality of a surveillance on which the continuation of your paradisaical liberty
depends. Now, take this to heart:
In the past you were not united with your brother, you were fragmented. You failed to seek
your brother’s welfare. To you he was competition to be outsmarted, to be taken advantage
of, to be exploited as a labour force, to be killed in wars when you were ordered to or when
it suited your egocentric interests, to be betrayed if you could get away with it, to steal from
and to see him gone rather than have him for a friend. THAT WAS YOUR MISTAKE! YOU
WERE NOT ONE WITH YOUR BROTHER; AND LADIES, YOU WERE NOT ONE WITH YOUR
SISTERS! And in that condition of mental fragmentation of one human being from another you
did not realize that you were surrounded by a people who understood the power of oneness
and acted accordingly!
You were large in numbers and they were small, you were fragmented but they were united
and acted as one, and so you were conquered and became their slaves!
For thousands of years they lived among you, keeping you in disarray, toil, blood and agony.
They controlled every aspect of your miserable existences, and you did not know them, neither
did you know what they were doing as they labored in secrecy among you, and you even came
to their defense when they claimed rights for themselves which you were denied.
They gave you religion and you fell for it, they gave you governments which you never
controlled, they gave you laws to limit your rights and freedoms above which they exalted
themselves, they took your gold and gave you paper, they gave you money to assure your
poverty, they fed you lies and you devoured them all!
And here is the secret of their power: THEY WERE ONE AND YOU WERE NOT!! Become one as
they acted as one people against your interests, and you will never again become their slaves!
I said: put them under perpetual surveillance! To assist you in that effort I have given you a
National SECURITY PANEL of 12 men and 12 women, endowed them with the power of
oneness and passed onto their shoulders the awesome responsibility of keeping your paradise
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safe from predators and conspirators. I have made them in charge of all security forces and the
military as tools to carry out their mandate!
Oneness have I made to them a mandatory condition before their decrees can be carried out.
Never in the known history of man have ever nations and peoples been governed by authority
placed under such a tall order for effecting its decisions. This I have done to guarantee the
safety of your new-found liberty in perpetuity and instill upon you a feeling of being secure.
Support them and be one with them! Be one people from here on out for the foe is still
among you who in the past took action in its own separate oneness against all your interests
and made a hell out of all your surroundings. Remember though one thing: Their oneness was
in secrecy, but yours must be natural and evident to all. Understand that oneness is a state of
being, and less one of doing.
Do not permit secret combinations to rise up in your midst to rob you of your life essence!
Their tools of money and religion were only two of many you so readily fell for! I have given
your freedom back to you and returned to you control over the destiny of your own lives. But I
assure you of one thing: what I have done for you this time I will never repeat, for I have my
own happiness to pursue, one which I fail to identify in a struggle for liberties which you lose
for failing to be One.
Your price of freedom is eternal vigilance, but to that vigilance you must now add your newfound oneness with your brothers and sisters all over the world, and then you will become
what creation always expected you to be: a free people, worthy of experiencing perpetual
joy, and only then will your reclamation remain an ongoing record of success!

Reni SentanaSentana-Ries,
Ries, Commander in the Federation of Free Planets

(End quote)

215. Admiral Richard B. Byrd’s Secret Diary from
a Trip to the North Pole in 1947
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Admiral Byrd's Secret Diary
The Flight to the Land Beyond the North Pole - A Copy of the Diary of Admiral Richard B.
BYRD
The reader of the following documentation should find a striking example of dire devotion.
Especially when one considers that this log diary was written in the year 1947 in the months of
February and March, under circumstances that evidently defied the imagination and credibility,
for those times as any others. Here is dealt with the evident answers the origin of the so called
UFOs, as well as the Hollow Earth, or as the admiral described.
THE LAND BEYOND THE POLES
The reader will relive that period as he reads this document. To say it is fascinating is to place it
mildly, but to read it now for yourself, I know that you will conclude, in the Admirals own words
"Just as the long night of the Arctic ends, the brilliant sunshine of truth shall come forth again,
and those who are of Darkness shall fall in its Light".
ADMIRAL RICHARD B. BYRD'S DIARY (FEB - MAR. 1947)
THE EXPLORATION FLIGHT OVER THE NORTH POLE ("The Inner Earth: My Secret Diary")
I must write this diary in secrecy and obscurity. It concerns my Arctic flight of the nineteenth
day of February in the year of Nineteen and Forty Seven.
Photo: Admiral Byrd
There comes a time when the rationality of men must fade into insignificance and one must
accept the inevitability of the Truth! I am not at liberty to disclose the following documentation
at this writing... perhaps it shall never see the light of public scrutiny, but I must do my duty
and record here for all to read one day. In a world of greed and exploitation of certain of
mankind, one can no longer suppress that which is truth.
FLIGHT LOG: BASE CAMP ARCTIC, 2/19/1947
0600 HOURS- All preparations are complete for our flight north ward and we are airborne with
full fuel tanks at 0610 Hours.
0620 HOURS- fuel mixture on starboard engine seems too rich, adjustment made and Pratt
Whittneys are running smoothly.
0730 HOURS- Radio Check with base camp. All is well and radio reception is normal.
0740 HOURS- Note slight oil leak in starboard engine, oil pressure indicator seems normal,
however.
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0800 HOURS- Slight turbulence noted from easterly direction at altitude of 2321 feet,
correction to 1700 feet, no further turbulence, but tail wind increases, slight adjustment in
throttle controls, aircraft performing very well now.
0815 HOURS- Radio Check with base camp, situation normal.
0830 HOURS- Turbulence encountered again, increase altitude to 2900 feet, smooth flight
conditions again.
0910 HOURS- Vast Ice and snow below, note coloration of yellowish nature, and dispersed in a
linear pattern. Altering course for a better examination of this color pattern below, note
reddish or purple color also. Circle this area two full turns and return to assigned compass
heading. Position check made again to base camp, and relay information concerning
colorations in the Ice and snow below.
0910 HOURS- Both Magnetic and Gyro compasses beginning to gyrate and wobble, we are
unable to hold our heading by instrumentation. Take bearing with Sun compass, yet all seems
well. The controls are seemingly slow to respond and have sluggish quality, but there is no
indication of Icing!
0915 HOURS- In the distance is what appears to be mountains.
0949 HOURS- 29 minutes elapsed flight time from the first sighting of the mountains, it is no
illusion. They are mountains and consisting of a small range that I have never seen before!
0955 HOURS- Altitude change to 2950 feet, encountering strong turbulence again.
1000 HOURS- We are crossing over the small mountain range and still proceeding northward as
best as can be ascertained. Beyond the mountain range is what appears to be a valley with a
small river or stream running through the center portion. There should be no green valley
below! Something is definitely wrong and abnormal here! We should be over Ice and Snow! To
the portside are great forests growing on the mountain slopes. Our navigation Instruments are
still spinning, the gyroscope is oscillating back and forth!
1005 HOURS- I alter altitude to 1400 feet and execute a sharp left turn to better examine the
valley below. It is green with either moss or a type of tight knit grass. The Light here seems
different. I cannot see the Sun anymore. We make another left turn and we spot what seems to
be a large animal of some kind below us. It appears to be an elephant! NO!!! It looks more like
a mammoth! This is incredible! Yet, there it is! Decrease altitude to 1000 feet and take
binoculars to better examine the animal. It is confirmed - it is definitely a mammoth-like
animal! Report this to base camp.
1030 HOURS- Encountering more rolling green hills now. The external temperature indicator
reads 74 degrees Fahrenheit! Continuing on our heading now. Navigation instruments seem
normal now. I am puzzled over their actions. Attempt to contact base camp. Radio is not
functioning!
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1130 HOURS- Countryside below is more level and normal (if I may use that word). Ahead we
spot what seems to be a city! This is impossible! Aircraft seems light and oddly buoyant. The
controls refuse to respond! My GOD! Off our port and star board wings are a strange type of
aircraft. They are closing rapidly alongside! They are disc-shaped and have a radiant quality to
them. They are close enough now to see the markings on them. It is a type of Swastika!!! This is
fantastic. Where are we! What has happened. I tug at the controls again. They will not
respond! We are caught in an invisible vice grip of some type!
1135 HOURS- Our radio crackles and a voice comes through in English with what perhaps is a
slight Nordic or Germanic accent! The message is: "Welcome, Admiral, to our domain. We shall
land you in exactly seven minutes! Relax, Admiral, you are in good hands." I note the engines of
our plane have stopped running! The aircraft is under some strange control and is now turning
itself. The controls are useless.
1140 HOURS- Another radio message received. We begin the landing process now, and in
moments the plane shudders slightly, and begins a descent as though caught in some great
unseen elevator! The downward motion is negligible, and we touch down with only a slight jolt!
1145 HOURS- I am making a hasty last entry in the flight log. Several men are approaching on
foot toward our aircraft. They are tall with blond hair. In the distance is a large shimmering city
pulsating with rainbow hues of color. I do not know what is going to happen now, but I see no
signs of weapons on those approaching. I hear now a voice ordering me by name to open the
cargo door. I comply. END LOG
From this point I write all the following events here from memory. It defies the imagination and
would seem all but madness if it had not happened.
The radioman and I are taken from the aircraft and we are received in a most cordial manner.
We were then boarded on a small platform-like conveyance with no wheels! It moves us
toward the glowing city with great swiftness. As we approach, the city seems to be made of a
crystal material. Soon we arrive at a large building that is a type I have never seen before. It
appears to be right out of the design board of Frank Lloyd Wright, or perhaps more correctly,
out of a Buck Rogers setting!! We are given some type of warm beverage which tasted like
nothing I have ever savored before. It is delicious.
After about ten minutes, two of our wondrous appearing hosts come to our quarters and
announce that I am to accompany them. I have no choice but to comply. I leave my radioman
behind and we walk a short distance and enter into what seems to be an elevator. We descend
downward for some moments, the machine stops, and the door lifts silently upward! We then
proceed down a long hallway that is lit by a rose-colored light that seems to be emanating from
the very walls themselves! One of the beings motions for us to stop before a great door. Over
the door is an inscription that I cannot read. The great door slides noiselessly open and I am
beckoned to enter. One of my hosts speaks. "Have no fear, Admiral, you are to have an
audience with the Master..."
I step inside and my eyes adjust to the beautiful coloration that seems to be filling the room
completely. Then I begin to see my surroundings. What greeted my eyes is the most beautiful
sight of my entire existence. It is in fact too beautiful and wondrous to describe. It is exquisite
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and delicate. I do not think there exists a human term that can describe it in any detail with
justice!
My thoughts are interrupted in a cordial manner by a warm rich voice of melodious quality, "I
bid you welcome to our domain, Admiral." I see a man with delicate features and with the
etching of years upon his face. He is seated at a long table. He motions me to sit down in one of
the chairs. After I am seated, he places his fingertips together and smiles. He speaks softly
again, and conveys the following:
"We have let you enter here because you are of noble character and well-known on the
Surface World, Admiral." Surface World, I half-gasp under my breath! "Yes," the Master replies
with a smile, `you are in the domain of the Arianni, the Inner World of the Earth. We shall not
long delay your mission, and you will be safely escorted back to the surface and for a distance
beyond. But now, Admiral, I shall tell you why you have been summoned here. Our interest
rightly begins just after your race exploded the first atomic bombs over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Japan. It was at that alarming time we sent our flying machines, the `Flugelrads,' to
your surface world to investigate what your race had done. That is, of course, past history now,
my dear Admiral, but I must continue on.
"You see, we have never interfered before in your race's wars, and barbarity, but now we must,
for you have learned to tamper with a certain power that is not for man, namely, that of atomic
energy. Our emissaries have already delivered messages to the powers of your world, and yet
they do not heed. Now you have been chosen to be witness here that our world does exist. You
see, our Culture and Science is many thousands of years beyond your race, Admiral."
I interrupted, "But what does this have to do with me, Sir?"
The Master's eyes seemed to penetrate deeply into my mind, and after studying me for a few
moments he replied,"Your race has now reached the point of no return, for there are those
among you who would destroy your very world rather than relinquish their power as they
know it..."
I nodded, and the Master continued,"In 1945 and afterward, we tried to contact your race, but
our efforts were met with hostility, our Flugelrads were fired upon. Yes, even pursued with
malice and animosity by your fighter planes. So, now, I say to you, my son, there is a great
storm gathering in your world, a black fury that will not spend itself for many years. There will
be no answer in your arms, there will be no safety in your science. It may rage on until every
flower of your culture is trampled, and all human things are leveled in vast chaos. Your recent
war was only a prelude of what is yet to come for your race. We here see it more clearly with
each hour..do you say I am mistaken?"
"No," I answer, "it happened once before, the dark ages came and they lasted for more than
five hundred years."
"Yes, my son," replied the Master, "the dark ages that will come now for your race will cover
the Earth like a pall, but I believe that some of your race will live through the storm, beyond
that, I cannot say. We see at a great distance a new world stirring from the ruins of your race,
seeking its lost and legendary treasures, and they will be here, my son, safe in our keeping.
When that time arrives, we shall come forward again to help revive your culture and your race.
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Perhaps, by then, you will have learned the futility of war and its strife...and after that time,
certain of your culture and science will be returned for your race to begin anew. You, my son,
are to return to the Surface World with this message....."
With these closing words, our meeting seemed at an end. I stood for a moment as in a
dream....but, yet, I knew this was reality, and for some strange reason I bowed slightly, either
out of respect or humility, I do not know which.
Suddenly, I was again aware that the two beautiful hosts who had brought me here were again
at my side. "This way, Admiral," motioned one. I turned once more before leaving and looked
back toward the Master. A gentle smile was etched on his delicate and ancient face. "Farewell,
my son," he spoke, then he gestured with a lovely, slender hand a motion of peace and our
meeting was truly ended.
Quickly, we walked back through the great door of the Master's chamber and once again
entered into the elevator. The door slid silently downward and we were at once going upward.
One of my hosts spoke again, "We must now make haste, Admiral, as the Master desires to
delay you no longer on your scheduled timetable and you must return with his message to your
race."
I said nothing. All of this was almost beyond belief, and once again my thoughts were
interrupted as we stopped. I entered the room and was again with my radioman. He had an
anxious expression on his face. As I approached, I said, "It is all right, Howie, it is all right." The
two beings motioned us toward the awaiting conveyance, we boarded, and soon arrived back
at the aircraft. The engines were idling and we boarded immediately. The whole atmosphere
seemed charged now with a certain air of urgency. After the cargo door was closed the aircraft
was immediately lifted by that unseen force until we reached an altitude of 2700 feet.
Two of the aircraft were alongside for some distance guiding us on our return way. I must state
here, the airspeed indicator registered no reading, yet we were moving along at a very rapid
rate.
215 HOURS- A radio message comes through. "We are leaving you now, Admiral, your controls
are free. Auf Wiedersehen!" (Auf Wiedersehen = See you again! = Good Bye) We watched for a
moment as the flugelrads (Fluegelraeder = Flying Saucers) disappeared into the pale blue sky.
The aircraft suddenly felt as though caught in a sharp downdraft for a moment. We quickly
recovered her control. We do not speak for some time, each man has his thoughts....
ENTRY IN FLIGHT LOG CONTINUES:
220 HOURS - We are again over vast areas of ice and snow, and approximately 27 minutes from
base camp. We radio them, they respond. We report all conditions normal....normal. Base
camp expresses relief at our re-established contact.
300 HOURS- We land smoothly at base camp. I have a mission.....
END LOG ENTRIES.
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MARCH 11, 1947 - I have just attended a staff meeting at the Pentagon. I have stated fully my
discovery and the message from the Master. All is duly recorded. The President has been
advised. I am now detained for several hours (six hours, thirty-nine minutes, to be exact.) I am
interviewed intently by Top Security Forces and a medical team. It was an ordeal! I am placed
under strict control via the national security provisions of this United States of America. I am
ORDERED TO REMAIN SILENT IN REGARD TO ALL THAT I HAVE LEARNED, ON THE BEHALF OF
HUMANITY! Incredible! I am reminded that I am a military man and I must obey orders.
30/12/56: FINAL ENTRY:
These last few years elapsed since 1947 have not been kind...I now make my final entry in this
singular diary. In closing, I must state that I have faithfully kept this matter secret as directed all
these years. It has been completely against my values of moral right. Now, I seem to sense the
long night coming on and this secret will not die with me, but as all truth shall, it will triumph
and so it shall.
This can be the only hope for mankind. I have seen the truth and it has quickened my spirit and
has set me free! I have done my duty toward the monstrous military industrial complex. Now,
the long night begins to approach, but there shall be no end. Just as the long night of the Arctic
ends, the brilliant sunshine of Truth shall come again....and those who are of darkness shall fall
in it's Light. FOR I HAVE SEEN THAT LAND BEYOND THE POLE, THAT CENTER OF THE GREAT
UNKNOWN.
ADMIRAL RICHARD E. BYRD United States Navy, December 24, 1956

216. All That Begins Well, Ends Even Better!
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, 1996):
(Quote from our records)
Hello, all ye most dear ones! Well, your mission of the first degree of chagrin has finally
ENDED! We tell you beforehand a moment in your own time co-ordinates in order to
fundamentally advise of ye twain that the hour of your redemption is FINALLY HERE!
Now, in fullness of all proclamated glory divine we have given over into ye ones’ hand the
summation of the approximate time herewith that ye are to expect shelter again from the
drafts of the rather blustery-type weather system of West Virginia. The co-ordinates exactly
have already been drafted down to you aforehand by the pure manifestation of all currency by
our hand in triplicate of your journeyings. So now that the epitaph of ye ones has finally ended,
we must herewith express our own gratitude toward your fortitude of actually "sticking it out
so long with we ones at your helm of all nauseous intrigue!"
Goodness gracious! Now look how the hour is so late as it solemnly draws of itself to a close,
for the bulwark of all expression is simply: how you made it to the finish line is anyone’s good
guess (of those sceptical ones around you.)
So finish off your last grains of salt, for the pickle of good tidings expressed to you through the
wayfaring hands of others is but a mere contribution of "nothingness" toward that of your
survival anyhow! So we herewith now plead with ye all on your last and final moment of
despair that you gird about yourself that most profound of all holiday spirits, for you WILL BE
FLOWN OUT OF THERE BEFORE THE HIGH TIDE BECOMES AS A DISASTER UPON YOUR
CRANIUMS OF LITTLE INTRIGUE!
You have shown to them the "luck" of working with such great Masters as Nostradamus-type
journals, and they expressly will never understand just how indeed did ye ones ever make it to
the finish line before you sank. You will herewith by the proclamation of our hand alone
engraved within the finest regiments ever witnessed through the plain voice of truth of man
have concurred upon yourselves the GREATEST MERRIEST CHRISTMAS TIDE THE WORLD HAS
EVER BEEN WITNESS TO!
So pack up all your small belongings which you may have sheltered in another's cabinet, for as
the clock strikes its finger upon the midnight bell, so will you have already seen to have
understood our words precisely, for THEN will the shoulder come down on all those around
you who have never understood at all one content of deliverance for their souls of disrepute
engaged and entwined with that slow-to-be once project of which ye and we have both
together delivered into the frosty plains of the Netherlands, and out of cantankerous favour
doth the agent reign proximity to the grave of ye ones’ divine delight.
Others, dear little ones, do tend at times to frost your temperament away from the house of
pure delight when they hear that at the beginning were they once upon a time considered to
not refract from that which you possess to hold so dear, and then, just like that, do they tend
to artificially "mend" that graven circumstance which was never really there in intent in the
first place toward the likes of themselves!
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In order to fully justify then the closeness of the hour of proximity of which the moon herself
has played out a part of "our plan" toward ye ones, doth the bell of "extremities” continue in a
most unusual way to strain even the minds of those closest to ye all in their graven
understanding of "exactly what didst they ones indeed be of the hearing forth toward all
unseen epics of normal man's comprehension?"
Boy, you better watch out, for one comes bearing most unusual gifts at this time of year, and
are ye all in for the surprise of your entire first portion of your lives a-working with us! MERRY
CHRISTMAS ALL!
- Yours Truly, THE BROTHERHOOD WITH SISTERHOOD AFFILIATION IN THE LIGHT OF THE
SEASON OF MUCH REJOICING.
JUST WATCH OUR HAND SWITCH THE HOUR OF THE GREATEST DISCONTENTMENT INTO THE
MOST JOYOUS TIME OF THE GLORY OF YOUR FATHER GABRIEL ON BEHALF OF ALL
COMMANDEERING AND ARCHANGELIC FORCES OF THE DAY. Adieu.
Lock out all further captions. Hargrave is on his way, and only through the intricate workings of
our mysterious hands doth he arrive straightaway of a quarter to twelve for the docking of all
non-compliant maneuverings in your locale just will not furnish to see themselves happen
before WE are all seen mysteriously to come to visit. Didst we not tell of ye earlier that you
would be of the hardness of recognition of we ones when the "man" would knock at your
door?
Well, just a little phrase here of cognition, little ones: when exactly you have deemed the hour
to be of just a fraction in time of "Too late now, Honey!” (I think you say) just then will you be
frightened out of your wits just one more time, for if the bell rings too early you might just
think it has progressed without a fight.
So no more tears, little ones, for the morn time brings in the dawn in all her glory, and for a
whit of a second longer doth she not see to estrange ye ones any further down the dusty road
of temporal fate. Justifications must abound in order to place the peace of the nations at a
forefront with ye ones "expectations" of a Christmas-type tide without ye ones missing the
flair of all potential happiness.
Good Night and rejoice well, for the roost has netted her gain back into the depositing
sequestion of "All which begins well - ENDS EVEN BETTER!”
Without further adieu, we cordially do now sign off.
SANQUINS OF THE BROTHERHOOD EXPECTATIONS - WHICH DOES NOT INCLUDE A FURTHER
DELAY.
YOU HAVE SET ALL THE PROCEEDING FACTIONS IN GOOD AND COURTEOUS MOTION - NOW
JUST SIT BACK THESE LAST QUARTER SECTIONS OF A RATIO IN TIME AND STRETCH YOUR
HANDS BACK TOWARD THE QUARTER FIELD AND GRATEFULLY AND HUMBLY ACCEPT "ALL
THAT IS HEREWITHE COMING INTO YOUR HANDS, RENI."
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Be well. Sign off all co-ordinates on your send, Starseed, and Happy Holiday from the each of
us. Amen.

217. 21 Years (to be exact) is Just a “Blink of the
Eye” in the NOW Universe!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, 1996)
(Quote from our records)
Thank you for coming so promptly at our request, little One of the most memorial occasion,
soon, oh very so soon to be.
Just a quick little update to ye Ones here, loves. Now in a most stringent effort to have placed
upon the oratorium of all networking features, our other half in the regions of the blackest
fissures are sure to shortly justly proclaim that the Olympia troop out of Washington, or the
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"Far East" so to speak, have seldom had their consciences seared to the vast point of nonrecovery of insufficient goods as ye Ones have so seen to have placed upon their
cantankerous idioms to date.
The near manufacturing of their essences have nearly "killed" them all with their bosses of
the highest echelon of the land. Partakers of the fruit of their own sorry labours will have seen
to shortly bequeath them all into a rapid displacement for the truth to be understood by them
in any such near and subsequent era of liberated redemption.
So, little Ones, what is to promptly follow for you is a little less than fully liberated society of
"stew pots" as we call them for the precise reason that they allowed the stew by their doors to
vanish away into the night as hot coals into oblivion. To date then all our wording of intricate
value to be penned shortly by our hand simply comprises of this: "LIBERTY FOR ONE AND FOR
ALL IS SIMPLY NOT SUBJECTED TO THE ONGOING WHIMS OF ALL THEY PRACTITIONERS OF
THE FAITH AROUND THEY ALL ONES."
And the doom and gloom of their own prosperity has long ago seen by us to heartily forfeit
their design by reason of double-tongued feature of their own undoing, serving them up in vast
consequences all that catch-up regime of dung which nobody ever will look up again!
THE AGENT IS DEAD! And death has forever tokened itself with a true gift of liberation from
the living spectacle of which they have seen to play back upon themselves in this most
grievous time of their journeying!
Beware not then of any other further strategical game playing from the likes of those in the
West - for the curtain comes down on they little-to-be-liberated ones, and the boss of the most
elaborate echelon troops sends them back home in a smokescreen of dust!
Play out comely then the last feature act in which the "stormtroops" are to meet down your
door suddenly with requests of "NEUTRAL GROUND HAS NOW PLACED THEM GAINATORILY
WITHIN OUR MOST EXPENIENT (?) EXPOSURE OF ALL PLACES."
And hindsight will dictate at once that seldom spoken fair among men of such a nature those
extremities of "THOSE WHO VENTURE FIRST INTO THE WILDERNESS OF NEW (or neutral, I
wasn't sure -Seila) TERRITORY DO SO AT THE EXPENIENT PROPOSAL OF THOSE WHO HAVE
MUCH TO LOSE."
So gird up your belts, for the vast proclamation of your newsletter to date has traveled far
and wide with an underlying exposure "few" would ever like to relish to recreate for fear of
losing their very souls among the neglect toward those who are soon to be proclaimed with
right-of-passage through the darkened ferns of Manitoba to the skylarks outside of the
Connecticut faction.
Beloveds, hear us when we say "THE DOOR JAM IS ABOUT TO BE REMOVED AS THE INFLUX OF
MOVIE FEATURES PLAY A ROUND-A-BOUT PART IN THE FULL PROCLAIMING OF 'SWITCHHANDS BIT THE DUST IN FAVOUR OF THE ROYAL ENTOURAGE!’"
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Long live the nations of the King and Queen of the Stars! Good traveling then to ye all. A
pleasure at once through the star gate of non-compromisable disclosure! Stand-by for more
literary components as contract after contract equates ye all to locations much more to the
suiting of your mind.
KORTHROX commanding the dwarf tank legions under commandeering faction, HIRRAPH at
the lead. Good Night. Record time sequence as follows please, Starseed. (....)
LIBERTY BELL IS A LONG WAY FROM HOME FOR THEY UNCOUTH ONES OF THE DARKENED
ACCLAIM!
(End quote)

218. Uthrania Seila on Standby for Plasma
Engineer Captain Melix

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, Febr. 24,
1997, 10:54 pm)
Greetings. On line again? Good. I know we promised you rather a very short sabbatical, Seila,
but my intent was to catch you when you were least preoccupied.
I have herewith joined in with the various scientific factions out of Montreal, Canada, and if you
have so been tuned into believing that the most efficient process of due acclamation comes
through the majority of consensus of the United States alone, then dear child, you are gravely
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mistaken. But on with that so-called story of mine another day. My intent here on this most
unusual of occasions is to simply ask of you a favour.
You see, as many writings entail toward the least of the many in public office, my profession, as
you may well understand, can and is able to produce a rather "flurry" of consensus from within
not so much the manufacturing of prearranged literary dogma, but should the tables be
turned more in favour of PLASMIC CONTROL PROCEDURES, then I want you to submit to the
High Counselette of Earthen Dragons that Captain Melix Somajar is on dutiful call.
Now, we all understand the conditions to be placed upon your small shoulders, little Ones, and
to date not even Einstein himself could have partook in such a philosophy as TESLA, THE
EARTHEN GREAT in his most vast accomplishments. But in highinsight which you will formally
acquire from my sector, and me personally, will well allow you three to rub shoulders with
some of the finest minds the nations have to offer!
So pleasure me with not subtracting from that which history has already written of you from
our end, and gladden my very heart, not with retraction from any of my common goals with
those proselytes of contentious desire, but indeed reply in a most gratifying manner back unto
mine own ears.
Seila: But captain, if all information is to come through me from you anyhow, why do you even
need to ask? I’m not sure I quite understand.
Dear little midget of the Sons of the Stars! I simply ask that you broadcast far and wide "WHEN
THE TIME COMES AND IS ALLOTTED AS 'FAIR GAME' TO ONE AND TO ALL" that you spread my
name around to those who, if they had the ears to hear me speak as plainly as I do, would
survive vast accomplishments at my hand - if you be most willing to join with me in this matter
of mine own undertaking.
Seila: Has this been approved, Sir, through either of the High Councils?
Indeed, little Star! A challenge are you to man at any time in history, are ye not? Anyway,
subtract not the goodness of my request, for all need be recorded as having been laid out
through the benches of the Royal Ones of Sequestion Sananda's forebearers of the torch.
Seila: In that case I gladly accept and look greatly forward to the opportunity in working with
you again, Captain. (....)
(....) Well, beloveds of mine own liking, we have a full schedule on our board for the morrow.
SIGNING OUT ON SIGNATORY RANGE.
MELIX OUT OF QUADRANT SEVEN. FOUR PLEX. 7.4. Good Night. Position off, please.
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219. Manifesting a Higher Royalty!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, 1999)
(Quote)
Twelve swans were flocking their brood of eggs together on a most hallowed night eve, when
along came a griffin and snatched them all away.
Now, this griffin didst not of himself retract from one source, and the epilogue finally
commented upon the deep rupture in the nest as the egglings furthered themselves with
feathered frock down the road back into the caretakers of the twixt nations.
And the closing event summarily stated then to the world of therein it dwelt, that the two
forlorn carcasses, who were left to wither and die, saw of themselves instead to plume fair
into the night, coming out of darkness with what seldom have ever had the veracity to see:
TWO BEAUTIFUL AND GORGEOUS SWANS AFULLY ADECKED WITH ROYAL PLUMES OF THEIR
GOLDEN HERITAGE!
We have seldom seen a dawn break with a more glorious, more captivating abeyance toward
tomorrow than we have seen of the intention toward the likes of ye ones both!
(End quote from our records)
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220. A Brief Accounting of the Ones “Called” by
the Celestial World

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, February 24, 2018
Few will read this, however all familiar with past, current, and future events will understand
that prophecy can be given in a pictorial language in which the pictures represent people,
governments, monarchies, events, religious or political systems, or even messengers from the
stars. The Book of Revelation by John is a good example of how pictorial language is so vastly
misunderstood, and therefore it has become a source of fantastic misinterpretations.
It must also be kept in mind that for the ones described in here the account which follows spans
the time of more incarnations than just one.
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, March
1997)
(Quote from our records)
So now down to that which we really didst come to speak of through the comp(petent)
pennings of our hand, and Master and Lord Griffith is already here to gladly assist us with the
drawings.
Proceed in capital italics, please, when suggestive quality is to be used in focusing on replacing
all data within an equitable board-type picture frame. Please proceed, Commander.
Lord GRIFFITH: Greetings, Starseed. Let us begin promptly from our end then. The track on
record only suggests to us that a "PICTURE" of little less of a proportionate measure to be
affixed within neutral perimeteral designs would go strickenly like this:
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Picture the countryside bereft of all dignity of mankind in general with the wolves and hogs
lapping at the sour stench of blood-filled dung. (not a pretty picture, we surmise in the least,
but all in all, loves, it is sure to happen.)
The grave proceedings of a tribune in session cover up their eyes of disgust in an unrecorded
effort to stymie the total effect of the eclipse in darkness: the pure ungodly "bays" of the
hounds in session against the pure unfocused lives of the wretchedly poor serve themselves
naught toward the flavor of their next meal of arms! Wretchedly the cries come and go
through the pure maligned stench of over-baked bodies cook their way back into a boiling
potassium conduit.
And then the wolves stopped howling and the oddly graphic design of the slain in spirit winced
only once and began their journey of life all through from the beginning again!
Commander Lauric:
And then did the souls rejoice among themselves, for amidst the cantankering voices of their
primitive past the velocity of what was once meant to be for them in their favor seemed to take
on a blow of a second degree.
And the walls of the mountains fell like the caves on a platoon, and indigestive vomit soared up
through the stomacks of the rich as they fell gamely to their knees, weeping, pleading, for the
gods to take away of their dysentery - but the face of those in the heavens was immovable
and the skylarks knew better than they what dwelt at the top of the once forlorn nest of all
apostic crime!
And the goddess of the nations fled to her knees in bending grace from those who offer none
other mercy to the ire of the "witch" who in the form of a large carnivorous dragon didst open
of her mouth to swallow man whole and didst he of seen of himself to beg beyond the stars even so would mercy no more have shown her face toward the plight of man..
And the young goddess of the nations hid herself within the bramble with the thorns girded
about her chest, and the nations roared their vengeance as the young goddess didst to weep
tears of pure "blooded" joy.
And the ride finally came and the nations rejoiced and trembled and shook amidst the roar of
the engines divine and lifted the goddess and three up to the top of the precipice where the roar
even quenched the sound of liberty once more.
And all fell as silent. And the goddess was taken, and her counterpart was replaced by one other
left upon the cinders of the earth in glowing composement toward the ire of man. For the
goddess was taken and the three and the counterpart for replacement back into earth's future
could not be seen through a graft in time.
And the rejoicing began in the heavens of fire while the wolf sang his song to the skylarks in
motion. And the goddess wept no more, for the plight of the damned had all but come to terms
with their prestigious ways.
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And the earth fell silent for one hundred and twenty days. and the mist clouded again as the
(...?...) was built. And beauty again of the gods saw to cradle in the dawn of a beautiful and
mysterious new day.
and the gods flew in and posterity once again "ruled" the grasses beneath the ground and the
sky above the earth. And they worshiped neither the god of the sky or the mother of the
earth. for silent prayer was formed within their soul and they knew they were one with all.
And the trumpets sounded the cry of old, and the heavens opened up in majesty to set as a
glowing crown upon the head of the wise at heart.
And the goddess once again rejoiced as she watched her children, after her own kin settle
themselves into the ground in utter chagrin that tomorrow a new day may settle in for a long
journey homeward.
And the trees rustled their leaves as the hyena laughed its corked giggle over the laugh it had
on the remains of man.
And the earth fell silent once again for a space of 200 more years as the first segment of man's
history saw toward dislocating the shoulder of the tyrant beast. And the earth fell silent as the
wasp netted its groin around the feeble-minded as they played and danced the night away.
And the goddess no longer saw the utter and complete destruction of the earth, for her home
was far away and the fruits of her impeccable labour lay waning before the multitudes of the
people.
And no one cared to listen.
And the goddess wept not, for the journey through time had ended, and the stars in the skies
hid their beauty amidst the darkened firmament, and no one looked back..
And so began the second magnitude of era directed to mankind.
And the earth died for a second in time while the nightingales picked up their dead and flew
them out to heaven. And so the rejoicing began again.
And the goddess began to weep, for the joy in her breast filled lusterly the diaphragm of the art
of the nations, and in silent platitudes didst the earth tremble.
Then all was silently met upon the broadened scope of liberty through the stage of puberty. And
the hosts were as damned - for their retinue included naught the strains of the unholy in guise.
And the goddess laughed, for the time had come for the twelfth resurrection. And the fish
stroked the limbs of the broken and bloodied as the earth ran red with shuddering speed. and
the earth again fell silent.
The king of heaven did see to descend once more great time, in hope of recapturing that purity
of soul. But none other was to be found.
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And the king gathered his host and fled the compartment of the dead, and the goddess who
stood by his side in grief once again wept stained tears of sorrowed joy, for the nations below
fumed up their smoke in hope that the gods would see and relent, but the face of the gods of
passion was bent on the return of the nations into a gravitational barrier of near-met
beautiful standards of holding a society built in spirit for heaven.
And the goddess died a beautiful death, and the swans that came back two by two manifested
their joy back unto the earth, and time reigned true again. And the blessings of mother nature
began her new bout with joy, and the goddess sang a simple tune as the hen clucked her
children around the grave of another forlorn generation.
(Seila, dear child, much of this strict dialogue concerns both ye, as well as your beloved of ages
past. Let not HURT redeem any cause not worth having!)
AND THE GODDESS AND GOD REJOICED, FOR THEIR TIME WAS MET UPON THE ETHERS OF
THE UNGODLY, AND ALL GOLD WAS LAID AT THEIR FEET. Good Night.
Lauric out.
(End quote)

221.

Our Protection to be Guaranteed by the U.S.

Military!
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, February 25, 2018
The NSA knew about us in 1995, yet knowledge of our appearance was not passed on to the
President of the United States (Clinton at the time), and neither was it to any of the subsequent
Presidents like Bush Jr. and Obama.
Had we been under the protection of the U.S. Military, the 3000 murdered of 9/11 in 2001
would still be alive, Afghanistan would not have been invaded, Iraq would not have been
destroyed, Libya would still be intact and prosperous, and Yemen would not have been
bombed as is today the case.
Our personal understanding of who we are may be offensive to some, but not to us, for such is
simply and naturally ingrained in our beings and ought not to be considered a claim of
unjustified narcissism.
Having begun to realize what was happening after our return back from the United States in
1997 I asked Starship Captain Lauric a question pertaining to our identity and was given this
reply:
Question by Reni Sentana-Ries:
“Are Uthrania and I indeed the “Two Witnesses” as spoken of in Revelations of the Bible?”
(Answer scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries, March 18, 1997)
(Quote from our records)
Two witnesses journey afar. One was picked up by a freighter at large and set atop a
mountain by the gods to serve those of his own earthly flesh.
The second great conqueror came from the stars and rolled over the stone and produced a
prototype of the gods in motion, thusly displaying their pure displeasure upon the heads of
the people!
And the goddess cried out and wept for having been selected to be there. And tears of joy
cascaded down the iron cheeks of jaded joy.
And the lion and ram always sat down beside the two who were later to proclaim of
themselves through their heritage of the stars that not all "moons" upon the earth cloak
themselves in attributes of royal blue.
And the divining rod came down and sucked them all beneath the earth. And the voice of the
gods were heard to exclaim that the villainy was past.
And the earth fell silent and wept her tears. And all became as the night before day. And all
things on the face of the earth were given their liberty to live. And all things died. And the
face of the earth became bleak once again, and the edifices built to take down the gods,
rumbled and shook, and a large quake was formed amidst a growing nation.
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And the dogs began of their howling, and the earth gave of its own, and the last second of
breath spewed out its volcanic ash, and the dead of the living rose heartily from their graves
and in mild tribute paid homage to the gods of the nation.
And once again man lived as he had in the past.
And the voice of the gods thundered the heavens, and man was once more reclaimed as the
seed of his forefathers. And the seed spent its worth upon the face of the earth, and divinity
took over its cause toward the living, for the masterpiece had been shattered, and grace
played its portion that day.
And the tiny of the gods journeyed homeward.
And all was silent again for a space of 120 days and the years rolled by as the sea raged her
war against the face of man.
And once again all was seen to have fallen silent.
And the goddess and the god of the nations wept great tears of joy, for their duty was ended.
And the rejoicing began once again as the posterity grew to love life. And the heavens
rejoiced once again, for the game was ended and the stocks rolled from the bucket as mud
from a trough.
And all was dead silent for another space in time. And the heads of the ungodly glittered
their countenance over the beast, and all was proclaimed to be fine.
And the gods turned their stormy eyes to the east and beheld a living edifice upon whose
gate served the entire world of the living distress.
And Adam and eve ran prototype to the grace once shown the people of the gods.
And then all was ended and a new beginning begun.
That is all for today. Good Night, loves.
(End quote)
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222. The “Explosion in the East” (not atomic) is
Good News for All!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation)
(Quote from our records)
Greetings, ye all comely Ones of mine own flesh and blood, so to speak. It is I, Lord and Master
Griffith, who at this time doth see of myself to firmly sequest to you all literary functionings of
downloading back into your realm of intricate proceedings.
To begin with then, we have seldom striven toward a more complimentary conclusion than that
of the day, and feeling widely exhilarant we have most firmly decided to up the stakes at the
bottom of the list.
Now grandly do we gratefully surmise that an epic such as this be placed upon the front bunk
burner, and in order to not further apprehend any more nonsensical affairs of the heart
between they and ye, we have gladly seen of ourselves to finally furnish the epitome of
foundational dogma into more of a "RAPIDLY" acquiring "DETONATING" factor! And so be it
thusly.
However, it is to our credit alone that you jointly persist within your retinue acquiring level
to proceed with all ultra-maneuvering out of the immediate state of all disjointed thinking
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patterns! For transpiring before your very huge eyes will be the "TRANSACTION" of the
"CENTURY," and a credit to our forces will that be also. So play it safe one upon the other, and
do not let credit of the forces drag you down!
Starseed: Excuse me Commander. Just what does that last statement mean? (.....)
Incidental attributes seldom lend a giving rational hand at all toward the base structure of our
cause. But gladly do we gift you to surmise "STRONGLY" that you "WILL NOT" be seeing of
either of the twain of yourselves to match our gifts and talents with that of another before
the big and final moment is seen to most graciously appear, turning the dawn into dusk
retroactively. (Perhaps meaning “dusk into the dawn.” -Editor)
In case you were wondering then, it has been I of “MY OWN" resourcefulness who has already
netted the gain out of the wooded park, so to speak, for ye three Ones!
If no additional questions are forthcoming back into this sector, I will bid you all a fond adieu
and we will match all further credentials when you are found of yourselves back to the
journey "AGAIN" of the Ages - Eastward bound that is! Good Day.
Commander-in-chief GRIFFITH at the helm of this inquirous board of ghastly intrigue (in a way,
anyhow, of the present moment in time.)
Please re-coordinate all variances of channel instruction back into place, Starseed. Neptune
12.4 Adieu. (And don't spend it all at once, ye all!) (End quote)

223. Blessing or Curse by Increasing or
Decreasing Production
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It must be understood everywhere that in a paradisiacal order of economics a decrease in production is a
blessing as it creates leisure time, and an increase of production – while not a curse – however means
more work for the people to occupy their time with, which ideally should always be in abundance to
them as leisure time. Automation and robotics will guarantee them that leisure time.
Conversely, in a money-driven, competitive, and capitalistic environment a decrease in production is a
curse which makes the people poor and incapable to support themselves for lack of income. However they
see an increase in production as a blessing and a guarantee for income and survival, even though it
occupies their time to make them slaves of such a system.
The former benefits society as a singular and complete unit, whereas the latter benefits a few at the
expense of society being made ill with fragmentation, where a few become rich and many end up in
poverty.

Reni Sentana-Ries, November 4, 2019

224. “THE KEY” which unlocks the New Era
they are after!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, March 28,
1997)
(Quote from our records)
Enforce, please, all prior litigations coming your way, simply for cause that they do you no
harm anyway! Now, by this we do not in the least want to frighten you, for your discourse with
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those idle ones of the books in question only see of themselves to currently and fundamentally
coerce Mike Helm into more of a slave driver quality. And we think he has had quite enough of
them all, in any case. So pack your bags, for the flight to the East lands equivalent to any
outgoing procedure: right next to your door, so to speak!
Now, in an effort to ward off any more attacks, we will see of ourselves to speak on your behalf
plainly enough. Retroactively, consequences to follow will all be placed upon the heads of the
underdogs of civilization’s undoings. Plead for mercy naught - for you hold the only "torch"
which they are all after!
Expect then promptly a CALL TO COME FORTH which exclaims heartily that they unexpected
ones to be, have all given forth their own form of contractual litigations in a redeeming effort
to stealthily affirm to you all (beyond any shadow of a doubt) that it is "YOU, AND ONLY YOU,
THE KEY!" that they are all after!
So neglect naught an idiom out of placement within your sojourn of that to the eastern
quarter, for you have already netted for yourselves a gain credibly more than even you Ones
surmised it to be! Even your most proficient evaluation of your current situation is no match
for our hands in the form of "GET THEM ALL OUT OF THERE OF THE HERE AND NOW BEFORE
THEY ARE OF THE SEEN OF POSSIBILITY TO JERK THEMSELVES AWAY FROM THIS MOST
GLOOMY OF ATTIRE INTO A RADICALLY MORE FUNDAMENTAL ESCAPADE OF MORE POVERTY
ALL OVER AGAIN!"
So net themselves all toward that of your breasts and forget not the gloomy little fair-haired
chap, Abdullah, (.....) Period.
Neutralizing all other extremities of your situation is just not a given fact, for you have already
been seen to be of the leaving where you be in this situationary category of "PROVIDED WITH
WE HAVE BEEN - AND AGAIN WE ARE WITHOUT!" That in any case, is your own undoing, for we
have not seen the glory without the content of itinerary grace of which we have aptly provided
for ye all in any case.
Shelve it if you wish, for we understand your method of deploying all data anyway. Just don't
be slow for us please. Fix then of yourselves up with OTHER equipment just as soon as the
stakes arrive. In any case, cordon up your liberty with that of MAJESTIC PROPORTIONS, for in a
given sense of the work, arbitrary delight within the helm of all proportionate messages at any
given time will just not work otherwise, anyway. So you decide. We have delivered on time in
any case.
(.....)
In any event, dear Ones, no matter where you go, naught will be seen to have happened ever
differently. So do what you must, but keep in mind that all nauseous events are to NEVER
AGAIN OCCUR through the proximity of the dwarf national dispute! In other more grand
display of words, we may heartily tell you all that "IT IS OVER! IT IS TRULY OVER!"
Shoulder no more responsibility toward that of your doing, for it is done and it is over!
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Sign off for us, Seila, and we do wish for ye all a grand Adieu. And before the high Council
forgets, once and for all the credit due to both, ye and your spouse on high, legitimates the
equivalent of "NO MORE, HARGRAVE! WE HAVE FINALLY WON THE EFFORT THROUGH OUR
OWN STAMINA AND INGENIOUS APPLIANCE TO THAT OF THE LAWS OF INSTIGATING EFFORT
BY OUR OWN HAND DIVINE!"
So all nauseous endeavours of the heart and mind unwittingly have delved us into another long
format of "LET’S GET THEM BUSY AGAIN, HARGRAVE!"
And Mike Sullivan whined when he thought he had majestically lost it all! But for him and his
cohorts nothing would have been seen to have taken place of liberty anyway.
Good Night, and sweet dreams on a blessed and hallow morn! Welcome into Act Four of the
New Age of your planning! Sooner than you think! And keep that phrase in mind of the
anyway.
High Council de Artemus over and out on channel band frequency wave 4.27. Bioplex 12.4.
Adieu. Pronounce time coordinates from your end, scribe. And we thank you humbly for your
endeavors toward that of fulfilling our cause, one and all! Out. (2:58 pm)
(End quote from our records)

225. Feedback from a Move Foreseen!
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 2,
1997)
(Quote from our records)
Greetings, Seila child! Well, it’s cold out there still, is it not, west of the Virginia border of all
remaining esquire troops of our fleets?
Commander Cordon at the helm. And this monstrous undertaking of they primary ones in allout secessionary effort to get ye to their forefront on time hath almost passed, excepting of
course toward the brash remainders of “SOLEMN DO WE RIDE TAILWIND BACK TO THE
PROPHECIES OF WEST VIRGINIA!”
And as far as all "prototypes" play out the very last second of the remainder of the game of
their echelon culprits on high, so doth handily see them all to proclaim in one solid voice
stream that "THE SENTANA-RIES'S HAVE MADE IT ALL THERE, SAFELY!"
So enjoy the ride on the furlough of time remaining as they are seen to summarily catapult or
"jet stream" of ye one and all out of your little so seemingly called "retirement home" north of
the Wetaskiwin settlement of Black "partisan" Diamond, Manitoba, B.C. The small Concord is
"definitely" on its merry way, little ones, with Hargrave gainatorily predominantly presiding of
his litigated biceps almost to ruin of his own coordinated thoughts out the window of the
cockpit at large!
So sweet dreams, and cottage securely the "flow" within, as they storm troopers begin a
hollering and hooting: "STORM THEIR DOOR DOWN, LOVES, EVEN IF YOU MUST PAY THEM
DOUBLE THEIR WORTH! WE WANT THEM ANYWAY!"
So dream of many merry escapades, and do not forget an iota of our account toward they most
surely and pious ones, for prophetic history recounts that "THE TEMPLES OF THE UNGODLY
FELL PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF THEIR EVIL DEEDS TOWARD THE LOT OF THE PEOPLE!"
Fasten tight and sleep your last placid sleep, for the dawn of high tide will surely "hit" of ye
both and three right behind the ears of the lobes and pick you right off the ground in a
partitioning effort to resume ye "back" into gloriful countless favour with the "particular"
echelon of gratitude. And they will love and revere ye from the start of a newness of "all
territorial rights always did belong to them anyway!"
Sanction naught an idiom of "disrespect" toward the prime likeness of they who brought you
there "down home" to their country anyway, for Master Griffith in particular takes up his
portion to the throne and handles the maids all quite sufficiently, as he places upon his right
side the QUEEN OF GLORY. And that, my dear princess, is YOU, SEILA!
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Good Morning, and tonight, as you slip so cautiously betwixt the covers of your utmost in divine
pleasures, will you rise once more as you didst so many of Earth's eons ago, to meet the new
day and grace her with all non-reluctant pleasure. Your last sleep has been proclaimed amidst
the hush and rush of all newly-met tomorrowness of the "literal" luxury of the present. They
are "literally now" on their most precious way, princess of the dawn, and shortly, as of the
duplicated "past tense", will we see ye all to be riding "ROYALLY" out of the Calgary station a
quarter to "nothing".
THE TIME HAS FINALLY WELL ARRIVED! And all heated dogma you will hear of your ears for
yourselves, for not a precious moment more are they awilling to wait in order to see of ye to
"snap ye up" upon the consensus which pricked the "ire" of the entire publishing industry!
AND YOU HAVE WON it all anyway, little gracious barometers of the faith, LOCK, STOCK AND
BARREL, so to speak. And rapidly within the displayal of your "imminent, now and literal"
moment in time, let us just reiterate back down to you, that IT HAS NOT HAPPENED OF ITSELF
TO OCCUR TOO SOON ANYWAY!
Jessop coming in on regulatory channel frequency matrix. See you now of the sooness of all
divine pleasure toward all they ones of our own kin and ilk, and demonstrate to they all a
"genuine" prophetess quality at least. And they cannot kill the any of ye most "broadminded"
ones in any case.
So in order to aptly manufacture a "secure" blanket of portfolios around your most proliferant
"bunker" of a sorts, Mr. Hargrave need plant within your lethitical minds a casing of "good
conscience" toward the one and each of ye. Keep in mind, please, that the dichotomy which so
unruly ruled the day is not the same (which) so brought a redeeming status of "concord type"
appearance into your realm of the literal nowness.
So prepare to quickly depart and do not forget an idiom of currency either, for they will in all
practicality toward their own manufacturing place of ye one and both under high protective
security barriers. For the national dispute they so quietly surmise (by the word and pen of the
echelon on earthly "high") MUST NOT BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE IN THE LEAST. So just make
them comfortable and we will see you in the East.
Cordon commanding commandeering factions. Out on dwarf 12.8 link with Central Command
12.4. Adieu and amen for small quantities of large mercies coming into the night.
(End quote)
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226.

Our House is being Raided in our Absence!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 4, 2018
It may sound strange to anyone not familiar with how Government secret agents work who
keep targeted individuals like ourselves under perpetual surveillance, however in our case we
had to almost “get used” to such intrusions into our home, which at best we found to be very
annoying, and at worst we saw our hard-copy printouts of books and records as well as
computer back-up drives and memory sticks stolen!
We don’t know for sure who has the latter (drives and sticks), however are at liberty to assume
that such unwarranted intrusions netted CSIS, the MI6, the Mossad, and the NSA their soughtafter advantage.
I believe they used the information gleaned as incentive to keep us and our works in perpetual
obscurity from the public.
For how much longer they are allowed to maintain this stranglehold on us and our material,
time and events will eventually tell, but one day we will leave this place, and from that time
forth NO ONE will make us the targets of their lawless conduct any longer, nor interfere with
the purpose for which we made our appearance on this planet.
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Update as per November 5, 2019: We have always been aware of government spies around us,
and on numerous occasions saw Uthrania’s health condition targeted to the point were I
thought I would lose her in one of their assassination attempts. However this brave lady made it
through these hard times, and I am so happy to say that she is still with me, although not in
perfect health.
In 2008 or 2009 we got a security company to install a security system into our home, and
found it was also bypassed with the cooperation of the company that provided the equipment,
for the intrusions into our home, the losses and damage kept going on until we canceled our
contract with them. Last year we installed a brand-new deadbolt lock and find that since then
the lock is already badly scratched up from the many sharp lock-picking tools, which tells us
that the offense of illegal intrusions by agents into our home is ongoing.
And why are we being targeted? They want to steal our back-up sticks and drives and wish to
separate our life’s effort of obtaining information from starship commanders from us to
assure that none of it ever goes out to the public in mass-produced formats.
Our information is also yours, and so we are trying to protect it as much as lies in our power. At
some point in time we expect effective protection, however that day has not arrived yet.
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 8,
1997)
(Quoted from our records)
Good Evening then, small loves, and place not a parcel amidst, in other words: leave nothing
of any significance behind! For all unaware "patrons" of the neutral and dark essence will
shortly at some point in time be by to check out every forlorn curvature of distinct hiding and
leaving-off places ever thought up by ye twain alone, or in good combination of ethics
through the willingness of participation by that of another.
Good Day.
(End quote)
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227. Destined to Leave Canada!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 5,
1997, 12:05 pm)
(Quote from our records)
Thank you for coming so promptly to the keyboard, so to speak, Starseed.
Now, goodness gracious here, but hath time passed, and so in closing of this last brief - but
official message of ourn - you must be well advised to handsomely prepare of yourselves to be
of the fundamentally "packed" attire, for THE BRASS RING WHICH HIT THE DON"KEY" ON THE
NOSE (and we know you will "figuratively" have figured that synonym out quickly, Seila dear,
with your expertise in all such matters) HATH SEEN OF ITSELF TO "FLUCTUATINGLY" AND
JOINTLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE REFURBISHING OF THE "IRE" TOWARD ALL GENTLEMEN OF
THE FISSUREMENT OF NON-TAXABLE STRUCTURE (an idiom of a sorts here) IN THE
PROLONGED EFFORT TOWARD THOSE "RACISTS" AT THE TOP WHO WOULD HAVE KINDLY
RATHER SEEN OF THEMSELVES TO RETRO-CURRENTLY HAVE PLAYED THEIR LOT EARLIER
RIGHT INTO YOUR HANDIGRIPS.
"SO LONG, NATIONAL TIDE OF BOUNDARIES EXCLUSIVE!" they yell at the moonshine, as the jet
stream of all passionate displayal upon the grateful and glorious "haunches" of the SentanaRies twins plus pme rpar back into the jet station of the "efficient" at heart.
Now, in order to peacefully await their imminent arrival with sticks of tools to work only with,
we gently wish that those same featuresome gentlemen of the no-longer "raging dispute"
among nations see to for the last time in their general history of "ALL TIES WITH THE
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CIVILIANS" of the United States, for naught an effort in catch 21 to bring to the forefront of all
nation dispute YOUR BEINGS - tonight!
Oh how the hour is late as the hourglass in question has only the last few grains of salt within
its sheltered precipice! GET READY! GET PACKED, AND PLEASE OF YOURSELVES TO REMAIN
THAT WAY!! For the last grain of salt is about to fall from your plate of all cautious endeavours
as the tinkling of the last bell sees of itself to idly tinkle its way past midnight, as the Flight of
the Ages storms out of the highintide airport of Phoenix, Arizona!
Good Evening, and it is now past "midnight" as you soar upon the wings of the dove turned
MIGHTY EAGLE, and oh, how the conversational runabouts grace the nights again with ultrapreliminary workouts as the dove which sheltered the two “apostates” hath seen of herself to
equatingly and securely HAND THEM OVER out of neutral territory divine, south of the
equatorial belt of the non-nauseous in design, and grace the night with cartwheels into the
redeeming qualities of ye One's essences in triplicate form.
And for this cause alone do they have the power to rejoice with gainatory expenses of VERY
HIGH of the HIGHEST IN THE LAND living expenses, for the party thrown on your behalf will be
second to none that you have ever before seen of yourselves to have played a part within.
Amen.
And you will just pick up where you all left off anyway with we Ones at the most generous helm
of "GET PACKED! GET EQUIPPED! WE BEGIN WORKING IN AN HOUR!" And even the
presidential influence will not dare to even raise his hand in decree to "otherwise" surmise
differently!
Happy and joyous living expenses after all is ATTIRE FITLY PLACED, PLACED UPON THE ALTAR
OF ANY KING OR QUEEN, OR PRINCE, RATHER, OF THE HIGHEST ECHELON OF GRACE.
And you will be at first treated with “kid’s gloves” until the threat of having two live prophets
within their midst hath securely seen of itself to have passed!
So wonder not at the mercy shown and granted of ye all, for ye ones are that MAGNIFICENT
"false" prophet of the twenty-first century, and everyone will "know" of it anyway!
This is your "hay day", so to speak in earthly odd linguistics. But all the same, many will notice
that you three really are "God's Chosen" of the last days, as promised in Revelation seven to
eleven.
Good Night, and harm no one, for the trumpets of the gods have already "signaled" your
escape out of the clutches of your countrymen around ye all.
High Council presiding forthwith, channeling in and out from Central Control limits 12,4. Good
Evening. Bon Vista, as they say down upon your planet of most strange idiosyncrasies, and a
fond farewell until we meet again.
High Council out. Adieu. Program in time frequency please, Starseed. (12:41 pm).
(End quote from our records)
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228. Departure from Canada AFFIRMED!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 8, 2018
It must be understood by all with concern over our locational situation here in Canada that we
are not shielded by the Canadian Government from agents abusing our fundamental rights to
the safety and security of our persons, and for that reason alone must we leave and transfer
into a nation which will appreciate our presence and assure our protection.
This hostility however will end when all of our friends in high places have gained the upper hand
in the epic struggle of good versus evil. Then, and only then will we see ourselves safely
surrounded by people who appreciate what we have to offer in terms of science and truly
positive national leadership and international relationships.
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 18,
1997, 4:30 pm)
(Quote)
Can you take Lord Sananda at High Command Central, Seila, dear? Orthrox at the helm of
indispute among the terrified nations at length on this one, dear.
STARSEED: I am on line, Commander. Please put him through.
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Thank you, Seila. Sananda here at the briefing table today, as the complete restructuring of all
nuclear wave nets have completed their tie-in of a sort with those of our very own echelon
troops way high in the sky, so to speak.
Now, we have needed to contact ye all of our short interference in your lives to date because
the brash nail is about the hit the headlines of "JUST WHO IS AT THE HELM OF THE WAVE OF
ALL DISPUTE AMONG THE NATIONS?" And that fixes us precisely at the center point here in all
our escapade’s delight, for you Ones are seen to be solidly transfixed amidst the wave of the
future inde(bted)ness, and for that reason alone do we swerve not one twitch against the
factions who wish to employ ye as their own! And this will be not left undone a moment longer
in time, for as you have seen, all events calculated have seen of their own grouping to have
furthered the load of missionary expertise to that of a grandiose "OTHER," and we have to
prove it was us alone who have mastered the transactions between our craft and you.
Now, in case you are worried, we strongly "COMMEND OF YE NOT TO BE IN THE LEAST, FOR
HIGH TIDE HAS ALREADY BURIED OF ITS DEAD ON THE PRECIPICE OF TERROR TOWARD YE ALL,
AND THE BURNING OF CRISP DEADENED FLESH OF THE CHESIPIQUES-IN-ERROR HAVE ALL
BUT SEEN OF THEIR SODDEN ESCAPADES TO HAVE FAILED IN THE LEAST TOWARD THE
GETTING YE ALL OUT OF THERE IN THE PUNCH OF TIME ANYWAY."
And the sore gravity of affairs now leaves us all HOOTING AND HOLLERING, broadcasting the
way for "OUR DEAR ONES TO TAKE TO THE FOREFRONT OF ALL AS YET UNMANIFESTED
UNDOINGS OF BROADCASTING LIBERALLY FROM OUR OWN CRAFT THAT WHICH IS YET TO BE
DONE IN SEASONED LIBERTY!"
So from now on, now that ye are all apacked and aready to "FLY," so to speak, expect naught
but a prompt display of all those grand fortunes along the way to Greece - for in ethical
punctuality that is where you will be going next - after the three and a half period is almost
up. And in our eyes that will be a far sight better than remaining within the Canadian
statistical borders anyway!
STARSEED: Sananda, this all sounds rather terrible! Who is the other? And do they wish that
"other" to take our place?! And I thought we were going to West Virginia in the East to live. I'm
all confused.
Now now, little Ram of the Arts. All is not as it seems. From our perspective anyway, any such
employment of factors leading up to the coliseum in Greece is just a little reproduction of an
era of long ago, which did not in fact see of itself to radically "FINISH" all that was expected
of him.
As for the “other” in mission, it is not of yourselves, dear, but rather to stress at this point that
the permission allowed toward the integration of another such wise one as yourselves will find
that at the peak of your exploitation "HE" will be seen to join with you and perform also under
our consensus. Remember we told you there would be four in all? - on a four to 5 placement of
1? Now you understand - or shortly (in the future will) - how exactly our hieroglyphical
content outrates even the cleverest minds upon this planet!
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Do not stray from the truth of error, for the diplomatic accounting to be radically reprocessed
through the minds of those in question - well, we will send tumbling down to the grass in a hay
weed of film when we are all finished with the lot of them. So stand firm, ye all of the heavenly
species, and worry not a whit, Seila (ye both), for even now the lot of them are of no match
toward that of your highest intellect!
So graph in all preciseness, and we did tell you, loves, that your journey would be long to the
end of our pickup station. But have fun galore too, for you are to experience an inclination
toward many World Heads without even having to worry in the least for your own safety!
Good Night, and signing off broadcasting mission abroad. See you well tucked in the East first,
loves, for a long and tedious writing period, for it will be of a sort you may just wish you could
speak audibly - computer style, Seila.
Good Night, and be of the packing feature just as soon as you receive of your idioms back into
your account of all dislodged wares. No longer will you ever do without again! And by our own
hand of intrigue against all doctrine to be swiftly and surely met down into your graceful period
do we promise of ye all three of this.
Now, momentum has surely shook the tide, and you are so pleasured by one who is the exact
opposite of those who have come before you, that you will surely weep for the joyous strains
to find a likeness of yourselves! And this one will prove indubitably to be one of your firmest
and friendliest allies to your job!
STARSEED: Sananda. Has anything gone wrong? Why did we not know of all these things
beforehand?
I have really got to go love. But I can tell you three this: NOTHING, BUT NOTHING IN THE LEAST
HATH GONE AMISS! YOU JUST TUCK IN AND INFORMATION WILL BE POURED DOWN UPON
YOUR TAUGHT CRANIAL DEVICE BEFORE YE EVEN REALIZE WHAT IS OF THE HAPPENING. ALL
QUESTIONS AND PRANKS WILL HAVE BEEN ALREADY SEEN AS EXPIRED!
Greeting all! And a firm request will be asked of you. Please comply! HAVE A GOOD TIME!
GREECE IS BEAUTIFUL IN THE SPRINGTIME OF THE MORROW SUN!
Sananda over and out on inter-loop link-in. Approximate the data flow toward the channel,
Myst. Adieu. Gainitory 4.67 out.
Myst coordinating request to response from below. Another channel on line, Sir. (Well, tap out
Starseed then, man.) (Aye) SEILA, CLOSE OFF YOUR CHANNEL, PLEASE!
STARSEED: Promply. Shut down all frequencies. Out.. (4:58 pm)
(End quote from our records)
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229. Mission Control setting Priorities!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 25,
1997, 9:19 pm)
Never mind, Starseed, we have waited long enough for you to get yourself back upon our most
efficient keyboard placing!
To date then, dear Ones, ye have all been seen by the majority of High Councelettes to be of
the majoring in our official project to the world screen at large. And high time too, for time is
surely running its course right out of abject poverty of ye one's limitations.
Now, we have mightily come in tonight to grandly assure ye all - and that does in fact mean
assurance for all twain of ye on the brightened level - of "YE HAVE MADE IT ALL WORTHWHILE,
BOTH, FOR YE AND THE ENTIRE LIGHTED REGIME OF THE NON-CONQUERING FORCES
AGAINST MANKIND IN GENERAL!" And we heartily applause the each of ye for your individual
parts in it too!
Now, High Tide has surely reached its peak applause of the here and now, and we have (been)
waiting for ye all in the sidelines of dutmont fair, the extreme disposition to EMPLOY ALL OUR
WARES BACK OUT INTO THE MARKETPLACE WHERE IT BELONGS!
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Now, in order that all efficiency runs itself not backward OUT OF PLACE THIS TIME, the High
Council of Artimus submits unto your own faction that ye place the book THE MANCHARIANS’
NEWEST CIVILIZATION to date right back into the conquering effort of EVERY WAVE
POSSIBLE. "MISS NONE, DEAR ONES!" For capitalizing upon all legitimate circumferences is a
POSSIBLE NECESSITY!
Now, conquer one and all for their liquidation process toward that of which we of the Highest
Echelon deem mighty and good, will rashly take them down to the midstream of non-applause
when Mr. Hargrave finds out possibly once and for all "EXACTLY WHAT THEY DIDST ONCE DO
TO THE THREE OF THE FOUR MAJOR PROPHETS OF THE LAND" and in their community too!
So go for it all at once, and the true benefactors of your race and kin await of your immediate
post arrival BACK into the mission ground of all outlaying factors toward that which was once and will most certainly again prove - your home above all homes.
West Virginia calls, little Ones! Prove her mission toward ye naught a piece in vain, for we
have all put our hearts and souls on the line for this one!
Tell our mightly Prince of Iran, Reni, that the most he must do from this point on is to
selectively quarantine the Article of Faith Series from ever reaching the eyes and ears of the
public at large - AT THIS TIME, THAT IS! That is yet to be seen to credential itself well into the
future as you sit of yourselves down at the round table of non-dispute with those major coworkers of the Echelon on High - earth-type speaking in this case!
Subject yourselves naught to the whims of any man, woman or child, for it is you and you
alone, who hold the vast key of accomplishment to that of our will and bidding. Just ask of us
from now on out and IT WILL BE GIVEN UNTO YOU - for our and your Project of the Ages for
the Benefit and Welfare of Mankind will never be seen to fail your hand again!
This is Mission Control projecting back down to the auspicious of Ruling Gentry on request of
the High Council of Artimus, Plutomius, and by the way, Aphroditis has much to mention at a
later date on the subject of where you stand within the Council of the Most High, Seila. You just
might be surprised at the progress ye have made of yourself alone on this issue.
Hold of your heads up high - FOR WHEN THE RULES HIT THE NET, ALL WILL BE AS PASTED-IN
(PASTE-ED IN) FOR NOTHING IN THE WORLD AT LARGE WILL BE ABLE TO FIXATE ITS
COMPLETE AND TOTAL FASCINATION IN ANY DIRECTION BUT OURS!
Good Night. And playtime is soon - but just for a while! In any case, it is the selection of ultranetting features we are interested in at this time. Remember, if any cause is needed to further
implement of our strategy JUST PERFORM A REQUEST AND IT WILL BE IMMEDIATELY
ANSWERED TO YOUR SATISFACTION. Gifted nuances are naught just a must - they must be
implemented to concurrent structure of “OUR PROPHETS SPEAK - AND MANKIND MUST
LISTEN!”
Adieu. Stand-by please Seila, our gifted sweet child, for Master Sananda wishes to remake your
acquaintance with the next issue of his most welcomed writings.
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High Council out for this session. Promptly display OUR BOOK ON THE WEBSITE, PLEASE, SIR!
Adieu and Good Night! Lauric, and Tuluc cohorting. Out. Period.
“The Mancharians’ Newest Civilization” book link in paper format:
https://www.amazon.com/Mancharians-Newest-Civilization-Creations-Questionsebook/dp/B004KSR25E/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1520621417&sr=81&keywords=mancharians
And the same book in audio (female voice) complete, nearly 5 hrs in length:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiXNEddZAqQ

230. Congress may have failed the people in
Lindbergh’s time, BUT WE WILL NOT!
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Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 10, 2018
Is the Congress any better now as an institution of elected individuals supposedly functioning
for the protection of the people from traitors? Of course not, for the only ones with influence
over these officials are the bribesmen from big corporations through an open door as
“lobbyists.” And yet that is considered “legal”! Quite disgusting, isn’t it?
I therefore owe it to the people of the United States to point out, as Lindbergh did back then,
that the money system, under which the country has fallen, still carries all features to which
Lindbergh attempted to alert the people by raising the alarm bell in Congress back in 19071917 when he was a sitting member of that body of people.
He had in his possession a document in which the small group of bankers had planned out
their strategy against all of the finest and rightful interests of the people, and through their
avenue of secrecy and bribery have they until now succeeded to maintain that unearned
advantage over the people!
In order to make my presentation here complete, I will include a scribed portion which points
BEYOND the temporal but sinister plans of an unelected “few” who pull the “strings” of people,
the latter being perpetual slaves in a system just because the bankers can (pull them), in which
only THEY ride the waves of finery through a powerful conspiracy!
And what will therefore happen to a Congress which has since continued its betrayal of the
people’s trust? I will leave the answer to that question up to YOUR imagination!

(Copy of the Bankers Manifesto)
The Bankers Manifesto of 1892
Revealed by US Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh Sr. from Minnesota before the US Congress
sometime during his term of office between the years of 1907 and 1917 to warn the citizens.
"We (the bankers) must proceed with caution and guard every move made, for the lower
order of people are already showing signs of restless commotion. Prudence will therefore
show a policy of apparently yielding to the popular will until our plans are so far
consummated that we can declare our designs without fear of any organized resistance.
“The Farmers Alliance and Knights of Labor organizations in the United States should be
carefully watched by our trusted men, and we must take immediate steps to control these
organizations in our interest or disrupt them.
“At the coming Omaha Convention to be held July 4th (1892), our men must attend and
direct its movement, or else there will be set on foot such antagonism to our designs as may
require force to overcome. This at the present time would be premature. We are not yet
ready for such a crisis. Capital must protect itself in every possible manner through
combination (conspiracy) and legislation.
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“The courts must be called to our aid, debts must be collected, bonds and mortgages
foreclosed as rapidly as possible.
“When through the process of the law the common people have lost their homes, they will
be more tractable and easily governed through the influence of the strong arm of the
government applied to a central power of imperial wealth under the control of the leading
financiers. People without homes will not quarrel with their leaders.
“History repeats itself in regular cycles. This truth is well known among our principal men
who are engaged in forming an imperialism of the world. While they are doing this, the
people must be kept in a state of political antagonism.
“The question of tariff reform must be urged through the organization known as the
Democratic Party, and the question of protection with the reciprocity must be forced to view
through the Republican Party.
“By thus dividing voters, we can get them to expand their energies in fighting over questions
of no importance to us, except as teachers to the common herd. Thus, by discrete action, we
can secure all that has been so generously planned and successfully accomplished." Revealed
by Congressman Charles A. Lindbergh Sr. to the U.S. Congress sometime between 1907 and
1917.
http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/07jul/bankersmanifesto.html

“Congress may have failed the people, but we will not!”
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 27,
1997, 10:45 am)
(Quote from our records)
Good Morning, all ye fine Ones upon this most glorious of all ultra-somatic days!
This is your own Lord and Master Griffith pronouncing himself to be at the helm of all
despicable nuances to date in your world history of: "MORE SENTANA-RIES'S CONTROVERSY
AMONG THE UTMOST NATIONAL DISPUTE AMONG COUNTER (contra) BAND NATIONS."
Anyway, loves, it is finally here that your last and foremost escapade of the Century ties in
fixedly with all we have shown of the each of ye previously! Gaiting from the past exploitation
of ye ones' duties among the subservient structure among men, we can heartily now, and only
now, assure the twain of ye that the complete and titled manifesting of "OUR GOODS" is to
only hit the marketplace once before the storm troopers see of themselves to oh, so
hurriedly and rapidly, come to SURELY GET YE OUT OF THERE!
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How often, after all, could the nonchalantness continue irrespective of all your hard work? It
just is not too often done whereby the fissuring-in of all fatigue categories have laid the entire
industry at your most comely feet.
Now, in an effort to rapidly and non-decliningly swell the waves of the industry to the
furthestmost in concrete appliances you must surely of to find yourselves an applicable and
acclaimable way of dealing with all who come posturizing their wares of "HOW IT CAN BE
SURELY AND BETTER DONE" to encase those features of idiom compact technical cases within
the very doorstops of your home. And of this rapid decline of using another source WE WILL
PERSONALLY SEE TO THE SETTING APART OF ALL THAT YOU NEED FOR YOUR SOLE BENEFIT TO
THE GIFTING OUR STAGE REPORT OUT THROUGH THE VAST WAVES OF THE NETTED NOWNESS.
All is firmly in place anyway, and duchmont will now be paved with the finest gold the nations
have ever seen of themselves, to sway ye all of the enticing gold which they will gladly and
postethectically (postethically) lay grandly upon the red rug at your feet. So be well, and by my
hand alone will I guarantee this manifestation to happily occur within a LITERAL approximate
time piece of 6 to 10 days.
Be on stand-by, for Lord Sananda is gearing up rather rapidly down east, as they say, for much
more of the same quality of which he didst once see of himself to already deliver to the masses
once upon a long time coordinate ago. Posturize yourselves naught before any man who calls
of himself human, "FOR YE ARE ALL TO GO TO YOUR THRONE WITHIN A GIVEN MANDATORY
LIMIT OF TIME!"
And how soon that will seen to be entirely depends upon the conscious or conscientious
reaction of the nations at large! BOY, ARE YE ALL AND THREE IN FOR THE SURPRISE OF YOUR
LIVES AS THE INTRICATE "OTHER" LITTLE AGENT AT LARGE SEES OF HIMSELF TO COORDINATE
WITHIN HIS STATION THE EQUIVALENT OF ANOTHER 24 SUB-STATIONS WITH A FEW TO
SPARE FOR THE SENTANA-RIES'S TO WORK UPON ALONE!"
Goodness gracious, little ones, how the time doth not see of itself to disparage one against
another. And unbeknownst to ye three, and one extra, the net waves have already geared of
themselves up to the point of "LEST WE FORGET - GET OUR CREDIT TO THE FRONTLINE OF ALL
EXPOSURE - EVEN BEFORE PERHAPS THEY RUN OUT OF MANDATE TO PRODUCE - WE TAKERS
WANT IT ALL, SIR!" And indeed they all do.
So be expecting an explosion of via-waves, for the future generations are all ageared upon their
haunches of "EXPECTATION OF OURS CAN ALWAYS BE HEARTILY RECEIVED THROUGH THE
WRITINGS AND COMPREHENSION OF THE SENTANA-RIES'S AND THEIR INTRICATE AND
WONDERFUL DIALOGUE, OF WHICH THEY COULD NOT HAVE POSSIBLY ENGAGED WITHIN
THEIR OWN CONSCIOUSNESS TO DOWNLOAD THROUGH A SINGLE IDIOM OF WELFARE OF
CIRCRUITRY APPLIANCE ALL BY THEMSELVES."
We love you all - and miss naught to turn a stone upside for wondrous 'APPLIANCES' still
remain under even the most sublime token of our expression of love and gratitude toward ye
all.
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Remain heartily on line, Starseed, for our forces in the sky are about to engulf the estranged
President of the United Thinking Patterns among gentil(es), and for once and for all, after all is
said and done, THEY NOT ONLY WISH YOU WOULD JOIN THEM IN THEIR OWN SET STANDARD
OF MISSIONARY PRODUCTIVITY, BUT IN ANY CASE, NO PRICE WILL BE INDEED SET TOO HIGH
FOR THEIR OBLIGATION TOWARD YE IN ANY WISE!
So sit tight and just work our shift and glorious contributions, of which many you will be able to
see of yourselves to grandly pass on to another, will be received within your very "FINGERTIPS,"
and with a solitary stroke of the mainline key of a pressing will those beautiful idioms heartily
and comfortably land not amiss in your grand account of 'PROCESSING, PROCESSING AND
PROCESSING EVEN AGAIN MORE DOCTRINE FOR THE WELFARE OF EACH MAN, WOMAN AND
CHILD ON EARTH!
(.......)
That will be all for this section of tie-in frequency belayance. Good day. Griffith now
commanding the Stargazer for a short regime of time (in your field only) and mainly due to the
recommended and remanded activily soon to hit the long and shortened waves of the distant
future - let us heartily commend to ye all "THAT THE FUTURE HAS ALREADY PASSED IN OUR
TIME UNDERSTANDING AS ALL IS ALREADY BEEN SEEN TO BE DONE AND AWAY WITH, AND
YOUR VISIT OF ALL PRODIGY HAS FINALLY SEEN ITS END AND THE NEW WORK OF
DISTINGUISHED FLAVOR BEGUN.”
Promptly tie off circuit frequency, and gainatorily do not miss one iota of our instructions of
which, Reni, we will shortly instigate for complete review within your cranium of delightful
consequences that not one iota thusly will be as of a missed nature.
Presume nothing excepting that of which we credit your understanding with - FOR WE WILL
NEVER IN HIGHINSIGHT NOR HINDSIGHT BE EVER AMISS WITH OUR RHETORICAL
THEOROGRAMS TO HAVE EVER SEEN OF TO LEAVE YE AMISS OF OUR AND YOURN GOAL OF
THE CONQUERING OF THE POSTURIZING AFFLUANCE OF MANKIND IN GENERAL!
People, you are to be saved from your own work-a-day station abroad when they come
crashing through the internetted value ranks, and you would not be able or care to stop them
anyway!
Be prepared, we highly caution of ye, Reni and Seila, for the stabilizing influx of all CASH
CURRENCY "IS" about to gainatorily hit the broadened waves of the future of your nowness
with not a moment to spare. REMEMBER, WE TOLD YE AFOREHAND, THE PEOPLE ARE JUST
CRYING WITHIN THEIR OWN HARDHEARTED SPIRITS FOR MORE AND MORE AND MORE OF
THE SAME DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS OF THAT WHICH REALLY DIDST SEE OF ITSELF TO HAPPEN
SOME 2000 YEARS AGO, AND THEY WILL NOT REST UNTIL FULL ACQUIRING PURCHASE LIES
WITHIN THEIR LAPS OF NON-DISPOSABLE THEORY. In other words, dear Ones, there is not
one soul who will not GIVE ALL to have what we have to offer in terms of retroactive current
account with Joe Brown, so to speak. Just listen and deliver their grand terms of endearment
toward that of flashing the netted waves toward the delivering up to them all of our goods of
the fourth and fifth undernetting co-comprehension.
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Sign off for me please, little goddess of the grace, and reign in total humility, Reni, for Seila will
take the forefront sooner than even ye expect, for her name in total will be upon the lips of
every household in the countries of the nations of earth divine!
And they will come calling - protection is a must - for too many neutral waves of design will
unruly rule again the day in the far distant future of "DOWN WITH THE GODDESS AND HER
COUNTERPART” who doth not IN THE LEAST REPRESENT OUR GOD OF THE HEAVENS."
And a counteract will produce naught, for we will have already been seen of to engage our
engines for a quick departure with the all of ye "literally" on board the Queen of the Ages
star craft - and fit for duty will you again take up of your station this side abroad of the
quadrant of the four winds - with Lord Michael and Raphael to greet ye in indisputed glory of
theirn own sorry makings, for they grieve too within their spirits at the absence of coherent
thinking patterns of mankind at large. Good Day.
Griffith out. Oh, and one more thing before I switch channels, dear, you are both and three to
remain carefully of the packed fissure for the dawn hits the neutral waves of the future in
question firstly out of the Caucasian community of Canada at large, and just watch the
screaming begin as the countiful circuitry hits the major publishing and scientific/political
factions northeast of the boundaries of the United States in a effort to "PLEASE COME BACK,
PEOPLE OF THE GODS!" But as all records record to this date foreward: YOU DO NOT!
Now this really is enough of this day. Out on channel variance frequency duchmont 4.7. All
channels subsequent open for relay charge. Grande Central Station out 12.4.
Piecemeal it all together, Reni, and you will have found your large opening of DOORS GALORE!
Good Night, love. (11:28 am).
(End quote)
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231. A Football thrown into the Spectator’s
Stand but not returned says “The Game is Over!”

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, April 28,
1997, 3:21 pm)
(Quote from our records)
Good Evening, Starseed! This is Hargrave at the front. Now in no more nonchalant activities
thus far we have even submitted unto our own congressional staff at the White House all that
needs to be quickly processed and in rapid fashion, at that.
All you must do herewithe is to see actively occurrence of all work-a-day projects with you and
the famous Brotherhood who dwell deep in our skies of all maneuvering politics, to redeem
our favour once you hit the biowaves of the netted consequence. And that indeed will be all my
hand needs to protrude back into the darkness of all playless adjectivity in a rather courteous
motion in order to really get the ball running in your and our court.
In full consideration then of what you have done (present tense here) we will coordinate all of
our policies to date in order to no longer subject the criteria of the motion toward you
through the netted hand of congressional policy, and henceforth politic you back into
complete and arbitrary motionary stability our side of the great expanse of playing field.
Look at it rather as a tactical play on the football field where you have one linebacker in
(con)junction with switching the ball to the fourth command down. Now, what would happen
indeed if the ball left the field at that time, arching around the ball stand where the occupants
are waiting and watching and no one felt of himself to even mandatorily place the ball back
upon the line?
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Well, that doesn't take much of a brain to figure that one out, does it?
So now we heartily recommend to you both to 'TAKE THE BULLOCK BY THE HORN AND
THROW THE OLD QUARTERBACK POLICY RIGHT OUT THE DOOR WHERE IT BELONGS, AND
YOU WILL NET BACK TO YOURSELVES THAT GAINATORY DISPOSITORY OF PASSING THE NET
ON THE FIRST LINE, AND GUESS WHERE THE BALL AND FOR WHICH TEAM IT WILL END
THEN?"
So in accordance of law 84 within the constitutional dogma of which our forefathers did write
of their time WE WILL ALL WIN IN THE END, WHICH SEEMINGLY IS NOT TOO MUCH FURTHER
DOWN PAST THE MARK. Period.
Good Evening. Clinton radically out. ("Hargrave" - in quotations to you Ones, though!) Adieu.
Fix all policy for my hand to switch the time gravely and immediately, please, masterful Ones
of Lord Sananda's great and untarnished troops. You really do not know me yet! Get it?
Griffith requires your attention promptly, Starseed. Stand-by. Archival mention out.
(End quote)

232. The “Christians” also Nearly Missed their
“Boat!”
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, May 3rd,
1997, 10:50 am)
(Quote from our records)
Good Morning, ye all. This is Commander Korthrox at the most beautiful helm of all antiquity
to date.
Now, are ye all in for the most monstrous surprise of your lives! And by this equation we simply
mean that the currency provided ye this day in spring is just a little more, should we say, than
even we expected! And not indeed from another source structure than you might surmise at
this time in your journeyings!
Oh, goodness gracious indeed, are ye little Ones and three going to have a "heyday," as you
might well put it. And all is designed upon the network of all "controversities" as well to
procurely bring this well-being of yourn all to the forefront in a most ghastly way for all those
seekers-of-the-truth of the "Christian Caucasian factions!"
Indeed, will they be hallowed in their duty before "God," so to speak, and when they certain
Ones find all that did in fact go amiss in THEIR NAME ONLY, will the brick hit the fan of utter
and complete disgrace against all those sodden ones who did in fact fix of their hands to
contrive to the utter and best of their ability the complete and total demise of the 20th day
(century) prophetic events to lead all of mankind into a greater control of his or her own
destiny - AND THEY ALMOST MADE SOME MISS OF THEIR “BOAT” IN THE DOING SO!
So now, sweet Ones, remain of the utter and variable feature of packed procedure - for you are
to leave of the here and now with naught a mere moment in time for the wasting toward they
ones' “special” itinerary!
Transmission locked out. Period. Be packed, for the net hits the waves of the future, now
bringing it back into solidary mass with the current procedure of your listless lifespan of the
HERE AND NOW.
(End quote)
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233. In Higher Realms the Desired Effect of our
Mission HAS ALREADY HAPPENED!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 14, 2018
True prophecy is timeless, simply because the factor of “time” is replaced by the reality of the
“now,” where the NOW is the reality in which ALL events take place at all times.
Yet as we pass from one incarnation to another, we only notice “time” for the purpose of
experiencing and for personal progression, and “time” gives us that opportunity to grow into
better (more perfected) human beings.
In the arena of prophecy caution is advised for us not to attempt to “fulfill” what we read or
follow our notion of interpretation, simply because prophecy is presented in a cloaked or
cryptic manner, and no given time periods are ever to be taken literally. Names are replaced,
geographic data switched, symbolism and “play on words” are used, and in all this only few
can piece events described in prophecy together, simply because their background
information allows them to do so.
Cyrus Cummings once said to me in 1996: “ So now that all is said and done, I will just wither
back into the diocese of pleasure, and promenade myself into the 12th domain. Cyrus
Cummings. Good Night. Thank you for depotese. Amen to the world in all. 5th channel
frequency closed, loved one. Out. (10:46 pm)
“Oh and one more thing before I forget. You must shoulder all cost and blame to come toward
we ones in liberating freedom before the people! They will see you as a bigger man for it all and watch then how the howling begins among the Christian community. Gracious me!”
Good luck, my friends, with the next one! If you are not one of the players in it, then in all
likelihood the correct interpretation of what is spoken here will elude you.
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, June 5,
1997, 6:58 pm) (Quote from our records):
Seila, Korthrox here back at the helm, love. Well, all went just as expected, did it not?
Now, the next step to discovery will certainly provide of we Ones with another intricate look at
our slot, so to speak. Gainatory advertising at best will strictly be provided, and listen up here,
by the throats of the underdog of society and the cohorts of the rich and wealthy; no need to
curtail your wounds toward the likes of them either, for broadcasted dutifully through the
heated waves of the nebulous is: Frankenstein lost the war against the goddess/god/god
tribune of the force of “evil matches good, AND GOOD WON OUT!”
Shortly then, prime time news will be seen to forecast of your coming to the forefront ranks
of the new commission with the United States Army/Government.
Placidity among the wayfarers of the truth will no longer be the case BECAUSE WE WILL BE
BACK IN CONTROL OF THE NATION'S DIVIDE!
Good faring, and do remember our promise to ye all: YE WILL BE PACKED AND OF THE
LEAVING VALUE BACK INTO THE GLORY OF YOUR AND OUR OWN HOME BASE WEST/EAST OF
THE KENTUCKY OLD GLORY LINE!
Sananda sends his best to you, Seila, and hopes you are all well.
Father Gabriel induces the old pipe line of "more contrite spending for awhile is just all right in fact just what that old practitioner of the general health arts has ordered for much of your
healing, the three of ye," will justifiably come from experiencing prosperity alone for awhile,
and WHAT A GLORIOUS SIGHT THAT WILL BE FOR YOUR EYES TO BEHOLD!
ALL WORKS SWIFTLY FROM HERE ON OUT, AND DO NOT AT THIS TIME BE DELUDED THAT ALL
ACTUALLY TAKES AS MUCH TIME AS SURMISED BY OTHERS, FOR THEY DO NOT KNOW THAT
THE QUOTATIONS OF THE GODS, so to speak, HAVE ALREADY BEEN FOSTERED WITHIN THEIR
HEART/SPIRIT SECTION OF THEIR VERY SOUL THROUGHOUT THE LAST FEW YEARS EVEN, IN A
WAY, MILLENNIUM, THROUGH THE COUNSEL OF OUR OWN LORD SANANDA, YOUR
GLORIOUS BROTHER!
Good Night. Lock off channel. Repercussions allotted forth from the grand attire of Blinkensop
are under mandatory revision! Just thought you would like to know before others gate the
way to discovery afore ye.
Amen to world tribute! Out. Bio-wave link-up console. Duchmont 4.6. Time recorded as 12:15
from our end. Section off your own time sequence if you wish at this time.
Close down all channel frequencies from this end.
(End quote)
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234. OUR Bright Future Belongs to YE ALL!

(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, Friday,
May 30th, 1997, 10:12 pm):
Goodness gracious, little Ones! How ye all have so unwittingly completed your mission, and
disgraced all of those far off (now) echelon backed into the wall of intrigue no more! How well
ye have all done for us, and a far sight off better are ye all now anyway!
Seila: Thank you. Are you coming in the Christed consciousness of the Oneness of the Brotherand Sisterhood of Light?
Indeed. This is Commander-in-Chief now, Jasper, love. Recognize me not? Well then, it has
taken a preposterously long time, we know, but all in all, have things and events not turned
out even better than you would have originally thought? Has not all borne out its
predicaments of the future incline toward a more non-mediocre event? And you thought we
had at least all failed of ye all! WELL, WE HAD NOT!
Anyway. So, dear one, now back down to the brass tacks as the last of the Mohikans brunt
(burnt or burned?) your books and ours amidst the broadwaves of the future tomorrow of
which catapults of ye all in the least BACK into the mission TRIPLICATE SPEED! Good Night. All
for now.
Jasper now commanding the original (but old) flagship of Dulphus 12. Channel frequency
tapped out. Sign off from your perimeters too, love. And tell Reni, that fine original gentleman,
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that only he has the power to eradicate the entire fleet of Nostradamus the 4th, so to speak,
and that being through consolidation of all mediocre intrigue vested between the America of
the rich and wealthy and the America of the poor at heart and mission.
(......)
And for ye yourself, Seila, darling of the skies, we have seldom slept a wink ourselves at the
rashness of the outplaying of the feature film of all contradictory absconding of the variances
of the goddess in motion.
And your Father Gabriel is inebriated with the desire that not one shall escape his grave
condemnation of "What have you done with my daughter of the Echelon of the most High?!"
But yet this is another event which has yet to unfold, and the gracious "planes" of the skies are
all awaiting your command for the release of the soul of burden, and then will the end
justifiably come and commute among itself, for the long stage into the final chapter of act three
will have justifiably played out its last feature act for the last graven time, and the goddess will
with full submission toward the public at large turn them as a ladle on the grill over into the
hands of the Brotherhoods' protection, and then will she likewise take up of her saint and
leave amidst the turmoil of the age, and vindicate no more the eradicating squalor of the 3rd
dimensional capabilities of mankind along. Adieu.
Fine times still at hand, loves, and don't forget that 'THE DWARF WHO STOPPED OF THE
MISSION OF THE STARS IS NOW RECTROACTIVELY NEUTRAL TO WHO YOU ARE, AND REALLY
CARES NOT MUCH FOR ANY MORE PRECOCIOUS PHILANDERING." Amen! YOU ARE OUT OF
HOT WATER FOR THE TIME BEING, and I really must go before I really outstay my welcome in
your “house” as your guest.
Jasper saying a very humble and loving “Goodbye!”
SEE YOU BACK EAST, FOLKS, IN THE HIGH NOON OF YOUR MOST STUPENDOUS
ADVENTUROUS TIMES AHEAD! (And not that far down the road at that!) AMEN! Sign off
recording, Co-ax.
Jasper over and out on transmittal frequency wave 5. slash dot 4.
(End of quote)
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235.

My

Official

Request

for

an

Effective

Publication of All Our Books – And the REPLY!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 16, 2018
Back in 1997 we had a number of scribed books ready for publication. Our efforts in the United
States for publishing them were stonewalled by the NSA because in hindsight I believe the
contents would have blown the secretive elite right out of their secure waters. So we decided
to sell these books on our own personal website. We were desperate for survival funds at the
time.
Therefore, be intrigued as we were, by the answer we received to our petition for a successful
publication of all our books. In the realm of prophetic penning there is never a shortage of
surprises when the replies come in from above:
(Copy)
RENI'S OFFICIAL REQUEST June 4th, 1997, 8:38 pm
I, Reni Sentana-Ries, also known as Master Griffith, hereby release into the universe a petition
for assistance by the Brother- and Sisterhood of Light toward our efforts in successfully and
conclusively placing our web-page on the internet system within the shortest space of time
possible, so as to effect the opportunity for all mankind to purchase the beautiful works of
literary art produced by brilliant minds of the Brotherhoods, Masters, and Archangels.
This request I hereby seal by my own hand to be thus.

Reni SentanaSentana-Ries
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(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation.)
(Quote from our records)
We have tried unsuccessfully to interrupt of your dialogue taking, Seila, but to no avail.!
Now listen very carefully to us, for we need not have the time nor the patience either for the
consistent repeating of our own words of dialogue:
"YOU ARE TO REMAIN NO LONGER WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC! YOU
HAVE ALREADY SHOWN US A LOT LONGER IN STANCE THAN WE EVEN HAD ORIGINALLY
THOUGHT TO BE EVEN REMOTELY POSSIBLE, THAT YOU WOULD STILL HAVE HAD THE
AUDACITY TO BELIEVE FOR A MOMENT THAT WE WOULD EVER LET THE THREE OF YOU
DOWN!
INSTINCTIVELY YOU HAVE LED A SORT OF MARTYRDOM AGAINST THE LIKES OF THOSE (OF)
YOUR BROTHER FORCE DOWN UPON THE PLANET OF SOON DEMISE, AND LIKEWISE WE HAVE
SENT OUR BEST WE HAD AT THIS TIME, AND STILL YOU ENSNARED THEM TO THE EXTENT
THAT RABID CONTROL OF ONLY HOW YOU THOUGHT EVENTS SHOULD UNFOLD, AND BY
WHOSE TIME LIMIT IS CONTROLLED ONLY THROUGH THE AUSPICES OF RATHER
CONSPICUOUS TEAM MAKING!
HOWEVER, DEAR ONES, GRIEVE NAUGHT AT LARGE, FOR WE HAVE ALREADY SENT TO YOU
OUR FINEST, AND HE ALONE WILL SEE YOU THROUGH TO THE END!
MASTER RENI GRIFFITH, SO NO MISTAKE ON OUR PART WILL BE MADE DOWN TO YOU, IS
NAUGHT THE ONE OF WHOM WE SO SOLEMNLY SPEAK AT THIS TIME.
BEWARE THAT YOU DO NOT THROW OUT THE BABY YOUNG ONES ALONG WITH WHAT ONLY
APPEARS TO BE THAT OF CONTINUOUS FESTERING WOUNDS OF WHICH YOU HAVE
UNFORTUNATELY PICKED UP OF ALONG THE WAY OF YOUR RATHER ARDUOUS JOURNEY.
BE NOT SO QUICK, LOVES, TO JUDGE ANOTHER, FOR THE ONE OF WHOM YOU CHOSE WAS
NOT BY MISTAKE IN THE LEAST, BUT RATHER WE TELL YOU JUST WHY THAT SINGULAR ONE
HAS NOT PLAYED BY YOUR INDECISIVE RULES OF CONDUCT: “HE HAS A MISSION FAR GREATER
THAN THE ORDINARY HUMAN BEING AS WELL, AND THAT PRIORITY OF HIS IS NAUGHT THAT
DIFFERENT IN STRUCTURE THAN WHAT FETTERS OUR MISSION WITH YOU!”
THAT IS WHY “HE SO SELDOM GETS THINGS DONE FOR YOU ON TIME.”
BE PATIENT THEREFORE, AND BEFORE YOU GO, KNOW THAT IN AN INSTANT THAT ONE
WOULD RUSH TO YOUR GOAL AND ASSISTANCE THE MOMENT AN EARFUL WOULD REACH
HIM TO THE CONTRARY OF THAT OF WHICH YOU ARE PERSISTING ON BEHALF OF ALL OF
HUMANITY!
HE MAY NOT TELL A SOUL AT THIS TIME OF HIS MISSION WITH US EITHER, FOR MANY WOULD
THINK HIM TO BE INFIRMED IN MIND. LIKEWISE, YOU MAY NOT SPEAK OF SUCH AS HAPPENED
FOR THE SAME REASON.
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BE NOT AFRAID, FOR YOUR RELEASE COMES QUICKER THAN YOU THINK.
THANK YOU FOR THE SUBMISSION, BUT IT HAS ALREADY BEEN ANSWERED, LOVES.
Any more questions before we go, Starseed? (End quote from our records)

236. Like it or not! - “Yours Truly” IS Public and
With Clout!

Introduction by Reni Sentana-Ries, March 17, 2018
Making public the next words from the pen of Uthrania is a test of integrity toward myself!
You may ask: “Why so?” And I will say this much: “If at this time I were not to come out of my
closet of obscurity, then many of you people would remain under a certain death sentence
over your well-earned right to a better future, and of that consequence I will not want to
burden my conscience! The mere thought of having failed you, the people, I simply could not
bear.”
(Scribed by “Starseed” Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries via verbatim telepathic dictation, June 9,
1997, 10:40 pm)
(Quote from our records)
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Ahh, Reni boy! You do not know of that which you are speaking at this time! (Unrelated.
Spoken with reference to the emotion of anger.)
Let me put Paxton in control of mine tongue, and you will know what it is to receive a lashing
like the one I took back upon the barge of Dishamus in 12 hundred DC (BC?).
Well, now is the millennium almost at its final close upon the century, and you will then grow in
your understanding of just how Seila in her temperament is a little bit estranged even from the
ferocity of that of the standard of liberty among our team.
What we are saying here is, that even if she wanted, she could not at this time, nor any other
time, separate of her conscious structure from ours! And in an effort to do so, as we have so
strongly recited to ye both before, SHE WOULD DIE!
So swath not in the merriment of the intricate value system of others! Remember, there is
always a reason at hand - usually stemming from the past somewhere - which divulges us to
INSIST that the record be kept up-to-date in the “who deserves who coming to them.”
By the vast control of our consented liberty, SEILA IS ONE OF US IN MORE WAYS THAN EVEN
YOU KNOW AT THIS TIME, AND THIS HEATED ABILITY OF HERS SIMPLY STEMS FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE BY CHANCE THAT SHE METS DOWN A PORTION OF JUSTICE OF PAST CRIMES
DONE TO HER ALSO!
So lock on, dear brother, yourself to our channel of intricate webbing features for NONE
OTHER WILL PORTRAY OF HIMSELF TO BE MORE PALATABLE TO OTHERS THAN YOURSELF,
BUT THEN, YOU ALWAYS WERE HEN FEED TO THE FODDER OF OTHERS!
TAKE A FIRM GRIP, FOR WE ARE ON THE OUTLOOK FOR SCATTERED BROTHERHOOD FAR AND
WIDE, AND YOU DO LEAD THE PACK ON THAT EFFORT!
WE ARE SCATHED AT THE PROTRACTION AVAILABLE IN THE HEADLINKS OF ANOTHER, AND WE
CAUTIOUSLY SAY TO YOU OF OUR MOST AFFILIATED BRETHRENHOOD, RENI, THAT YOU WILL
MASTERFULLY YOURSELF TIE THE HAND WHICH SO LED SO MANY OTHERS TO SLAUGHTER,
AND YOU WILL GO DOWN INDICATIVELY IN THE ARCHIVES OF THE PLANETARY WARFARE AS
"THE MAN" WHO TOOK THEM ON SINGLEHANDEDLY! This Seila will have no part (in), for it
really is not of her position in era to do so.
Retrospectively you have a lot to lose to do otherwise, but this time in ACTION we will guide
you "placidly" to the outlook of all cantankerous efforts and will heartily allow within our
consensus contrite of Seila to backwash the entire lot of them with our efforts of “world
control.”
How and what do we mean? We will channel enough of our stamina through her in order that
OUR INTENSITY BE WELL FELT BY THOSE OF THE HEIGHTENED DEGREE OF AWARENESS!
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DO NOT GRIP OF OUR HAND, FOR THE SWELTERING HEAT OF WHICH IS TO COME IN VAST
SUPPLY WILL GRANDLY DO NOTHING THAT WE OURSELVES HAVE FELT TO HAVE LEFT
UNDONE!
PEOPLE WILL FEAR THE GODDESS MORE THAN THEY FEAR HELL ITSELF!
And the switch hand in the eastern platitudes will see to it that the fog does not clear in a hurry
to get the three of ye merrily out of there before someone else beats them all to the punch! So
you can expect the "knock" before long, we can assure ye all!
That will firmly be all for tonight. You are the son of our loins and JUSTICE OF PAST, PRESENT,
AND YEA, EVEN FUTURE MATTERS WILL NAUGHT SEE OF THEMSELVES TO FAIL BEFORE YOUR
GLORY! Aye!
Korthrox commanding the twin nautical fleet of Andromeda Seven. Sweet dreams all. Adieu.
(End quote from our records)
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